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Nigel Frawley, who passed away earlier this year, was the quintessential CMI person. He epitomised for many the reason why those who have attended CMI meetings and been involved in the CMI for many years keep on giving their time, working for and enjoying the CMI. He will be remembered by the CMI family for his great good humour, dedication and diligence to the CMI but also for his legal acumen, integrity, common sense and affability. He was unflappable and a joy to work with and spend time with.

Nigel was a Titulary member of the CMI, a former President of the Canadian MLA (1996 to 1998) and Secretary-General of the CMI (2004 to 2013). He served four Presidents of the CMI and, as I said when he retired, he made us all look better than we were, and we all owed him an enormous debt of gratitude. John Hare, who had previously served on the Executive Council of the CMI and succeeded Nigel as Secretary-General has rightly said of him that he was the “master of the equitable resolution of disputes and arguments, who guided, encouraged and taught me how to perform the role from a distance”. I like to think that Nigel joined us in

1 [This memorial for Nigel Frawley was originally prepared and published in a shortened form for the CMI News Letter Issue No 1 2020. It has been extended for the purposes of the Yearbook by including extracts from “On a life well spent”, a memoir that Nigel himself wrote for his wife Lynn and sons Douglas and Jamie. CMI is grateful to them for allowing us to make use of it for these purposes]
Istanbul in 2015 despite his health to check on his protégé and make sure the CMI was in good hands.

Former Presidents of the CMI who had worked with Nigel all mourned his passing. Karl Gombrii on hearing of Nigel’s passing said: “Nigel was a great companion and fabulous co-worker. I miss a very dear friend”. Patrick Griggs echoed those sentiments and has recounted how he shared the news of Nigel’s passing with an ex partner at Ince and Co who had served in submarines with Nigel whilst he served with the Royal Navy (see further below) before also coming ashore and qualifying as a lawyer. As Patrick said: “We always used to say that in order to be a submariner it was necessary to turn off the brain thus keeping it fresh for use in subsequent life ashore-they took this kindly (and rather agreed)!” Jean-Serge Rohart has said:” I owed him the greatest help in the preparation of all our meetings. He was also a nice companion during excursions and I keep a picture of him after the Colloquium in Cape Town: he was standing in front of the wooden plate indicating “Cape of Good Hope” and with his legendary sense of humour he told me: “Who knows?”

Vice President Giorgio Berlingieri also captured what Nigel meant to so many of the CMI family when he said: “Nigel was extraordinary and impressed me for his greatness in so many aspects: his competence, his distinction, his polite ways, his elegance, his sense of humour, and the quiet ways in which he faced and solved CMI activities”

As Secretary-General Nigel played the important role in ensuring that all aspects of the annual meetings functioned successfully, from the booking of hotels, to arranging the programme for the business sessions, the social aspects and the minute taking of Assembly and Executive Council meetings. All of these responsibilities Nigel took on and performed with aplomb. He worked incredibly hard to achieve the successes that were achieved at all the meetings he was responsible for. The pinnacle of his achievements was the Beijing Conference in 2012, where on occasions there were at least three and some times four contemporaneous sessions taking place in different venues in the Conference hotel. It was a tour de force.

The other important (possibly pre-eminent) role of the Secretary-General is encouraging the International Working Groups and Committees to perform their work. One such Group, which was started at his recommendation, was that on Arctic Activities. Realising that the warming client was changing maritime activity in the northern polar region he deemed it essential that CMI assist in making the international maritime legal framework fit for purpose in this newly opening up region. He was passionate about the work that this new Group could contribute and as its first Chair he charted the course that he was so pleased to see another Canadian, Aldo Chircop, continue.
During the Presidency of Jean Serge Rohart a new ad hoc Committee, the Steering Committee, was formed which comprised the two Vice Presidents and Secretary-General. It was charged with looking towards the future with a view to reforming the management, membership and operation of the CMI. One of the major topics which the Committee considered needed review was the membership fees paid by MLAs and Titulary members. The gap between the highest and lowest subscribing MLAs needed to be lessened, but with a diminished income pool expenses needed to be reduced as well. The suggestions made by this Committee introduced a simplified subscription regime and made recommendations that have influenced how CMI meetings and activities have been performed in subsequent years, as a result of the suggestions made by MLAs in response to Questionnaires sent out by the Committee. In all the deliberations of the Committee Nigel’s opinions were sensible and always in the best interests of the CMI.

In his memoir Nigel wrote:

“As I look back on my life I like to think that it was meaningful as well as fun. I certainly had my share of fun, exciting and dangerous at times in the navy during the Suez crisis and “Cold War”. I practised law with enthusiasm and enjoyed the cut and thrust of litigation. I like to think I played a small part in the development of Canadian and international maritime law”.

To my observation he was entitled to think he had led a meaningful life and had contributed greatly to the development of maritime law.

Nigel was born in London, UK in 1936. He recalled in his memoir the conditions in London during the blitz of the Second World War and his trip to Canada as a small boy:

My memory of leaving England with my mother in 1942 is quite good even though I was only 6 years old. I remember by father coming to say goodbye on the railway platform when we took the train for Greenock, Scotland. We boarded a ship there called the S.S. Argentina on a west bound convoy in ballast to New York. During the voyage I ran free on the upper deck and my mother said that I was the only child on board and a favourite of the ship’s officers. I remember gunnery target practice and putting on one of the officer’s hats which promptly blew overboard! The Captain was concerned about a U-Boat attack, but none was seen as we had no cargo in that convoy. I recall getting up very early one morning and going out on the deck and seeing a soldier quietly staring at the horizonless dawn. My last recollection is
being carried down the gangplank by an obliging male passenger into the immigration and customs sheds in New York.”

Having made his first sea voyage to New York he and his mother then travelled by train to New Brunswick in Canada to await his step father (from whom he took his surname) who was serving in the Canadian military. Over the next few years he grew up in Quebec City, Montreal and Hudson (30 miles west of Montreal) and attended Hudson High School and then spent his final two years at Ridley College, St Catherine’s, Ontario. Nigel described his activities in the summer vacations from high school:

“In the summers of 1951 and 1952 I worked on Canadian Pacific ships on the west coast. I served in the S.S. Marguerite, S.S. Patricia, and S.S. Lake Louise on voyages from Vancouver to Nanaimo, Victoria and Seattle, and from Vancouver to Prince Rupert and Wrangell, BC, and Ketchikan and Skagway, Alaska. I was the brass boy and spent my days polishing brass and scrubbing decks. I also helped load and discharge cars and cargo. It was then that I developed my love of the sea and often sneaked up to the wheelhouse to talk to the officer of the watch and try my hand at steering the ship.”

On leaving school in 1954, he joined the Royal Military College and a year later had to choose which arm of the services to join. Not surprisingly, he joined the Royal Canadian navy. Nigel described some of his first experiences:

“In the summer of 1955 I was sent off to the naval base at Esquimalt, British Columbia with about 100 other cadets to join the Royal Canadian Navy. We were appointed to frigates (I served in HMCS STE. Therese) and spent the first month learning rudimentary navigation at sea and then, on a voyage to Pearl Harbour, Hawaii we were taught celestial navigation. It was long before the advent of GPS, and radio aids navigation like Loran were just coming in vogue. While operating around the Hawaiian Islands, we worked with USN submarines and one day one of their submarines surfaced nearby and invited some of the cadets on board for a day. I volunteered and have never forgotten that first dive and all the excitement it generated. The captain looked about 23 years old and was dressed in a white t-shirt and grey flannels! I vowed to return to submarines one day. I loved the informality, but at the same time, the seriousness of it all.”

Nigel recalled the summer of 1956 when he returned to the west coast to join the destroyer HMCS Athabaskan. He said of it:
“It was a great summer where our navigating and gunnery skills were honed from BC to Mexico. I remember many runs ashore in Victoria, San Francisco, Tijuana and San Diego—all with massive hangovers on sailing”.

He was then posted to HMCS Magnificent, an aircraft carrier, where he experienced flying as an observer in the carrier’s aircraft and feeling “a bit unnerving” being catapulted off the deck.

Later that year he found himself in Egypt during the Suez crisis as part of the first UN peace keeping force, the Canadian Prime Minister having offered to supply 1000 Canadian troops and HMCS Magnificent was to take them to the middle east. He described the experience there as follows:

“We arrived and anchored off Port at the western end of the Suez Canal in late 1956. There were many ships that been sunk during the fighting all around us and we sent salvage teams to assist in raising them for disposal. We midshipmen had the duty of ferrying the troops back and forth to sentry positions along the western end of the Suez canal. It was all very exciting as we were armed and some of the work had to be done at night. I remember hearing machine- gunning going on to the north of us. The Israelis were still engaging the Egyptians even though a cease fire had been declared. By this time the British and French land forces had withdrawn to Cyprus. One night I remember taking a boatload of armed soldiers to their sentry position, only to discover that the soldiers they were relieving were not there. Either we were in the wrong position or they were. There was a curfew and all street and houselights were out. It was pitch black and I had to make a decision. I led the soldiers down an alleyway with my pistol drawn to where I thought the other soldiers might be. I heard a window opening behind me and the hair on the back of my neck rose as I could well imagine an angry Egyptian sniping at us because the fighting had only stopped a week or two beforehand. Fortunately there were no shots and we discovered out lost soldiers and all was well again”.

He also describes a memorable flight at low altitude along the Suez Canal and landing in the desert and the unforgettable experience of the generals that he was accompanying:

“sitting at a card table with white linen and polished silverware having lunch all alone while they discussed forthcoming events and the rest of us went to a nearby oasis where we had sandwiches and a can of beer in the shade of a date tree.”
A few weeks later they sailed from the Middle East and their next port of call was Naples. He continued the narrative:

“The reason we were there, believe it or not, was because Pope Pius XII wanted to greet the “brave Canadians” who had formed the world’s first United Nations peace keeping force. Each day 200 of us went by train to Rome for this purpose. Because we had a crew of just under 1,000 officers and men, I guess we were there for five days and much fun was had by all in Naples. When my group went to Rome, we were taken by bus to the Vatican and ushered into the inner sanctum. We walked down endless corridors with Swiss guards on either side of us and then emerged into a large reception room. His Holiness emerged, stood on a small dais and spoke to us in English and French flawlessly. He then mingled, chatting to one and all, and gave everybody a small silver medallion with his profile engraved on both sides. After a few prayers we were ushered out, had several glasses of vino at a nearby bar and took the train back to Naples”.

Having finished exams and been promoted to Acting Sub-Lieutenant Nigel sailed with 20 others as a first class passenger on SS Ibernia from Canada for Southampton in September 1958 and describes that part of his career in the following way:

“We proceeded to the Royal Naval College at Greenwich which was designed by Sir Christopher Wren after the London fire of 1666. We had a year of studies there, including the Junior Officers War Course, with many young officers from the Royal Navy, Royal Marines, Royal Australian Navy, and Royal New Zealand Navy. It was a magnificent place, our “Mess” was the famous “Painted Hall”, the studies were interesting and we had a lot of fun in the London of the 50s. … When we took a navigation course at HMS Dryad two of the books we studied were those written by my great grandfather, Commander Stratford Thornton Stirling Lecky, Royal Navy, entitled “Wrinkles in Practical Navigation” and “Danger Angles and Offshore Distance Tables”. There was a photograph of my grandfather’s class of 1906 at the Gunnery School on Whale Island where I studied at HMS Excellent. He wrote “The King’s Ships”. I felt at this point that I was part of a great naval tradition, particularly as my mother’s youngest brother, Ian Lecky, had served in the Royal Navy in a battleship (HMS Rodney), a cruiser and a destroyer during World War II”.

Nigel then returned to Canada but not long after responded to a Navy call out for volunteers to serve in submarines, which as yet the Canadian navy did not possess. That required further training in the UK, and on
completion he elected to serve on **HMS Tapir** and travelled in the spring of 1960 to Malta where he joined the ship in the first submarine squadron at Sliema Creek. He described the experience in the following way:

“My first C.O. was Lieutenant Commander “Lucy” Lupton R.N. I was on the Mediterranean station for one year and although formally on loan service to the Royal Navy, I was treated and became, to all intents and purposes a typical British officer. This included playing polo and cricket at the Marsa Club, which we were all expected to do, and “banyans” (ie picnics with girlfriends and lots of Maltese wine) on the islands of Gozo and Comino. Those were the days of a very large British Naval presence in the Mediterranean including a cruiser squadron, several destroyer squadrons and up to a dozen submarines. The fleet exercises were exhilarating and a real “eye-opener” to me as the only Canadian officer serving on that station. We were also involved with 42 Commando, Royal Marines, in clandestine training exercises on the Libyan coast. Another highlight was taking part in the fleet review in Naples Bay, a guard ship for the yachting events for the Rome Olympics in 1960. A few of us were able to go ashore and take the train to Rome to see some of the Track and Field events.”

One of the reasons (I am pleased to say) that Nigel gave for choosing **HMS Tapir** was that it was due to be transferred to Australia. They duly sailed from Malta via Aden, Colombo, Singapore and the Great Barrier Reef to Sydney with Nigel serving as navigating officer. They were en route around Sumatra and Borneo at a time when tensions were high between Indonesia and Britain and as Nigel describes it they were:

“at action stations throughout. When on the surface, machine guns were mounted against air attack and part of our duties included the protection of Malayan and Singaporean fishing vessels from attack by the Indonesians or by pirates”.

He describes navigating the Great Barrier Reef as follows:

“Negotiating the Great Barrier Reef was a test of anyone’s navigational skills! In those days, there were some areas off the safe route which were marked on the charts as “last charted by Captain Cook” or “last confirmed positions by Captain Flinders”! The trip was extremely hot and some enterprising “matelots” rigged a canvas swimming pool around the gun turret on the forward casing. Passing merchant men expressed their amazement at such a display of undisciplined behaviour with a variety of unique Aldis signals to us. We arrived at the Sydney Heads in April 1961 and joined two other RN submarines at the Royal Australian Naval base in Mosman in Sydney Harbour.”
Nigel also refers to his experiences during the Cuban missile crisis in 1962.

“We outfitted for war in record time and proceeded to our station in the Iceland - Faroes Gap where we tracked and identified a number of Soviet submarines heading south for the Eastern Seaboard of the United States and the Caribbean. It was a very tense time and taken extremely seriously by the Admiralty.

In 1966 he was appointed First Lieutenant of *HMS Opportune* and in 1968 he was promoted Lieutenant Commander and posted in command of *HMCS Okanagan* then under construction at Chatham, England. Shortly after commissioning in 1968 he describes an experience on a voyage from the west coasts of Scotland and Ireland to Halifax:

“I chose to do the entire Atlantic crossing submerged. When south of Iceland, our sonar picked up a Soviet nuclear submarine travelling southward and towards us at a high speed and below 200 feet. I remained at periscope depth (65 feet) and allowed it to pass underneath us. All the while, we tracked it and tape recorded its sound signature for identification purposes. She never knew we were there!”

He also describes an experience in 1969 after taking part in exercises off Halifax and in the north Atlantic going to Montreal in August 1969 to “show the flag” for recruiting purposes. He says:

“We were the first submarine to visit that port since the war. My last day in command consisted of taking the Prime Minister, the Right Honourable Pierre Trudeau, and Senator Allan MacEachern for a day’s submerged activities off Halifax. They were in Halifax attending the opening ceremonies of the Atlantic summer games. When we came aboard, I ushered the Prime Minister up to the Bridge. When I was manoeuvring the boat away from the jetty I heard him say “Gee, when I grow up I want to be a submarine commander”. It seemed only natural for me to say: “Gee, when I grow up I want to be Prime Minister”!

After serving for 15 years Nigel left the navy to become a lawyer. He enrolled at the Law School at the University of Toronto in September 1969. During the summer vacations he worked for the Reserve Navy at the submarine squadron in Halifax his first summer and the next summer he worked as an administrator with a stevedoring company in the docks of Toronto. As he said:
“It was a good way for me to learn about the merchant shipping side of Toronto life.”

He graduated from the University of Toronto Law School in 1972. He joined McMillan Binch initially. He describes his experiences as follows:

“I was involved in several interesting cases. The best was the SS Miriana which sank mysteriously while at anchor in Montego Bay, Jamaica. I was sent to Jamaica to interview witnesses and take commission evidence. My investigations revealed the ship had been purposely sunk and the owners were trying to fraudulently recover insurance money. Lloyds denied the claim on our recommendation. We then defended Lloyds Hull and Machinery insurers in the suit brought by the owners. However, they soon realised that we had sufficient evidence of their barratry and discontinued their suit. I handled many collisions and cargo claims. I well remember my first collision case because I was able to put my knowledge and navigation and seamanship to good use.”

In 1979 he joined a specialist maritime and aviation practice at Paterson MacDougall and recalled these experiences there:

“The trial I remember most during those years was that of the sinking of Captain John’s Floating Restaurant (SS Normac) at the foot of Yonge Street in Toronto Harbour. A passenger ferry boat owned and operated by the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, SS Trillium, had run into the floating restaurant while docking and caused considerable damage to the Normac. Fortunately there were only two or three passengers that suffered personal injuries as there was a fire and minor leaking ensued. The vessel sank two weeks later. My opponent David Beard QC had very few defences for the collision, but argued that the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto could limit its liability to about a tenth of the damage we were claiming by one of the provisions in the Canada Shipping Act. He also argued that the bulk of the damage was that of the sinking damage which was not the responsibility of Metropolitan Toronto because it occurred two weeks later and in the intervening period the owner could have done more to save his ship. At trial I was successful in getting judgment for the collision and defeating the claim for limitation of liability and obtained collision damages for Captain John’s. However, the sinking damages were denied my client. We thereupon appealed and it was successful!”
In 1986 he moved to McMaster Meighen which then became Meighen Demers. He argued maritime (and aviation) cases before all levels of the Canadian maritime Courts, including the Supreme Court in the case of Ordon v Grail where his client prevailed. He describes it as follows:

My last major case at Meighen Demers was Ordon v Grail. We acted for Mrs Ordon whose husband drowned when a pleasure craft owned and operated by Mr Grail grounded in rough weather in Lake Erie and sank. Liability and the extent of damages were contested. The case proceeded through the lower courts in Ontario and wound up in the Supreme Court of Canada in 1998. Leave to Appeal had been granted because of conflicting legislation in jurisprudence, and concepts of common and civil law as to the breadth and extent of “Canadian Maritime Law”. The law had to be clarified and our case and three others were chosen for argument in the Supreme Court of Canada. After a full day of argument, our case prevailed and the law was clarified. It was the crowning achievement of my legal career, just like commanding the submarine Okanagan was in the navy.”

Another case he recalled from those days, which he enjoyed, was when he was acting for a gas pipeline company in Alberta, known as Pembina Resources. He describes it as follows:

“They owned a gas field in the eastern end of Lake Erie known as Long Point Bay. During a storm, several ships which had anchored in the vicinity dragged their anchors and one of them hooked one of my client’s pipelines and fractured it. They lost a tremendous amount of gas because ice formed over the particular area shortly afterwards and divers had trouble locating and shutting off the gas. The damages suffered by Pembina were very large indeed. My problem was identifying the guilty ship so I sued all of them and by a process of elimination during Examinations for Discovery managed to narrow it down to one ship which belonged to Upper Lakes Shipping Ltd. Their counsel, John Morin QC, argued strenuously that I did not have sufficient proof that it was his client’s ship but, once again, my knowledge of seamanship and navigation came to the fore and I prevailed. Having succeeded in liability, I then had to set about proving our considerable damages, which I was able to do with the assistance of an accountant from Calgary who was very knowledgeable in gas field leaks.”

Nigel then joined Borden and Elliott in 1999, (which became Borden, Ladner, Gervais) for 3 years before retiring for the first time. He then set up a consultancy in 2002 during which he was appointed by the Minister of Transport to enquire into the regulation of pilotage off the East Coast
of Canada. He then returned to private practice in 2008 when he joined William Sharpe’s office.

Justice Sean Harrington has recalled a case in which Nigel had cross examined a witness who had been a Master mariner who had commented afterwards: “with all due respect to Sean and all other maritime lawyers I have met Nigel was the only one who actually knew what he was talking about.”

What a great epitaph! A life well spent, indeed. The footnote to Nigel’s memoir which explains its title refers to: “Cicero 43 BC: “The life given us by nature is short, but the memory of a well spent life is eternal”.

Nigel Frawley has left an indelible mark on the CMI which will be long remembered. The CMI has conveyed its condolences to his wife Lynn, Douglas and Jamie and his extended family. They were fortunate indeed to have had such an outstanding person as their husband, father and family member respectively. The CMI was equally fortunate to have had his good counsel, organisational skills, efficiency, sense of humour, dedication as Secretary-General and friendship to so many for so long.

Stuart Hetherington, August 2020.
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PART III: STATUS OF CONVENTIONS  
(Guidance as to where information can be obtained)
PART I

Organization of the CMI
PART I - GENERAL

Article 1
Name and Object
The name of this organisation is “Comité Maritime International”, which may be abbreviated to “CMI”. The name of the organisation may be used in full or in its abbreviated form. It is a non-governmental not-for-profit international organisation established in Antwerp in 1897, the object of which is to contribute by all appropriate means and activities to the unification of maritime law in all its aspects. To this end it shall promote the establishment of national associations of maritime law and shall cooperate with other international organisations.

Article 2
Existence and Statutory Seat
The Comité Maritime International is incorporated in Belgium as an Association internationale sans but lucratif (AISBL) / Internationale Vereniging zonder Winstoogmerk (IVZW) under the Belgian Act of 27 June 1921 as later amended. It has been granted juridical personality by Royal Decree of 9 November 2003. Its statutory seat is at Ernest Van Dijckkaai 8, 2000 Antwerpen. Its statutory seat may be changed within Belgium by decision of the Executive Council.
PART II – MEMBERSHIP AND LIABILITY OF MEMBERS

Article 3

Voting Members

(a) Subject to Article 28, the voting Members of the Comité Maritime International are national (or multinational) Associations of Maritime Law elected to membership by the Assembly, the object of which Associations must conform to that of the CMI and the membership of which must be fully open to persons (individuals or bodies having juridical personality in accordance with their national law and custom) who either are involved in maritime activities or are specialists in maritime law. Member Associations must be democratically constituted and governed, and must endeavour to present a balanced view of the interests represented in their Association.

(b) Where in a State there is no national Association of Maritime Law in existence, and an organisation in that State applies for membership of the CMI, the Assembly may accept such organisation as a Member of the CMI if it is satisfied that the object of such organisation, or one of its objects, is the unification of maritime law in all its aspects. Whenever reference is made in this Constitution to Member Associations, it will be deemed to include any organisation admitted as a Member pursuant to this Article.

(c) Only one organisation in each State shall be eligible for membership, unless the Assembly otherwise decides. A multinational Association is eligible for membership only if there is no Member Association in any of its constituent States.

(d) Where a national (or multinational) Member Association does not possess juridical personality according to the law of the country where it is established, the members of such Member Association who are individuals or bodies having juridical personality in accordance with their national law and custom, acting together in accordance with their national law, shall be deemed to constitute that Member Association for purposes of its membership of the CMI.

(e) National (or multinational) Member Associations of the CMI are identified in a list published on the CMI Website or as may otherwise be determined by the Executive Council.
**Article 4**

**Titulary Members**

Individual members of Member Associations may be elected by the Assembly as Titulary Members of the Comité Maritime International upon the proposal of the Association concerned, endorsed by the Executive Council. Individual persons may also be elected by the Assembly as Titulary Members upon the proposal of the Executive Council. Titulary Membership is of an honorary nature and shall be decided having regard to the contributions of the candidates to the work of the CMI and/or to their services rendered in legal or maritime affairs in furtherance of international uniformity of maritime law or related commercial practice. Titulary Members presently or formerly belonging to an Association which is no longer a member of the CMI may remain individual Titulary Members at large pending the formation of a new Member Association in their State.

Titulary Members of the CMI are identified in a list published on the CMI Website or as may otherwise be determined by the Executive Council.

**Article 5**

**Provisional Members**

Nationals of States where there is no Member Association in existence and who have demonstrated an interest in the object of the Comité Maritime International may upon the proposal of the Executive Council be elected as Provisional Members by the Assembly. A primary objective of Provisional Membership is to facilitate the organisation and establishment of new Member national or regional Associations of Maritime Law. Provisional Membership is not normally intended to be permanent, and the status of each Provisional Member will be reviewed at three-year intervals. However, individuals who have been Provisional Members for not less than five years may upon the proposal of the Executive Council be elected by the Assembly as Titulary Members, to the maximum number of three such Titulary Members from any one State. Provisional Members of the CMI are identified in a list published on the CMI Website or as may otherwise be determined by the Executive Council.

**Article 6**

**Members Honoris Causa**

The Assembly may elect to Membership honoris causa any individual person who has rendered exceptional service to the Comité Maritime International or in the attainment of its object, with all of the rights and privileges of a Titulary Member. Members honoris causa may be
designated as honorary officers of the CMI if so proposed by the Executive Council. Members honoris causa shall not be attributed to any Member Association or State but shall be individual members of the CMI as a whole.

Members honoris causa of the CMI are identified in a list published on the CMI Website or as may otherwise be determined by the Executive Council.

Article 7
Consultative Members

International organisations which are interested in the object of the Comité Maritime International may be elected by the Assembly as Consultative Members.

Consultative Members of the CMI are identified in a list published on the CMI Website or as may otherwise be determined by the Executive Council.

Article 8
Expulsion of Members

(a) Members may be expelled from the Comité Maritime International by reason of:
   i. default in payment of subscriptions;
   ii. conduct obstructive to the object of the CMI; or
   iii. conduct likely to bring the CMI or its work into disrepute.

(b) A motion to expel a Member may be made by:
   (a) any Member Association or Titulary Member of the CMI; or
   (b) the Executive Council.

   i. Such motion shall be made in writing and shall set forth the reason(s) for the motion.

   ii. Such motion must be filed with the Secretary-General or Administrator, and shall be copied to the Member in question.
(c) A motion to expel made under Article 8(b)(i)(a) shall be forwarded to the Executive Council for first consideration.

i. If such motion is approved by the Executive Council, it shall be forwarded to the Assembly for consideration pursuant to Article 11(b).

ii. If such motion is not approved by the Executive Council, the motion may nevertheless be laid before the Assembly by the Member Association or Titulary Member at its meeting next following the meeting of the Executive Council at which the motion was considered.

(d) A motion to expel shall not be debated in or acted upon by the Assembly until at least ninety (90) days have elapsed since the original motion was copied to the Member in question. If less than ninety (90) days have elapsed, consideration of the motion shall be deferred to the next succeeding Assembly.

(e)

i. The Member in question may offer a written response to the motion to expel, and/or may address the Assembly for a reasonable period in debate upon the motion.

ii. In the case of a motion to expel which is based upon default in payment under Article 8(a)(i), actual payment in full of all arrears currently owed by the Member in question shall constitute a complete defence to the motion, and upon acknowledgment of payment by the Treasurer the motion shall be deemed withdrawn.

(f)

i. In the case of a motion to expel which is based upon default in payment under Article 8(a)(i), expulsion shall require the affirmative vote of a simple majority of the Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting.

ii. In the case of a motion to expel which is based upon Article 8(a)(ii) and (iii), expulsion shall require the affirmative vote of a two-thirds majority of the Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting.
PART I: ORGANIZATION OF THE CMI

Constitution

Article 9
Limitation of Liability of Members
The liability of Members for obligations of the Comité Maritime International shall be limited to the amounts of their subscriptions paid or currently due and payable to the CMI.

PART III – ASSEMBLY

Article 10
Composition of the Assembly
The Assembly shall consist of all Members of the Comité Maritime International, the members of the Executive Council and the Immediate Past President.

As approved by the Executive Council, the President may invite Observers to attend all or parts of the meetings of the Assembly.

Article 11
Functions of the Assembly
The functions of the Assembly are:

(a) To elect the Officers of the Comité Maritime International;

(b) To elect Members of and to suspend or expel Members from the CMI;

(c) To fix the amounts of subscriptions payable by Members to the CMI;

(d) To elect auditors;

(e) To consider and, if thought fit, approve the accounts and the budget;

(f) To consider reports of the Executive Council and to take decisions on the activities of the CMI, including the location for the holding of meetings, and in particular, meetings of the Assembly;

(g) To approve the convening of, and ultimately approve resolutions adopted by, International Conferences;

(h) To adopt Rules of Procedure not inconsistent with the provisions of this Constitution and make such additional Rules of Procedure
as may be necessary when so doing to take account of any transitional issues that arise; and

(i) To amend this Constitution pursuant to Article 14.

Article 12
Meetings and Quorum of the Assembly
The Assembly shall meet annually on a date and at a place decided by the Executive Council. The Assembly shall also meet at any other time, for a specified purpose, if requested by the President, by ten of its Member Associations or by the Vice-Presidents. At least six weeks’ notice shall be given of such meetings.

At any meeting of the Assembly, the presence of not less than five Member Associations entitled to vote shall constitute a lawful quorum.

Article 13
Agenda and Voting of the Assembly
Matters to be dealt with by the Assembly, including election to vacant offices, shall be set out in the agenda accompanying the notice of the meeting. Decisions may be taken on matters not set out in the agenda, other than amendments to this Constitution, provided no Member Association represented in the Assembly objects to such procedure.

Members honoris causa and Titulary, Provisional and Consultative Members shall enjoy the rights of presence and voice, but only Member Associations in good standing shall have the right to vote.

Each Member Association present in the Assembly and entitled to vote shall have one vote. The right to vote cannot be delegated or exercised by proxy. The vote of a Member Association shall be cast by its president, or by another of its members duly authorised by that Member Association.

Unless otherwise provided in this Constitution and subject to Article 8(f) (ii) and Article 14, all decisions of the Assembly shall be taken by a simple majority of Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting. However, amendments to any Rules of Procedure adopted pursuant to Article 11(h) shall require the affirmative vote of a two-thirds majority of all Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting.
Article 14
Amendments to the Constitution

Amendments to the Constitution shall be made in writing and shall be transmitted to all National Associations at least six weeks prior to the annual meeting of the Assembly at which the proposed amendments will be considered.

Amendments to the Constitution shall require the affirmative vote of a two-thirds majority of all Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting. Their effectiveness and entry into force shall be subject to Belgian law.

PART IV - OFFICERS

Article 15
Designation

The Officers of the Comité Maritime International shall be the governing body of the CMI within the meaning of the Belgian Act of 27 June 1921 as later amended and shall consist of the following members who are the directors of the CMI within the meaning of the Act:

(a) The President,
(b) Two Vice-Presidents,
(c) The Secretary-General,
(d) The Treasurer (and Head Office Director)
(f) (hereafter “The Treasurer”),
(e) The Administrator (if an individual), and
(f) Up to eight Executive Councillors.

Article 16
President

The President of the Comité Maritime International shall preside over the Assembly, the Executive Council, and the International Conferences convened by the CMI. He or she shall be an ex-officio member of any Committee, International Sub-Committee or Working Group appointed by the Executive Council.
With the assistance of the Secretary-General and the Administrator he or she shall carry out the decisions of the Assembly and of the Executive Council, supervise the work of the International Sub-Committees and Working Groups, and represent the CMI externally.

The President shall have authority to conclude and execute agreements on behalf of the CMI, and to delegate this authority to other officers of the CMI.

The President shall have authority to institute legal action in the name and on behalf of the CMI, and to delegate such authority to other officers of the CMI. In case of the impeachment of the President or other circumstances in which the President is prevented from acting and urgent measures are required, five officers together may decide to institute such legal action provided notice is given to the other members of the Executive Council. The five officers taking such decision shall not take any further measures by themselves unless required by the urgency of the situation.

In general, the duty of the President shall be to ensure the continuity and the development of the work of the CMI.

The President shall be elected for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re-election for one additional term.

**Article 17**

**Vice-Presidents**

There shall be two Vice-Presidents of the Comité Maritime International, whose principal duty shall be to advise the President and the Executive Council, and whose other duties shall be assigned by the Executive Council.

The Vice-Presidents, in order of their seniority as officers of the CMI, shall substitute for the President when the President is absent or is unable to act.

Each Vice-President shall be elected for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re-election for one additional term.

**Article 18**

**Secretary-General**

The Secretary-General shall undertake and be responsible for the tasks and duties assigned to him or her from time to time by the President or the Executive Council.
The Secretary-General shall have particular responsibility for organisation of the intellectual and social content, and all non-administrative preparations for International Conferences, Colloquia, Symposia and Seminars convened by the Comité Maritime International.

The Secretary-General shall liaise with appropriate international bodies, especially Consultative Members of the CMI and may represent the CMI at any forum when so requested by the President or the Executive Council.

The Secretary-General shall be elected for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re-election without limitation upon the number of terms.

**Article 19**

**Treasurer**

The Treasurer shall undertake and be responsible for the tasks and duties assigned to him/her from time to time by the President or the Executive Council.

In particular, the Treasurer shall:

(a) be responsible for the funds of the Comité Maritime International, and shall collect and disburse, or authorise disbursement of, funds as directed by the Executive Council, in accordance with protocols prescribed from time to time by the Executive Council;

(b) maintain adequate accounting records for the CMI;

(c) prepare financial statements for the preceding calendar year in accordance with current International Accounting Standards, and shall prepare proposed budgets for the current and next succeeding calendar years;

(d) submit financial statements and the proposed budgets for review by the auditors and the Audit Committee appointed by the Executive Council, and following any revisions, present them for review by the Executive Council and approval by the Assembly not later than the first meeting of the Executive Council in the calendar year next following the year to which the financial statements relate.

(e) at the request of the Executive Council, open such bank accounts and other financial facilities, such as credit cards, as are necessary to facilitate the financial operations of the CMI, and take all steps necessary to manage the finances of the CMI including arranging the deposit of funds and payment of accounts.
In his/her capacity as Head Office Director, the Treasurer shall be:

(a) the line manager of the Administrative Assistant in Antwerp in relation to his/her office duties and in general to oversee the day by day business of the Secretariat of the CMI.

(b) authorised to give, and be responsible for, all formal and informal notifications of amendments to the Constitution of the CMI; official notifications of the appointment and termination of officers of the Executive Council; and all other notifications required by the laws of Belgium from time to time. And in this regard, the Treasurer shall appoint and liaise with a practising Belgian lawyer to ensure compliance with all formal and legislative prerequisites in relation to the Executive Council, the Assembly, and the CMI in general.

The Treasurer shall be elected for a term of three years, and shall be eligible for re-election without limitation upon the number of terms.

Article 20
Administrator

The Administrator shall undertake and be responsible for the tasks and duties assigned to him or her from time to time by the President or the Executive Council.

The Administrator shall have particular responsibility for the formal administrative preparations for meetings of the Comité Maritime International, and to that end, shall:

(a) give official notice of all meetings of the Assembly and the Executive Council, of International Conferences, Symposia, Colloquia and Seminars, and of all meetings of Committees, International Sub-Committees and Working Groups;

(b) circulate the agendas, minutes and reports of such meetings;

(c) make all necessary administrative arrangements for such meetings (such as the liaison with the host Maritime Law Association for the booking of venues and associated social activities);

(d) take such actions, either directly or by appropriate delegation, as are necessary to give effect to administrative decisions of the Assembly, the Executive Council, and the President;

(e) circulate such reports and/or documents as may be requested by the President, the Secretary-General or the Treasurer, or as may be approved by the Executive Council; and
(f) keep current and ensure publication of the lists of Members pursuant to Articles 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

The Administrator may represent the CMI at any forum when so requested by the President or the Executive Council.

The Administrator may be an individual or a body having juridical personality. If a body having juridical personality, the Administrator shall be represented on the Executive Council by one natural individual person. If an individual, the Administrator may also serve, if elected to that office, as Treasurer of the CMI.

The Administrator, if an individual, shall be elected for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re-election without limitation upon the number of terms. If a body having juridical personality, the Administrator shall be appointed by the Assembly upon the recommendation of the Executive Council, and shall serve until a successor is appointed.

PART V - EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Article 21
Composition, criteria for election and terms of office of the Executive Council

The Executive Council shall comprise the Officers of the Comité Maritime International as described in Article 15.

Executive Councillors shall be elected by the Assembly upon individual merit, also having due regard to balanced representation of the legal systems and geographical areas of the world characterised by the Member Associations.

Each elected Executive Councillor shall be elected to his or her specific office in the Executive Council for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re-election for one additional term to each such office, except that (as provided in Articles 18, 19 and 20) there shall be no such limit on the number of re-elections of the Secretary-General, Administrator or Treasurer.
Article 22
Functions of the Executive Council

The functions of the Executive Council are:

(a) To receive and review reports concerning contact with:
   i. The Member Associations,
   ii. The CMI Charitable Trust, and
   iii. International organisations;

(b) To review documents and/or studies intended for:
   i. The Assembly,
   ii. The Member Associations, relating to the work of the Comité Maritime International or otherwise advising them of developments, and
   iii. International organisations, informing them of the views of the CMI on relevant subjects;

(c) To initiate new work within the object of the CMI, to establish Standing Committees, International Sub-Committees and Working Groups to undertake such work, to appoint Chairs, Deputy Chairs and Rapporteurs for such bodies, and to supervise their work; reports of such Committees, Sub-Committees and Working Groups shall be submitted to the Executive Council and/or the Assembly as requested by the President;

(d) To initiate and to appoint persons to carry out by other methods any particular work appropriate to further the object of the CMI; reports of such persons shall be submitted to the Executive Council and/or the Assembly as requested by the President;

(e) To encourage and facilitate the recruitment of new members of the CMI;

(f) To oversee the finances of the CMI and to appoint an Audit Committee;

(g) To make interim appointments, if necessary, to the offices of Secretary-General, Treasurer and Administrator;

(h) To nominate, for election by the Assembly, independent auditors of the annual financial statements prepared by the Treasurer and/or the accounts of the CMI, and to make interim appointments of such auditors if necessary;

(i) To review and approve proposals for publications of the CMI;
(j) To set the dates and places of its own meetings and, subject to Article 11, of the meetings of the Assembly, and of Seminars, Symposia and Colloquia convened by the CMI;

(k) To propose the agenda of meetings of the Assembly and of International Conferences, and to decide its own agenda and those of Seminars, Symposia and Colloquia convened by the CMI;

(l) To carry into effect the decisions of the Assembly;

(m) To report to the Assembly on the work done and on the initiatives adopted.

(n) To pay an honorarium to the Secretary-General, Administrator and Treasurer if it considers it appropriate to do so.

Article 23
Meetings and Quorum of the Executive Council

The Executive Council shall meet at least twice annually; it may when necessary meet by electronic means, but shall meet in person at least once annually unless prevented by circumstances beyond its control.

The Executive Council may, however, take decisions when circumstances so require without a meeting having been convened, provided that all its members are fully informed and a majority respond affirmatively in writing.

Any actions taken without a meeting shall be ratified when the Executive Council next meets. At any meeting of the Executive Council seven members, including the President or a Vice-President and at least three Executive Councillors, shall constitute a lawful quorum. All decisions shall be taken by a simple majority vote. The President or, in his absence, the senior Vice-President in attendance shall have a casting vote where the votes are otherwise equally divided.

Article 24
Immediate Past President

The Immediate Past President of the Comité Maritime International shall have the option to attend all meetings of the Executive Council, and at his or her discretion shall advise the President and the Executive Council. His or her expenses in so attending shall be met in the same way as those of Executive Councillors.
PART VI - NOMINATING PROCEDURES

Article 25
Nominating Committee

A Nominating Committee shall be established for the purpose of nominating individuals for election to any office of the Comité Maritime International.

The Nominating Committee shall consist of:

(a) A Chair, who shall have a casting vote where the votes are otherwise equally divided, and who shall be appointed by the Executive Council;

(b) The President and Immediate Past President of the CMI (provided that a Past President may resign from the Nominating Committee at any time upon giving written notice to the President);

(c) Two members proposed by Member Associations through the procedures of the Nominating Committee, mutatis mutandis, and thereafter nominated by the Nominating Committee for election by the Assembly;

(d) One further member appointed by the Executive Council.

Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraph, no person who is a candidate for office may serve as a member of the Nominating Committee during consideration of nominations to the office for which he or she is a candidate.

All members of the Nominating Committee other than the President and Immediate Past President (who respectively shall hold office ex officio) shall hold office for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re-appointment or re-election for one additional term.

Article 26
Nomination Procedures

On behalf of the Nominating Committee, the Chair shall determine first:

(a) whether any officers eligible for re-election are available to serve for an additional term in which event he or she shall obtain a statement from such officers as to the contributions they have made to the Executive Council or the Nominating Committee during their term(s);
(b) whether Member Associations wish to propose candidates for possible nomination by the Nominating Committee as an Executive Councillor, or other Officer or, where applicable, to serve on the Nominating Committee.

The Chair shall then notify the Member Associations and seek their views concerning the candidates for nomination. The Nominating Committee shall then make nominations taking such views into account.

Following the decisions of the Nominating Committee, the Chair shall forward its nominations to the Administrator in ample time for distribution not less than six weeks before the annual meeting of the Assembly at which nominees are to be elected.

Member Associations may make nominations for election to any office independently of the Nominating Committee, provided such nominations are forwarded to the Administrator in writing not less than 15 working days before the annual meeting of the Assembly at which nominees are to be elected. In the absence of any such nominations from Member Associations, the only nominations for election by the Assembly shall be the nominations of the Nominating Committee.

The Executive Council may make nominations to the Nominating Committee for election by the Assembly to the offices of Secretary-General, Treasurer and/or Administrator. Such nominations shall be forwarded to the Chair of the Nominating Committee at least fourteen weeks before the annual meeting of the Assembly at which nominees are to be elected.

PART VII - INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

Article 27
Composition and Voting

The Comité Maritime International shall meet in International Conference at places approved by the Assembly, for the purpose of discussing and adopting resolutions upon subjects on an agenda approved by the Executive Council.

The International Conference shall be composed of all Members of the CMI and such Observers as are approved by the Executive Council.

Each Member Association which has the right to vote may be represented by its delegates present and by Titulary Members present who are members of that Association. Each Consultative Member may be represented by three delegates. Each Observer may be represented by one delegate only.
Each Member Association present and entitled to vote shall have one vote in an International Conference; no other Member and no Officer of the CMI shall have the right to vote in such capacity.

The right to vote cannot be delegated or exercised by proxy.

The resolutions of International Conferences shall be adopted by a simple majority of the Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting.

Clerical mistakes, or errors arising from an accidental mistake, omission or oversight, or an amendment to provide for any matter which should have been but was not dealt with at an International Conference can be corrected by a resolution at a subsequent Assembly meeting.

PART VIII – FINANCE

Article 28
Arrears of Subscriptions

A Member Association remaining in arrears of payment of its subscription for more than one year from the end of the calendar year for which the subscription is due shall be in default and shall not be entitled to vote until such default is cured.

Members liable to pay subscriptions and who remain in arrears of payment for two or more years from the end of the calendar year for which the subscription is due shall, unless the Executive Council decides otherwise, receive no publications or other rights and benefits of membership until such default is cured.

Failure to make full payment of subscriptions owed for three or more calendar years shall be sufficient cause for expulsion of the Member in default. A Member expelled by the Assembly solely for failure to make payment of subscriptions may be reinstated by vote of the Executive Council following payment of arrears, subject to ratification by the Assembly. The Assembly may authorise the President and/or Treasurer to negotiate the amount and payment of arrears with Members in default, subject to approval of any such agreement by the Executive Council.

Subscriptions received from a Member in default shall, unless otherwise provided in a negotiated and approved agreement, be applied to reduce arrears in chronological order, beginning with the earliest calendar year of default.
Article 29
Fees and Expenses

The Secretary-General, Administrator and Treasurer shall receive such honoraria as may be determined by the Executive Council and the auditors shall receive such fee as may be approved by the Executive Council.

Members of the Executive Council, the Immediate Past President, and Chairs of Standing Committees, Chairs and Rapporteurs of International Sub-Committees and Working Groups, when travelling on behalf of the Comité Maritime International, shall be entitled to reimbursement of travelling expenses, as directed by the President or the Executive Council.

The President or the Executive Council may also authorise the reimbursement of other expenses incurred on behalf of the Comité Maritime International.

PART IX – FINAL PROVISIONS

Article 30
Liability

The Comité Maritime International shall not be liable for the acts or omissions of its Members. The liability of the CMI shall be limited to its assets.

Article 31
Dissolution and Procedure for Liquidation

The Assembly may, upon written motion received by the Administrator not less than six months prior to a regular or extraordinary meeting, vote to dissolve the Comité Maritime International. At such meeting a quorum of not less than one-half of the Member Associations entitled to vote shall be required in order to take a vote on the proposed dissolution. Dissolution shall require the affirmative vote of a three-fourths majority of all Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting. Upon a vote in favour of dissolution, liquidation shall take place in accordance with the laws of Belgium. Following the discharge of all outstanding liabilities and the payment of all reasonable expenses of liquidation, the net assets of the CMI, if any, shall devolve to the CMI Charitable Trust, a registered charity established under the laws of the United Kingdom.
Article 32
Governing Law

Any issue not resolved by reference to this Constitution shall be resolved by reference to Belgian law.

Article 33
Entry into Force

This Constitution shall enter into force on the tenth day following its publication in the Annexes du Moniteur belge.
RULES OF PROCEDURE
1996, as amended 2017

Rule 1
Right of Presence

In the Assembly, only Members of the Comité Maritime International as defined in Article 3(a) of the Constitution, members of the Executive Council as provided in Article 10, the Immediate Past President and Observers invited pursuant to Article 10 may be present as of right.

At International Conferences, only Members of the CMI as defined in Article 3 of the Constitution (including non-delegate members of national Member Associations), Officers of the CMI as defined in Article 15, the Immediate Past President and Observers invited pursuant to Article 27 may be present as of right.

Observers may, however, be excluded during consideration of certain items of the agenda if the President so determines.

All other persons must seek the leave of the President in order to attend any part of the proceedings.

Rule 2
Right of Voice

Only Members of the Comité Maritime International as defined in Article 3 of the Constitution, members of the Executive Council and the Immediate Past President may speak as of right; all others must seek the leave of the President before speaking. In the case of a Member Association, only a listed delegate may speak for that Member; with the leave of the President such delegate may yield the floor to another member of that Member Association for the purpose of addressing a particular and specified matter.

Rule 3
Points of Order

During the debate of any proposal or motion any Member or Officer of the Comité Maritime International having the right of voice under Rule 2 may rise to a point of order and the point of order shall immediately be ruled upon by the President. No one rising to a point of order shall speak on the substance of the matter under discussion.
All rulings of the President on matters of procedure shall be final unless immediately appealed and overruled by motion duly made, seconded and carried.

Rule 4

Voting

For the purpose of application of Article 13 of the Constitution, the phrase “Member Association present, entitled to vote, and voting” shall mean Member Associations whose right to vote has not been suspended pursuant to Articles 14 or 28, whose voting delegate is present at the time the vote is taken, and whose delegate casts an affirmative or negative vote. Member Associations abstaining from voting or casting an invalid vote shall be considered as not voting.

Voting shall normally be by show of hands. However, the President may order or any Member Association present and entitled to vote may request a roll-call vote, which shall be taken in the alphabetical order of the names of the Member Associations as listed in the current CMI Yearbook.

If a vote is equally divided, the proposal or motion shall be deemed rejected.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, all contested elections of Officers shall be decided by a secret written ballot in each category. Four ballots shall be taken if necessary. If the vote is equally divided on the fourth ballot, the election shall be decided by drawing lots.

If no nominations for an office are made in addition to the nomination(s) of the Nominating Committee pursuant to Article 26, then the candidate(s) nominated by the Nominating Committee may be declared by the President to be elected to that office by acclamation. If the Nominating Committee nominates more candidates than there are vacancies for any office, then the Assembly shall conduct an election in accordance with the procedures of this Rule.

Rule 5

Amendments to Proposals

An amendment shall be voted upon before the proposal to which it relates is put to the vote, and if the amendment is carried the proposal shall then be voted upon in its amended form.
If two or more amendments are moved to a proposal, the first vote shall be taken on the amendment furthest removed in substance from the original proposal and then on the amendment next furthest removed therefrom and so on until all amendments have been put to the vote.

Rule 6
Secretary and Minutes

The Secretary-General or, in his absence, an Officer of the Comité Maritime International appointed by the President, shall act as secretary and shall take note of the proceedings and prepare minutes of Assembly meetings. Minutes of the Assembly shall be published on the CMI website (where practical) in the two official languages of the CMI, English and French, and in the CMI News Letter and/or otherwise distributed in writing to Member Associations.

Rule 7
Amendment of these Rules

Amendments to these Rules of Procedure may be adopted by the Assembly. Proposed amendments must be in writing and circulated to all Member Associations at least six weeks before the annual meeting of the Assembly at which the proposed amendments will be considered.

Rule 8
Application and Prevailing Authority

These Rules shall apply not only to meetings of the Assembly and International Conferences, but shall also constitute, mutatis mutandis, the Rules of Procedure for meetings of the Executive Council, International Sub-Committees, or any other group convened by the Comité Maritime International.

In the event of an apparent conflict between any of these Rules and any provision of the Constitution, the Constitutional provision shall prevail. Any amendment to the Constitution having an effect upon the matters covered by these Rules shall be deemed as necessary to have amended these Rules mutatis mutandis, pending formal amendment of the Rules of Procedure in accordance with Rule 7.
Rule 9

Carry-over of terms when electoral process is changed

Where the Assembly amends the Constitution by changing the manner in which the members of a Committee or body of the Comité Maritime International are to be elected, the Assembly may by resolution agree to permit the terms of office of members of such Committee or body, who were elected under the previous process specified under this Constitution, to be extended until the next Assembly meeting, and for such persons to carry out their functions on that Committee or body until their terms expire at the subsequent Assembly meeting.
GUIDELINES FOR PROPOSING THE ELECTION OF TITULARY AND PROVISIONAL MEMBERS

1999

Titulary Members

No person shall be proposed for election as a Titulary Member of the Comité Maritime International without supporting documentation establishing in detail the qualifications of the candidate in accordance with Article 3 (I)(c) of the Constitution. The Administrator shall receive any proposals for Titulary Membership, with such documentation, not less than sixty (60) days prior to the meeting of the Assembly at which the proposal is to be considered.

Contributions to the work of the Comité may include active participation as a voting Delegate to two or more International Conferences or Assemblies of the CMI, service on a CMI Working Group or International Sub-Committee, delivery of a paper at a seminar or colloquium conducted by the CMI, or other comparable activity which has made a direct contribution to the CMI’s work. Services rendered in furtherance of international uniformity may include those rendered primarily in or to another international organization, or published writing that tends to promote uniformity of maritime law or related commercial practice. Services otherwise rendered to or work within a Member Association must be clearly shown to have made a significant contribution to work undertaken by the Comité or to furtherance of international uniformity of maritime law or related commercial practice.

Provisional Members

Candidates for Provisional Membership must not merely express an interest in the object of the CMI, but must have demonstrated such interest by relevant published writings, by activity promoting uniformity of maritime law and/or related commercial practice, or by presenting a plan for the organization and establishment of a new Member Association.

Periodic Review

Every three years, not less than sixty (60) days prior to the meeting of the Assembly, each Provisional Member shall be required to submit a concise report to the Secretary-General of the CMI concerning the activities organized or undertaken by that Provisional Member during the reporting period in pursuance of the object of the Comité Maritime International.

---

2 Adopted in New York, 8th May 1999, pursuant to Article 3 (I)(c) and (d) of the Constitution.
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STANDING COMMITTEES

[As constituted during EXCO meeting September 2019]

Note: In terms of Art 16 of the CMI Constitution, the President is ex officio a member of all Committees and Working Groups.

**Carriage of Goods by Sea**
*(including Rotterdam Rules)*

- **Chair**: Tomotaka FUJITA [Japan]
- **Rapporteur**: Michael STURLEY [USA]
- **Members**:
  - Stuart BEARE [UK]
  - Philippe DELEBECQUE [France]
  - Vincent DE ORCHIS [USA]
  - Miriam GOLDBY [Malta/UK]
  - Hannu HONKA [Finland]
  - Kofi MBIAH [Ghana]
  - Mario RICCOMAGNO [Italy]
  - Gertjan VAN DER ZIEL [Netherlands]
  - José VICENTE GUZMAN [Colombia]

**General Average**

- **Chair**: Jörn GRONINGER [Germany]
- **Rapporteur**: Richard CORNAH [UK- IUMI]
- **Members**:
  - Daniella DE LINT [Netherlands]
  - Jörn GRONINGER [Germany]
  - Michael HARVEY [UK]
  - Kiran KHOSLA [UK - ICS]
  - Jiro KUBO [Japan]
  - Sveinung MÅKESTAD [Norway]
  - Dieter SCHWAMPE [Germany]
  - Jonathan SPENCER [USA]
  - Esteban VIVANCO [Argentina]

**General Average Interest Rates (YAR 2004)**

- **Chair**: Bent NIELSEN [Denmark]
- **Rapporteur**: Taco VAN DER VALK [Netherlands]
- **Members**:
  - Andrew TAYLOR [UK]
  - Jörn GRONINGER [Germany]
  - Richard CORNAH [UK- IUMI]
  - Daniella DE LINT [Netherlands]
  - Jörn GRONINGER [Germany]
  - Michael HARVEY [UK]
  - Kiran KHOSLA [UK - ICS]
  - Jiro KUBO [Japan]
  - Sveinung MÅKESTAD [Norway]
  - Dieter SCHWAMPE [Germany]
  - Jonathan SPENCER [USA]
  - Rhidian THOMAS [UK]
  - Pengnan WANG [China]

**Marine Insurance**

- **Chair**: Joseph GRASSO [USA]
- **Rapporteur**: Jonathan SPENCER [USA]
- **Members**:
  - Sarah DERRINGTON [Australia]
  - Andreas BACH [Switzerland]
  - Pierangelo CELLE [Italy]
  - Shelley CHAPELSKI [Canada]
  - Charles FERNANDEZ [UK]
  - Jiro KUBO [Japan]
  - Hernan LOPEZ SAAVEDRA [Argentina]
  - Dieter SCHWAMPE [Germany]

**CMI Young Lawyers**

- **Chair**: Taco VAN DER VALK [Netherlands]
- **Members**:
  - Lorenzo FABRO [Italy]
  - Javier FRANCO-ZARATE [Colombia]
  - Mišo MUDRIĆ [Croatia]
  - Massimiliano MUSI [Italy]
  - Evangeline QUEK [Hong Kong/China]
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Standing Committees

Violeta RADOVICH [Argentina]
Harold SONDERGARD [Denmark]
Ioannis TIMAGENIS [Greece]

Collection of Outstanding Contributions
John O’CONNOR [Canada]
Chair
Peter VERSTUYFT [Belgium]
Benoit GOEMANS [Belgium]
Aurelio FERNANDEZ-CONCHESO [Venezuela]

Constitution Committee
Jean Francois PETERS [Belgium] Chair
Benoit GOEMANS [Belgium]
John HARE [South Africa]
John O’CONNOR [Canada]
Patrice REMBAUVILLE-NICOLLE [France]

Implementation of International Conventions and Promotion of Maritime Conventions
Deucalion REDIADIS [Greece]
Chair
Maria BORG BARTHET [UK, Malta]
Rapporteur: Implementation
Peter LAURIJSSEN [Belgium]
Rapporteur: Promotion
Dimitri CHRISTODOULOU [Greece] Rapporteur
José M.ALCANTARA [Spain]
Rosalie BALKIN [Australia]
Giorgio BERLINGIERI [Italy]
Vincent FOLEY [USA]
Nicholas GASKELL [UK]
Benoit GOEMANS [Belgium]
Patrick HOLLOWAY [South Africa]
Luke Chidi ILOGU [Nigeria]
Måns JACOBSSON [Sweden]
Kiran KHOSLA [UK]
Elizabeth SALAS [Colombia]
Leven SIANO [Brasil]

Database of Judicial Decisions on International Conventions
Stephen GIRVIN [Singapore]
Chair
Lawrence TEH [Singapore]
Taco VAN DER VALK [Netherlands]
Alexander VON ZIEGLER [Switzerland]
Katerina VUSKOVIC [Peru]

Publications and Website
Taco VAN DER VALK [Netherlands] Chair
Chris GIASCHI [Canada]

CMI Archives
Jean-Francois PETERS [Belgium] Chair
Rosalie BALKIN [Australia – New Zealand]
Evelien PEETERS [Belgium]

Audit Committee
Måns JACOBSSON [Sweden] Chair
Peter CULLEN [Canada]
Luc GRELLET [France]
Andrew TAYLOR [UK]

Nominating Committee
Andrew TAYLOR [UK] Chair
Stuart HETHERINGTON [Australia] Ex Officio
Giorgio BERLINGIERI [Italy]
Standing Committees

Henry HAI LI [China]
Jorge RADOVICH [Argentina]

Planning Committee
Rosalie BALKIN [Australia-New Zealand] Chair
José Modesto APOLO TERAN [Ecuador]
Giorgio BERLIGIERI [Italy]
Blythe DALY [USA]
Tomotaka FUJITA [Japan]
In Hyeon KIM [S Korea]
Dihuang SONG [China]
Michael STURLEY [USA]
Edmund SWEETMAN [Ireland/Spain]

Ad Hoc Committee: The Future of the CMI
Stephen KNUDTZON [Norway] Chair
Jesus CASAS [Spain]
Edmund SWEETMAN [Ireland/Spain]

Liaison with National Associations (*Provisional)
Rosalie BALKIN South Africa, Nigeria, Senegal
Ann FENECH Croatia, Greece, Italy, Malta, Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Turkey
Aurelio FERNANDEZ CONCHESO Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Panama, Peru, Mexico, Uruguay, Venezuela
Luc GRELLLET Cameroon, Congo, France
Stuart HETHERINGTON Australia & New Zealand, Indonesia, PIMLA
John O’CONNOR Canada

Dieter SCHWAMPE Denmark, Finland, Germany, Japan, Norway, Poland, Sweden, Ukraine
Lawrence TEH India, Malaysia, People’s Republic of China (incl Hong Kong), Republic of Korea, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Philippines, Singapore
Taco VAN DER VALK Ireland, Netherlands, United Kingdom
Peter VERSTUYFT Belgium

CMI Charitable Trust
Trustees [Appointed by the Trustees, with written consent of the CMI as required by Clause 19(1) of the Trust Deed]
Patrick GRIGGS [UK] Chair
Thomas BIRCH REYNARDSON, [UK] Treasurer
Ann FENECH [Malta]
Karl-Johan GOMBRII [Norway]
Alexander VON ZIEGLER [Switzerland]
INTernational working groups
[As constituted during EXCO meeting September 2019]
Note: In terms of Art 16 of the CMI Constitution, the President is ex officio a member of all Committees and Working Groups.

Acts of Piracy and Maritime Violence
Andrew Taylor [UK] Chair
Rodolfo Gonzalez-Lebrero [Spain]
Patrick Griggs [UK]
John Kimball [USA]
Louis Mbanefo [Nigeria]
Pietro Palandri [Italy]
Lars Rosenberg Overby [Denmark]
Frank L. Wiswall Jr [USA]

Liability for Wrongful Arrest
Aleka Mandarakas-Sheppard [UK] Chair
Edmund Sweetman [Ireland/Spain] Co-Chair
George Theocharidis [Greece] Co-Rapporteur
Giorgio Berlingieri [Italy]
Robert Bright [UK]
Ann Fenech [Malta]
Kiran Gombrii [Norway]
Leonardo Mainero [Argentina]
Reinier van Campen [Netherlands]

Liability of Classification Societies
Luc Grellet [France] Chair
Alexander von Ziegler [Switzerland] Rapporteur

John Daniolos
Markiolos [Greece]
Tomotaka Fujita [Japan]
Felix Goebel [Germany]
Karl Gombrii [Norway]
Francesco Siccardi [Italy]

Maritime Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS)
Tom Birch Reynardson [UK] Chair
Lina Wiedenbach [Germany] Rapporteur
Diego Chami [Argentina]
Donald Chard [UK]
Felix Collin [Finland]
Brian Eisenhower [USA]
Piette Gaël [France]
Andrew Garger [USA]
Nicholas Gaskell [UK]
Joseph Grasso [USA]
Olaf Hartenstein [Germany]
Andrew Higgs [UK]
Tim Howse [UK]
Beatriz Huarta Melgar [Spain]
Erik Van Hooydonk [Belgium]
Kiran Khosla [UK]
Oskar Levander [Finland]
Jeffrey Moller [USA]
Mišo Mudrić [Croatia]
Helen Noble [Ireland]
Sean T. Pribyl [USA]
Henrik Ringbom [Finland]
Vanessa ROCHESTER [Canada]
Cecilia SEVERONI [Italy]
Leven SIANO [Brazil]
Frank SMEELE [Netherlands]
Baris SOYER [UK]
Robert VEAL [UK]
Alan WIEGEL [USA]

Offshore Activities
Jorge RADOVICH [Argentina]
Chair
Andrew TAYLOR [UK]
Rapporteur
Aldo BRANDANI [Argentina]
Robert DOREY [UK]
Aurelio FERNANDEZ-CONCHESO [Venezuela]
Luc GRELET [France]
Patrick GRIGGS [UK]
J. Clifton HALL III [USA]
Måns JACOBSSON [Sweden]
Henning JESSEN [Germany]
Steven RARES [Australia]
Erik RØSÆG [Norway]
Lorenzo SCHIANO DI PEPE [Italy]
William SHARPE [Canada]
Wylie SPICER [Canada]

Fair Treatment of Seafarers in the Event of a Maritime Accident
Olivia HAMER [UK] Chair
Paul GILL [Ireland] Deputy Chair
Michael CHALOS [USA]
Valeria EBOLI [Italy]
David HEBDEN [UK]
Linda HOWLETT [UK]
Kim JEFFERIES [Norway]
Kiran KHOSLA [UK]
P.K. MUKHERJEE [Canada/India]
Natalie SHAW [UK]
Edmund SWEETMAN [Ireland/Spain]

Subcommittee Maritime Law & Refugee Migration at Sea
Valeria EBOLI [Italy] Chair
Edmund Sweetman [Ireland/Spain]

Subcommittee Pandemic Response at Sea
Paul GILL [Ireland] Chair

Judicial Sales of Ships
Ann FENECH [Malta] Co-Chair
Henry HAI LI [China] Co-Chair
Beiping CHU [China]
Benoit GOEMANS [Belgium]
Luc GRELET [France]
Stuart HETHERINGTON [Australia and New Zealand]
Peter LAURJESSEN [Belgium]
Frank NOLAN [USA]
Jan Erik POETSCHKE [Germany]
Andrew ROBINSON [South Africa]
Lawrence TEH [Singapore]

Cybercrime in Shipping
Julian CLARK [UK] Chair
Elias BESTANI [Argentina]
Rapporteur
Kate BELMONT [USA]
Remy CARREIRA [Panama]
Boriana FARRAR [USA]
Sebastien LOOTGIETER [France]
Giovanni MARCHIAFAVA [Italy]
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International Working Groups

Alexander VON ZIEGLER [Switzerland]

Security Interests over Shipping Containers

Benoit GOEMANS [Belgium]
Co-Chair

David OSBORNE [UK] Co-Chair

Andrea BERLINGIERI [Italy]
Allen BLACK [USA]
Sheng CHEN [China]
Ann FENECH [Malta]
Souichirou KOZUKA [Japan]
Camilla MENDES VIANNA
CARDOSO [Brazil]
Stefan RINDFLEISCH [Germany]
Andrew TETLEY [France]
Haco VAN DER HOUVEN
VAN OORDT [Netherlands]

Cross Border Insolvencies

Sarah DERRINGTON [Australia] Chair
Martin Davies [USA]
Rapporteur
Manuel ALBA FERNANDEZ [Spain]
Beiping CHU [China]
Maurizio DARDANI [Italy]
Olaf HARTENSTEIN [Germany]
Sébastien LOOTGIETER [France]
William SHARPE [Canada]

Polar Shipping

Aldo CHIRCOP [Canada] Chair
David BAKER [UK]
Phillip BUHLER [USA]
Kim CROSBIE [USA]
Peter CULLEN [Canada]

Gen GOTO [Japan]
Tore HENRIKSEN [Norway]
Stephanie JOHNSTON [UK]
Kiran KHOSLA [UK]
Young Kil PARK [Korea]
Esther MALLACH [Germany]
Bert RAY [USA]
Nicolò REGGIO [Italy]
Henrik RINGBOM [Finland]
Lars ROSENBERG OVERBY [Denmark]
Donald ROTHWELL [Australia]
Alexander SKARIDOVOV [Russia]
David (Duke) SNIDER [Canada]

Subgroup Antarctic, Subgroup COLREGS, Subgroup Cruise Passenger Rights

Ship Nomenclature

Francis NOLAN [USA] Chair
Edmund SWEETMAN [Ireland]
Rapporteur
Jens MATHIASEN [Denmark]
Massimiliano MUSI [Italy]
Lawrence TEH [Singapore]
Ricardo ROZAS [Chile]
Bülent SÖZER [Turkey]

Restatement of the Lex Maritima

Eric VAN HOOYDONK [Belgium] Chair
Jesús CASAS ROBLA [Spain]
Rapporteur
Eduardo ADRAGNA [Italy]
Aybek AHMEDOV [Russia]
Kerim ATAMER [Turkey]
Werner BRAUN RIZK [Brazil]
Olivier CACHARD [France]
Javier FRANCO [Colombia]
International Working Groups

Tomotaka FUJITA [Japan]
John HARE [South Africa]
Andrea LA MATTINA [Italy]
Alexander VON ZIEGLER [Switzerland]
Michael STURLEY [USA]
Gustavo Omaña PARÉS [Venezuela]
Luiz ROBERTO LEVEN SIANO [Brazil]
Frank SMEELE [The Netherlands]
Andreas MAURER [Germany]
Massimiliano RIMABOSCHI [Italy]
Mišo MUDRIĆ [Croatia]
Filippo LORENZON [UK/Italy]
Lijun ZHAO [China]

Unified Interpretation
John Markianos, Co-Chair [Greece]
Dieter Schwampe, Co-Chair, [Germany]
Eduardo Albors, [Spain]
David Baker; [UK/IGP&I]
Rafael Diaz-Oquendo, [Venezuela]
Luc Grellet, [France]
Kiran Khosla, [UK/ICS]
Darren Lehane, [Ireland]
Vassilis Mavrakis, [Greece]
Sabine Rittmeister [Germany]
MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS

ARGENTINA

ASOCIACION ARGENTINA DE DERECHO MARITIMO

(Argentine Maritime Law Association)
Leandro N. Alem 882 - 7º piso, Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, República Argentina, C.P. C1001AAR. Tel.: +54 11 4310.0100 int. 2519 – Fax +54 11 4310.0200 - E-mail: presidencia@aadm.org.ar and secretaria@aadm.org.ar – Website www.aadm.org.ar
Established: 1905

Officers:

President: Alberto C. CAPPAGLI, Marval, O’Farrell & Mairal, Av. Leandro N. Alem 882, 7º piso, 1001 Buenos Aires. Tel.: +54 11 4310.0100 – Fax +54 11 4310.0200 - E-mail: presidencia@aadm.org.ar

Vice-President: Carlos R. LESMI, Lesmi & Moreno, Lavalle 421 – piso 1º, 1047 Buenos Aires. Tel.: +54 11 4393.5292/5393/5991 – Fax: +54 11 4393.5889 – Firm E-mail: lesmimoreno@fibertel.com.ar – Private E-mail: clesmi@fibertel.com.ar

Secretary General: Diego Esteban CHAMI, Chami, Di Menna & Asociados, Libertad 567, piso 4º, 1012 Buenos Aires. Tel.: +54 11 4382.4060/2828 – Fax: +54 11 4382.4243 – E-mail: diego@chami-dimenna.com.ar

Assistant Secretary: Fernando ROMERO CARRANZA, Llerena & Asociados Abogados, Av. L.N. Alem 356, piso 13, Tel.: +54 11 4314.2670 – Fax: +54 11 4314.6080 – E-mail: frcarranza@llerena.com.ar

Treasurer: Esteban A. VIVANCO, Average Adjuster, Surveyors, Consultants, Estudio Jorge P. Vivanco, Sinclair 3244, 3rd floor, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Tel.: +54 11 52521079 – Fax: +54 11 43439439/0943 – E-mail: esteban@estudiovivanco.com

Members: Abraham AUSTERLIC, Jorge M. RADOVICH, Ricardo REVELLO LERENA, Haydée Susana TALAVERA

Auditor: María Cecilia GÓMEZ MASÍA, Hipólito Irigoyen 785, piso 3, depto G. Tel.: +54 11 4331.2140, Part: 4431.9309/4433.6234 – E-mail: mcgomezmasia@gemceabogados.com.ar

Assistant Auditor: Hernán LÓPEZ SAAVEDRA, Tel.: +54 11 4802 4147 (extension 201) – E-mail: hlopezsaaVEDRA@mlsrc.com.ar
Titular Members:
Dr. Alberto C. CAPPAGLI, Dr. Diego CHAMI, Dr. Fernando ROMERO CARRANZA, Dr. Carlos R. LESMI, Dr. Jorge M. RADOVICH, Dr., Dra. Haydee S. TALAVERA

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
Attn. Anne CHAHWAN, c/- Clerk Young, Owen Dixon Chambers West, 525 Lonsdale Street, Melbourne VIC 3000, Australia. E-mail: admin@mlaanz.org – Website: www.mlaanz.org
Established: 1974

Officers:
President: Pat SARACENI, Clifford Chance, Level 7, 190 St George’s Terrace, Perth WA 6000, Tel. +61 8 9262 5524 – Fax: +61 8 9262 5522 – E-mail: pat.saraceni@cliffordchance.com

Australian Vice-President: Paul BAXTER, Hall & Wilcox Lawyers, GPO Box 2346, BRISBANE QLD 4001, Australia , Tel: +61 7 3231 7710, Email: paul.baxter@hallandwilcox.com.au

New Zealand Vice President: Kerryn WEBSTER, Wilson Harle, 64 Fort Street, AUCKLAND 1010, NEW ZEALAND, Tel: + 64 9 915 5700 – Fax: + 64 9 915 5701 – Email: kerryn.webster@wilsonharle.com

Executive Secretary: Danella WILMSHURST, Thomas Miller Law, Level 10, 117 York Street, Sydney NSW 2000, Tel: +612 8262 5852 – Email: danella.wilmshurst@tmlawltd.com

Treasurer: Nathan CECIL, Holding Redlich, Level 65, MLC Centre, 19 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000. Tel: +61 2 8083 0388 – Fax: +61 2 8083 0399 – E-mail: nathan.cecil@holdingredlich.com

Committee Members:
Clinton MCKENZIE, AMSA, 82 Northbourne Avenue, BRADDOCK ACT 2612. Tel: + 61 2 6279 5000 – Email: clintonmckenzie@amsa.gov.au

David GOODWIN, RMIT, E-mail: david.goodwin@rmit.edu.au

Immediate Past President: Neal BEADLE, DLA Piper New Zealand, Level 22, DLA Piper Tower 205 Queen Street, Auckland 1140
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Member Associations

New Zealand, Tel: +64 9 300 386, Fax: +64 9 303 2311 - Email: Neil.Beadle@dlapiper.com

Administration: Sophia POLETTI, Legal Secretary, Holding Redlich, L65, MLC Centre, 19 Martin Place, SYDNEY NSW 2000, Australia, E-mail: admin@mlaanz.org

Titulary Members:

Membership: 438

BELGIUM

ASSOCIATION BELGE DE DROIT MARITIME
BELGISCHE VERENIGING VOOR ZEERECHT

(Belgian Maritime Law Association)
Mrs. Ingrid VAN CLEMEN, Ambos Advocaten, Generaal Lemanstraat 27, B-2018 Antwerpen, Belgium
Tel.: +32 3 201.2760 – Fax +32 3 201.2765 – E-mail: ingrid.vanclemen@amboslaw.be
Website: www.bvz-abdm.be
Established: 1896

Officers:

President: Frank STEVENS, Roosendaal De Keyzer, De Burburestraat 6-8, B-2000 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel: +32 3 237.01.01 - Fax: +32 3 237.03.24 - Email: frank.stevens@roosendaal-keyzer.be

Past President: Karel STES, Past Chairman of the BIMCO Documentary Committee (2009-2015), Former Chief Legal Officer, Secretary and Compliance Officer of the Exmar group of companies (2003-2015), Het Klooster 38, 2980 Zoersel, Belgium. Email: karel.stes@gmail.com

Vice-President:
Saskia EVENEPOEL, Metis Advocaten, Frankrijklei 105, B-2000 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel: +32 3 289.10.00 – Fax: +32 3 289.10.01 – Email: se@metisadvocaten.be
CMI YEARBOOK 2019

Member Associations

Secretary: Ingrid VAN CLEMEN, Ambos Advocaten, Generaal Lemanstraat 27, B-2018 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel.: +32 3 201.27.60 – Fax: +32 3 201.27.65 – E-mail: Ingrid.VanClemen@amboslaw.be

Treasurer: Geert PRECKLER, Van Doosselaere Advocaten, Justitiestraat 26, 2018 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel: +32 3 203.40.00 - Fax: +32 3 225.28.81 - E-mail: geertpreckler@vandoosselaere.be

Other members of the Board:

Vincent FRANSEN, Fransen Luyten Advocaten, Everdijstraat 43, 2000 Antwerpen. E-mail: vincentfransen@fransenluyten.com

Jef GORREBEECK, Van Breda Risk and Benefits, Plantin en Moretuslei 297, 2140 Antwerpen. E-mail: jef.gorrebeeck@vanbreda.be

Bénédicte GREANT, Kegels & Co Advocaten, Mechelsesteenweg 196, 2018 Antwerpen. E-mail: benedicte.greant@kegels-co.be

Jan LOYENS, LVV Advocaten, Grote Steenweg 417, 2600 Antwerpen. E-mail: jan@lvv-law.be

Caroline MAES, CMB, De Gerlachekaai 20, 2000 Antwerpen. E-mail: caroline.maes@cmb.be

Tom VAN ACHTER, Elegis Advocaten, Mechelsesteenweg 64, 2018 Antwerpen. E-mail: t.vanachter@elegis.be

Members of the General Council:

Paul BETTENS, Hendrik BOSMANS, Ralph DE WIT, Stefan DECKERS, Ann DEKKERS, Saskia EVENEPOEL, Bernard INSEL, André KEGELS, Jacques LIBOUTON, Peter MARCON, Karel STES, Frank STEVENS, Ingrid VAN CLEMEN, Eric VAN HOOYDONK, Lino VERBEKE.

Titulary Members:

Leo DELWAIDE, Christian DIERYCK, Wim FRANSEN, Etienne GUTT, Pierre HOLLENFELTZ DU TREUX, Marc A. HUYBRECHTS, Tony KEGELS, Herman LANGE, Jacques LIBOUTON, Karel STES, Frank STEVENS, Jan THEUNIS, Lionel TRICOT, Guy VAN DOOSSELAEERE, Eric VAN HOOYDONK, Henri VOET Jr.

BRAZIL

ASSOCIAÇÃO BRASILEIRA DE DIREITO MARÍTIMO

(Brazilian Maritime Law Association)
PART I - ORGANIZATION OF THE CMI

Established: 1961

Officers:

President: Luis Felipe GALANTE, Escritório Jurídico Carbone, Av. Rio Branco, 109 - 14º andar, Rio de Janeiro, RJ - Brasil. CEP: 20040-004 - Tel (55) (21) 2253-3464 - Fax (55) (21) 2253-0622 - E-mail: presidente@abdm.org.br or felipe@carbone.com.br

Vice-Presidents:

Osvaldo SAMMARCO, Sammarco e Associados Advocacia – Rua XV de Novembro, 65 – 7º andar, Santos – SP – Brasil – CEP: 11010-151. Tel.: (55) (13) 3219-4329 - E-mail: osvaldo@sammarco.com.br

Jones Alexandre BARROS SOARES, Petrobras Transporte S. A. - TRANSPETRO, Av. Presidente Vargas, 328 – 5º andar, Centro – Rio de Janeiro, RJ. CEP: 20091-060 -E-mail: cmt.jones@petrobras.com.br

Jorge Eduardo CARVALHO ROCHA, Rua Oliveira Fausto, 45/305 - Botafogo, RJ. CEP.: 22280-090 Tel: (55) (21) 2295-8657 (Resid.) 3042-7726 (Mesa trab). - E-mail: jecrocha@gmail.com

Breno GARBOIS, Almeida Advogados, Av. Presidente Vargas, 417 - 2º andar, Centro - Rio de Janeiro, RJ. CEP: 20.071-003- E-mail: bgarbois@almeidalaw.com.br

Secretary General:

Werner BRAUN RIZK, Av. Nossa Senhora dos Navegantes, 955 - Sala 703 Edifício Global Center Tower, Enseada do Suá - Vitória, ES. CEP.: 29.050-335 - Tel (55) (27) 99894-2000 - E-mail: werner.rizk@zrm.adv.br

Titulary Members:

Pedro CALMON FILHO, Artur R. CARBONE, Maria Cristina DE OLIVEIRA PADILHA, Walter de SA LEITÃO, Luis Felipe GALANTE, Luiz Roberto LEVEN SIANO

Membership:

Individual Members: 130; Official Entities: 22; Institutions: 11
CAMEROON

ASSOCIATION CAMEROUNAISE DU DROIT MARITIME

(Cameroon Maritime Law Association)

Centre des Affaires Maritimes, 3e étage de l’immeuble de grand hauteur
(I.G.H.)
sis à Bonanjo, B.P. 1588 Douala, Cameroon

Mr Gaston NGAMKAN, Tel: +237 233 42 41 36, Fax: +237 699 91 68 92; E-mail: acdm@acdm.org

www.acdm.org

Established: 2015

Officers:

President: Mr. Gaston NGAMKAN, NGAMKAN Lawyers Firm ,
Akwa, 43 Rue Dicka Mpondo, 4th floor LGO building, P. O BOX 5791 Douala, Cameroon; Phone: +237 233 42 41 36; Mob: +237 699 91 68 92; +237 677 88 64 01; +237 243 05 00 20; E-mail: cabinet.ngamkan@yahoo.fr; ngamkan@cabinet-ngamkan.com

Vice-President: Mr. BOKALLI Victor-Emmanuel, University Professor,
Contact: +237 699 86 21 90, victor_emmanuelbokalli@yahoo.fr

Secretary: Mr. NGUENE NTEPPE Joseph, Legal Officer; Contact: +237 677 30 02 21; njinguene@yahoo.fr

Treasurer: Mr. NDJELLA MBELECK Joseph, Lawyer, Mbida--Ndjella
& Co, Cabinet sis à Bonanjo, «Place du Gouvernement», Immeuble Ex SIA, 2e étage, porte 0212, B.P. 4318 Douala – Cameroun, Tél. : +237 233 42 90 64; Mobile : +237 699 76 00 59, email: efideis5@yahoo.fr

Board Members:

Mr. MBAPPE PENDA Auguste, Honorary President,
ambappep@yahoo.fr

Mr. ATONFACK GUEMO Serge Cyrille, 2nd Vice-president,
sergecyrilatf@gmail.com

Mrs. Njiki Epara Nadine, Deputy Secretary General,
nadineepara@yahoo.fr

Mr. Guimtsop Dominique, Accountant, info@galaxyinter.com

Mr. Wambo Elisabeth, Adviser, lisewambo@yahoo.fr

Mr. KAMAKO Martin, Adviser, kamakolawfirm@yahoo.fr

Mr. Bissiongol Hervé, Adviser, bisherve@yahoo.fr

Mrs. NGOUE Sophie, Adviser, songoue@yahoo.fr

Mr. BOTHE BEBEYA Henri-Joël, Adviser, henrijoelbothe@yahoo.fr

Mr. OYONO ETOA Parfait, Adviser, capao_partners@yahoo.fr
Titulary Members:
Mr. Kengoum Célestin, Mr. Kaldjob Michel Bonaventure, Mrs. Batouan Louise Caroline, Mr. MAVIANE Jean-Marie, Mr. Zaleho Flaurant, Mr. DJARMA Hamadou, Mrs. Makasso Belibi Armelle Françoise, Me Ngong Amaazee, Mr. Tana Alexandre, Mr. Djamfa Raoul, Mrs. NGO MBOGBA Paulette MIKANO, Mr. MFEUNGWANG Richard, Mrs. TCHONANG YAKAM Albertine, Mr. MEZATIO Sylvestre, Mr. FOCHIVE Edouard, Mr. KWALAR Kingsly, Mr. KAMDEM, Mrs. DE HAPPI Vanessa, Mr. WOAPPI Zacharie, Mr. JOGO Pascal, Mr NJANKOUO Issah Nasser

CANADA
CANADIAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
L’ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE DE DROIT MARITIME
c/o Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, 1000 De La Gauchetière Street West, Suite 900, Montreal,
QC H3B 5H4. Tel.: 514-954-3184 – Fax: 514-954-1905 – E-mail: rwilkins@blg.com
Website www.cmla.org
Established: 1951

Officers:
President: Shelley CHAPELSKI, Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP, 1800-510 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC, V6B 0M3. Tel.: 604-641-4809 – Fax: 604-646-2630 – Email: Shelley.Chapelski@nortonrosefulbright.com – Website: www.nortonrosefulbright.com
Immediate Past President: Marc D. ISAACS, Isaacs Odinocki LLP, 1 Dundas Strees West, Suite 2110, Toronto ON M5G 1Z3. Tel.: (416) 601-1340 – Fax: 416-601-1190 – E-mail: marc@iolaw.ca
National Vice-President: J. Paul M. HARQUAIL, Stewart McKelvey, 44 Chipman Hill, Ste. 1000, P. O. Box 7289, Postal Station A, St John, NB, E2L 4S6. Tel.: (506) 632-8313 – Fax: 506-634-3579 – E-mail: pharquail@stewartmckelvey.com – Website: www.stewartmckelvey.com
Secretary and Treasurer: Robert C. WILKINS, Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, 1000 De La Gauchetriére Street West, Suite 900, Montreal, QC H3B 5H4. Tel.: 514-954-3184 – Fax: 514-954-1905 – E-mail: rwilkins@blg.com – Website: www.blg.com
Western Vice President: Graham WALKER, Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, 1200 Waterfront Centre, 200 Burrard Street, Vancouver, BC, V7X 1T2. Tel.: 604-640-4045 – Fax: 604-622-5852 – Email: gwalker@blg.com - Website: www.blg.com

Central Vice President: Rui M. FERNANDES, Fernandes Hearn LLP, 155 University Ave, Suite 700, Toronto, ON, M5H 3B7. Tel.: (416) 203-9505 – Fax: 416-203-9444 – E-mail: rui@fernandeshearn.com – Website: www.fernandeshearn.com

Quebec Vice President: Vanessa ROCHESTER, Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP, 1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500 Montreal, QC, H3B 1R1 – Tel: 514 847 4746 – Fax: 514 286 5474 – E-mail: vanessa.rochester@nortonrosefulbright.com – Website: www.nortonrosefulbright.com

Eastern Vice-President: Eric MACHUM, Metcalf & Co., 5121 Sackville Street, Suite 700, Halifax, NS, B3J 1K1. Tel.: 902-420-1990 – Fax: 902-429-1171 – E-mail: ericmachum@metcalf.ns.ca – Website: www.metcalf.ns.ca.

Directors:

Brad M. CALDWELL, Caldwell & Co., 401-815 Hornby Street, Vancouver, BC, V6Z 2E6. Tel.: (604) 689-8894 – E-mail: bcaldwell@admiraltylaw.com Website: www.admiraltylaw.com/fisheries/fish.htm

Scott R. CAMPBELL, Stewart McKelvey, LLP, Purdy’s Wharf, Tower One, 900-1959 Upper Water Street, Halifax, NS, B3J 3N2 – Tel.: 902-420-3383 – Fax: 902-420-1417 – Email: srcampbell@stewartmckelvey.com. Website: www.stewartmckelvey.com.

Richard L. DESGAGNÉS, Brisset Bishop s.e.n.c., 2020 Boulevard Robert-Bourassa, Suite 2020, Montreal, QC, H3A 2A5 - Tel: 514 393 3700 - Fax: 514 393 1211 - Email: richarddesgagnes@brissetbishop.com - Website: www.brissetbishop.com


David JARRETT, Bernard LLP, 570 Granville Street, Suite 1500, Vancouver, B.C., V6C 3P1 – Tel.: 604-681-1700 – Fax: 604-681-1788 – Email: jarrett@bernardllp.ca. Website: http://www.bernardllp.ca.
David K. JONES, Bernard LLP, 1500 - 570 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC, V6C 3P1. Tel.: (604) 661-0609 – Fax: 604-681-1788 – E-mail: jones@bernardllp.ca – Website: www.bernardllp.com

Benoit LEDUC, Anchor Risk Services, 3510 Boulevard Saint-Laurent, Suite 400, Montreal, QC, H2X 2V2. Tel.: (514) 908-3453 – Fax: None– Email: Benoit.Leduc@gfh-underwriting.com

Gavin MAGRATH, Magrath’s International Legal Counsel, 393 University Avenue, Suite 2000, Toronto, ON, M5G 1E6. Tel.: 416-931-0463 – Fax: 1-888-816-8861 – E-mail: gavin@magraths.ca – Website: http://magraths.ca/tag/magraths-international-legal-counsel/

William M. SHARPE, ROUTE Transport & Trade Law, 40 Wynford Drive, Suite 305, North York, ON, M3C 1J5. Tel.: (416) 482-5321 – Fax: 416-322-2083 – E-mail: wmsharpe@routelaw.ca – Website: www.routelaw.ca

Andrew STAINER Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP, 1800-510 West Georgia Street, Vancouver BC, V6B 0M3. - Tel.: 604 641 4862 - Fax: 604 646 2610 Email: andrew.stainer@nortonrosefulbright.com Website: www.nortonrosefulbright.com

Andrea J. STERLING Eagle Underwriting Group Inc., 201 County Court Blvd., Suite 505, Brampton, ON, L6W 4L2. Tel.: 905 455 6608 - Fax: 905 455 5298 - Email: asterling@eagleunderwriting.com - Website: www.eagleunderwriting.com


Constituent Member Representatives:

Association of Average Adjusters of the United States and Canada, c/o Rui M. FERNANDES, Fernandes Hearn LLP, 155 University Ave, Suite 700, Toronto, ON, M5H 3B7. Tel.: 416-203-9505 – Fax: 416-203-9444 – Email: rui@fernandeshearn.com. Website: www.averageadjustersusca.org/.

Canadian Bar Association, c/o David K. JONES, 1500-570 Granville Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6C 3P1. Tel.: 604-661-0609 – Fax: 604-681-1788 – Email: jones@bernardllp.ca – Website: http://www.cba.org.
Canadian Board of Marine Underwriters, c/o Keeley WYLIE, 181 Bay Street, Suite 900, Toronto ON M5J 2T3. Tel.: 416-847-5982– Fax: 416-307-4372– E-mail: keeley.wylie@libertyiu.com – Website: www.cbmu.com.

Canadian Fuels Association, c/o Gilles MOREL, 1000-275 Slater St, Ottawa, ON, K1P 5H9. Tel.: 613-232-3709ext209 – Fax: 613-236-4280 – E-mail: gillesmorel@canadianfuels.ca – Website: www.canadianfuels.ca

Canadian International Freight Forwarders, c/o Gavin MAGRATH, 393 University Avenue, Suite 2000, Toronto, ON, M5G 1E6. Tel.: 416-931-0463 – Fax: 1-888-816-8861 – E-mail: gavin@magraths.ca - Website: www.ciffa.com

Canadian Marine Pilots’ Association, c/o Tristan LAFLAMME, 155 Queen Street, Suite 1302, Ottawa, ON, K1P 6L1. Tel.: 613-238-6837 – Fax: 613-232-7777 – Email: tlaflamme@apmc-cmpa.ca – Website: http://www.marinepilots.ca.

Canadian Merchant Service Guild, c/o Capt Mark BOUCHER, Ottawa, ON, K2H 8S9. - Tel.: 613 829 9531 - Email: CMSG@Ottawa-email.com- Website: www.cmsg.gmmc.ca.

Chamber of Marine Commerce, c/o Bruce BURROWS, 350 Sparks Street, Suite 700, Ottawa ON K1R 7S8, Tel.: 613-233-8779 ext 303, Fax: 613-233-3743, Email: bburrows@cmc-ccm.com, - Website: www.marinedelivers.com.

Chamber of Shipping of British Columbia, c/o Robert LEWIS-MANNING, 100-1111 West Hastings Street, P.O. Box 12105, Vancouver, B.C., V6E 2J3 - Tel.: 604-681-2351 – Fax: None – Email: robert@cosbc.ca – Website: https://shippingmatters.ca/.

Company of Master Mariners of Canada, c/o M. Robert JETTE, Q.C., P.O. Box 3360, Station “B”, Fredericton, NB, E3A 5H1. Tel.: (506) 453-9495 – Fax: 506-459-4763 – E-mail: bobjette49@gmail.com – Website: www.mastermariners.ca.

International Ship-owners Alliance of Canada, c/o Lanna HODGSON, 100A -1111 West Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C., V6E 2J3 – Tel.: 604-428-8667 – Fax: None – Email: office@ISACcanada.com. Website: None.

Shipping Federation of Canada, c/o Karen KANCENS, 625 Boulevard René-Lévesque West, Suite 300, Montreal, QC, H3B 1R2 - Tel.: (514) 849-2325 – Fax: (514) 849-8774 – E-mail: kkancens@shipfed.ca – Website: www.shipfed.ca
Honorary Life Members:

Titulary Members:

CHILE
ASOCIACION CHILENA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
(Chilean Maritime Law Association)
Esmeralda 940, Of. 104, Valparaíso - Chile
Tel.: +56 32 2252535 / 2213494
E-mail: info@achdm.cl
Established: 1965

Officers:
President: Eugenio CORNEJO LACROIX, Cornejo & San Martín, Lawyers, Hernando de Aguirre 162 Of. 1202, Providencia, Santiago, Chile. – Tel. +56 2 22342102 – 22319023 – E-mail: eugeniocornejol@cornejoysanmartin.cl

Vice-President: Rodrigo RAMÍREZ DANERI, Lawyer and Professor of Maritime Law, Cochrane 843 Of.6-B, Valparaíso, Chile. – Tel.: +56 32 2831969 – Email: ramirezdaneri@gmail.com

Secretary: Ricardo SAN MARTIN PADOVANI, Cornejo & San Martin, Lawyers, Esmeralda 940, Of. 104, Valparaíso, Chile. Tel.: +56 32 2213494 – E-mail: ricardosanmartin@cornejoysanmartin.cl
Member Associations

Treasurer: Andrew CAVE, CEO Cave & Co., Almirante Señoret 70, Of. 111, Valparaiso, Chile – Tel. +56 32 213 1002 - Email: andrew.cave@cave.cl

Member of the Board: Carlos GRAF SANTOS, Lawyer, Plaza Justicia 45 Piso 8, Valparaiso, Chile, Tel.: +56 32 2253011 – Email: cgraf@urenda.cl

Titulary Members:
Eugenio CORNEJO LACROIX, Ricardo SAN MARTIN PADOVANI, Max GENSKOWSKY MOGGIA

Titulary Members:
Eugenio CORNEJO LACROIX, Ricardo SAN MARTIN PADOVANI, Max GENSKOWSKY MOGGIA

CHINA

CHINA MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
6/F, CCOIC Building, No. 2 Huapichang Hutong, Xicheng District, Beijing, 100035, P.R. China
Tel: +86 10 82217768 – Fax: +86 10 82217766 – E-mail: info@cmla.org.cn
Website: www.cmla.org.cn
Established: 1988

Officers:
President: Pengqi LU, Vice Chairman of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, No. 1 Fuxingmenwai Street, Beijing, 100860, China.
Vice Director of China Maritime Arbitration Commission, 16/F, CCOIC Building, No. 2 Huapichang Hutong, Xicheng District, Beijing, 100035, P.R. China.
Email: info@cmla.org.cn

Vice-Presidents:
Chao GU, Secretary-General of China Maritime Arbitration Commission, 16/F, CCOIC Building, No. 2 Huapichang Hutong, Xicheng District, Beijing, 100035, P.R. China.
Tel: +86 10 82217901 - Fax: +86 10 82217966 - Email: guchao@ccpit.org
Yuquan LI, CEO of Hetai Life Insurance Co., Ltd, PICC Building, No. 88 West Chang’an Avenue, Xicheng, District, Beijing, 100031, P.R. China.
Member Associations

Tel: +86 10 6900 8962 - Email: liyuquan@picc.com.cn

Hongjun YE, General Counsel of China Cosco Shipping Corporation Limited, No. 678 Dong Da Ming Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai, 200080, P.R. China.
Tel: +86 21 65967751 - Email: yehongjun@cnshipping.com

Chunge WANG, General Counsel of China Merchants Group, 39-40/F, No. 168-200, China Merchants Building, Des Voeux Rd Central, Central, Hongkong
Tel: +86 755 8823 8143 - Email: wcgehun@cmhk.com

Shumei WANG, Vice President Judge of Civil Adjudication Tribunal No.4 of Supreme People’s Court of P.R.C, No. 27 Dong Jiao Min Xiang, Beijing,100031, China.
Tel: +86 10 6755 6921 - Email: wsm8063@163.com

Shicheng YU, Former Party Secretary of Shanghai Maritime University, 1550 Haigang Ave, Shanghai, 201306 P.R. China
Tel: +86 21 3828 4001 - Fax: +86 10 6608 3792 - Email: yusc@shmtu.edu.cn

Henry Hai LI, Director of Henry & Co., 1418 room 14/F International Chamber of Commerce Mansion, Fuhuayi Street, Futian District, Shenzhen, 518048, PR. China.
Tel: +86 755 8293 1700 Email: henryhai@henrylaw.cn

Dihuang SONG, Hui Zhong Law Firm, Suite 516, North Tower, Beijing Kerry Centre, 1 Guang Hua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020, China.
Mob: +86-13-1032 4678 Tel: +86-10-5639 9688 - Fax: +86-10-5639 9699 - email: songdihuang@huizhonglaw.com - website: www.huizhonglaw.com

Secretary General: Bo CHEN, Vice President of Arbitration Court of China Maritime Arbitration Commission, 16/F, CCOIC Building, No. 2 Huapichang Hutong, Xicheng District, Beijing, 100035, P.R. China.
Tel: +86 10 8221 7705 - Fax: +86 10 8221 7766 - Email: chenbo@cmac.org.cn

Deputy Secretaries General:

Feipeng BAI, Vice Director of Law & Compliance Department of the People’s Insurance Company (Group) of China Limited, PICC Building, No.88 West Chang’an Avenue, Xicheng District, Beijing, 100031, P.R. China.
Tel: +86 10 6900 8988 - Email: baifeipeng@picc.com.cn
Shuguang HU, Director of Legal Affairs and Risk Management Division, China Cosco Shipping Corporation Limited, 6/F, CCOIC Building, No. 2 Huapichang Hutong, Xicheng District, Beijing, 10035, P.R. China. 
Tel: +86 21 6596 7778 - Email: hushuguang@cscocs.com

Yuntao YANG, Vice President & General Counsel of SINOTRANS & CSC Holdings Co., Ltd, Sinotrans Building Tower B, Building 10, No. 5 Anding Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100029, P.R. China. 
Tel: +86 10 5229 5999 - Email: yangyuntao@sinotrans.com

Fang HU, Chief Judge of Civil Adjudication Tribunal No.4 of Supreme People’s Court of P.R.C, No. 27 Dong Jiao Min Xiang, Beijing,100031, China. 
Tel: +86 21 6755 6924 - Email: fangfang10@hotmail.com

Beiping CHU, Prof., Ph.D Supervisor and Dean of Faculty of Law of Dalian Maritime University, COSCO Building, 1 Linghai Road, Dalian, Liaoning, 116026, P.R. China. 
Tel: +86 411 8276 6227 - Email: chu@chubplaw.com

Ji QI, Deputy Director of Business Development Division of China Maritime Arbitration Commission, 16/F, CCOIC Building, No. 2 Huapichang Hutong, Xicheng District, Beijing, 100035, P.R. China. 
Tel: +86 10 8221 7737 - Fax: +86 10 8221 7766 - Email: qiji@cmac.org.cn

**Titulary Member:**
Prof. Yuzhuo Si

**COLOMBIA**

ASOCIACION COLOMBIANA DE DERECHO MARITIMO – “ACOLDEMAR”

Carrera 12 No. 93-78 Of. 303, Bogotá D.C. 110221, Colombia 
Tel. (+571) 6232336 / 6232337, Mobile: +(57) 3153058054, Fax.: (+571) 6232338 
E-mail: elizabeth.salas.jimenez@gmail.com 
Website: www.acoldemar.org

**Established:** 1980

**Officers:**
President: Elizabeth SALAS JIMENEZ, Email: elizabeth.salas.jimenez@gmail.com; M: (+57)3153058054
Member Associations

**Vice-President:** Javier FRANCO ZARATE,
Email: javierandresfranco@gmail.com; M: (+57) 3158833796

**Secretary:** Sigifredo RAMIREZ CARMONA;
Email: capsramirez@yahoo.com; M: (+57) 3125070034

**Treasurer:** Ricardo SARMIENTO PIÑEROS;
Email: rsarmiento@sarmientoabogados.com; M: (+57) 3153329877

**Board Member:**
Marcelo ALVEAR ARAGON (VOCAL);
Email: marcelodanielalvear@hotmail.com; M: (+57) 3153935017

**Honorary President:** GUILLERMO SARMIENTO RODRIGUEZ;
Email: guisaroz@sarmientoabogados.com; M: (+57) 3102592516

**ACOLDEMAR Members:**
Juan GUILLERMO HINCAPIE MOLINA;
Email: juangh@hincapiemolina.com; M: (+57) 3157314552

Deisy MABEL RINCON RINCON, Email: dmr.lawyers@gmail.com; M: (+57) 3176546610

Ana LUCIA ESTRADA MESA; Email: analucia@estradamesa.com; M: (+57) 3138512980

Guillermo SALCEDO SALAS; Email: gsalcedos@gmail.com; M: +33625140131

Maria ELVIRA GOMEZ CUBILLOS; Email: gerencia@gomezariza.com; M: (+57) 3105704352

Carlos ARIZA OYUELA; Email: carlos.ariza326@gomezariza.com; M: (+57) 3102470334

Luis EDUARDO CHAVEZ PERDOMO; Email: lechp8@gmail.com; M: (+57) 3005678069

Luis GONZALO MORALES; Email: lgmor@apm.net.co; T: +571 2575354

**Titulary Members:**
Guillermo SARMIENTO RODRIGUEZ, Ricardo SARMIENTO PIÑEROS, Sigifredo RAMIREZ CARMONA, Luis GONZALO MORALES, Jose VICENTE GUZMAN
REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
ASSOCIATION CONGOLAISE DE DROIT MARITIMR (ACODM)

30, Rue SIIKOU DOUME, Pointe-Noire
Principal Contact of Person Eric DIBAS-FRANCK, President
telephone: +242 06 668 14 53 / +242 06 654 06 08
website: www.annuaire-congo.com/acodm

Officers & Board Members:
President: Eric DIBAS-FRANCK, dibas@sgsp-congo.com;
tél : +242 06 668 14 53 / +242 06 654 06 08
Secretary- General: Maître Claude COELHO, cccoeihoir@yahoo.ir; tel:
+242 06 659 01 15
Deputy Secretary-General :Jean Félix MOUTHOU-D-TCHIKAYA
Honorary President : Martin Parfait Aimé COUSSOUS-MAVOUNGOU
Treasurer: Jules NGOMA, jules.ngoma@total.com,
tel : +242 06 662 77 51/+ 242 04 443 17 26
Deputy treasurer: Roselyne TCHIKAYA

Titulary members:
Sylvie TCHIGNOUMBA, Edith DIBAS-FRANCK, Gladys KISSIORO,
Marlyse TATI OBANI, Franck KINANGA, Richard MOULET,
William MVIBOUDOULOU, Me Aimé LAVIE MIEANDY, Me
Jean PETRO, Patrice BAZOLO, Me Roland BEMBELLI, Elie Roger
KOUANGOU Zéphyrin NGUIMBI Alphonse OBAMBI, Me Sylvie
MOUYECKET, Me Fernand CARLE, Serge APIGA, Boris MAKAYA,
BATCHI Alphonse MOULOPO

CROATIA
HRVATSKO DRUŠTVO ZA POMORSKO PRAVO
(Croatian Maritime Law Association)
c/o University of Rijeka Faculty of Maritime Studies,
Studentska ulica 2, 51000 RIJEKA, Croatia
Tel.: +385 51 338.411 – Fax: +385 51 336.755 – E-mail: hdpp@pfri.hr
Website: www.hdpp.hr
Established: 1991
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Members:
Institutions: 62 - Individual Members: 232
DENMARK
DANSK SORETSFORENING
(Danish Branch of Comité Maritime International)

c/o Gorrissen Federspiel, Axel Towers, Axeltorv 2, DK-1609
Copenhagen V
Tel. +45 33 41 41 41 – Fax +45 33 41 41 31

Established: 1899

Officers:
President: Mr PETER APPEL, Gorrissen Federspiel, Axel Towers, Axeltorv 2, DK-1609 Copenhagen V, Tel. +45 33 41 41 74 – Mobile: +45 40 49 45 85 – Email: pa@gorrissenfederspiel.com

Members of the Board:
Ole SPIERMAN, Bruun & Hjejle, Nørregade 21, 1165 Copenhagen K, Denmark. Tel.: +45 33 34 50 00 – E-mail: osp@bruunhjejle.dk
Michael VILLADSEN, Villadsen & Fabian-Jessing, Vesteregade 48 K, DK-8000 Aarhus C, tel. +45 86 13 69 00, – E-mail: Michael.Villadsen@transportlaw.dk
Kaare CHRISTOFFERSEN, A.P. Møller - Maersk A/S, Esplanaden 50, DK-1098 Copenhagen K. Tel.: +45 33 63 36 57 – E-mail: kaare.christoffersen@maersk.com
Peter ARNT NIELSEN, Copenhagen Business School, Porcelænshaven 18B, 1, 2000 Frederiksberg C, Denmark. Tel.: +45 38 152644 – E-mail: pan.law@cbs.dk
Vibe ULFBECK, Copenhagen University, Studiestræde 6, 01-047, 1455 Copenhagen K, Denmark. Tel.: +45 35 32 31 48 – E-mail: vibe.ulfbeck@jur.ku.dk
Mathias STEINO, Hafnia Law Firm, Nyhavn 69, 1051 Copenhagen K, Denmark. Tel.: +45 33 34 39 04 – E-mail: mms@hafnia-law.com
Johannes GROVE NIELSEN, Bech-Bruun, Langelinie Alle 35, 2100 Copenhagen O, Denmark. Tel.: +45 72 27 33 77 – E-mail: jgn@bechbruen.com
Lone SCHEUER LARSEN, Codan Forsikring A/S, Gammel Kongevej 60, 1790 Copenhagen V, Denmark. Tel.: +45 33 55 54 12 – E-mail: lsn@codan.dk
Elsebeth GROSMANN-HUANG, Marsh A/S, Teknikerbyen 1, 2830 Virum, Denmark. Tel.: +45 45 95 95 95 – E-mail: Elsebeth.grosmann-huang@marsh.com
Henriette INGVARDSEN, Danske Rederier, Amalienvej 33, 1256 Copenhagen K, Denmark. Tel.: +45 20 33 06 09 – E-mail: hei@danishshipping.dk
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Jakob Rosing, Kromann Reumert, Sundkrogsgade 5, 2100 Copenhagen O, Denmark, Tel.: +45 38 77 43 75 - E-mail: jro@kromannreumert.com
Krester Krøger Kjær, Assuranceforeningen Skuld, Strandvejen 58, 2900 Hellerup, Denmark, Tel. +45 33 43 34 42 – E-mail: kroester.kjaer@skuld.com
Mads Bundgaard Larsen, Maritime and Commercial Court of Copenhagen, Tel. +45 99 68 46 00 – E-mail: post@Shret.dk
Per Zerman, Dampskibsselskabet NORDEN A/S, Strandvejen 52, 2900 Hellerup, Denmark, Tel.: +45 33 42 05 43 – E-mail: legal@ds-norden.com

**Titular Members:**

Alex LAUDRUP, Jes Anker MIKKELEN, Bent NIELSEN, Henrik THAL JANTZEN, Michael VILLADSEN

**Corporate Members:**

Danish Shipping, Ms Henriette Ingvardsen; The Maritime and Commercial Court of Copenhagen, Lotte Wetterling; Danish Maritime Authority, Andreas Nordseth; Torm A/S, Anne Mentz Hansen; Codan Forsikring A/S, Mr Jens Bern; Besigtigelses Kontoret A/S, Mr Henrik Uth; Forsikring & Pension, Ms Marlene Lisa Eriksen; Betri Trygging p/f, Mr Virgar Dahl; BIMCO, Mr Soren Larsen; Assuranceforeningen Skuld, Krester Krøger Kjær; A.P. Moeller - Maersk A/S, Mr Kaare Christoffersen; DTU Danish Nation Space Centre, Mr Niels Andersen; If Skadeforsikring, Charlie Karlsson, DSV A/S, Bernt Clausen; DanPilot, Rasmus Møller Madsen; Maersk Drilling, Klaus Greven Kristensen

**Membership:**
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**ECUADOR**

ASOCIACION ECUATORIANA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
“ASEDMAR”

(Ecuadorian Association of Maritime Law)
Junin 105 and Malecón 6th Floor, Vista al Rio Bldg.,
P.O. Box 3548, Guayaquil, Ecuador
Tel.: +593 4 2560100 – Fax: +593 4 2560700
Established: 1988
Officers:

President: Dr. José Modesto APOLO TERÁN, Junín 105 y Malecón, Edif. Vista al Río 6to Piso, Guayaquil, Ecuador. Tel.: 2560100 – E-mail: jmapolo@apolo.ec

Vice President: Ab. Fernando ALARCÓN SÁENZ, Corp. Noboa El Oro 105 y la Ria. Tel.: 2442055 ext. 4167 – E-mail: falarcon@bonita.com

Principal Vocals:

Ab. Victor CARRIÓN AROSEMEÑA, Junín 105 y Malecón, Edif. Vista al Río, 6to Piso, Guayaquil, Ecuador. Tel.: 2560100 – E-mail: v carrion@apolo.ec

Ab. Jaime MOLINARI LLONA, Av. Carlos Julio Arosemena 402 y Av. Principal de Miraflores, 1er Piso, Ofic. 4. Tel.: 2200408 - 2200620 – E-mail: molinari@gye.satnet.net

Ab. Javier CARDOSO ANDRADE, Junín 105 y Malecón, Edif. Vista al Río, 6to Piso, Guayaquil, Ecuador. Tel.: 2560100 – E-mail: jcardoso@apolo.ec

Executive Secretary: Dr. Ecuador SANTACRUZ DE LA TORRE, Quito 936 y Velez, Guayaquil, Ecuador. Tel: 2513105 Guayaquil, Ecuador. Tel.: 2560100 – E-mail: esantacruz@santacruzysociados.com

Titulary Member:
José M. APOLO, Victor CARRION

FINLAND

SUOMEN MERIOIKEUSYHDISTYS
FINLANDS SJÖRÄTTSFÖRENING

(Finnish Maritime Law Association)
c/o Krogerus Attorneys Ltd. / Mervi Pyökäri
Unioninkatu 22 FI-00130 Helsinki Finland
Tel. +358 29 000 6200
Email: president@fmla.fi and secretary@fmla.fi

Officers:

President: Mervi PYÖKÄRI, Krogerus Attorneys Ltd, Unioninkatu 22, FI-00130 Helsinki, Finland; Tel: +358 50 438 4009; Email: mervipyokari@krogerus.com
Vice-President: Niklas LANGENSKIÖLD, Advokatbyrå Castrén & Snellman, PL 233 FI-00131 Helsingfors, Finland; Tel: +358 20 776 5476; Email: niklas.langenskiold@castren.fi

Treasurer: Per-Arvid SKULT, Neptun Juridica Oy Ab, Fredriksgatan 61 A, FI-00100 Helsingfors, Finland; Tel: +358 400 416295; Email: perarvid@neptunjuridica.com

Secretary: Pamela HOLMSTRÖM, If Vakuutus, PL 0013, 00025 IF, Finland; Tel: +358 10 19 15 15; Email: pamela.holmstrom@if.fi

Other members of the Board:
- Tarja BERGVAL, Försäkringsaktiebolaget Alandia, POB 121, AX-22101 Mariehamn; Tel: +358 18 29 000; Email: tarja.bergvall@alandia.com
- Nora GAHMBERG-HISINGER, HPP Attorneys Ltd, Bulevardi 1A, FI-00100 Helsinki, Finland; Tel: +358 505 322 532; Email: nora.gahmberg@hpp.fi
- Susanna METSÄLAMPI, Trafi, PB 320 FI-00101 Helsinki, Finland; Tel: +358 40 776 9751; Email: susanna.metsalampi@trafi.fi
- Lauri RAILAS, Asianajotoimisto Railas Oy, Salomonkatu 5 C, FI-00100 Helsinki, Finland; Tel: +358 50 560 6604; Email: lauri@railas.fi
- Henrik RINGBOM, Öhbergsvägen 21, AX-22100 Mariehamn; Tel: +358 40 763 1071; Email: henrikringbom@hotmail.com
- Peter SANDELL, Trädgårdsgatan 7 A C 15, FI-20100 ÅBO, Finland, Tel: +358 44 710 3691, Email: peter.sandell@samk.fi
- Matti TEMMES, Multicann Finland Oy, Satamakatu 9 A 13, FI-48100 Kotka, Finland; Tel: +358 500 501 245; Email: matti.temmes@gmail.com
- Ulla von WEISSENBERG, Borenius Attorneys, Eteläesplanadi 2, FI-00130 Helsinki, Finland, Tel: +358 20 713 33; Email: ulla.weissenberg@borenius.com

Titulary Member:
Nils-Gustaf PALMGREN

Membership:
Private persons: 126 - Firms: 12
FRANCE
ASSOCIATION FRANCAISE DU DROIT MARITIME
(French Maritime Law Association)
Correspondence to be addressed to
AFDM, 10, rue de Laborde – 75008 Paris
Tel.: +33 1 53.67.77.10 – Fax +33 1 47.23.50.95 – E-mail: contact@afdm.asso.fr
Website: www.afdm.asso.fr
Established: 1897

Officers:
Président: M. Philippe GODIN, Avocat à la Cour, Godin Associés 69, rue de Richelieu, 75002 Paris. Tel. +33 1 44.55.38.83 - Fax: +33 1 42.60.30.10 - E-mail: philippe.godin@godinasssocies.com

Présidents Honoraires:
M. Philippe BOISSON, Conseiller Juridique 67/71, Boulevard du Château, 92200 Neuilly sur Seine. Tel: +33 1 55.24.70.00 – Fax: +33 6 80.67.66.12 – Mobile: +33 6 80.67.66.12 – E-mail: philippe.boisson@bureauveritas.com – www.bureauveritas.com

M. Pierre BONASSIES, Professeur (H) à la Faculté de Droit et de Science Politique d’Aix Marseille 7, Terrasse St Jérôme-8, avenue de la Cible, 13100 Aix en Provence. Tel.: +33 4 42 26 48 91 – Fax: +33 4 42 38 93 18 – E-mail: pierre.bonassies@wanadoo.fr

M.me Françoise MOUSSU-ODIER, Consultant Juridique, M.O. Conseil, 114, Rue du Bac, 75007 Paris. Tel./Fax: +33 1 42.22.23.21 – E-mail: f.odier@wanadoo.fr

Me. Jean-Serge ROHART, Avocat à la Cour de Paris, SCP Villeneau Rohart Simon & Associés, 72 Avenue Victor Hugo, 75116 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 46.22.51.73 – Fax: +33 1 47.66.06.37 – E-mail: js.rohart@villeneau.com

Me. Patrick SIMON, Avocat à la Cour, Villeneau Rohart Simon & Associés, 72 Avenue Victor Hugo, 75116 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 46.22.51.73 – Fax: +33 1 47.54.90.78 – E-mail: p.simon@villeneau.com

M. Antoine VIALARD, 20 Hameau de Russac, 33400 Talence. Tel.: +33 5.24.60.67.72 – E-mail: avialard@numericable.fr

Vice-présidents:M. Phile DELEBECQUE, Professeur à l’Université de Paris I, Panthéon-Sorbonne 4, rue de la Paix, 75002 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 42.60.35.60 – Fax: +33 1 42.60.35.76 – E-mail: ph-delebecque@wanadoo.fr
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M. Luc GRELLET, Avocat à la cour, 1 Boulevard Saint-Germain, 75005 Paris, France. Tel: +33 1 47 03 36 06 - Mobile: +33 6 02 12 39 43 - E-mail: luc.grellet@outlook.fr.

**Secrétaires Généraux**: Mme Cécile BELLOURD, Responsable juridique Armateurs de France, 47 rue de Monceau, 75008 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 53.89.52.44 - Fax: +33 1 53.89.52.53 - E-mail: c-bellord@armateursdefrance.org

Monsieur Jean-Paul THOMAS, Directeur des assurances transports, FFSA, 26, Bld Hausmann, 75311 Paris Cedex 09. Tel.: +33 1 42.47.91.54 - Fax: +33 1 42.47.91.42 - E-mail: jp.thomas@ffsa.fr

**Trésorier**: M. Olivier RAISON, Avocat à la Cour, Raison & Raison-Rebufat, 6 Cours Pierre Puget, 13006 Marseille. Tel.: +33 4 91.54.09.78 – Fax: +33 4 91.33.13.33 – E-mail: oraison@raisonavocats.com

**Membre du Bureau**

M. Stéphane MIRIBEL, Rédacteur en chef, DMF, 16 ter, Route de Salaise, 38150 Chanas. Tel. 04.74.84.35.62 - Fax: 04.74.84.34.65 - E-mail: dmf.miribel@wanadoo.fr

**Membres du Comité de Direction**

M. Loïc ABALLEA, 5, Avenue Sully, 78600, Maisons-Laffitte. Tel.: +33 1 42.19.13.32 - Fax.: +33 1 42.19.22.22 - E-mail: loic.aballea@free.fr

Mme ATALLAH Anna, Reed Smith Richards Butler LLP, 42, Avenue Raymond Poincaré, 75116 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 44.34.80.50 - Fax: +33 1 47.04.00.44 - E-mail: aatallah@reedsmith.com

M. Olivier CACHARD, Professeur agrégé de droit privé, Doyen de la Faculté Université de Nancy 2, 14, rue Paul Michaux, 57000 METZ. Tel.: +33 3 83.19.25.10 - Fax: +33 3 83.30.58.73 - E-mail: Olivier.Cachard@univ-nancy2.fr / Olivier.Cachard@lexmaritima.net

M. Frédéric DENEFLE, Legal & Claims Manager, GAREX, 9, rue de Téhéran, 75008 Paris. Mob. 06.07.80.30.81 - E-mail : nathaliefranck@me.com

Mme Nathalie FRANCK, Avocat à la Cour, 15 rue de Castellane, 75008 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 47.42.33.50 - Fax: +33 1 42.66.39.88 - E-mail : fdenefle@garex.fr

M. Olivier JAMBU-MERLIN, Avocat à la Cour, 4 rue de Castellane, 75008 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 42.66.34.00 - Fax: +33 1 42.66.35.00 - E-mail: avocat.ojm@jambu-merlin.fr
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M. Olivier LAYEC, Secrétaire Général, CRYSTAL GROUP, 4, rue du Meunier, ZAC du Moulin, BP 19622, 95724 Roissy CDG Cedex. Tel.: +33 1 30 11 94 18 - E-mail: olivier.layec@crystalgroup.fr

Me. Frédérique LE BERRE, Avocat à la Cour, Le Berre Engelsen Witvoet, 44, avenue d'Iéna, 75116 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 53.67.84.84 - Fax: +33 1 47.20.49.70 - E-mail: f.leberre@lbewavocats.fr

M. Didier LE PRADO, Avocat aux Conseils, 6, avenue Pierre Premier de Serbie, 75116 Paris. Tel.: +33 144.18.37.95 - Fax: +33 1 44.18.38.95 - E-mail: d.leprado@cabinet-leprado.fr

Me Sébastien LOOTGIETER, Avocat à la Cour, SCP Villeneau Rohart Simon & Associés, 72 Avenue Victor Hugo, 75116 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 46.22.51.73 - Fax: +33 1 47.66.06.37 - E-mail: s.lootgieter@villeneau.com

Mme Pascale MESNIL, Juge, Président de Chambre Tribunal de Commerce de Paris, 77, rue des Beaux Lieux, 95550 Bessancourt. Tel/Fax: +33 1 39.60.10.94 - Email: pmesniltcp@tiscali.fr

M. Gaël PIETTE, Professeur, Université de Bordeaux, 23 rue Cendrillon, 33600 Pessac. Mob. 06.65.08.92.36 - E-mail: gael.piette@u-bordeaux.fr

M. Julien RAYNAUT, Directeur juridique, Bureau Veritas, 67/71 Boulevard du Château, 92200 Neuilly-sur-Mer. Tel.: +33 (0)1 55 24 72 01 - Fax: +33 (0)1 55 24 70 34 - E-mail: julien.raynaut@bureauveritas.com

M. Patrice REMBAUVILLE-NICOLLE, Avocat à la Cour, 43, boulevard Malesherbes, 75008 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 42.66.34.00 - Fax: +33 1 42.66.35.00 - E-mail: patrice.rembauville.nicolle@rbm21.com

Stéphanie SCHWEITZER, Avocat, Holman Fenwick Willan LLP, 25-27 rue d’Astorg, 75008 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 44.94.40.50 - Fax: +33 1 42.65.46.25 - Email: stephanie.schweitzer@hfw.com

Jérôme de SENTENAC, Avocat à la Cour, INCE & Co FRANCE SCP, 4, Square Edouard VII, 75009 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 53.76.91.00 - Fax: +33 1 53.76.91.26 - Email: jerome.desentenac@incelaw.com

Mme Nathalie SOISSON, ISIA MARIS, 6, rue des Bouleaux, 78450 CHAVENTAY. Tel.: 01.47.44.68.43 - Fax: 01.47.44.75.13 - E-mail: n.soisson@isiamaris.com

Titulary Members:
Mme Pascale ALLAIRE-BOURGIN, Cécile BELLORD, M. Philippe BOISSON, Professeur Pierre BONASSIES, Professeur Philippe DELEBECQUE, Me Emmanuel FONTAINE, Me Philippe GODIN, Me Luc GRELLET, Stephane MIRIBEL, Mme Françoise MOUSSU-
Member Associations

ODIER, M. Roger PARENTHOU, M. André PIERRON, Me Patrice REMBAUVILLE-NICOLLE, Mme Martine REMOND-GOUILLOUD, Me Henri de RICHEMONT, Me Jean-Serge ROHART, Me Patrick SIMON, Professeur Yves TASSEL, Me Alain TINAYRE, Professeur Antoine VIALARD

Membership:
Members: 265 – Corporate members: 28 – Corresponding members: 18

GERMANY

DEUTSCHER VEREIN FÜR INTERNATIONALES SEERECHT

(German Maritime Law Association)
Buchardstraße. 24, 20095 Hamburg
Tel.: +49 40 350.97-231 – Fax: +49 40 350.97-211 – E-mail: wallrabenstein@reederverband.de
Established: 1898

Officers:

Presidents:
Dr. Klaus RAMMING, Lebuhn & Puchta Partnerschaft von Rechtsanwälten und Solicitors mbB, Am Sandtorpark 2, 20457 Hamburg. Tel.: +49 (40) 374778-0 – Fax: +49 (40) 364650 – E-mail: klaus.ramming@lebuhn.de

Prof. Dr. Dieter SCHWAMPE, Arnecke Sibeth Dabelstein, Rechtsanwälte Steuerberater PartGmbB, Große Elbstraße 36, 22767 Hamburg. Tel.: +49 (40) 317797-20 – Fax: +49 (40) 31779777 – E-mail: d.schwampe@asd-law.com

Secretary: Tilo WALLRabenstein, Rechtsanwalt, LL.M. (East Anglia), Senior Legal Counsel, German Shipowners’ Association, Burchardstraße 24, 20095 Hamburg. Tel.: +49 (40) 35097-231 – E-mail: wallrabenstein@reederverband.de

Members:
Dr. Thomas HINRICHs, Judge at the Hanseatic Court of Appeal of Hamburg, 6th Senate for Civil Matters, Sievekingplatz 2, 20355 Hamburg. Tel.: +49 (40) 42843-2028 – E-mail: thomas.hinrichs@olg.justiz.hamburg.de

Jens JAEGEr, Head of Marine and Aviation Insurance, German Insurance Association, Wilhelmstr. 43 / 43 G, 10117 Berlin. Tel.: +49 (30) 2020-5346, Fax: +49 (30) 2020-6346, E-Mail: j.jaeger@gdv.de
Prof. Dr. Henning JESSEN, LL.M. (Tulane), Associate Professor, Maritime Law & Policy, World Maritime University (WMU), Fiskehamngatan 1, 21118 Malmö / Sweden. Tel.: +46 (40) 356346

Ralf NAGEL, Senator (retired), Managing Member of the Executive Board, German Shipowners’ Association, Burchardstraße 24, 20095 Hamburg. Tel.: +49 (40) 35097-200 – E-mail: nagel@reederverband.de

Jens Michael PRIESS, Vice President, Head of FDD Skuld Hamburg, Skuld Germany GmbH, Rödingsmarkt 20, 20459 Hamburg. Tel. +49 (40) 30998-723 – E-mail: jens.michael.priess@skuld.com

Christoph ZARTH, CMS Hasche Sigle Partnerschaft von Rechtsanwälten und Steuerberatern mbB, Stadthausbrücke 1-3, 20355 Hamburg. Tel.: +49 (0)40 37630-320 – E-mail: christoph.zarth@cms-hs.com

**Titulary Members:**

Hartmut von BREVERN, Prof. Dr. Rolf HERBER, Dr. Bernd KRÖGER, Dr. Dieter RABE, Dr. Klaus RAMMING, Dr. Thomas M. REMÊ

**Membership:**
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**GRECE**

HELENIC MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

(Association Hellénique de Droit Maritime)

10 Akti Poseidonos, 185 31 Piraeus
Contact details:
President: 57 Notara Sreet, 185 35 Piraeus. Tel.: +30210-4220001 – Fax.: +30210-4221388 –E-mail: gjt@timagenislaw.com

*Established: 1911*

**Officers:**

*President:* Dr. Grigorios TIMAGENIS, Attorney-at-Law, 57 Notara Sreet, 185 35 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4220001 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4221388 – E-mail: gjt@timagenislaw.com

**Vice-Presidents:**

Ioannis CHAMILOTHORIS, Supreme Court Judge (Rtd), 22b S. Tsakona Street, Palia Penteli, 152 36 Athens. Tel.: (+30) 210 8102411 – E-mail: jchamilothoris@gmail.com
Member Associations

Ioannis MARKIANOS-DANIOLOS, Attorney-at-Law, 13 Deferas Merarchias Street, 185 35 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4138800 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4138809 – E-mail: J.Markianos@daniolos.gr

Secretary-General:

Deucalion REDIADIS, Attorney-at-Law, 41 Akti Miaouli, 185 35, Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4294900 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4294941 – E-mail: dr@rediadis.gr

Deputy Secretary-General:

Georgios SCORINIS, Attorney-at-Law, 67 Iroon Polytechniou Ave., 185 36 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4181818 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4181822 – E-mail: george.scorinis@scorinis.gr

Special Secretaries:

Dr. Dimitrios CHRISTODOULOU, Assistant Professor, Law Faculty - University of Athens, Attorney-at-Law, 5 Pindarou Street, 106 71, Athens. Tel.: (+30) 210 3636336 – Fax.: (+30) 210 3636934 – E-mail: dchristodoulou@cplaw.gr

Vassilios VERNICOS, Attorney-at-Law, 6, Skouze Street, Galaxias Building, 7th floor, 185 36 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4175072 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4294604 – E-mail: vev@kvlex.gr

Treasurer:

Stylianos STYLIANOU, Attorney-at-Law, 6 Bouboulinas & Filonos Streets, 185 35 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4117421 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4171922 – Email: twostyls@stylianoulawyers.com

Members of the Board:

Nikolaos GERASSIMOU, Attorney-at-Law, 14 Mavrokordatou Street, 185 38 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4285722-4 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4285659 – E-mail: info@gerassimou.gr

Kalliroi (Rea) METROPOULOU, Attorney-at-Law, 53-55 Akti Miaouli, 185 36 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4292917 / (+30) 210 4293703 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4293703 – E-mail: Rea.Metropoulou@cozac.gr

Polichronis PERIVOLARIS, Attorney-at-Law, 151 Praxitelous Street, 185 35 Piraeus. Tel. (+30) 215 5511707 – Fax.: (+30) 215 5511707 – E-mail: perivolarislaw@gmail.com

Antonia SERGI, Attorney-at-Law, 71-73 Academias Street, 106 78 Athens. Tel.: (+30) 210 3830737 – Fax.: (+30) 210 9964681 – E-mail: t_sergi@otenet.gr
Georgios SIAMOS, Commodore H.C.G. (Rtd) LL.B., 3A Artemissiou & Themidos Street, 166 75 Glyfada. Tel.: (+30) 210 8907821 – Fax.: (+30) 210 8946657 – E-mail: george_siamos@hotmail.com

Georgios TSAKONAS, Attorney-at-Law, 35-39 Akti Miaouli, 185 35 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4292380/ (+30) 210 4292057 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4292462 – E-mail: george@tsakonaslaw.com

Ioannis VRELLLOS, Attorney-at-Law, 67, Iroon Polytechniou Ave., 185 36 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4181818 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4181822 – E-mail: john.vrellos@scorinis.gr

Titulary Members:
Paul AVRAMEAS, Aliki KIANTOU-PAMPOUKI, Ioannis ROKAS, Nikolaos SCORINIS, Grigorios TIMAGENIS

HONG KONG, CHINA
HONG KONG MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

c/o RSRB Secretariat Limited; 17/F, One Island East, Taikoo Place; 18 Westlands Road; Quarry Bay, Hong Kong E-mail: secretary@hkmla.org
Website: www.hkmla.org
Established: 1978 (re-established: 1998)

Officers:
Executive Committee 2019-2020:
Chairman: Professor: The Honourable Mr Justice Anthony Chan
Deputy Chairman: Mr Jon ZINKE, E-mail: jzinke@kyl.com.hk
Secretary: Mr. Donald Sham, Email: donald.sham@reedsmith.com

Members:

David Coogans Re-elected at AGM 26 Sept 2018 (2018 / 2021)
Chris Chan Re-elected at AGM 26 Sept 2018 (2018 / 2021)
Tse Sang San Re-elected at AGM 5 Oct 2017 (2017 / 2020)
Edward Alder Re-elected at AGM 5 Oct 2017 (2017 / 2020)
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David Fong  Re-elected at AGM 26 Sep 2019 (2019 / 2022)
Terry Floyd  Re-elected at AGM 16 Oct 2017 (2017 / 2020)
Sam Tsui  Elected at AGM 16 Oct 2017 (2017 / 2020)
Steven Wise  Elected at AGM 16 Oct 2017 (2017 / 2020)
Nick Luxton  Elected at AGM 16 Oct 2017 (2017 / 2020)
Li Lianjun  Elected at AGM 26 Sept 2018 (2018 / 2021)
Christina Anderson  Elected at AGM 26 Sept 2018 (2018 / 2021)
Rosita Lau  Elected at AGM 26 Sept 2018 (2018 / 2021)

INDIA

INDIAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

Registered Office
114, Maker Chambers-III,
Nariman Point,
Mumbai – 400 021 (India).
Phone: +91-22-6120 6400 — Fax: +91-22-6120 6450
Email: secretariat@indianmaritimelawassociation.com
Website: www.indianmaritimelawassociation.com


Officers:

President: DR B.S. BHESANIA, Advocate, Mulla & Mulla & Craigie Blunt & Caroe, Mulla House, 51 Mahatma Gandhi Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 023 (India). Mobile: +91-9820313864; Email: bsbhesania@mullas.net

Vice President: MR SHARDUL THACKER, Advocate, Mulla & Mulla & Craigie Blunt & Caroe, Mulla House, 51 Mahatma Gandhi Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 023 (India). Mobile: +91-9821135487; Email: shardul.thacker@mullaandmulla.com

Vice President: MR V.J. MATHEW, Senior Advocate, V.J. Mathew & Co., International Law Firm, Level 2, Johnsara’s Court, Giri Nagar North, Kadavanthra, Kochi - 682 020, Kerala (India). Phone: +91-484-2206703/6803; Fax: +91-484-2206903; Mobile: +91-9847031765; Email: vjmathew@vjmathew.com; Website: www.vjmathew.com
Vice President: MR PRASHANT S. PRATAP, Senior Advocate, Prashant S. Pratap Law Office, 151 Maker Chambers-III, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021 (India). Mobile: +91-9820024120; psp@psplawoffice.com

Secretary: MS S. PRIYA, Advocate, 114 Maker Chambers-III, Nariman Point, Mumbai – 400 021 (India). Mobile: +91-9821132762; Email: spriya@venkislaw.com

Members:

MR GEORGE JACOB, Director, James Mackintosh & Co. Pvt. Ltd., 15-A, Lotus Corporate Park, Western Express Highway, Goregaon (East), Mumbai - 400 063 (India). Phone: +91-22-6638 3414; Mobile: +91-9820076119; Email: gjacob@jamesmackintosh.com

MR HORMAZDIIYAAR S.R. VAKIL, Advocate, Mulla & Mulla & Craigie Blunt & Caroe, Mulla House, 51 Mahatma Gandhi Road, Mumbai - 400 023 (India). Mobile: +91-9820044960; Email: hsrvakil@mullas.net; hsrvakil@gmail.com; hormazdiyaar.vakil@mullaandmulla.com

MR S. VASUDEVAN, Partner, Law Firm at Vasudevan & Associates, New No. 32 (Old No. 16), 1st Floor, Errabalu Chetty Street, Chennai - 600 001 (India). Mobile: +91-9840340123; Email: vkalaw@gmail.com; Website: www.vasudevanassociates.com

INDONESIA

INDONESIAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION (IMLA)
c/o The Law Offices of Dyah Ersita & Partners
Graha Aktiva, 3rd Floor, Suite 301
Jalan H.R. Rasuna Said, Blok X-1, Kav. 3
Kuningan – Jakarta 12950 Republic of Indonesia
Tel.: +62 21 520 3612 – Fax: +62 21 520 3279 – E-mail: secretary@indonesianmla.com
Website: www.indonesianmla.com
Established: 2012

Officers:
Chairman: Mr. Andrew I. SRIRO, Attorney at Law, BA, JD, MH Satrio
Law Firm Satrio Tower 6th Floor | Jalan Prof. dr. Satrio, Kav. C-4 | Jakarta Selatan 12950 Indonesia – Tel +62.21.520.3171 –
Member Associations

Fax +62.21.520.3279 – Mobile +62.815.1911.7199 – Website: www.sriro.com

Commissioner: Ms. Dyah Ersita YUSTANTI, Dyah Ersita & Partners with Andrew I. Srio, Graha Aktiva 3rd Floor, Jl. HR Rasuna Said Kav. 3, Jakarta 12950. Tel.: +62 21 520 3171 – E-mail: dersita@indonesianmla.com – dersita@sriro.com – Website: www.sriro.com

Director of Regulations: Mr. Sahat A.M. SIAHAAN, Ali Budiardjo, Nugroho, Reksodiputro, Graha CIMB Niaga, 24th Floor, Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 58, Jakarta 12190. Tel.: +62 21 250 5125 – E-mail: ssiahaan@indonesianmla.com – ssiahaan@abnrlaw.com – Website: www.abnrlaw.com

Director of Events: Ms Dewie PELITAWATI, Bahar & Partners, Menara Prima 18th Floor, Jl. Ide Agung Anak Gde Agung Blok 6.2, Jakarta 12950. Tel.: +62 21 5794 7880 – E-mail: dpelitawati@indonesianmla.com – dewie.pelitawati@baharandpartners.com – Website: www.baharandpartners.com

Director of Memberships: Ms. Dian Rizky A. BAKARA, Bahar & Partners, Menara Prima 18th Floor, Jl. Ide Agung Anak Gde Agung Blok 6.2, Jakarta 12950. Tel.: +62 21 5794 7880 – E-mail: drizky@indonesianmla.com – dianrizky@baharandpartners.com – Website: www.baharandpartners.com

IRELAND

IRISH MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

All correspondence to be addressed to the Hon. Secretary: Darren LEHANE, BL, Law Library, Four Courts, Dublin 7, Tel: +353 1 87 942 1114, Fax: +353 1 872 0455, Email: dlehane@lawlibrary.ie, Website: www.irishmaritimelaw.ie

Established: 1963

Officers:

President: Edmund SWEETMAN, BL, Law Library, Four Courts, Dublin 7 - Tel.: +353 45 869 192 -Fax: +353 1 633 5078 - E-mail: esweetman@icasf.net

Vice President: David KAVANAGH, Dillon Eustace, Solicitors, 33 Sir john Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, Tel: +353 1 667 0022, Fax: +353 1 667 0022, E-mail: david.kavanagh@dilloneustace.ie
Member Associations

Secretary: Darren LEHANE, BL, Law Library, Four Courts, Dublin 7, Ireland. Tel: +353 1 87 942 1114 - Fax: +353 1 872 0455 - Email: dlehane@lawlibrary.ie - Website: www.lawlibrary.ie

Treasurer: Hugh KENNEDY, Kennedys Law, Solicitors, Second Floor, Bloodstone Building, Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2 - Tel: +353 1 878.0055 - Fax: +353 1 878.0056 - E-mail: h.kennedy@kennedys-law.com

Committee Members

John Wilde CROSBIE, BL, Law Library, Four Courts, Dublin 7. Tel: +353 1 872.0777 – E-mail: crossbee@eircom.net

Dermot CONWAY, Conway Solicitors, Conway House, 35 South Terrace, Cork. Tel: +353 21 490.1000, - E-mail: reception@conways.ie

Brian McKENNA, Irish Ferries, P.O. Box 19, Alexandra Road, Dublin 1. EIRCODE: D01 W2F5. Tel: +353 1 607.5700 – Fax: +353 1 607.5660 – E-mail: brian.mckenna@irishferries.com

Diarmuid BARRY, D.P. Barry and Co. Solicitors, Bridge Street, Killybegs, Co. Donegal. Tel: +353 74 973.1174 – Fax: +353 74 973.1639 – E-mail: diarmuid@barrylaw.ie

Helen NOBLE, Noble Shipping Law, Riverside Business Centre, Tinahely Co. Wicklow, EIRCODE: Y14 PE02 Ireland. Tel.: +353 402 28567 - E-mail: Helen@nobleshootinglaw.com

Bill HOLOHAN, Holohan Solicitors, Suite 319, The Capel Building, St. Mary’s Abbey, Dublin 7. Tel: +353 1 872.7120 – Fax +353 21 430.0911 – E-mail: bill@billholohan.ie

Dr. Vincent POWER, A&L Goodbody, Solicitors, IFSC, North Wall Quay, Dublin 1. Tel: +353 1 649.2000 – Fax: +353 1 649.2649 – E-mail: vpower@algoodbody.ie

Adrian TEGGIN, Arklow Shipping Limited, North Quay, Arklow, Co. Wicklow. Tel: +353 402 399.01 – E-mail: chartering@asl.ie

Colm O’HOISIN, SC, P.O. Box 4460, Law Library Buildings, 158/159 Church St. Dublin 7. Tel: +353 1 817.5088 – E-mail: colm@colmohoisinsc.ie

Philip KANE, Alere International Limited, Alere International Limited, Parkmore East Business Park, Ballybrit, Galway, Ireland. Tel +353 91 429.947 – Mobile: +353 87 196 1218 – E-mail: philip.kane@alere.com

Paul GILL, Dillon Eustace, Solicitors, 33 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2.- Tel: +353 1 649 2000
Fax: +353 1 667 0022 - E-mail: paul.gill@dilloneustace.ie
Hugh MCDOWEL, BL, Law Library, Four Courts, Dublin 7 - Tel.: +353 1 817 4311 - E-mail: hugh.mcdowell@lawlibrary.ie

Hazel HATTON, Noble Shipping Law, ‘Ards’, St Mary’s road, Arklow, Co Wicklow, Y14 W586
Tel: +353 402 28567- E-mail: HAZEL@nobleshippinglaw.com

Eamonn MAGEE, BL, Consultant, O’Callaghan Kelly, Solicitors, 51 Mulgrave Street, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. Tel: +353 1 280.3399 – fax: +353 1 280.9221 – E-mail: mageeeamonn@gmail.com

**Titulary Members:**
Paul GILL, Bill HOLOHAN, Sean KELLEHER, Eamonn MAGEE, Her Hon. Judge Petria MCDONNELL, The Hon. Mr. Justice Brian McGOVERN, Helen NOBLE, Colm O’HOISIN

**Members:**
- Individual members: 41
- Honorary members: 5
- Corporate members: 40

**ITALY**

**ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA DI DIRITTO MARITTIMO**

(Italian Maritime Law Association)
Via Roma 10 – 16121 Genova
Tel.: +39 010 8531407 – Fax: +39 010 594805 – E-mail: presidenza@aidim.org
Website: www.aidim.org
*Established: 1899*

**Officers:**
*President:* Giorgio BERLINGIERI, Via Roma 10, 16121 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 8531407 - Fax: +39 010 594805 – E-mail: presidenza@aidim.org

*Vice-Presidents:*
Francesco SICCARDI, Via XX Settembre 37, 16121 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 543951 - Fax: +39 010 564614 - E-mail: f.siccardi@siccardibregante.it
Stefano ZUNARELLI, Via Santo Stefano 43, 40125 Bologna - Tel.: +39 051 2750020 – Fax: +39 051 237412 – E-mail: stefano.zunarelli@studiozunarelli.com

Secretary General (ad interim): Giorgio BERLINGIERI, Via Roma 10, 16121 Genova – Tel.: +39 010 8531407 – Fax: +39 010 594805 – E-mail: presidenza@aidim.org

Treasurer: Mario RICCOMAGNO, Via Assarotti 46, 16122 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 881547 – Fax: +39 010 8372477 – E-mail: mail@riccomagnolawfirm.it

Councillors:

Alfredo ANTONINI, Via del Lazzaretto Vecchio 2, 34123 Trieste – Tel.: +39 040 301129 - Fax: +39 040 305931 - E-mail: studioantonini@lawfed.com

Sergio M. CARBONE, Via Assarotti 20, 16122 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 810818 – Fax: +39 010 870290 – E-mail: carbone@carbonedangelo.it

Pierangelo CELLE, Via Ceccardi 4, 16121 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 5535250 – Fax: +39 010 5705414 – E-mail: pierangelo.celle@unige.it

Maurizio DARDANI, Salita Santa Caterina 10, 16123 Genova – Tel.: +39 010 5761816 – Fax: +39 010 5957705 – E-mail: maurizio.dardani@dardani.it

Marco LOPEZ DE GONZALO, Via XX Settembre 14, 16121 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 586841 – Fax: +39 010 562998 – E-mail: marco.lopez@mordiglia.it

Francesco MUNARI, Largo San Giuseppe 3, 16121 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 5957726 – Fax: +39 010 580161 – E-mail: francesco.munari@mgmp-avvocati.com

Pietro PALANDRI, Via XX Settembre 14, 16121 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 586841 – Fax: +39 010 562998 – E-mail: pietro.palandri@mordiglia.it

Alberto PASINO, Via San Nicolò 19, 34121 Trieste – Tel.: +39 040 7600281 - Fax: +39 040 7600282 E-mail: alberto.pasino@studiozunarelli.com

Elisabetta ROSAFIO, Via Alfredo Casella, 00199 Roma – Tel.: +39 06 86216545 – E-mail:e.rosafio@libero.it

Elda TURCO BULGHERINI, Viale G. Rossini 9, 00198 Roma - Tel.: +39 06 8088244 – Fax: +39 06 8088980 – E-mail: eldaturco@studioturco.it
Member Associations

Honorary Members:
Chamber of Commerce of Genoa, Antonino DIMUNDO, Måns JACOBSSON

Titulary Members:
Giorgio BERLINGIERI, Giorgia M. BOI, Sergio M. CARBONE, Giorgio CAVALLO, Sergio LA CHINA, Marcello MARESCA, Massimo MORDIGLIA, Emilio PIOMBINO, Francesco SICCARDI, Stefano ZUNARELLI.

Membership:
251

JAPAN
THE JAPANESE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
3rd Floor, Kaiji Center Bldg., 4-5 Kojimachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-0083, Japan. Tel: +81 3 3265.0770 Fax: +81 3 3265.0873 Email: secretariat@jmla.jp – Website: http://www.jmla.jp/
Established: 1901

Officers:
Kenjiro EGASHIRA, Professor Emeritus at the University of Tokyo, Sengencho 3-chome, Higashi-Kurume-shi, Tokyo 203-0012, Japan

Vice-President:
Tomonobu YAMASHITA, Professor of Law at Doshisha University, Sekimae 5-6-11, Musashinoshiki, Tokyo 180-0014, Japan.

Directors:
Mitsuo ABE, ABE Law Firm, 2-4-13-302 Hirakawacho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-0093, Japan

Tomotaka FUJITA, Professor of Law at Graduate Schools for Law and Politics, University of Tokyo, 7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan

Takashi HAKOI, Professor of Law at Waseda University, 2-14-31 Midoriicho, Koganei-shi, Tokyo 184-0003, Japan

Makoto HIRATSUKA, Senior partner of Law Office of Hiratsuka & Co., Kaiun Building, 2-6-4 Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-
KOREA

KOREA MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

10th floor, Sejong Bldg., 54, Sejong-daero 23-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Korea 110-724

Tel.: +82 2 754.9655 - Fax: +82 2 752.9582

E-mail: kormla@kormla.or.kr - Website: http://www.kormla.or.kr

Established: 1978

Officers:

President: S. K. Cho, Lawyer, Cho & Lee, E-mail jhcoi@choikim.com, skcho@cholee.co.kr

Chief Vice-President: J.Y. Son, Vice President, Tech-marine co., Ltd.

Vice-Presidents:
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S. K. Yoon, Presiding Judge, Seoul High Court
J. K. Kang, Lawyer, Bae, Kim & Lee
Bay Moon, Managing Director, Korea P&I Club
D. H. Suh, Lawyer, Suh & Co
Y. H. Seo, Lawyer, Pusan Pacific Law Office
J. H. Yeom, President, Ildo Chartering Corporation
S. M. Park, Professor, Korea University Law School
Y. S. Jeong, Professor, Korea Maritime University
I.H. Kim, Professor, Ehwa Women’s University Law School
S. H. Yoon, Lawyer, Yoon & Co
H. S. Lee, President, HSC Global co., Ltd.
B. K. Cho, Director, Korea Shipowners Association
J.C. Kim, Lawyer, Aurora Law Offices
S.I. Park, Professor, Mokpo National Maritime University
B.K. Yoon, Lawyer, Yoolhyun Law Office
S.C. Lee, Presiding Judge, Chungju District Court
J.H. Lee, Lawyer, Kin & Chang
Y. W. Chun, Professor, Korea Maritime University
W.Y. Chung, Lawyer, Lee & Ko.
M. Han, Professor, Ehwa Women’s University Law School

General Affair Director: S. W. Kwon, Lawyer, Yeosan Law Office

Editorial Director:
H. Y. Yoon, Professor, Hanrim University
Y.J. Kim, Professor, Daegu University
K.M. Moon, Lawyer, Moon & Song

Research Director:
Y. J. Park, Professor, Dankook University
S. W. Park, Lawyer, Choi & Kim

Information Director:
W. J. Lee, Professor, Duksung Women’s University
S.M. Kim, Professor, Duksung Women’s University
C.Y. Kwon, Lawyer, Jipyung LLC

*International Affair Director:*
H. Y. Song, Lawyer, Jungjin Law LLC
C. W. Lee, Lawyer, Kim & Chang
O. J. Kwon, General Manager, Samsung Fire & Marine Insurance Co., Ltd.

*Public Relations Director:*
C. J. Kim, General Manager, Korea Shipping Association
I.K. Park, Team Manager, KoreanRe
D.R. Kim, President, Korhi Adjusters & Surveyors Ltd.

*Promotion Director:*
J. W. Lee, Professor, Busan University
C.H. Lee, President, Mokpo National Maritime University
K. H. Kim, General Manager, Korea Shipowners Association

*Auditor:*
J.C. Cha, President, Modern Marine Surveyors & Adjusters Ltd.
S.K. Kim, Judge, Seoul Central District Court

*Secretary-General:*
H. D. Kim, General Manager, Korea Maritime Research Institute

*Of Counsel:*
H. G. Park, Chief Director, Korea Maritime Research Institute
J. S. Lee, Honorary Professor, Korea Maritime and Ocean University
G. J. Park, Chair Professor, Yonsei University College of Medicine
S. G. Yang, Former President, Sejong University
S. H. Song, Honorary Professor, Seoul National University School of Law
L. S. Chai, Honorary Professor, Korea University Law School
K. S. Lee, Advisor, Kss Line Ltd.
S. K. Chang, Lawyer, Kim & Chang
Member Associations

D. H. Kim, Professor, Beijing IT University
B. O. Yoon, Honorary Professor, Inha University Law School
R. S. Yu, Former Lawyer, Yoon & Yang
S. T. Kim, Professor, Yonsei University Law School
J. S. Choi, Honorary Professor, Sungkyunkwan University Law School
Y. M. Kang, Former Chief Operating Officer, Korea Maritime Research Institute
J. H. Lee, Lawyer, Yoon & Yang
M. C. Chang, Professor of Law, Korea National Police University
B. S. Chung, Lawyer, Kim & Chang
J. H. Choi, Lawyer, Choi & Kim
Y. M. Kim, Vice President, Korea Shipowners Association
C. J. Kim, Lawyer, Choi & Kim
H. D. Chung, Lawyer, Yoon & Yang
H. Kim, Lawyer, Sechang & Co.
I. S. Kyung, Professor, Daejeon University
K. H. Seok, Professor, Seoul University Law School
I. H. Kim, Professor, Korea University Law School
R. S. Cho, President, Hanil Surveyors & Adjusters Co., Ltd.

Membership:
Corporate members: 30
Individual members: 450

DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF KOREA
MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION, DPR KOREA
P.O. Box 28, No.103, Tonghung-Dong, Central District, Pyongyang, DPR Korea
Tel: +850 2 18111 ext: 341-8194 - Fax: +850 2 381-4410 - Email: kmla@silibank.net.kp
Established: 1989
Officers:
President: CHA SONMO, Chief of Staff of the Ministry of Land & Maritime Transport

Vice-Presidents:
KIM SONGHO, Prof. Dr., Law School, Kim Il Sung University.
KIM GIHO, Law Expert, Senior Judge, Supreme Court.

Secretary-General: RI PYONGSAN, Secretary-General of Korea Maritime Law Association

Committee Members:
KO HYONCHOL, Prof. Dr. Law School, Kim Il Sung University
RIM YONGCHAN, Associate Professor. Dr. Head of Law Team, Social Science Institute
AN SUNGGUK, Law Expert, Judge, Supreme Court
YUN Gwangson, Law Expert, Judge, Supreme Court
WON SONGGUK, Maritime Expert, Director, Korea Ocean Shipping Agency
SONG CHOLJUN, Maritime Expert, Manager, Korea Ocean Shipping Agency
KIM KWANGBOK, Maritime Expert, Manager, Korea Ocean Shipping Agency
JU YONGGUN, Maritime Expert, Chief, Global Crew Manning CO., LTD
KIM GYONGSUK, Law Expert, Director, Sea&Blue Shipping CO., LTD
JONG CHUNJO, Director, Phyongchon Shipping&Trading CO., LTD. Email: jsship@star-co.net.kp
HUANG SUNGHO, Chief, Phyongchon Shipping&Trading CO., LTD. Email: jsship@star-co.net.kp
KIM YONGHAK, Master of Law, Director, Korea Maritime Arbitration Committee. E-mail: kmaclaw@silibank.net.kp
KANG MYONGSONG, Chief of Legal Dept, Maritime&Load Ministry of DPR Korea. E-mail: mlmtlaw@silibank.net.kp
KWON HYONGJUN, Director of Korea Int’l Crew Management Co. Email:kicmshipping@silibank.net.kp
JO GUOKCHOL, Arbitrator of Korea Maritime Arbitration Committee. E-mail: kmaclaw@silibank.net.kp

Members: 57
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MALAYSIA
INTERNATIONAL MALAYSIAN SOCIETY OF MARITIME LAW
(IMSML)

BANGUNAN SULAIMAN, JALAN SULTAN HISHAMUDDIN 50000
KUALA LUMPUR MALAYSIA

Secretary: Tel.: +603 6203 7877; Fax.: +603 6203 7876, E-mail:
secretariat@imsml.org
www.imsml.org
Established: 2016

Officers:
President: SITPAH SELVARATNAM, Email: president@imsml.org
Vice-President: ONG CHEE KWAN, Email:
Chee.kwan.ong@christopherleong.com
Secretary: JEREMY M JOSEPH, secretariat@imsml.org

MALTA
MALTA MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

Maritime House, Lascaris Wharf, Valletta VLT 1921
Tel.: +356 27250320 – E-mail: mmla@melita.com - Website: www.
mmla.org.mt
Established: 1994

Officers:
President: Dr Ann FENECH, Fenech & Fenech Advocates, 198 Old
Bakery Street, Valletta VLT 1455, Malta. Tel.: +356 21241232 –
Fax: +356 25990644 – E-mail: ann.fenech@fenlex.com

Vice-Presidents:
Ms Miriam CAMILLERI, MC Consult, Mayflower Court, Fl 8, Triq San
Lwigi, Msida, MSD 1382, Malta. Tel.: +356 21 371411/27 371411 –
Fax: +356 23 331115 – E-mail: services@mcconsult.com.mt

Dr Matthew ATTARD, Ganado Advocates, 171, Old Bakery Street,
Valletta VLT 1455, Malta. Tel.: +356 21235406 – Fax: +356
21225908 – E-mail: mattard@ganadoadvocates.com

Secretary: Dr Anthony GALEA, Vistra Marine & Aviation Ltd., 144, The
Strand, Tower Road, Gzira GZR 1027, Malta. Tel.: +356 22586427
– E-mail: anthony.galea@vistra.com
Treasurer: Dr. Nicholas VALENZIA, MamoTCV Advocates, 103, Palazzo Pietro Stiges, Strait Street, Valletta, VLT 1436, Malta. Tel.: +356 21231345 – Fax: +356 21244291 – E-mail: nicholas.valenzia@mamotcv.com

Executive Committee Members:

Dr Katrina ABELA, GVZH Advocates, 192, Old Bakery Street, Valletta VLT 1455, Malta. Tel.: +356 21231345 – E-mail: katrina.abela@gvzh.com.mt

Dr Chris CINI, Equiom (Malta) Ltd, Tower Business Centre, Tower Street, Swatar, Birkirkara BKR 4013, Malta. Tel.: +356 25466617 - E-mail: chriscini@equiomgroup.com

Dr. Anndrea MORAN, Vella Advocates, 40, Fairholme, Sir Augustus Bartolo Street, Tà’ Xbiex XBX 1092, Malta. Tel.: +356 21252893 - E-mail: am@advocate-vella.com

Dr. Stephan PIAZZA, KPMG, Portico Building, Marina Street, Pietà PTA 9044, Malta. Tel.: +356 25631000 – E-mail: StephanPiazza@kpmg.com.mt

Dr. Robert RADMILLI, Camilleri, Delia Randon & Associates, 13/16, Vincenti Buildings, Strait Street, Valletta VLT 1432, Malta. Tel.:+356 21234128 – E-mail: robert@camco.com.mt

Dr. Jotham SCERRI -DIACONO, Ganado Advocates, 171, Old Bakery Street, Valletta VLT 1455, Malta. Tel.: +356 21235406 – Fax: +356 21225908 – E-mail: jsdiacono@ganadoadvocates.com

Dr. Suzanne SHAW, Dingli & Dingli Law Firm, 18/2, South Street, Valletta VLT 1102, Malta. Tel.: +356 21236206 – Fax: +356 2124 0321 – E-mail: suzanne@dingli.com.mt

Dr. Alison VASSALLO, Fenech & Fenech Advocates, 198, Old Bakery Street, Valletta, VLT 1455, Malta. Tel.: +356 21241232 – Fax: +356 25990644 – E-mail: alison.vassallo@fenlex.com

MEXICO

ASOCIACION MEXICANA DE DERECHO MARITIMO, A.C. (Mexican Maritime Law Association)
Rio Hudson no. 8, Colonia Cuauhtémoc, Alcaldia Cuauhtémoc, C.P. 06500, México D.F.
Tel.: +52 55 5211.2902
E-mail: amdmaritimoe@amdmaritimo.org - Website www.amdmaritimo.org
Established: 1961
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Officers:

President: Dr. Ignacio L. MELO
Vice-President: Bernardo MELO GRAF
Secretary: José Luis HERNANDEZ ABDALAH
Treasurer: Ignacio L. MELO Jr.
Vocals: Felipe ALONSO GILABERT

Titulary Members:
Enrique GARZA, José Luis HERNANDEZ ABDALAH, Bernardo MELO GRAF, Ignacio Luis MELO GRAF Jr, Dr. Ignacio L. MELO Sr, Jaun Carlos MERODIO,

NETHERLANDS

NEDERLANDSE VERENIGING VOOR VERVOERRECHT
(Netherlands Transport Law Association)
Koningslaan 35, 1075 AB Amsterdam - Postbus 75576, 1070 AN
Amsterdam
Tel: +31 20 524 5245 - Fax: +31 20 524 5250 – Email: vancampen@wmlaw.nl
Website: www.vervoerrecht.nl
Established: 1905

Officers:

President: Mr T. VAN DER VALK, AKD N.V. Advocaten & Notarissen,
Postbus 4302, 3006 AH Rotterdam. Tel: +31 88 253 5404 - Fax: +31 88 253 5430 Email: tvandervalk@akd.nl

Vice-President: Mr. A. HAGDORN, NS Corporate Legal, Postbus 2812, 3500 GV Utrecht. Tel: +31 30 235 4178 - Fax: +31 30 235 7700 - E-mail: adriaan.hagdorn@ns.nl

Secretary: Mr. R.P. VAN CAMPEN, Wiersma Mensonides, Koningslaan 35, 1075 AB Amsterdam, Postbus 75576, 1070 AN Amsterdam.
Tel: +31 20 524 5245 – Fax: +31 20 524 5250 – Email: vancampen@wmlaw.nl

Treasurer: Mr. J. V. GROENENDIJK, HTM Personenvervoer N.V.,
Postbus 28503, 2502 KM Den Haag. Tel: +31 70 374 9464 - E-mail: j.groenendijk@htm.nl
Executive Member: Mrs. Mr. E. JACOBS, Caland Advocaten, Willemseka 18-b, 3016 DL Rotterdam. Tel: +31 6 12 69 52 71 - E-mail: jacobs@caland.nl

Members:

Mr. J.E. DE BOER, International Maritime Organization, Affairs and External Relations Division. Tel.: +44 207 587 3102 – E-mail: jdeboer@imo.org

Mr. B. KALDEN, Dupi Underwriting Agencies, Postbus 23085, 3001 KB Rotterdam. Tel: +31 6 30 44 61 67 - E-mail: bjorn.kalden@dupi.com

Mr. J.M. VAN DER KLOOSTER, Gerechtshof’s-Gravenhage, Postbus 20302, 2500 EH ‘s-Gravenhage. Tel.: +31 70 381 1362 – Fax: +31 70 381 3256 – E-mail: h.van.der.klooster@rechtspraak.nl

Mrs. F. KLOOTWIJK-DE VRIES, Secretaris-Generaal IVR, Vasteland 78, 3011 BN Rotterdam. Tel: +31 10 411 6070 - E-mail: f.devries@ivr-en.com

Mrs. Mr. Dr. I. KONING, Nyenrode Business Universiteit, Straatweg 25, 3621 BG Breukelen. Tel: +31 346 291 211 - E-mail: i.koning@nyenrode.nl

Dhr. L. MULLER, Multraship Towage & Salvage, Scheldekade 48, 4531 EH Terneuzen. Tel.: +31 115 645 000 – Fax: +31 115 645 001 – E-mail: lmuller@multraship.com; wheld@multraship.com

Mr. A.J. NOORDERMEER, Noordermeer Legallships, Laagland 29, 3121 TA Schiedam. Tel.: +31 6 82 90 07 58 – E-mail: noordermeer@legallships.nl

Mr W.M. OUDE ALINK, Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat, afdeling Lucht- en Scheepvaart, Postbus 20901, 2500 EX Utrecht. Tel.: +31 6 11 12 15 91 – E-mail: woudealink@hotmail.com

Mrs. Mr. K. REDEKER-GIETELING, Ministerie van Veiligheid en Justitie, Postbus 20301, 2500 EH Den Haag. Mobile: +31 6 52 87 70 25 - E-mail: K.Redeker@minvenj.nl

Mr. T. ROOS, Van Dam & Kruidenier, Postbus 4043, 3006 AA Rotterdam. Tel: +31 10 288 8800 - Fax: +31 10 288 8828 - E-mail: roos@damkru.nl

Mr. P.J.M. RUYTER, EVO Postbus 350, 2700 AV Zoetermeer. Tel.: +31 79 346 7244 – Fax: +31 79 346 7888 – Email: pruytter@evo.nl

Prof. Mr. F.G.M. SMEELE, Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam, Postbus 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam. Tel: +31 10 408 8727 - E-mail: smeel@frg.eur.nl
Mr. W.P. SPRENGER, Rechtbank Rotterdam, Postbus 50950, 3007 BL Rotterdam. Tel.: +31 10 297 1234 – E-mail: w.p.sprenger@rechtspraak.nl

Mevr. Mr. S. STIBBE, Stichting Vervoer Adres, Postbus 24023, 2490 AA Den Haag. Tel.: +31 88 552 2167 – Fax: +31 88 552 2103 – E-mail: sstibbe@beurtvaartadres.nl

Mevr. Mr. V.J.A. SÜTO, LegalRail Postbus 82025, 2508 EA Den Haag. Tel: +31 70 323 3566 - E-mail: suto@legalrail.nl

Mr. J.L.L. WISSE, KVNR, Boompjes 40, 3011 XB Rotterdam. Tel: +31 10 217 6270 - E-mail: wisse@kvnr.nl

Mr. F.J.W. VAN ZOELEN, Havenbedrijf Rotterdam N.V., Postbus 6622, 3002 AP Rotterdam. Tel.: +31 10 252 1495 – Fax: +31 10 252 1936 – E-mail: f.van.zoelen@portofrotterdam.com

**NIGERIA**

NIGERIAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

C/o 7th Floor, Architects Place, 2, Idowu Taylor Street, Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria

Telephone: + 234 903 601 9864
E-mail: nmlaimnfo@gmail.com Mobile: + 234 814 945 2154
Website www.nmlaonline.org

Established: 1980

**Officers:**

*President:* Mr. L. Chidi ILOGU, SAN, 7th Floor, Architects Place, 2, Idowu Taylor Street, Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria. Tel.: +234 803 402 1910 – E-mail: c.ilogu@foundationchambers.com

*First Vice President:* Mrs. Funke AGBOR, SAN, 9th Floor, St. Nicholas House, Catholic Mission Street, Lagos, Nigeria. Tel.: +234(0)8033047951 - E-mail: fagbor@acas-law.com

*Second Vice President:* Mr. Mike IGBOKWE, SAN, The Hedged House, 28a, Mainland Way, Dolphin Estate, Ikoyi, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8036077777 – E-mail: mike@mikeigbokwe.com
Honorary Secretary: Mr. Emeka AKABOGU, 2nd Floor, The Landmark, Km 24 Lekki-Epe Expressway Ajah, Lekki Peninsula, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8055461557 – E-mail: emeka@akabogulaw.com

Treasurer: Mrs. Oritsematosan EDODO-EMORE, 3, Olushesin Olugbologu Street Lekki Conservation Toll, Lekki, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8033052747 – E-mail: oritsematosan2011@yahoo.com

Assistant Secretary: Mrs. Nneka OBIAANYOR, Nigerian Maritime Administration & Safety Agency, 4, Burma Rd, Apapa Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8033030937 – E-mail: nobianyor@hotmail.com

Financial Secretary: Mrs. Oluseyi ADEJUYIGBE, Oluseyi Adejuyigbe & Co. 15, Bola Ajibola Street, Off Allen Avenue, Ikeja, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8030302848 – E-mail: seyibim2004@yahoo.co.uk

Publicity Secretary: Mr. Adedoyin AFUN, 15, Agodogba Avenue, Parkview, Ikoyi, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)7064379421 – E-mail: adedoyin.afun@bloomfield-law.com

Ex officio:
Mr. Olumide SOFOWORA SAN, 5th Floor 27/29 King George V Onikan, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8033137878 – E-mail: olumide@sofoworachambers.com / olusofy@hotmail.com

Mrs. Doyin RHODES-VIVOUR, 9 Simeon Akinlonu Crescent Oniru Private Estate Victoria Island, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8034173455, E-mail: doyin@drvlawplace.com

Mrs. Jean CHIAZOR-ANISHERE, Jean Chiazor & Co 5th Floor Shippers’ Plaza 4, Park Lane, Apapa, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8033042063 – E-mail: ofianyichambers@yahoo.com

Mr. Bello GWANDU, Nigerian Shippers’ Council. 4, Park Lane Apapa, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8035923948 – E-mail: bellohgwandu@yahoo.com

NORWAY

DEN NORSKE SJORETTSFORENING

Avdeling av Comité Maritime International (Norwegian Maritime Law Association)

www.sjorettsforeningen.no

c/o Nordisk Skibsrederforeningen, Pb 3033 Elisenberg, 0207 Oslo. Tel.: +47 22 13 56 00 – E-mail: mandersen@nordisk.no

Established: 1899
Officers:

President: Magne ANDERSEN, Nordisk Skibsrederforening, P.O. Box 3033 Elisenberg, 0207 Oslo; Tel.: +47 22 13 56 17; E-mail: mandersen@nordisk.no

Immediate Past President: Andreas MEIDELL, Advokatfirmaet Thommessen AS, P.O. Box 1484 Vika, 0116 Oslo. Tel.: +47 23 11 13 04 – E-mail: ame@thommessen.no

Members of the Board:

Andreas MEIDELL, Advokatfirmaet Thommessen AS, P.O. Box 1484 Vika, 0116 Oslo. Tel.: +47 23 11 13 04 – E-mail: ame@thommessen.no

Karoline BÖHLER, Norges Rederiforbund, P.O. Box 1452 Vika, 0116 Oslo; Tel.: +47 908 28 789; E-mail: karoline.boehler@rederi.no

Christian HAUGE, Advokatfirmaet Wiersholm AS, P.O. Box 1400 Vika, 0115 Oslo; Tel: +47 922 60 460; E-mail: chh@wiersholm.no

Oddbjørn SLINNING, Advokatfirmaet Steenstrup Stordrange DA, P.O. Box 1829 Vika, 0123 Oslo; Tel: +47 481 21 650; E-mail: osl@sands.no

Marie MELING, Nordisk institutt for sjørett, P.O. Box 6706 St. Olav’s plass, 0130 Oslo; Tel: +47 976 88 864; E-mail: marie.meling@jus.uio.no

Anne-Karin NESDAM, Wikborg Rein Advokatfirma AS, P.O. Box 1513 Vika, 0117 Oslo, Norge; Tel: +47 22 82 76 53; E-mail: akn@wr.no

Trond SOLVANG, Nordisk institutt for sjørett, P.O. Box 6706, St. Olav’s plass, 0130 Oslo; Tel: +47 22 85 96 72; E-mail: trond.solvang@jus.uio.no

Dag Ove SOLSVIK, DNV GL AS, Veritasveien 1, 1322 Høvik; Tel: +47 97 08 34 41; E-mail: dag.ove.solsvik@dnvgl.com

Terje Hernes PETTERSEN, Norsk Sjømannsforbund, P.O. Box 2000 Vika, 0125 Oslo; Tel: +47 22 82 5800; E-mail: terje.hernes.petterSEN@sjomannsforbundet.no

Deputies:

Karin GIJERSOE, AS Klaveness Chartering, P.O. Box 182 Skøyen, 0212 Oslo; Tel: +47 959 09 389; E-mail: Karin.Gjersoe@Klaveness.com

Lilly RELLING, Kvale Advokatfirma DA, P.O. Box 1752 Vika, 0122 Oslo; Tel: +47 906 97 115; E-mail: lire@kvale.no

Ingard FUGLEVÅG, Advokatfirmaet Simonsen Vogt Wiig AS, P.O. Box 2043 Vika, 0125 Oslo; Tel: +47 900 96 098; E-mail: ifu@svw.no

Titulary Members:

Karl-Johan GOMBRII
PANAMA

ASOCIACION PANAMENA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
(Panamanian Maritime Law Association)
APADEMAR, Calle 39 Bella Vista, Edificio Tarraco 4°piso,
Tel: (507) 302 0106 – Fax: (507) 302 0107
E-mail: info@apademar.com – Website: www.apademar.com
Established: 1979

Officers:
President: Francisco LINARES
Vice President: María L. GALÁN
Secretary: Ramón FRANCO
Deputy Secretary: Pilar CASTILLO
Treasurer: Giovanna AVENDAÑO
Deputy Treasurer: Alexis HERRERA
Director: Belisario PORRAS

PERU

ASOCIACIÓN PERUANA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
(Peruvian Maritime Law Association)
Calle Contralmirante Montero (Ex-Alberto del Campo) 411, Magdalena
del Mar, Lima 17, Perú
Tel.: +51 1 411-8860 – E-mail: general@vyalaw.com.pe
Established: 1977

Officers:
President: Dr. Katerina VUSKOVIC, Calle Contralmirante Montero
(Ex-Alberto del Campo) 411, Magdalena del Mar, Lima 17, Peru.
E-mail: vuskovic@vyalaw.com.pe

Past Presidents: Dr. Ricardo VIGIL, Calle Chacarilla 485, San Isidro,
Lima 27, Peru. E-mail: vigiltoledo@gmail.com

Dr. Frederick D. KORSWAGEN, Jr. Federico Recavarren 131 Of. 404,
Miraflores, Lima 18, Peru. E-mail: andespacific@pandiperu.com
Honorary Members:
Dr. Ricardo VIGIL
Dr. José Domingo RAY
Vice Admiral Mario CASTRO DE MENDOZA

Vice Presidents:
Dr. Juan Jose SALMON, Calle Contralmirante Montero (Ex-Alberto del Campo) 411, Magdalena del Mar, Lima 17, Peru. E-mail: juanjosesalmon@gmail.com
Dr. Eduardo URDAY, Calle Chacarilla 485, San Isidro, Lima 27, Peru. E-mail: murdayb@murday.com.pe

Secretary General:
Dr. Mariela URRESTI, Calle Amador Merino Reyna 195, San Isidro, Lima 27, Peru. E-mail: marielaurresti@gmail.com

Treasurer: Dr. Daniel ESCALANTE, Calle Contralmirante Montero (Ex-Alberto del Campo) 411, Magdalena del Mar, Lima 17, Peru. E-mail: escalante@vyalaw.com.pe

Directors:
Dr. Carla PAOLI, Calle Virtud y Unión (ex Calle 12) Nº 160, Urb. Corpac, San Isidro, Lima 27, Peru. E-mail: cpaolic@arcalaw.com.pe
Dr. Manuel QUIROGA SUITO, Yrivarren & Quiroga Abogados, Mariscal Sucre 183, of. 101, Miraflores, Lima 18-Perú. E-mail: mquiroga@qblegal.pe
Dr. Pablo ARAMBURU, Calle Contralmirante Montero (Ex-Alberto del Campo) 411, Magdalena del Mar, Lima 17, Peru. E-mail: aramburu@vyalaw.com.pe
Dr. Jorge ARBOLEDA, Salvador Gutiérrez 329, Miraflores, Lima 18, Peru. E-mail: jjarboledaz@hotmail.com

Titulary Members:
Francisco ARCA PATIÑO, Percy URDAY BERENGUEL, Ricardo VIGIL TOLEDO, Katerina VUSKOVIC

Membership:
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PHILIPPINES
MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF THE PHILIPPINES
(MARLAW)
Room 39J Pearl of the Orient Tower, 1240 Roxas Blvd., Ermita Manila,
Philippines
Tel. (632) 353-40-97 – Fax: (632) 353-40-97
E-mail: secretariat@marlawph.com
Established: 1981

Officers:
President: Beatriz O. GERONILLA – VILLEGAS; Office Address:
29TH Floor, Joy Nostalg Center, 17 ADB Avenue, Ortigas Center,
Pasig City 1600, Philippines; Telephone No. : (+632) 796 2928; Mobile No. 0917 – 8372328;
E-mail address : beatriz.geronilla@villegas-law.com

Executive Vice- President: Ferdinand A. NAGUE; E-mail address :
ferinand_nague@yahoo.com

Deputy Executive Vice – President: Pedrito I. FAYTAREN, JR.;E-mail
address : pedrito.faytaren@gmail.com

Secretary: Gino CARLO M. CRUZ; E-mail address :
ginocruz@cruzlawoffices.com

Treasurer: Anthony RODNEY M. VELICARIA; E-mail address :
arodneymv@yahoo.com

Assistant Treasurer: Mary Angela M. MERIS; E-mail address :
angela.meris@bleslaw.com

Public Relations Officer: Julius A. YANO; E-mail address :
 julius.yano@delrosariolaw.com

Vice - President for Social Media: Earl Louie M. MASACAYAN; E-mail
address : earllouie@gmail.com

Vice - President for Publications: Ariel P. DE GUZMAN; E-mail address :
 arjeldeguzman@outlook.com

Vice - President for Programs: Richard P. SANCHEZ; E-mail address :
richard.sanchez@delrosariolaw.com

Vice - President for Special Events: Don Carlo R. YBANEZ; E-mail
address : don.carlo.ybanez@gmail.com
Board of Trustees:

Chairman of the Board: Denise Luis B. CABANOS; E-mail address: denise.cabanos@delrosariolaw.com

Members:

GILBERT B. ASUQUE (gbasuque@yahoo.com.ph)

BENJAMIN T. BACORRO (benjamin.bacorro@ocbocc.com)

IRIS V. BAGUILAT (irisbaguilat@gmail.com)

EMMANUEL S. BUENAVENTURA (emmanuel.buenaventura@gmail.com)

FRANCIS M. EGENIAS (fmegenias@gmail.com)

PEDRITO I. FAYTAREN, JR. (pedrito.faytaren@gmail.com)

MARIA THERESA C. GONZALES (tcgonzales@veralaw.com.ph)

DENNIS R. GORECHO (dennis21@yahoo.com)

ARNOLD B. LUGARES (arnold.lugares@arlaw.com.ph)

FERDINAND A. NAGUE (ferdinand_nague@yahoo.com)

KEITH RICHARD M. PIOQUINTO (keith.pioquinto@bleslaw.com)

MARIA TRINIDAD P. VILLAREAL (mtpv@ccjslaw.com)

BEATRIZ O. GERONILLA – VILLEGAS (beatriz.geronilla@villegas-law.com)

POLAND

POLSKIE STOWARZYSZENIE PRAWA MORSKIEGO

(Polish Maritime Law Association)

ul. Stanisława Moniuszki 20, 71-430 Szczecin, Poland

Tel.: +48 91 886 24 01 – Fax: +48 91 886 24 00 – E-mail: biuro@pmla.org.pl

Website: www.pmla.org.pl

Established: 2013 (as a continuation of the MLA established in 1934)

Officers:

Board of Directors:

President: Mr Krzysztof KOCHANOWSKI (Attorney at Law)

Vice-Presidents:

Mrs Justyna NAWROT (Academic)
Mrs Zuzanna PEPOLOWSKA-DABROWSKA (Academic)

Secretary: Mr Pawel MICKIEWICZ (Attorney at Law)

Member: Mrs Alina LUCZAK (Attorney at Law)

Supervisory Board:

Chairman: Mrs Ewa KRZYSZTOPORSKA (Attorney at Law)

Members:

Mr Bartosz BIECHOWSKI (Attorney at Law)

Mr Dariusz SZYMANKIEWICZ (Attorney at Law)

Membership:
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ROMANIA

ROMANIAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

54 Cuza Voda Street, ap. 3, Groud Floor, Constanta, Romania, 900682
Tel: +40 241 51 81 12 – Fax: +40 241 51 88 02
Email: contact@maritimelaw.ro – Website:
www.maritimelaw.ro
Established: 2008

Officers:

President:

Adrian CRISTEA, Cristea & Partners Law Office, 54 Cuza Voda Street, ap. 3, Ground Floor, Constanta, Romania, 900682. Tel: +40 241 51 81 12 – Fax: +40 241 51 88 02 – E-mail: adrian@cristealaw.ro

Vice Presidents:

Augustin ZABRAUTANU, Zabrautanu, Popescu & Associates, 16 Splaiul Unirii, 8th Floor, Office 807, Bucharest, Sector 4, 040035. Tel: +40 21 336 73 71 – Fax: +40 21 336 73 72 – E-mail: augustin.zabrautanu@pialaw.ro

Ciprian CRISTEA, Cristea & Partners Law Office, 12 Institutul Medico-Militar Street, ap. 3, 1st Floor, Bucharest, Romania, 010919. Tel: +40 241 51 81 12 – Fax: +40 241 51 88 02 – E-mail: ciprian@cristealaw.ro
Company & Institutional Members:

ROMANIAN SURVEYORS ASSOCIATION

Contact: Mr. Nicolae Vasile
Tel: +40 744 32 52 51
E-mail: nicolae.st.vasile@gmail.com

Other members:
Mariana CRISTEA, Cristea & Partners Law Office, 54 Cuza Voda Street, ap. 3, Ground Floor, Constanta, Romania, 900682. Tel: +40 241 51 81 12 – Fax: +40 241 51 88 02 – E-mail: mariana@cristealaw.ro

Carmen ZABRAUTANU, Zabrautanu, Popescu & Associates, 16 Splaiul Unirii, 8th Floor, Office 807, Bucharest, Sector 4, 040035. Tel: +40 21 336 73 71 – Fax: +40 21 336 73 72 – E-mail: carmen.zabrautanu@pialaw.ro

Andrei MURINEANU, Romanian Ship Surveyor, 32 Ion Ratiu Street, Constanta, Romania. Tel: +40 723 55 39 90 – E-mail: murineanu@yahoo.com

Robert-Liviu MATEESCU, Shipmaster, B-dul Mamaia, nr. 69, BI. TL1, sc. A, ap. 26, Constanta, Romania. Tel: +40 752 10 01 21

Alexandra BOURCEANU, Lawyer, Tel: +40 744 11 29 15 – E-mail: alexandrabourceanu@gmail.com

SENegal

ASSOCIATION SENEGALAISE DE DROIT DES ACTIVITES MARITIMES (ASDAM)

Senegal Maritime Law Association
Aboubacar FALL, PhD, LL.M (Seattle), Partner, AF LEGAL Law Firm;
Address: 217 Rue de Diourbel X Rue B Point E, Dakar (Senegal).
Direct + (221) 33 825 03 00
Mobile + (221) 77 184 65 45
Email: a.fall@aflegal.sn - Email :fall_aboubacar@yahoo.fr
Skype :aboubacar.fall77
Website: www.aflegal.sn
Established: 1988

Officers:
Président Honoraire: Prof. Tafsir Malick NDIAYE, Juge au Tribunal International du Droit de la Mer (ITLOS) – E-mail: Ndiaye@itlos.org
Membres du Bureau :

**Président:** Dr. Aboubacar FALL, Partner, AF LEGAL Law Firm;  
Address: 217 Rue de Diourbel X Rue B Point E, Dakar (Senegal);  
Direct + (221) 33 825 03 00 ;Mobile + (221) 77 184 65 45 ;Email:  
a.fall@aflegal.sn; Email : fall_aboubacar@yahoo.fr

**Vice-Président:** Prof. Ibrahima Khalil DIALLO, Professeur de Droit Maritime et des Transports. Direct: + (221) 33 832 24 83 – Mobile: + (221) 77 632 57 42 – E-mail: ibrahimakhalildiallo@gmail.com

**Secrétaire Général:** M. Ousmane TOURE, Directeur du Centre TRAINMAR. Mobile + (221) 77 332 43 11 – E-mail: copatoure@yahoo.com

**Secrétaire Général Adjoint:** Mr Amadou AW, Docteur en Droit Maritime, Consultant/Enseignant en Droit Maritime & Logistique. Mobile: (221) 77 239 91 94 – Mobile: amadou.aw@voila.fr

**Trésorière:** Mme Dienaba BEYE-TRAORE, Directrice de la Législation, Commission Sous Régionale des Pêches (CSRP). Direct: + (221) 77413123 – Mobile: + (221) 76130934 – E-mail: dienaba_beye@yahoo.fr

Membres du Comité de Direction:

Mr. Yérim THIOUB, Directeur Général de l’Agence Nationale des Affaires Maritimes (ANAM). Direct: + (221) 33 849 16 99 – Mobile: + (221) 77 324 15 00 – E-mail: yerim114@yahoo.fr

Mr. Hamid DIOP, Ancien Directeur Général de la Marine Marchande, Consultant. Mobile (221) 764972462 – E-mail: hamiddiop@yahoo.fr

Me Ameth BA, Bâtonnier de l’Ordre des Avocats du Sénégal. Mobile: + (221) 77 638 25 29 – E-mail: jambaar211@yahoo.fr

Mme Maréme DIAGNE TALLA, Conseillère Juridique au Ministère de l’Economie Maritime. Mobile: + (221) 76 666 92 54/33 849 50 79 – E-mail: masodiagne@yahoo.fr

Dr. Khalifa Ababacar KANE, Enseignant en Droit Maritime et Portuaire. Mobile: + (221) 77 392 80 57 – E-mail: khalifa_ababacarkane@hotmail.com

Dr. Amadou Yaya SARR, Directeur des Ressources Humaines, Port Autonome de Dakar. Mobile: + (221) 77 631 02 93 – E-mail: yamadosarr@yahoo.fr

M. Abdoulaye AGNE, Consultant en Transport International. Mobile: + (221) 76 688 56 13/33 820 96 18 – E-mail: toroodo2002@yahoo.com
Member Associations

M. El Hadj Mamadou NIANG, Chef du Département Transports, AMSA Assurances. Mobile: + (221) 77 511 43 23 – E-mail: ehmniang@amsaassurances.com; Amsa-sn@amsa-group.com

M. Baïdy DIENE, Secrétaire Général de l’Agence de Gestion et de Coopération Maritime (AGC). Direct:+221338491359 – Mobile: +221776376171 – E-mail: baidy.agc@orange.sn

Me Papis SECK, Avocat, Cabinet VAN DAM and Kruidenier, Postbus 4043, 3006 A.A. Rotterdam, Pays-Bas. Direct: +(101) 288 88 00 – Mobile: +06323990155 – E-mail: seck@damkru.nl

M. Serigne THIAM DIOP, Secrétaire Général, Union Générale des Conseils des Chargeurs (UASC), BP 12969 – Douala (Cameroun). Mobile: (+237) 33 437045 – E-mail: serignethiamd@yahoo.fr; serignethiamd@gmail.com

M. Mamadou GUEYE, Administrateur-Directeur Général, SNAT-SA, BP 22585 Dakar. Direct: (+221) 338223515/338223605/338420526 – E-mail: mamadou.gueye@snat.sn

M. Djibril DIA, Responsable Branche Transports, AXA – Sénégal. Mobile: (+221) 75114323 – E-mail: djibril.dia@axa.sn

Titulary Members:
Dr. Aboubacar FALL, Prof. Ibrahima Khalil DIALLO.

SINGAPORE

THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE

c/o 1003 Bukit Merah Central
Inno. Centre #02-10 Singapore 159836
Tel: +65 6278 2538 – E-mail: mail@mlas.org.sg / corina.song@allenandgledhill.com
Website: www.mlas.org.sg
Established: 1991

Officers:
President: Mr. S. MOHAN, Resource Law LLC, 10 Collyer Quay #06-01 Ocean Financial Centre, Singapore 049315. Tel. +65 6805 7300 - E-mail smohan@resourcelawasia.com
Vice-President: Mr. LEONG Kah Wah
Treasurer: Ms. Wendy NG
Secretary: Ms. Corina SONG
Committee members: Peter DORAISAMY, Frederick FRANCIS
Capt., Seng Chee GAN, John SIMPSON, Lawrence TEH, Kelly
VOUVOUSSIRAS, Govinatharasah s/o RAMANATHAN, Wendy NG

SLOVENIA

DRUŠTVO ZA POMORSKO PRAVO SLOVENIJE

(Maritime Law Association of Slovenia)
c/o University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Maritime Studies and Transport
Pot pomoršcakov 4, SI 6320 Portorož, Slovenija
Tel.: +386 5 676.7100 – Fax: +386 5 676.7130 –
E-mail: mlas@fpp.edu – Website: http://www.dpps-mlas.si
Established: 1992

Officers:
President: Margita SELAN-VOGLAR, LL.B; Zavarovalnica Triglav, d.d,
Ljubljana; Ribče 34 c, 1281 Kresnice, Slovenia. Tel.: +38641790435
– E-mail: m.s.voglar@gmail.com
Vice President: Mitja GRBEC Ph.D., Mare Nostrvm, Corporate & Legal
Services, Sv. Peter 142, 6333 Sečovlje, Slovenia. Tel.: +38641846378
– E-mail: mitja.grbec@gmail.com
Secretary General: Boris JERMAN, Ph.D., Port of Koper, Sp. Škofije
124/h,6281 Škofije, Slovenia. Tel.: +38656656953 – E-mail:
Boris.Jerman@luka-kp.si
Treasurer: Karla OBLAK, LL.M, University of Ljubljana, Faculty
of Maritime Studies and Transport; Brezje pri Grosupljem
81, 1290 Grosuplje, Slovenia; Tel.: +38641696599 - E-mail:
karla.oblak@gmail.com

Members:
Jana RODICA LL.M.; Van Ameyde Adriatik, Kraljeva 10, 6000 Koper,
Slovenia. Tel. :+38640322243- E-mail: janarodica@gmail.com
Zlatan ČOK, Pomorske Agencije in Špedicije SAVICA d.o.o.); Vena
Pilona 12, Koper, Slovenia. Tel.: +38641616433 - E-mail:
zlatan.cok@gmail.com

Titulary Members:
Prof. Marko ILESIC, Anton KARIZ, Prof. Marko PAVLIHA, Andrej
PIRS M.Sc., Josip RUGELJ M.Sc.

Membership: 90
SOUTH AFRICA

THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

All correspondence to be addressed to the MLASA Secretary:
Sharmila NAIDOO, Shepstone & Wylie Attorneys, 24 Richefond Circle,
Ridgeside Office Park, Umhlanga Rocks, 4319, P. O. Box 305, La Lucia,
4153.
Tel: +31 575 7323 - Fax: +31 575 7300 - Mobile: +27 82 041 8124
E-mail: snaidoo@wylie.co.za – Website: www.mlasa.co.za
Established: 1974

Officers:
President: Gavin FITZMAURICE, Webber Wentzel, 15th Floor,
Convention Tower, Heerengracht Street, Foreshore, Cape Town,
8001, P. O. Box 3667, Cape Town, 8000. Tel: +27 21 431 7279/7281
- Fax: +27 21 431 8279 - Mobile: +27 82 787 3920 - E-mail:
Gavin.Fitzmaurice@webberwentzel.com

Vice-President: Lerato MABOEA, Transnet National Port Authority, M.:
+27 83 504 9200 – Email: lerato.maboea@transnet.net

Secretary: Sharmila NAIDOO, Shepstone & Wylie Attorneys, 24
Richefond Circle, Ridgeside Office Park, Umhlanga Rocks, 4319,
P. O. Box 305, La Lucia, 4153. Tel: +31 575 7323 – Fax: +31 575
7300 – Mobile: +27 82 041 8124 – E-mail: snaidoo@wylie.co.za

Treasurer: Tamryn SIMPSON, Cox Yeats, 21 Richefond Circle, Ridgeside
Office Park, Umhlanga Ridge, Durban, P. O. Box 913, Umhlanga
Rocks, 4320. Tel: +27 31 536 8500 - Fax: +27 31 536 8088 - E-mail:
tsCaps@coxyeats.co.za

Executive Committee:
Advocate Lisa MILLS, 14th Floor, 6 Durban Club Place, Durban, 4001.
Tel: +27 31 301 0217 – Fax: +27 31 307 2661 – Mobile: +27 83
634 8671 – E-mail: lmills@law.co.za

Street, Gardens, Cape Town, 8001, P. O. Box 12425, Mill Street,
Cape Town, 8010. Tel: +27 21 462 4340 - Fax: +27 21 462 4390
- Mobile: +27 82 495 1100 - E-mail: petere@dawsons.co.za

Peter LAMB, Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Inc., 3 Pencarrow
Crescent, Pencarrow Park, La Lucia Ridge, Durban, 4051. Tel:
+27 31 582 5627 – Mobile +27 71 448 2665 – Fax: +27 31 582
5727 – E-mail: peter.lamb@nortonrosefulbright.com
Edmund, GREINER, Shepstone & Wylie, 18th Floor, 2 Long Street, Cape Town, 8001, P. O Box 7452 Roggebaai, 8012, Docex 272, Cape Town, 8012. Tel: +27 21 419 6495 - Fax: +27 21 418 1974 - Mobile: +27 82 333 3359 - E-mail greiner@wylie.co.za

Graham, BRADFIELD, Associate Professor, Shipping Law Unit, Department of Commercial Law, Deputy Dean, Post Graduate Studies. Tel: +27 21 650 2676 – Email: graham.bradfield@uct.ac.za

**SPAIN**

ASOCIACIÓN ESPAÑOLA DE DERECHO MARÍTIMO

(Spanish Maritime Law Association)
Paseo de la Castellana, nº 151 – 10º, 28046 Madrid, SPAIN
Tel.: +34 91 3573384 – Fax.: +34 91 3573531 – E-mail: contacto@aedm.es
Website: www.aedm.es
Established: January 1949

**Officers:**

*President:* Eduardo ALBORS, Albors Galiano Portales, 53 Velázquez St., 28001 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 4356617 – Fax.: +34 91 5767423 – E-mail: ealbors@alborsgaliano.com

*Vice Presidents:*

Tomás FERNÁNDEZ-QUIRÓS, Uría Menéndez, 187 Príncipe de Vergara St., 28002 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 5860558 – Fax.: +34 91 5860500 – E-mail: tomas.fernandez-quiros@uria.com

Mercedes DUCH, 3, San Simon & Duch, 3 Araquil St., 28023 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 3579298 – Fax.: +34 91 3575037 – E-mail: mduch@lsansimon.com

*Secretary:* Manuel ALBA, Carlos III University of Madrid, 126 Madrid St., 28903 Getafe (Madrid). Tel.: +34 91 6245769 – Fax.: +34 91 6249589 – E-mail: manuel.alba.fernandez@uc3m.es

*Treasurer:* Jesús CASAS, Casas & García-Castellano Abogados, 18 Goya St., 28001 Madrid. Tel: +34 91 3573384 – Fax: +34 91 3573531 – E-mail: jesus.casas@casasabogados.com

*Members:*

Julio LÓPEZQUIROGA, Avante Legal, 59 Velazquez St., 6º Centro-Izquierda (oficina dcha.), 28001 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 7430950 – E-mail: jljq@avantelegal.com
Member Associations

Javier PORTALES, Albors Galiano Portales, 53 Velázquez St., 28001 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 4356617 – Fax.: +34 91 5767423 – E-mail:jportales@alborsgaliano.com

Albert BADÍA, AACNI, 143 Vía Augusta St., 08021 Barcelona. Tel.: +34 93 4146668 – Fax.: +34 93 4146558 – E-mail: albertbadia@aacni.com

Rodolfo A. GONZÁLEZ-LEBRERO, Lebrero Llorent Abogados, 34 Juan Bravo St., 28006 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 5313605 – Fax.: +34 91 5314194 – E-mail: rod.lebrero@lebrerollorente.com

Jesús BARBADILLO, Garrigues, 3 Hermosilla St., 28001 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 5145200 - Fax: +34 91 3992408 - E-mail: jesus.barbadillo@garrigues.com

Manuel CARLIER, Spanish Shipowners’ Association (ANAVE), 11 Doctor Fleming St., 28036 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 4580040 - Fax: +34 91 4579780 - E-mail: mcarlier@anave.es

Titulary Members:
José M. ALCÁNTARA, Eduardo ALBORS, Ignacio ARROYO, José L. del MORAL, Luis de SAN SIMÓN, Luis FIGAREDO, Javier GALIANO, Guillermo GIMÉNEZ de la CUADRA, Rodolfo A. GONZALEZ-LEBRERO, Rafael ILLESCAS, Fernando MEANA, Fernando RUÍZ-GÁLVEZ.

Membership:
Individual members: 135
Collective members: 20

SWEDEN

SVENSKA SJÖRÄTTSFÖRENINGEN
The Swedish Maritime Law Association
C/o Advokatfirman Vinge, Box 110 25, 404 21 Göteborg, Sweden.
Tel: +46 721 791561
E-mail: paula.backden@vinge.se
Website: www.svenskasjorattsforeningen.se

Officers:
President: Paula BÄCKDÉN, Advokat, Advokatfirman Vinge, Box 110 25, 404 21 Göteborg, Sweden. Phone: +46 721 791561 – E-mail: paula.backden@vinge.se
Treasurer: Niclas MARTINSSON, Legal Counsel, Preem AB, 112 80 Stockholm, Sweden. Phone: +46 10 450 15 74 - E-mail: niclas.martinsson@preem.se

Members of the Board:
Paula BÄCKDÉN (Vinge Lawfirm), Ida DAHLBORG (Wistrand Advokatbyrå), Jonas ROSENGREN (Werks Advokater), Mikaela DAHLMAN TAMM (Svensk Försäkring), Thony LINDSTRÖM HÄRDIN (Morris Law), Jörgen SKÖLD (Morris Law), Annica BÖRJESSON (Maqs Advokatbyrå), Anders LEISSNER (Vinge Lawfirm), Niclas MARTINSSON (Preem AB).

Titulary Members:
Lars BOMAN, Rainer HORBORG, Lars GORTON, Jan SANDSTRÖM, Måns JACOBSSON

SWITZERLAND
ASSOCIATION SUISSE DE DROIT MARITIME
SCHWEIZERISCHE VEREINIGUNG FÜR SEERECHT
(Swiss Maritime Law Association)
c/o Stephan Erbe, ThomannFischer, Elisabethenstrasse 30, 4051 Basel.
Tel: +41 61 226 24 24 – Fax: +41 61 226 24 25 – E-Mail: erbe@thomannfischer.ch
www.swissmla.ch
Established: 1952

Officers:
President: Stephan Erbe, c/o ThomannFischer, Elisabethenstrasse 30, 4051 Basel; Tel.: +41 61 226 24 24 – Fax: +41 61 226 24 25 – E-Mail: erbe@thomannfischer.ch

Vice-President: Raphael Brunner, c/o MME Legal, Zollstrasse 62, Postfach 1758, 8031 Zürich; Tel.: +41 44 254 99 66 – Fax: +41 44 254 99 60 – E-Mail: raphael.brunner@mme.ch

Treasurer: Andreas Bach, Mythenquai 50/60, Postfach, 8022 Zürich.
Tel.: +41 43 285 39 84 - Fax: +41 43 282 39 84 - E-Mail: andreas_bach@swissre.com

Secretary: Raphael Brunner, c/o MME Legal, Zollstrasse 62, Postfach 1758, 8031 Zürich; Tel.: +41 44 254 99 66 Fax: +41 44 254 99 60 – E-Mail: raphael.brunner@mme.ch
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Titulary Members:
Andreas BACH, Dr. Thomas BURCKHARDT, Dr. Regula HINDERLING, Dr. Vesna POLIC FOGLAR Prof. Dr. Alexander von ZIEGLER

Membership:
25

TANZANIA
MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF TANZANIA
1st Floor, International Commercial Bank, Plot No. 794/87, Morogoro Road/Jamhuri Street P.O. Box 11472 DAR ES SALAAM, TANZANIA;
Mobile: +255 713 254 602 – Tel/Fax: +255 22 2134531
E-mail: ibrabendera@yahoo.com; mlat.tz@yahoo.com
Established: 2016

Officers:
President: Prof. Dr. COSTA RICKY MAHALU Haile Selassie Road 100 Masaki, Kinondoni District, DAR ES SALAAM TANZANIA
Vice President Zanzibar: Mr. SALIM MNKONJE - Mob: +255 777 412585, +255 719 487 485 - E-mail: salimmnkonje2@yahoo.co.tz
Vice President Tanzania Mainland: Dr. TUMAINI SHABANI GURUMO - Mob: +255 777 009 928 - E-mail: tgurumo@yahoo.com
Secretary: Capt. IBRAHIM MBIU BENDERA - Mob: +255 713 254 602 - E-mail: ibrabendera@yahoo.com
Treasurer: Mr. DONALD CHIDOWU - Mob: +255 784 252 700 - +255 764 596 596 - E-mail: matichid@yahoo.com
Officers, Board Members: Mr. DILIP KESARIA - Mob: +255 784 780 102 - E-mail: dilip@kesarialaw.co.tz

Titulary Members:
Honorary Member: JOSEPH SINDE WARIOBA
TURKEY
DENIZ HUKUKU DERNEGI
(Maritime Law Association of Turkey)
All correspondence to be addressed to the Secretary General:
- E-mail: sevilay.kuru@nsn-law.com
Established: 1988

Officers:
President: Prof. Dr. Emine YAŞICIOĞLU, Istanbul Universitesi
Hukuk Fakultesi, Deniz Hukuku ABD, 34116 Beyazıt,
Fatih, İstanbul, Turkey. Mobile: +90.532.495 28 27 – E-mail:
emnyzcg@gmail.com

Vice Presidents:
Prof. Dr. Didem ALGANTÜRK LIGHT, İstanbul Ticaret Universitesi,
Sultuçe Mahallesi, İmrahır Caddesi, No: 90 Beyoğlu 34445,
İstanbul, Turkey. Mobile: +90.532.252 04 98 – E-mail:
didemlight@gmail.com

Doc. Dr. Ecehan YEŞİLOVA, 1476 sok. No:2 Kat 6 Aksoy Rezidans
Liman Mevkii Alsancak/İzmir, Turkey. Mobile: +90 532 591 84 41
- E-mail: ecehan.yesilova@yasar.edu.tr

Treasurer: Av. Sertaç SAYHAN, SAYHAN Law Office, Büyükde Cad.,
Pekin Apt No:5, Daire 3, 34384 Sisli, İstanbul, Turkey. Mobile:
+90.532.283 96 97 – E-mail: sertac.sayhan@sahyan.av.tr

Secretary General: Av. Sevilay KURU, NSN Law Office, Altunizade,
Burhaniye Mah. Atilla Sok. No: 6 Uskudar, Istanbul, Turkey. Mobile:
+90.532.214 33 94 – E-mail: sevilay.kuru@nsn-law.com

Members of the Board:
Doç. Dr. Nil Kula DEĞIRMENCİ, Dokuz Eylül Üniversitesi,
Tınaztepe Yerleşkesi, Denizcilik Fakültesi, oda no:206, 35160,
Buca-Izmir, Turkey. Mobile: +90 533 361 53 91 – E-mail:
nilkuladegirmenci@gmail.com

Av. Zehra Bahar SAYHAN GULYAS, Büyükde Cad. Pekin Apt. No:
5, Daire: 3 Şişli / İstanbul, Turkey. Mobile: +90 554 271 94 17
- E-mail: bahar.sayhan@gmail.com
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UKRAINE

UKRAINIAN MARITIME BAR ASSOCIATION

39, Troyitskaya street, office 11, Odessa, Ukraine, 65045
For correspondence: Ukraine, 04116, Kyiv city, Sholudenko str., 1-B, office 10, UMBA c/o Rabomizo
Tel. +380 44 362 04 11– Email: office@umba.org.ua – Website: www.umba.org.ua
Established: 2006

Officers:
President: Denys RABOMIZO, Rabomizo law firm, Address: Sholudenko str., 1-B, office 10, Kyiv city, 04116, Ukraine. Tel. +380 44 362 04 11. Email: denys@rabomizo.com
Vice-President: Denys KESHKENTIY, Attorney-at-Law; Address: Troyitskaya str., 39, office 11, Odessa, Ukraine, 65045. Tel. +380 67 732 75 55. Email: law@ukr.net

Members of the Executive Board:
Alyona PTASHENCHUK, Address for correspondence: Troyitskaya str., 39, office 11, Odessa, Ukraine, 65045. Email: office@umba.org.ua.
Evgeniy SUKACHEV, Black Sea Law Company, Senior Partner; Address: Shevchenko Avn. 29A, office 14, Odessa, Ukraine, 65058. Tel.+380 50 390 24 24. E-mail: e.sukachev@blacksealawcompany.com.
Oleksandr BASYUK, Address for correspondence: Troyitskaya str., 39, office 11, Odessa, Ukraine, 65045. Email: office@umba.org.ua.

Members of the Audit Committee:
Svitlana CHICHLUCHA, Address for correspondence: Gordienko str., 33, kv. 15, Odessa, Ukraine, 65000. Tel. +380 97 456 57 72. Email: lyra_6@ukr.net.

UNITED KINGDOM
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND

BRITISH MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

c/o Mr. Andrew D. TAYLOR, Reed Smith, The Broadgate Tower, 20 Primrose Street, London EC2A 2RS
Tel. +44 20 3116 3000 – Fax +44 20 3116 3999 – E-mail adtaylor@reedsmith.com – www.bmla.org.uk
Established: 1908
Officer:

President: The Rt. Hon. Lord PHILLIPS OF WORTH MATRAVERS

Vice-Presidents:
The Rt. Hon. The Lord LLOYD OF BERWICK
The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice EVANS
The Rt. Hon. The Lord SAVILLE of NEWDIGATE
The Rt. Hon. The Lord CLARKE of Stone-cum-Ebony
The Rt. Hon. The THOMAS of Cwmgiedd
The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice Longmore
The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice Gross
The Rt. Hon. Sir Richard Aikens
The Rt. Hon. Sir Stephen Tomlinson
The Rt. Hon. Sir David STEEL
Sir Peter GROSS
S. N. BEARE
P. W. GRIGGS
A. E. DIAMOND

Treasurer and Secretary: Andrew D. TAYLOR, Reed Smith, The Broadgate Tower, 20 Primrose Street, London EC2A 2RS. Tel. +44 20 3116 3000 – Fax +44 20 3116 3999 – E-mail adtaylor@reedsmith.com.

Titulary Members:

Membership:
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES

Francis X. Nolan, III
President of the Maritime Law Association of the United States
1633 Broadway, 31st Floor, New York, NY 10019
o: 212-407-6950 | m: 201-618-7058 | f: 212-407-7799
Website: www.mlaus.org
Established: 1899

Officers:
President: Francis X. Nolan III, VEDDER PRICE PC, 1633 Broadway Fl 47, New York, NY 10019; T: (212) 407-6950; F: (212) 407-7799; E: FNOLAN@VEDDERPRICE.COM

First Vice President: David J. Farrell, Jr., FARRELL & SMITH LLP, 2355 Main St, PO Box 186, S. Chatham, MA 02659; T: (508) 432-2121; F: (978) 666-0383; E: SEALAW@LIVE.COM

Second Vice President: Barbara L. Holland, Collier Walsh Nakazawa LLP, 2211 Elliott Ave, Ste 200, Seattle, WA 98121; Telephone: +1 206 502 4251; Email: Barbara.Holland@cwn-law.com

Membership Secretary: Grady S. Hurley, JONES WALKER LLP, 201 St. Charles Ave, New Orleans, LA 70170-5100; P: (504) 582-8224; F: (504) 589-8224; E: GHURLEY@JONESWALKER.COM

Treasurer: William Robert Connor III, MARSHALL DENNEHEY WARNER COLEMAN & GOGGIN; 287 Bowman Ave, Ste 404, Purchase, NY 10577; telephone: +1 914 977 7317; Fax: +1 914 977 7301; Email: wrconnor@mdwcg.com

Wall St. Plaza, 88 Pine St Fl 21, New York, NY 10005-1801; T: (212) 376-6417; F: (212) 376-6490; E: WRCONNOR@MDWCG.COM

Membership Secretary: James F MOSELEY, JR., MOSELEY PRICHARD PARRISH KNIGHT& JONES, 501 West Bay St Jacksonville, FL 32202; T: (904) 356-1306; F: (904) 354-0194; JMOSELEYJR@MPPKJ.COM

Website and Technology Secretary: Lynn L. Krieger, LEWIS BRISBOIS BISGAARD & SMITH LLP, 333 Bush St, Ste 1100 San Francisco, CA 94104; P: (415) 438-6644; F: (415) 434-0882; E: LYNN.KRIEGER@LEWISBRISBOIS.COM
2018-2021 DIRECTORS

Harold K. WATSON, Immediate Past President, CHAFFE MCCALL LLP, 801 Travis Ste 1910, Houston, TX 77002; T: (713) 343-2952; F: (713) 546-9806; E: WATSON@CHAFFE.COM

Term Expiring 2020

Mark T. Coberly, VANDEVENTER BLACK LLP, World Trade Ctr, 101 W Main St Ste 500, Norfolk, VA 23510-1699; T: (757) 446-8614; F: (757) 446-8670; E: MCOBERLY@VANBLK.COM

Vincent J. Foley, HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP, 31 W 52nd St, New York, NY 10019; T: (212) 513-3357; F: (212) 385-9010; E: VINCENT.FOLEY@HKLAW.COM

Norman M. Stockman, HAND ARENDALL LLC, PO Box 123, Mobile, AL 36601, T: (251) 694-6352, F: (251) 694-6375, E: NSTOCKMAN@HANDARENDALL.COM

Andrew C. Wilson, SIMON PERAGINE SMITH & REDFEARN LLP, Energy Ctr, 1100 Poydras St Fl 30, New Orleans, LA 70163; T: (504) 569-2928; F: (504) 569-2999; E: ANDREWW@SPSR-LAW.COM

Term Expiring 2021

Kirby L. Aaarsheim, Clinton & Muzyka, 88 Black Falcon Ave, Ste. 200, Boston MA 02210-2426; T: (617) 723-9165; F: (617) 720-3489; E: kaarsheim@clinmuzyka.com

Conte Cicala, CLYDE & CO US LLP, 100 2nd St Fl 24, San Francisco, CA 94105; T: (415) 365-9830; F: (415) 365-9801; E: conte.cicala@clydeco.us

Jeffrey S. Moller, BLANK ROME LLP, One Logan Sq, 18th & Cherry St, Philadelphia, PA 19103; T: (215) 569-5792; F: (215) 832-5792; E: moller@blankrome.com

Kevin G. O’Donovan, PALMER BIEZUP & HENDERSON LLP, 190 N Independence Mall West Ste 401, Philadelphia, PA 19106; T: (215) 625-7810; F: (215) 625-0185; E: odovan@phb.com

Term Expiring 2022

Charles G. DE LEO; DE LEO & KUYLENSTIerna PA; Town Center One - 8950 SW74th Court Ste 1710 Miami, FL 33156; T: (786) 332-4909; F: (786) 518-2849; E: CDELEO@DKMARITIME.COM

Brian P.R EISENHOWER; Hill Rivkins LLP; 45 Broadway Ste 1500 New York, NY 10006-3793; t: +1 212 669 0617; F: +1 212 669 0698; E: Beisenhower@hillrivkins.cm
Member Associations

Anthony R. FILIATO, CHARLES TAYLOR AMERICAS
64 Danbury Rd Ste 200 Wilton, CT 06897; T: (203) 761-6057 ; F: (203) 761-6082 ; E:
ANTHONY.FILIATO@SIGNAL-CTC.COM
Michael F. STURLEY, University of Texas School of Law, 727 East
Dean Keeton St, Austin, TX 78705-3299; T: +1 512 232 1350; F: +1 512 471 6988; E: msturley@law.utexas.edu

Titulary Members:
Charles B. ANDERSON, Patrick J. BONNER, Lawrence J. BOWLES,
Lizabeth L. BURRELL, Robert G. CLYNE, Martin DAVIES,
Christopher O. DAVIS, Vincent M. DE ORCHIS, David J. FARELL Jr.,
William A. GRAFFAM, Raymond P. HAYDEN, Chester D. HOOPER,
Marshall P. KEATING, John D. KIMBALL, Manfred W. LECKSZAS,
David W. MARTOWSKI, Warren J. MARWEDEL, Howard M.
McCORMACK, James F. MOSELEY, Francis X. NOLAN III, Gregory
W. O’NEILL, Robert B. PARRISH, Winston Edw. RICE, Thomas S.
RUE, Michael F. STURLEY, Alan VAN PRAAG, Harold K. WATSON,
Frank L. WISWALL, Jr.

Membership:
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URUGUAY
ASOCIACION URUGUAYA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
Colon 1580 1st Floor Montevideo / URUGUAY
Karen SCHANDY; Telephone: +598 29150168; Facsimile +598 2916329; E-mail: PRESIDENTE@AUDM.COM.UY
www.audm.com.uy
Established: 1971 (reopened 1985)

Officers:
Past President
Immediate Past President: Karen SCHANDY; Email:
karen.schandy@schandy.com.uy or presidente@audm.com.uy
Vice-President: Fernando AGUIRRE, Daniel PAZ
Secretary: Monica AGEITOS; Email: secretaria@audm.com.uy
Treasurer: Florencia SCIARRA; Email: secretaria@audm.com.uy
VENEZUELA

ASOCIACIÓN VENEZOLANA DE DERECHO MARÍTIMO

(Comité Marítimo Venezolano)
Avenida Circunvalación del Sol, Edificio Santa Paula Plaza I
Piso 4 – Oficina 405. Santa Paula, Caracas 1060
Tel work/Fax: +58 212 8167057
E-mail: asodermarven@gmail.com - Website: www.avdm-cmi.com

Established: 1977

Officers:

President: José Alfredo SABATINO PIZZOLANTE, Sabatino Pizzolante Abogados Marítimos & Comerciales, Centro Comercial “Las Valentinas”, Nivel 2, Oficinas 12 y 13 Calle Puerto Cabello, Puerto Cabello 2050, Estado Carabobo. Tel/Fax: +58 242-3618159 / 3614453 / +58 412 4210545 / 4210546 - Mobile/Cellular: +58 412 4210036 / +507-6469 1784 - E-mail: jose.sabatino@sabatinop.com

Immediate Past President: Julio Cesar SÁNCHEZ-VEGAS, - Av. La Estancia, C.C.C.T, Torre A, Piso 8, Ofic. 803, Chuao. Tel: 959-22-36 -/ 959-85-77 - Fax: 959-96-92 - Mobile/Cellular: +58 424-1630863 - E-mail: ajmsvp@gmail.com

Vice President: Gustavo Adolfo OMAÑA PARÉS, Urb. Los Cortijos de Lourdes, Calle Hans Neumann, Edif. Corimon PB. Tel: +58 212-2399031 /Tel Home: +58 212 945-0615 / Mobile/Cellular: +58 414-1150611 - E-mail: gaopar@gmail.com, gomana@giranlaw.com

Secretary General: Julio Alberto PEÑA ACEVEDO, Av. Francisco de Miranda con 2 av. Campo Alegre, Edificio “LAINO”, Oficina 32. Chacao, Caracas 1060, Tel home: +58 212 9432291 / Tel work: +58 212 2635702 / Mobile/Cellular: +58 414 4405578 - E-mail: jualpeac@gmail.com

Alternative Secretary General: Grecia Lisset PARRA GONZÁLEZ, Ofic: Vassel Land Corp Group, S.A. Cargo: Presidente, Dir. Ofic: Calle Hipica, Res. Atalaya, Torre III, Piso 2, Num 2-E, Las Mercedes. Tel: +58 414-135-00-56 / Tel: +58 416-611.65.56 - E-mail: grecia.parra@gmail.com, grecia.parra@vesselland.com
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Good morning to all of you.

Distinguished members of the Presidium, Mr. Christopher Davis, President of CMI. Mr.- General Under Secretary of the International Maritime Organization Congressman Monica Almeida Lopez, President of the Marine Commission of the Chamber of Deputies of the LXIV Legislature Mr. Ignacio Melo, President of the Mexican Association of Maritime Law

The maritime industry is the means of transportation with less cost and higher effectiveness, through which the great majority of international trade has its main activities in the maritime transportation and therefore it must be sustainable and feasible.

The treaties over Maritime trade where the International Maritime Committee has been a great promoter, has made possible more harmonic dealings at a worldwide level, where the legal certainty has developed a fundamental role for the security of transportation and clear negotiation rules whereby the regional leaders and at a global level in this aspect have been basically civil agencies focused on trade in a pacific manner.

The topics that will be discussed today are those regarding autonomous Vessels, Cyber-security, Environmental Protection and regulations of the world offshore, among others, are the legacy that will serve as a basis to build a legal framework more uniform and fair for all the economies and regions of the world.

The CMI contributes in an important manner to constitute the maritime legal framework at an international level that covers different aspects, both trade wise as well as of security and protection to the environment.

In this sense, it is a great honor for Mexico that this colloquium be held for the time in the history thereof in our country.

From the scope of competence of the Ministry of Communications and Transportation, we are engaged to a fair legislation focused in obtaining all the foregoing, but with emphasis in the measures necessary to prevent, reduce and control the pollution of the marine environment, coming from
any source, using to that effect the more feasible means that are available and to the extent of our possibilities we will make an effort to harmonize our policies in that regard.

Mexico adopted in year xxx the United Nations Convention over Maritime Law whereby jurisdictional rules come from and which specify the rights and obligations of the States in regard to vessels in several marine areas and, more specifically, the rules and principles related to the flag, the port and the coast, state Jurisdictions which in the majority are covered by such Convention of the United Nations. This is a framework widely ratified with 168 State Parties until now, which defines the rights and responsibilities of the nations in regard to the use of oceans around the world, the protection to the marine environment and the handling of resources of the marine nature.

The OMI is probably the sole international organization capable to develop the necessary regulations of security and an international legal regime to compensate and indemnify the damages suffered by the environment, that arose from an accident such as the one occurred in Macondo.

The SCT has a certification or recognition program of green ports.

The Green Ports are focused in social, economic and sustainable environmental development. The port authorities together with the companies, service providers and users in general, participate in the strategic implementation of policies and activities focused in the port growth, respecting and improving the maritime environment.

In our ports we have the Terms and Goals that are indicative:

-2020 reduce in a 30% GEI emissions.

-2024 at least 35% of the electricity generation must come from clean energy resources.

-2050 reduce in a 50% GEI emissions in connection with those issued in year 2000.

And Rate ZERO of carbon loss.

The fourth transformation of the political life of our Country sets forth the beginning of an era focused in treasuring and conserving our resources, including the protection of the environment. The sea is an asset that provides life and therefore we must prevent from polluting it with wastes and spills and mainly in a pacific manner, with a completely civil sense.

Goodbye...
In order to carry out the foregoing, the joint participation is required by the Government of all the Countries, the Mexican Government and each one of its federal entities and coast zones, the academy members and the population in general.

What it is important is to demonstrate the compromise and, even more, to participate in something that concerns us all, businessmen, citizens, public sector, cooperation agencies… If the environment is everything around us, then it is up to us all… we shall make Social Responsibility, and protect our environment and protect our Seas.
TRIBUTE TO THE LATE FRANCESCO BERLINGIERI (1922 – 2018)

La sua devozione al diritto marittimo internazionale

Luis Cova Arria

Before I begin these words, I should express my gratitude to the Executive Council of this Comité Maritime International (CMI), in the person of its President, Dr. Christopher Davis and the other members of the same, for the honor they have given me by inviting me to pronounce in this Colloquium these words in posthumous tribute to who was my great friend, Doctor and Professor Francesco Berlingieri, one of the great presidents who contributed with his tireless work to the fundamental purpose for which the CMI was founded, the international unification of maritime law.

Also and, for the same reasons, I thank the entire board of the Mexican Maritime Law Association, co-organizer of this Colloquium, in the person of its president, Dr. and Professor Ignacio Luis Melo Ruiz, whose book in his tribute, we presented last Saturday 28th of the current month in this city.

I also take the opportunity of these words, to congratulate the Italian Maritime Law Association (IMLA), for the celebration of the 120th anniversary of its foundation, to which Francesco Berlingieri lent his invaluable material and intellectual contributions, not only as its president, but as one more member, as his son Giorgio has brilliantly outlined in his article on the history of the IMLA, which you will find on the CMI website. I thank Giorgio for providing me with the informative sources to write these short words. To him, as much as he wanted it, was impossible to attend this Colloquium. However, his son Andrea is with us, who not only represents the entire Berlingieri family, but his grandfather, to whom we pay tribute today.

I would never have imagined, in May 1977, when presiding over the Venezuelan Maritime Law Association, recently founded, attending the XXXI CMI Conference in Rio de Janeiro, which was chaired by Francesco Berlingieri, that 42 years later I would have to say a words in his posthumous tribute, today here at the CMI, and, in March 2018, at the Academy of Political and Social Sciences of Venezuela.
Those of us who had the good fortune to meet Francesco Berlingieri personally, and, also those who did not, still felt his presence through his books and his works, in the international meetings where he advocated, not only the international legislative unification of maritime law, but the correct uniform interpretation of its norms, contained, not only in international conventions, but in national laws adapted to them, and to the rules, customs and customs, born of the already more than centennial unifying work of the CMI.

Therefore, it is likely to remember here the edition of Saturday, March 10, 2018, of the Il Secolo XIX newspaper of Genoa, Italy, which entitled on its first page, the following: “Addio a Berlingieri, vita eroica tra guerra e diritto marittimo ” and then on page 23, they did not hesitate to describe him as “Il padre del diritto marittimo”. This is how this important Genoese newspaper outlined the sensitive death of Francesco Berlingieri, which occurred on March 6 of last year 2018 at the age of 96, in his beloved city, Genoa, where he was born, on February 20, 1922.

It was also reviewed by such edition of the Genoese newspaper, the immense number of people, in addition to their relatives, who attended their funerals, which took place in the Church of Nostra Signora del Carmine and Sant’Agnese, in Genoa, where there was side of his coffin an honor guard of the Italian Navy, covered with the flag of that country. There, emotional words were pronounced, remembering, among other things, the deep love between him and his wife Anna Teresa Berlingieri-Origone, with whom he had married in 1947, who died in 2015, at the age of 91 years. From that Berlingieri-Origone union, their four children were born: Giorgio, Andrea, Paolo and Matteo. They had blessed them with eight grandchildren, Chiara, Francesca, Andrea, Giuseppe, Francesco, Anna, Pietro and Giorgio and, these grandchildren, in turn, with eight great grandchildren, Matilde, Giulia, Giorgia, Alice, Vittoria, Alberto, Oliviero and Joseph.

Francesco Berlingieri, not only was one of the most prominent jurists specializing in Maritime Law in recent years but was also an Officer of the Italian Navy. Both professions were exercised with unparalleled devotion.

In fact, he was at the Naval Academy, from 1943 to 1945, having had to participate, during the Second World War, in several military actions, for whose performance, qualified as “example of decision, courage and dedication beyond duty to the Fatherland”, the Silver Medal for Military Value was conferred.
This was only the beginning of an extraordinary life, because after receiving that deserved medal and, only at 34 years old, as a lawyer of the “Società Italia di Navegazione”, he defended it in the trial arising as a result of the collision occurred in waters near Nantucket, between the “Andrea Doria” and the “Stockholm”.

Francesco Berlingieri is part of the history of modern maritime law. He attended his first CMI conference in Naples in 1951.

After the “Torrey Canyon” incident in 1967, when the IMO commissioned the CMI to study the liability for oil pollution damage resulting from spills from tankers, Francesco Berlingieri, contributed to the CMI International Sub Committee, which was chaired by Lord Devlin. That work was decisive for the 1969 CLC Convention and the 1971 Fund, whose drafts were drawn up at the 1969 Tokyo Conference.

Later, Francesco Berlingieri reached the Presidency of the CMI, a position he held from 1976 to 1991. On this last date, he was appointed President Ad Honorem, a position he held until his death. He was also honorary president of the Italian Maritime Law Association, and Doctor Honoris Causa of the Universities of Bologna, Antwerp and Athens. He had, in addition, very outstanding work, since 1954, in the teaching of maritime law as Professor of the University of Genoa.

His work as a lawyer led him to act before the English Commercial Court Committe, from 1977 to 1999, for whose work and, in recognition of his important role in the unification of maritime law, Queen Elizabeth II granted him the title of Honorary Officer of the Order of the British Empire.

The delivery, dedication and devotion of Francesco Berlingieri to the CMI, and therefore to the unification of Maritime Law, is difficult to review in a few words. More than a personal dedication, it is a family bulwark. Making use of the historical investigation of the presence of the Berlingieris in the CMI, from 1900 to the present day, made by who was our President, Karl-Johan Gombrii, to which he made the same reference in the tribute he was paid In Genoa, in 2017, there was a young maritime lawyer from Genoa, named Francesco Berlingieri, attending the CMI Conference in Paris in 1900, who when he was to preside the Italian delegation, at the Copenhagen Conference in 1913, with him, in that Italian delegation, was a young lawyer by name, Giorgio Berlingieri. Then, in 1959 at the Rijeka Conference, in addition to this Giorgio Berlingieri, another young Genoese lawyer, named Francesco Berlingieri, attended and, in 1977 at the Rio de Janeiro Conference, the latter being Francesco, president of the CMI, another young Genoese lawyer, named Giorgio
Berlingieri, attended. That is, they were already or had been involved with the CMI, two Francesco and two Giorgio. One of then, Francesco, is to whom we pay this posthumous tribute and the other one, Giorgio, is our former Vice-President who could not attend this symposium. The other two, Francesco and Giorgio, are the grandfather, great-grandfather and great-great grandfather of the young lawyer Andrea Berlingieri, who today is with us and. Finally, our esteemed Giorgio Berlingieri, is currently president of the Italian Maritime Law Association (AIDM), and Vice-President for Italy of the Ibero-American Institute of Maritime Law, having been until October of last year, First Vice-President of the CMI. Therefore, we can say that the Berlingieri caste, which has dedicated its life to working with the CMI in the international unification of maritime law, has remained alive, not only with Giorgio, but also with Andrea.

Returning, to the tireless work that Francesco Berlingieri did for the Italian Maritime Law Association, he assumed its presidency in 1982, when he moved his headquarters from Rome to Genoa. Immediately and, in that same year, he organized the CMI Venice Colloquium of 1982. Then, he organized an Assembly of the same in Genoa, on June 27 1992, preceded by a conference on contemporary issues related to maritime transport, jointly coordinated with Ricardo Monaco, then president of UNIDROIT.

Another event that, with these roles organized, also in Genoa, was a Seminar that took place from September 21 to 25, 1992, on the liability for marine oil pollution damages. The Seminar was followed by two meetings of the CMI Executive Council, with the adoption of a new Constitution of the same.

Francesco, during his long life, did not cease his extraordinary activity in the search for the uniformity of maritime law. From there, it is important to mention his contribution in the drafting work of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly or Partly by Sea, later approved as “Rotterdam Rules”, being delegate of the Italian Government to UNCITRAL and attending the sessions of the same in New York and Vienna. From his performance, in the UNCITRAL Project on the Rotterdam Rules, nothing better than bringing here the words of Kate Lannan, a UNCITRAL official, contained in his article “Francesco Berlingieri: The Gentleman Diplomat”, inserted in the book published in his tribute in 2010, which brought together the essays of 90 academics from all over the world, on the occasion of his eighty-eight birthday (Scritti in Onore di Francesco Berlingieri). Kate points out that, “Professor Berlingieri has left his mark not only on the Convention itself but on so many of us associated with the Rotterdam Rules and with their negotiation in the international area. His professionalism,
his unflagging enthusiasm, his tireless efforts, his diplomacy and his willingness to compromise to achieve the greater good are recognized by us all “.

For all of this at the Seminar in his honor, held in September 2017 in Genoa, the CMI recognized his high merit, in the plaque that they delivered there, which reads as follows:

“Francesco Berlingieri, member of the Executive Council from 1972, President from 1976 to 1991, President Ad-Honorem since 1991, in recognition and gratitude for his service and devotion to the CMI”.

He was Editor-in-Chief of the renowned maritime publication “Il Diritto Marittimo”, and, until a few years ago, the person in charge of the CMI publications: Newsletter and Yearbook.

On January 10, 2001, the International Maritime Law Institute (IMLI), of the International Maritime Organization (IMO), conferred on him the title of Honorary Professor in International Maritime Law in recognition of his contribution to the international maritime legal community.

He was one of the members of the group of experts appointed by the already deceased, Director General of the International Maritime Organization (IMO), Chandrika Prasad Srivastava, to write in 1988 the draft of the First “SYLLABUS” of the International Maritime Law Institute (IMLI).

He published many articles and books, being his textbook “Berlingieri on Arrest of Ships”, a mandatory reference by numerous generations of lawyers, insurers, professors and students of maritime law.

Before finishing, with everyone here gathered in this beautiful and modern mega-metropolis of Mexico City, externalizing our tribute to whoever was one of our prominent presidents, I want to remember that we are only a few days from October 8 of this year, date in which five hundred years of the entrance to it will be fulfilled, when it was called “Mexico-Tenochtitlan” and was the capital of the Aztec empire, of the conquering and adventurous hosts of Hernán Cortes, who were dazzled before the sight of the same, which was a city, for the time, larger than Naples and Constantinople (the ancient Byzantium, today Istanbul), considered the largest in the European world of that year of 1519.
For this reason and, since we are in Ibero-america, makes sense that we make a brief relationship of the contacts that Francesco Berlingieri had with our Ibero-american world, for the support of our associations of maritime law and our countries, because he was a true friend and collaborator in the work of unification of International Maritime Law.

I will begin with his visit to Madrid in 1955, representing for the first time the Italian association at the XXIII CMI conference where the so-called “Madrid Draft Convention of Limitation of Shipowner Liability” was approved, which in 1957 was signed in Brussels as Limitation of Owners of Sea-going Ships a substitute for the 1924 Brussels Convention, given the problems posed by the limitation of liability, both in terms of setting the limits of liability, and in the inclusion of all those that could eventually be considered beneficiaries.

In May 1977, as I said at the beginning of these words, Berlingieri went to Rio de Janeiro to preside over the XXXI CMI Conference, an opportunity in which we met and began our friendship. In that conference, the first one and only one CMI conference held in a Latin-American country, two draft conventions were approved, on matters to which he showed a great devotion, one on Jurisdiction, Choice of law and Recognition and Enforcement of Judgements in Collisions Matters, and, the other, on Off-Shore Mobile Craft. It appears than the next CMI Conference to be held in a Latin-American country will be in 2024 in Rio de Janeiro also.

After his visit to Rio de Janeiro, Francesco Berlingieri, the same 1977, was in Caracas, to give some lectures at the Faculty of Law and Political Sciences of the Central University of Venezuela, together with other great jurists, members and executives of the CMI, already deceased, José Domingo Ray, Nicholas J. Healy and Kaj Pineus.

In Caracas, he honored us with two magnificent presentations. One about the foundation and the works that had been imposed by the CMI, and the other on what, by that date was only a Draft Rules to regulate the liability of the carrier of goods by sea, in order to replace the “The Hague-Visby Rules”, the today “Hamburg Rules”.

In his conference about the CMI, Francesco Berlingieri, told us that “the requirement of an international uniformity of Maritime Law has always been present over the centuries, and this is evidenced by medieval and Nordic medieval codifications, and in the special jurisdiction recognized in England to the Admiralty Court, which did not apply the Common Law but the Merchant Law, whose formation clearly showed
the uniformity requirements of Maritime Law and whose origin was based on Roman Law. “

These Journeys constituted the engine by which they began to develop studies of modern maritime law in Ibero America.

In 1980, he visited us again to participate in the first event, supported and sponsored in an Latin-American country by the CMI, similar to the one that is inaugurated today, here in Mexico City, held in Margarita Island, Venezuela. In that international event, he spoke about the differences between Mortgages of Latin origin, and the common law Mortgage.

On the occasion of the CMI XXXIII Conference, held in Lisbon in May 1985, a group of Ibero-American lawyers attending it, which Francesco Berlingieri presided, with his approval was subscribed what we call the “Lisbon Declaration”, of which I was one of its drafters, sponsoring the Creation of a Private Association of Ibero-American Associations with the purpose of promoting the unification of maritime law in our region. That statement was the seed that gave birth to the Ibero-American Institute of Maritime Law (IIDM), whose Constituent Assembly, convened by the then President of the Spanish Association of Maritime Law and who was a prominent member of the CMI, José Luis Goñi Etchevers, was held in the city of Seville, in October 1987. Francesco Berlingieri as president of the CMI attended that Constituent Assembly, as a guest of honor, offering us words of greeting and good wishes to the nascent Institute.

At the beginning of 2001, Francesco Berlingieri, was admitted as a Corresponding Member by Italy of the Academy of Political and Social Sciences of Venezuela, presented for this purpose, an Essay on “The International Maritime Law Conventions and their role in domestic law” in which states its philosophy of the necessary unification of maritime law with these words, “… My firm and deep conviction is that it is necessary to continue the efforts... in favor of a uniform maritime law. It is no more useful that the rules that regulate the institutes of maritime law are similar, that the same rules are applicable in the different ordinances. Only through international conventions of uniform material law can this result be achieved... the ratification of a convention is certainly not enough - and sometimes even necessary - to ensure uniformity”.

As you can see from that journey of Francesco through our Latin American countries, his contribution through his leadership, in the search for the uniformity of international maritime law, was undoubtedly invaluable. But he was not only present in our countries in this titanic
work, but he did so in almost all other CMI member countries. Just to remember one of his last efforts is the database on Maritime Jurisprudence which the University of Singapore had already implemented.

To finish this posthumous tribute to Francesco Berlingieri, it is necessary to point out that he was a great human being, a gentleman, a true English Lord. His treatment was always kind, receptive, and, along with his beloved wife Anna, they were great hosts at the CMI events and conferences, so we must bring up the communication, which on March 6, 2018, our former president, The Australian lawyer, Stuart Hetherington, sent to all the titulary members, announcing his death, where he highlighted his great work, developed during his long and fruitful life, in the interest of the unification of international maritime law, remembering some of his virtues, the of being, as had highlighted in 2010, Kate Lannan, on the occasion of the celebration of her 88 years, a “Consummate Gentleman Diplomat”.

The time that has been granted to me to present this posthumous tribute to Francesco Berlingieri, is not enough to review the great legacy he left us in his stubborn work in the unification of maritime law, but I do not want to miss to remember his visionaries and still present words, pronounced in Caracas in 1977, when referring to the future of the CMI said that it depended on its constant sensitivity to economic legal problems that arise or may arise, and above all to competition and devotion to the cause of the unification of Maritime Law that all its members have always demonstrated, that they have dedicated and continue to dedicate the best of themselves to the cause of the international unification of Maritime Law.

Finally, and to conclude, using the headline of the Genoa newspaper “Il Secolo XIX”, of March 10, 2018, “quando muore una <<leggenda vivente>>>, rimane la leggenda”.

CHARTING A NEW COURSE –  
PROMOTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF  
AN INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON  
LIABILITY AND COMPENSATION RELATING  
TO TRANSBOUNDARY DAMAGE FROM  
OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS ACTIVITIES  

The Honourable Justice Steven Rares

I have spoken previously about the need for an international convention to regulate liability and compensation in respect of transboundary loss and damage as a consequence of offshore oil and gas activities.3 Most maritime lawyers understand the practical attraction of such a public law instrument.

However, the hydrocarbon industry and numerous States have chosen to adopt the apocryphal ostrich-like response to danger of putting their heads in the sand. Perhaps, this is an attempt to search in new places. But the reasons for the opposition to, or lack of interest in, any international convention on this issue are not transparent or obvious: it may be that it is in their “too hard basket” for political or economic reasons.

The opposition to a convention may be a symptom of what Professor Nicholas Gaskell has called the “disaster reaction syndrome”, namely, there needs to be (another) major catastrophe caused by an (insolvent) offshore facility, that will have an impact equivalent to the oil spills from the grounding of Torrey Canyon in 1967 or the offshore platform blowout from Deepwater Horizon in 2010, to spur the complacent into action.

An international instrument creating generally accepted public international law norms and rights and obligations enforceable in private law actions is a necessity. The adoption of a convention will help to ensure that all persons, including littoral States, who are adversely affected by pollution damage from blowouts or oil spills from fixed platforms, can claim and be paid fair and adequate compensation in a timely fashion.

What an international convention should look like

As I have explained in the past, in my view, an international convention will need to develop rules and criteria on the following issues:

1. Identifying the persons liable and the basis for liability. This involves whether liability should be imposed on one or more of an operator, owner, licensee or others with a commercial interest in the operation of the offshore facility.

2. Whether liability should be strict, rather than fault-based?

3. To what sum should liability be limited?

4. What level of insurance or financial security should each person with liability obligations be required to maintain?

5. What categories of loss or damage should be compensable: environmental damage, property damage, personal injury, including pure psychiatric harm, and or pure economic loss?

6. Who or what class of person or persons and Governmental interests or States can claim compensation?

7. Should there be a further fund set up (like the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage\(^5\) (Fund Convention) and the Protocol of 2003 to the Fund Convention\(^6\) (2003 Protocol)) to provide compensation in circumstances where, for example, the relevant insurance or financial security required is inadequate to pay the whole of the compensation due?

8. Rules for conferring jurisdiction on the courts or tribunals of each State party and for the recognition and enforcement of judgments or awards given under the convention.

The International Maritime Organization

It is as surprising, as it is lamentable, that the International Maritime Organization (IMO) appears, presently, to be closed to the possibility of developing an international convention dealing with the consequences of blowouts and oil spills from offshore oil and gas facilities. Over the
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6 Done at London on 16 May 2003. There are 32 States party to the 2003 Protocol.

7 IMO, “Report of the Legal Committee on the Work of its Ninety-Ninth Session”, LEG 99/14 (24 April 2012), [13.17]. The IMO has continuously maintained this position. See, for
last several years, in a breathtaking failure of leadership, the IMO has vacated the field that it proudly led in developing the 1969 (CLC 1969) and 1992 International Conventions on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (CLC 1992). Instead, the IMO recently opted to promote the use of non-legal instruments, such as its guidance, to “assist” States to formulate their own national legislation, bilateral or regional instruments on this issue.9

The American movie mogul, Sam Goldwyn, once allegedly said that “a verbal contract is not worth the paper it’s written on”. Nor is the IMO’s guidance. It consists of mere aspirational talking points, is not binding and is inadequate to the task. The guidance merely provides for a “non-normative checklist of possible elements”,10 which are very broad and lack any specific criteria or rules on liability and compensation. It is a collection of platitudes.11 The so-called “guidance” is a far cry from what is needed to achieve uniformity and certainty of enforceable rights and obligations that can be created by an international convention.

The CLC 1969, CLC 1992, the Fund Convention and 2003 Protocol have governed the liability of the international shipping industry and, in particular ship owners, for half a century. Those conventions have provided certainty that they can, and must insure, their limited but strict liability that applies when their ships leak oil.

The IMO’s guidance is not a solution, but an evasion of its responsibility and leadership role. It is only a matter of time before the world will witness another significant hydrocarbon blowout, spill or leakage, such as occurred in the 2009 Montara and the 2010 Deepwater Horizon events. The Australian Maritime Safety Authority estimated that the oil or sheen
from the Montara blowout covered a total surface area of around 90,000 square kilometres.\textsuperscript{12}

Recently, for example, in late 2016, around 670,000 gallons (or 2.5 million litres) of oil spilled in the Gulf of Mexico from a fractured underwater pipeline in the Delta House floating production facility.\textsuperscript{13} In addition, late last year, 250,000 litres of oil spilled into the ocean off Newfoundland on Canada’s East Coast from a subsea flowline connecting Husky Energy’s White Rose Field and its storage vessel, SeaRose.\textsuperscript{14} Whilst neither incident was of similar scale to that of the Montara and Deepwater Horizon blowouts, or appear to have involved transboundary damage, they demonstrate the ever-present risk that pollution from an offshore accident can affect more than one littoral State and its citizens, businesses and environment.

In our current age of ever more unusual natural phenomena, it is not far to seek possible situations in which transboundary pollution can occur and, possibly, also be worsened by the forces of nature. Early in September 2019, Hurricane Dorian, a category five storm and one of the largest hurricanes on record, hit the Bahamas and then proceeded to wreak havoc as it moved north-west across the Gulf of Mexico and then north-east following the coast along the south-eastern United States and up to Canada. Although Hurricane Dorian did not live up to the weather forecasting abilities of the President of the United States, it may not be long before he shows King Canute a thing or two when seeking to put South Carolina back onto the track of a disaster that was going to miss it. Suppose that the path of Hurricane Dorian went over a blowout similar in scale to Deepwater Horizon’s, what might have happened to the leaked oil or hydrocarbon pollution as the hurricane moved in its northerly path?

Offshore facilities can be both fixed and floating but pollution released from any blowout or spill is not obedient to sovereigns, like King Canute, or even Presidents, and dissipates with the four winds and the currents.

The bottom line is that so long as there is offshore oil and gas activity, there will be an ever-present risk of a blowout or spill. That risk may be accentuated if market demand drives offshore activity. Recently,

McKinsey & Co predicted that floating-rig demand will grow 6% p.a. between 2019 and 2027. In addition, there is growing interest and activity in hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation in more remote locations and hostile environments, such as the Arctic. A blowout or spill in the Arctic could have very serious effects on the region’s wildlife, environment and indigenous peoples. And, as always with such events, the clean-up effort and cost may also be significant.

Gone are the days when in response to *Torrey Canyon* stubbornly continuing to leak oil off the English Coast, Whitehall adopted a novel, but unrepeatable, solution. *Torrey Canyon* ran aground on 18 March 1967 and began spilling her cargo of 120,000 tonnes of crude oil. On 28 March 1967, after other methods had failed, the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force launched a full scale attack on the ship dropping 62,000lbs, or 28 tonnes, of bombs, about a quarter of which missed, and 5,200 gallons or about 23,500 litres of petrol on her. The armed services also fired 11 rockets at the wreck and dropped large quantities of napalm on her. The BBC reported that:

> [d]espite direct hits, and a towering inferno of flames and smoke as the oil slick began to burn, the tanker refused to sink.

To add insult to the British forces’ injury, the mission that day was called off when particularly high spring tides put out the flames. The Home Office issued a disappointed statement acknowledging this setback, which ended by observing that: “We cannot say at this stage what the next step will be”. However, the BBC reported on 29 March 1967:

> It was decided at first light this morning to carry on bombing. Holiday makers gathered on the cliffs to watch the towering column of flames and smoke which could be seen up to 100 miles away.

Sadly, the British Government’s provision of this spectacle was to little avail. In the end, the spilled unburnt oil created a 270 square mile (or about 700 square kilometres) slick that contaminated 120 miles of the
Cornish coast and 50 miles of the coast of Normandy. At the time, this was the biggest oil spill in history. The clean-up efforts took months and reportedly cost the British and French Governments over USD16 million.

It may be a sign of changing times, but the Australian Government did not seem to think of using the military in the same way to deal with the oil spills from the Montara platform or the Shen Neng 1 running aground in 2010 on the Great Barrier Reef.

It would be naïve to think that any international convention would have no practical benefit simply because a region or facility may be thought to be “immune” from any offshore accident causing transboundary damage.

The problem with adopting a piecemeal approach is that it leads to piecemeal results. The use of bilateral or regional conventions, or of non-binding, unilateral legislation based on suggestions such as the IMO’s guidance, will result in a lack of international uniformity in setting compensation regimes and limits and in ensuring that awards of damages are predictable and enforceable immediately.

**A sequel of the Montara blowout**

The experience from the CLC 1969, CLC 1992 and the Fund Convention has been of a relatively smooth, clear process. There now exists a well-trodden path that enables persons who allege that they have suffered loss or damage from oil pollution from a ship, to establish their claims for compensation within a predictable and efficient assessment process.

An international convention is likely to lessen or overcome the difficulties and delays in seeking compensation, such as those allegedly experienced by Governments and persons who claim that their land, waters, property and or businesses suffer transboundary or other damage as a consequence of a blowout or oil spill from an offshore hydrocarbon facility.

For example, in 2009, the Montara blowout caused an oil spill in Australia’s Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). The offshore well was owned by a Thai company, PTT Exploration and Production PCL (PTTEP), and operated by its Australian subsidiary, PTTEP Australasia (Ashmore Cartier) Pty
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Ltd (PTTEP AU). The spill allegedly caused transboundary damage in Indonesian and East Timorese waters.

Since 2009, the Indonesian Government has, unsuccessfully, sought compensation from the Thai government and PTTEP AU itself. In 2014, Indonesia formally requested Australia’s cooperation in obtaining appropriate compensation from the responsible parties given the difficulties it had experienced in seeking recovery. In 2017, the Indonesian Government commenced proceedings in an Indonesian court against PTTEP and PTTEP AU seeking USD2.1 billion in compensation but it withdrew the proceeding in 2018. And right now, my colleague in the Federal Court of Australia, Justice Yates, is in the midst of a 10-week hearing of a private class action filed against PTTEP AU for negligence on behalf of what the media estimates suggest are about 15,000 Indonesian seaweed farmers who are claiming a substantial total amount of compensation for loss of income. The lawyers for the seaweed farmers estimate that, if successful, compensation of more than AUD200 million will be assessed. The seaweed farmers have to prove, first, that the oil that they claim affected their crops came from the Montara facility and, secondly, the operator’s negligence caused the blowout. The hearing resumes in October and December 2019. Such litigation is costly, time-and resource-consuming, and its outcome is ever uncertain until settled or judgment is given.

Patchwork of national laws and regional agreements
The offshore industry and persons with claims against parties operating in it for loss or damage caused by pollution from a blowout currently face the prospect of dealing with individual cases within a patchwork of national laws and regional agreements. These laws may not be comprehensive
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and may require a claimant to prove the liability of the operator or owner. Moreover, even if the claimant is successful in proving his, her or its case, there may not be any compensation available if the defendant is not solvent or adequately insured. And, the mere fact that the court in which the proceeding is heard, gives a verdict for one side or the other, does not guarantee that the successful party’s result can be enforced in any other jurisdiction.

The absence of a coherent, common legislative framework to regulate the making of claims for compensation for loss or damage arising from hydrocarbon spills that are or have the potential to cause environmental, property or economic damage in more than one State, and the ability to enforce internationally any domestic award or judgment of a tribunal or court, is likely to lead to injustice and inconvenience. Unless a claimant is well-resourced or can bring litigation as a class action under the domestic law of one State, it will be very difficult, not to say expensive, to take and get useful results from domestic proceedings without an international convention regulating such claims. As experience under the CLCs has shown, littoral businesses, such as fishermen, seaweed farmers, tourist facilities including restaurants and hotels, and ports, often suffer significant damage from oil spills. Moreover, the potential for a blowout from an offshore facility to release a very large amount of hydrocarbon into the sea could result in the interruption of established sea routes for cargo or passenger trade that could also give rise to claims for compensation.

In addition, where one State incurs clean-up costs for a spill from an offshore hydrocarbon facility located outside its jurisdiction, that State may not be able to recover those costs, if the facility’s operator or owner does not have any presence within its jurisdiction or is not amenable to its sovereign legal process.

The offshore oil and gas industry has an entrenched international character and is a major participant in international trade and commerce. In the last 50 years, multinational businesses, both private and State-owned, have become a feature of commerce throughout the world. The regulation of corporate juggernauts is an ongoing concern of sovereign States. One only has to think of the issues that have arisen about the collection of taxation from the operations of large technology companies with so-called commercial or head offices in low tax nations in which those companies have no actual operations that produce the physical good or service. Transfer pricing by multinationals often can facilitate tax avoidance, at best, or tax evasion, at worst, in States in which the businesses’ substantive
profits are earned. Likewise, there is a limited ability of any one Government to regulate aspects of the internet, including the dark web, and the more innocent activities of enterprises, such as Google and other search engines that offer not just access to information but to products and services of all kinds. Any attempt at such international regulation, other than by a nation State in its own jurisdiction, is fraught with difficulty, not least because of western democratic values of freedom of speech, religion and opinion, underpinned by the First Amendment in the Bill of Rights in the Constitution of the United States of America.

However, the regulation of offshore hydrocarbon facilities under an international convention that includes provisions governing liability for pollution damage and the payment of compensation, is likely to be much more straightforward than in other areas of multinational activity. After all, there are conventions governing much of the international shipping industry, including setting standards for the construction of particular types of vessels, the prevention of pollution, the treatment and payment of seafarers, the carriage of goods by sea, and the enforcement of maritime claims. There is also UNCLOS which regulates activity in the Area under Pt XII and, in particular, Art 235, that is the portions of the world’s oceans that are not within any nation’s territorial waters or jurisdiction.

The current void in regulation of compensation for loss or damage caused by, or also created with, the operation of an offshore hydrocarbon facility has created an unacceptable risk that persons injured as a result of a blowout or spill, including one or more governments, will have no, or no effective, recourse against the person responsible. The magnitude of that risk can be seen from the 2018 annual report of BP. There, BP stated that it had incurred costs to that time (including fines) in consequence of the Deepwater Horizon incident totalling about USD67 billion. That is a staggering sum. It included about USD14.34 billion for spill response costs, USD8.525 billion for environmental costs, USD4 billion for penalties, and USD42.4 billion for litigation and claim costs.

There are not many corporations with the financial strength of BP. And, as we know, exploration activity is both risky and expensive. Many exploration ventures fail financially because they do not find what they are looking for before running out of funds, and such ventures may not properly cap well heads when leaving the field of operation; others fail.
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because they cannot support the infrastructure necessary to exploit a discovery or resource. An international convention to regulate pollution from these situations offers the prospect of a guaranteed source of payment of compensation and a workable means for claimants to obtain it.

Nation States have a real exposure to meet expenses in the order of magnitude that BP faced (of over USD22.5 billion) in clean-up and environmental costs because they may have to deal with the direct, physical consequences of a blowout. The above experience of BP demonstrates the magnitude of the potential risk to a littoral State from a transboundary incident (there, nearly USD23 billion) in the absence of an international convention that assures the availability of at least a minimum insurance fund and the possibility of a top up fund like the Fund Convention. Thus, if an owner or operator is unable to meet its liability, it will fall on each littoral State whose land and waters are polluted to bear the burden of the clean-up and environmental costs. In addition, a State may have to take action, even in the UNCLOS area, to ensure the safe passage of ships and safety in offshore oil and gas activities to avert the risks of fire or damage to property and life.

Had there not been substantial owners and operators of the Montara and Deepwater Horizon platforms, the Governments affected would have had to meet the cost of cleaning up both the spills themselves and the environmental damage. Yet, the potential of having to pay such costs has not been enough to stimulate the IMO into preparing a convention.26 It could be inferred that the States that oppose developing a convention fear that it might have the potential to dampen offshore oil and gas activity. Yet, as UNCLOS requires in Art 235(1), States are responsible for fulfilling their international obligations concerning the protection and preservation of the marine environment. If a State that cannot meet the cost of cleaning up a major oil spill can permit an offshore facility to operate and its operator, too, cannot meet those costs, self-regulation (as is the IMO’s position) will leave the marine environment in peril.27

**The European Union**

Interestingly, over the last several years, the European Union has been giving thought to issues of regulation of liability and compensation in the
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26 Brazil has continuously opposed the IMO taking steps towards any international regime. See: IMO, “Analysis of Liability and Compensation Issues Connected with Transboundary Pollution Damage from Offshore Exploration and Exploitation Activities, Including a Re-examination of the Proposed Revision of Strategic Direction 7.2: Submitted by Brazil”, LEG 99/13/1 (10 February 2012).

27 Steven Rares, above n 1, [15].
offshore oil and gas industry. Unlike the IMO, it has not closed the door to an international instrument although it has not progressed one either.

In 2013, the European Parliament made the Directive on Safety of Offshore Oil and Gas Operations\textsuperscript{28} (the 2013 Directive) that is largely precatory about what its individual member States should or might do about imposing liability and safety standards. The Directive is silent on compensation.

The European Commission commissioned two reports, the first in 2013\textsuperscript{29} and the second in 2014 (the Deloitte report)\textsuperscript{30}. Both reports highlighted the inconsistent regulation of liability and compensation across different national legal systems and regional agreements, as well as the lack of availability of different financial and insurance market instruments (including pooling mechanisms) to cover liability.

For example, the Deloitte report found that some States in the European Economic Area excluded compensation for pure economic loss, some had laws that may not extend to their continental shelf and EEZ where most offshore oil and gas operations took place, and no State (other than Norway) had legislation dealing with compensation claims relating to offshore oil and gas accidents.

In 2015, the European Commission published a report to the European Parliament and Council on civil liability, compensation and financial security.\textsuperscript{31} It adopted a “wait and see” approach – that is, it would wait to see if and how member States transposed the list of wishes in the 2013 Directive into their national laws before the EC would analyse the effectiveness of those liability provisions and the availability of means to secure payment of compensation.

In December 2016, the European Parliament passed a resolution in which, among other matters, stated that it:\textsuperscript{32}

\textsuperscript{29} De Smedt Kristel et al., “Civil Liability and Financial Security for Offshore Oil and Gas Activities: Final Report” (22 October 2013), Maastricht European Institute for Transnational Legal Research.
\textsuperscript{30} Katherine Salès, Shailendra Mudgal and Valerie Fogleman, “Civil Liability, Financial Security and Compensation for Offshore Oil and Gas Activities in the European Economic Area: Final Report” (14 August 2014), Bio by Deloitte and Stevens & Bolton LLP.
\textsuperscript{32} European Parliament, “Liability, Compensation and Financial Security for Offshore
also regrets the fact that the way civil liability is handled varies considerably from one Member State to another; stresses that there is no liability in many of the Member States with offshore and gas activities for most third-party claims for compensation for traditional damage caused by an accident, no regime in the vast majority of Member States for compensation payments, and no assurance in many Member States that operators or liable persons would have adequate financial assets to meet claims; stresses, moreover, that there is often uncertainty as to how Member States’ legal systems would deal with the diversity of civil claims that could result from offshore oil and gas incidents; believes, therefore, that an European framework is needed, which should be based on the legislation of the most advanced Member States, should cover not only bodily injury and property damage but also pure economic loss, and should ensure effective compensation mechanisms for victims and for sectors that may be severely affected (e.g. fisheries and coastal tourism); calls in this respect on the Commission to assess whether a horizontal European framework of collective redress would be a possible solution, and to pay particular attention to this when drawing up the OSD implementation report.

The European Parliament’s resolution concluded by inviting the European Commission and member states “to continue examining the possibility of an international solution” in order to ensure “a global level playing field”. This was because it recognised that oil and gas companies operating in the European Union were active across the world and that there should be one global regulatory and compensatory solution.33

Whether each of the European Union’s member States is open to the European Parliament’s suggestions and decides to follow them by legislative action remains to be seen.

33 Ibid, item 24.
Charting a new course

The present, unfortunate reality is that while the IMO is uniquely well placed to promote and formulate an international convention to address the consequences of offshore facility blowouts and spills, it presently considers that “no further work” is required in this area and its strategic plan for 2018 to 2023 omits any reference to it.

Accordingly, in my view, the CMI must now consider what other international body may be an appropriate forum to prepare and promote the adoption of a convention.

UNCITRAL

One option is UNCITRAL. It has, as its object, the “promotion of the progressive harmonization and unification of the law of international trade”. A means of achieving this object is preparing or promoting the adoption of new international conventions and promoting the codification and wider acceptance of international trade terms in collaboration, where appropriate, with organisations operating in the field.

As the European Parliament suggested, the lack of an international regime on liability and compensation for damage arising from offshore facilities may be thought to have an impact on international trade. There is international trade in the exploration for, as well as the development and exploitation of, offshore hydrocarbon reserves throughout the world’s marine environments. There seems to be a case that this issue falls within the purview of UNCITRAL.

CMI and UNCITRAL have collaborated productively in the past and are doing so at the present time. First, the successful development of the Rotterdam Rules, which the CMI initially drafted, demonstrates the capacity for a strong working relationship between the two bodies.
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34 Steven Rares, above n 1. This is because of its experience in propounding international conventions that deal with the consequences and containment of oil pollution from ships and offshore installations; for example, the Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Fixed Platforms Located on the Continental Shelf (done at Rome on 10 March 1988) and the International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Co-operation (done at London on 30 November 1990).
38 United Nations Convention on Contracts for International Carriage of Goods Wholly or
Secondly, the CMI has been collaborating, since 2018, with UNCITRAL (through its Working Group VI) on cross-border issues relating to the judicial sale of ships, specifically reviewing the “Beijing Draft” of the convention on that issue that the CMI adopted. Initially, the CMI had approached the IMO Legal Committee, unsuccessfully, to include the judicial sale of vessels on its agenda, before approaching UNCITRAL. After that rebuff, in seeking to encourage UNCITRAL to take leadership on this issue in 2017, the CMI stressed the significance of UNCITRAL’s “universal” coverage in terms of States that participate in its negotiations and the fact that UNCITRAL is a specialist organisation for private international trade and commercial law.

In May 2019 in New York, Working Group VI reported with its comments on the draft judicial sale convention. Currently, a revised draft is being worked on, which will be the subject of further discussion at the next working group meeting in Vienna in November this year.

This recent and current experience suggests that it would be appropriate for the CMI to approach UNCITRAL to explore whether it would be interested in developing an international convention on compensation for transboundary loss or damages caused by offshore hydrocarbon facilities, with the CMI’s assistance. And, as I have explained, there is a plethora of international views about “guidance” that can be provided to UNCITRAL if it takes up the challenge.

United Nations Environment Programme

Another option is for the CMI to approach the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). Its main functions include promoting international cooperation in the field of the environment and recommending policies to that end, as well as reviewing the “world environmental situation
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41 Ibid, [8].
to ensure that emerging environmental problems of wide international significance” receive appropriate consideration by governments.44

Any offshore oil and gas accident is likely to have significant impacts on at least local, if not more widely-spread, ecosystems and environments. The potential to address the lack of an international regime on liability and compensation (particularly for environmental damage) relating to such accidents could be of interest to UNEP, which may wish to fill the gap, so as to ensure environmental integrity.

Indeed, UNEP is familiar with offshore oil and gas activities. For example, the Barcelona Convention45 was developed under the auspices of UNEP.46 That obliges States to take all appropriate measures to prevent, abate and combat pollution of the Mediterranean Sea Area resulting from exploration and exploitation of the continental shelf, the seabed and its subsoil.47 Article 16 provides that:

The Contracting Parties undertake to cooperate in the formulation and adoption of appropriate rules and procedures for the determination of liability and compensation for damage resulting from pollution of the marine environment in the Mediterranean Sea Area.

Pursuant to the States party’s obligation under Art 16 of the Barcelona Convention, the UNEP-Mediterranean Action Plan (UNEP-MAP) developed, between 1978 and 2008, regional guidelines for a civil liability and compensation regime with respect to the Mediterranean Sea Area.48 UNEP adopted these guidelines in 2008, but they remain unenforceable, just like the 2013 Directive and the IMO’s guidance.

45 Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment and the Coastal Region of the Mediterranean (done at Barcelona on 16 February 1976), as amended by the Amendments to the Convention for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea Against Pollution (done at Barcelona on 10 June 1995). The Barcelona Convention concerns the Mediterranean Sea Area and has 22 States party including France, Greece, Italy, Malta, Spain and Turkey.
47 Art 7 of Barcelona Convention.
All this would suggest that UNEP may be wise to assist in promoting a convention with the CMI.

**Conclusion**

Obviously, what I am suggesting requires political will and diplomatic finesse to coalesce if it is to be achieved. We live in an age where modern communications and transport has linked the human race as never before. Likewise, industrial and technological advances in this age have presented mankind with new challenges, such as those we face from climate change.

The risks and perils of exploration and exploitation of offshore hydrocarbon resources are pellucid; so is the present dependence of most of the world on resources of that kind to supply it with energy and lubrication. We know blowouts and spills happen. Indeed, human experience is that accidents happen, many caused by a failure to apply previous experience.

International politics is showing increasing signs of isolationism. That portends badly for the future, where international comity and cooperation in addressing the issues of our age should hold centre stage. Inaction on the development of an international convention on offshore hydrocarbon blowouts and spills serves no one’s long-term interest. The presence of new insurers to support cover under such a convention would bring new eyes to the management of the risks of a disaster and may help to avert, or lessen, the impact of what might otherwise develop as a massive blow to the environment in the next *Deepwater Horizon* type of offshore catastrophe. As Brutus said in Shakespeare’s *Julius Caesar*:

> There is a tide in the affairs of men.  
> Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;  
> Omitted, all the voyage of their life  
> Is bound in shallows and in miseries.  
> On such a full sea are we now afloat,  
> And we must take the current when it serves,  
> Or lose our ventures.

This is the time to take the tide to fortune, which at least the European Union’s more representative institutions think worthwhile, in the shape of a new convention, hopefully, with UNCITRAL’s support.

---
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BRAZILIAN OFFSHORE SECTOR
Camila Mendes Vianna Cardoso

Summary: (I) Brazil: General Overview; (II); LNG in Brazil; (III) Petrobras Disputes; (IV) Oil and Gas Exploration in Brazil; (V) Decommissioning in Brazil; (VI) 10 Main Reasons to Invest in Brazil.

(I) BRAZIL: GENERAL OVERVIEW

In order to contextualize the presentation, I will briefly expose the main data from Brazil as a country and in relation to the market. Brazil is the largest country and economy in Latin America. Brazil’s size is 8,515,767 km, with the coastline of 7,491 km and population is around 210 million people.

The Brazilian GDP from 2018 was R$ 6,8 trillion, being the Worlds 9th largest economy by nominal GPS and 7th largest foreign investment attractor.

In relation to O&G market, Brazil is the largest oil producer in Latin America, with 15 billion BOE (“barrels oil equal”) of O&G proven reserves, being also the 7th largest oil consumer and 9th world’s largest oil producer.

As you can see, Brazil is a big player and attractor of investments in the O&G Market and, as a consequence, in the Offshore Market in a whole.

That been said, I will expose in the sequence the main specificities of the Brazilian oil and gas market.

(II) PETROBRAS DISPUTES

In Brazil, the navigation market is strongly protective, with legislation and regulation aimed at fostering the internal navigation market, especially due to strategic issues and national sovereignty. That is why the proportion of Brazilian vessels is significantly larger that foreign vessels in Brazilian fleet.

As you know, this is similar to what occurs in the USA in view of the Jones Act, which is also considered a protectionist legislation focused on issues related to maritime commerce.
The decrease on the total number of Offshore Vessels on the last years is due to the international oil crisis, aggravated by Brazilian governmental and institutional crisis.

This crisis on the Offshore market resulted in several Petrobras’ Contracts termination. Since Petrobras had numerous contracts with different sectors and players, those terminations arise several disputes with Petrobras to discuss the implications of those terminations.

Also, in view of those terminations and the internal crisis they were facing, Petrobras is always innovating and seeking for new reasons to apply fines and deductions from its contractors.

In the context of the lawsuits arise from those disputes, Injunction Relief is often granted to prevent deductions if the party demonstrates:

1) Strong evidence of the right; and
2) Risk of irreparable harm.

Furthermore, the Main argument used by the parties in those lawsuits is that Petrobras cannot unilaterally carry out deduction arising from disputed debts. An important strategy to be used is to always challenge the charges received to demonstrate disagreement.

An overview of the main topics that are object of disputes with Petrobras are:

a) **Reimbursable Expenses**: Obligation of Petrobras to reimburse (i) port expenses; (ii) piloting; (iii) stowage; and (iv) cleaning of silos.

b) **Collection Lawsuits**: Enforcement order.

c) **Excessive Oil Consumption**: (i) Petrobras is obliged to bear the fuel costs for the operation.

(ii) Petrobras may claim excessive consumption and threaten to discount.

d) **CAA (“Charter Authorization Certificate”) Related Lawsuits**: Petrobras is required to provide and renew the Chartering Authorization Certificate.

e) **Excess of Downtime**: Application of fine for alleged excess of downtime.
f) **Normative Resolution No. 06/2017:** Alleged non-compliance with the proportionality of Brazilians and foreigners in the crew.

g) **Local Content:** Alleged non-compliance with the Local Content regulation. **Ps: ANP Penalty:** Redress of ANP’s penalties due the non-conformities of vessel.

h) **Late Delivery:** Fine for alleged late delivery of the vessel.

(III) **OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION IN BRAZIL**

Overcoming Petrobras issues and the O&G crisis, the current scenario is one of very positive expectations. According to Petrobras’ Business and Management Plan 2019-2023, the investments to happen between 2019 and 2023 are:

a) **Investments in Oil Exploration and Production:** Total of US$ 68.8 billion, divided in 16% for Exploration; 70% Production Development and 14% for Infrastructure and Research and Development (“R&D”).

The investments will also be of US$ 48.4 billion for Production Development, divided in 56% for Pre-Salt and 44% for Post-Salt.

b) **Refining and Natural Gas Investments:** Total of US$ 13.9 billion, divided in 36% for Natural Gas and Power; 61% for Refining, Transportation, MARKETING AND Petrochemicals.

Since our head office is in Rio de Janeiro and Rio is also one of the Brazilian largest powers in the oil and gas market in Brazil, I have separated the following data about this market in Rio in the next 10 years in relation to Brazil as a whole:

a) **96%** increase on the total oil production.

b) **70%** increase on the total liquid gas production.

For sake of information, as you may know, the offshore oil exploration is divided in pre and post salt areas. The **PRE-SALT** is the area of oil reserves that lies beneath a deep salt layer, forming one of the various rock layers of the seafloor. The geological layer formed **before (and below) an extensive salt layer**, which may exceed 2,000 meters in thickness. In Brazil, this layer comprises a strip that extends over 800 km.
The POST-SALT is the geologically formed layer after (and above) the salt is called the Post-salt Layer. This means that sand, organic material and other dejects accumulated later than the original salt layer.

That said, we will now analyze the DIFFERENT FORMS OF O&G EXPLORATION IN BRAZIL. In Brazil we have, since 2010, a Mixed Regulatory Regime for the Exploration and production of oil and natural, consisting of:

(I) CONCESSION REGIME – about 98% of the total area of the Brazilian sedimentary basins; and

(II) PRODUCTION SHARING REGIME – (about the rest 2%) for the pre-salt polygon areas and other areas that are considered strategic.

There is another bidding model of offering areas named OPEN ACREAGE PROCESS. The process consists in the continuous offer of relinquished marginal oil fields (or in process of devolution) and exploration blocks offered in past bid rounds that were not awarded or which had been devolved to the Agency.

This new Permanent Offer bidding model opens space for small and medium-sized companies to operate in terrestrial fields. The Public Session of the First Round of Open Acreage (“Permanent Offer”) was held on September 10th, 2019 and

For exploratory blocks, the total bonus collected was R$ 15.32 million and there is a forecast of R$ 309.8 million in investments. For areas with marginal accumulations, the total bonus was R$ 6.98 million, with a forecast of R$ 10.5 million in investments.

It shall also be mentioned that the CESSION OF CONTRACTS is allowed under the applicable legislation and it means the transfer (assignment), in whole or in part, of oil and natural gas exploration and production contracts, preserving the original object and contractual conditions, as long as the assignee meets the technical, economic and legal conditions.

Authorization for assignment of agreement, as well as for performance of merger, spin-off and incorporation, change of operator, and replacement or exemption of performance guarantee shall be preceded by administrative procedure for assignment.
The assignment process will be started and conducted by ANP, under the terms of the applicable ANP regulation and will follow the procedure described in the Assignment Procedure Manual (“MPC”).

Regarding the CONCESSION REGIME, in this exploration regime, the winner bidder, as the concessionary company or consortium, assumes the risk of investing and finding – or not – oil or natural gas.

Also, the concessionary will total property of the oil discovered in the conceded area.

The company pays first the signature bonus, offered in the bidding proposal, and, after, governmental fees/taxes, such as royalties.

In these bidding rounds, the interested companies offer, individually or in a consortium:

(i) An amount for the Signature Bonus and

(ii) Propose a Minimum Exploratory Program (PEM), that describes the activities which the company/consortium commits itself to carry out in that area.

Based on its CHOSING CRITERIA the winning company or consortium is the one that presents the bigger signature bonus and the best Minimum Exploratory Program is considered the winner of the bidding.

As mentioned before, this regime is the most relevant, since it corresponds to 98% of the oil exploration contracts.

As to the PRODUCTION SHARING REGIME, it was included in the Brazilian legal frame since the discovery of the Pre-Salt Area.

It is worth mentioning that this regime is largely used in countries or areas that have a large reserve or a large volume of production. That is the Pre-Salt case.

For the areas located in the Pre-Salt Polygon and other considered strategic according to governmental strategic plan.

The National Council for Energy Policy (“CNPE”) decides if bidding rounds will be held or if Petrobras will be directly hired, in order to preserve the national interest and achieve other energy policy objectives.
Even though Petrobras is directly contracted, it will be signed under the regime of production sharing. The fact that Petrobras is a stated-owned company, it doesn’t mean that the regime won’t apply.

If decides to conduct the bidding round, CNPE has the obligation to first offer Petrobras to be the operator of the blocks to be contracted.

When Petrobras expresses the interest of acting as the operator, it must inform in which areas it wants to exercise this right, indicating its percentage of participation in the consortium, which cannot be less than 30%.

Based on its CHOOSING CRITERIA the winning company/consortium is the one that offers the largest percentage of the exceeding oil for the Brazilian State.

The exceeding oil is the amount that is verified after discounting the investments made by the winner for exploration and production.

Explained the differences between the ways of exploration of O&G in Brazil, see the map provided by the ANP, which reflects the areas under concession in relation to each Bidding Round.

Addressing opportunities in this market, ANP has Current, Upcoming and Planned ANP Bidding Rounds.

1) The first one is the “First Cicle of Permanent Offer”, based on the Open Acreage explained before, which Public Session happened on September 10th, 2019, with the following results:

   Exploratory Blocks that were offered in past bid rounds that were not awarded or which had been devolved to ANP:

   33 blocks purchased (total area of 16,730.43 km²)

   Total bonus offered: R$ 15,325,190.66.

   Areas with Marginal Accumulations:

   12 areas on onshore basins (total area of 148.01 km²)

   The total bonus offered: R$ 6,981,645.86.
2) In the 16th Concession of Exploratory Blocks Bidding Round thirty-six blocks will be offered (all offshore) in the sedimentary basins of Pernambuco-Paraíba, Jacuípe, Camamu-Almada, Campos and Santos, totaling 29.3 thousand km² of area.

17 Companies bidded: Of the 17 companies registered, only Petrobras and Enauta are Brazilian. As others, 15 are all strange and, among them, only Petronas do not have exploration and production contract in Brazil.

See below for a list of bidding companies:

The Public Session for Offers Presentation will happen on Oct. 10th, 2019.

3) In the 6th Production Sharing Bidding Round the 5 blocks will be offered: Aram, Bumerangue, Cruzeiro do Sul, Sudoeste de Sagitário and Norte de Brava.

On Sept. 16th, 2019 the tender protocol and the form of production sharing agreement were published.

On Oct. 1st, 2019 will be the final deadline for submitting the documents to express interest, qualification and payment of the participation fee.

The Public Session for Offers Presentation will happen on Nov. 7th, 2019.

Until March 31st, 2020 there will be the execution of the production sharing agreement.

4) In the Transfer of Rights Surplus Production Sharing Bidding Round the Atapu, Buzios, Itapu and Sepia development areas will be offered in the Santos Basin. The exploration will be based on production sharing agreement.
On Sept. 6th, 2019 the tender protocol and the form of production sharing agreement were published.

On Sept. 23rd, 2019 was the final deadline for submitting the documents to express interest, qualification and payment of the participation fee.

The Public Session for Offers Presentation will happen on Nov. 6th, 2019.

According to Guidelines for Multiyear Planning of Oil and Natural Gas Exploration and Production Blocks for the 2020 - 2021 Biennium, the following Bidding Rounds are planned:

a) **17th Concession of Exploratory Blocks Bidding Rounds (2020)**, which shall be select blocks from the Pará-Maranhão Offshore Basins, Pelotas and Potiguar; from ultra- deep waters outside the Pre-salt from the Campos Basin and Santos Basin.

b) **18th Concession of Exploratory Blocks Bidding Rounds (2021)**, which shall be selected blocks from the Ceará Basin and Pelotas and ultra-deep waters outside the Pre-salt polygon of the Espírito Santo Basin.

c) **7th Production Sharing Bidding Round (2020)**, for which the technical and economic parameters of Esmeralda and Ágata areas, located in the Santos Basin and Água Marinha, located in the Campos Basin, shall be evaluated.

d) **8th Production Sharing Bidding Round (2021)**, for which the technical and economic parameters of the Tupinambá, Jade and Ametista areas, located in the Santos Basin, and Turmalina area, located in the Campos Basin, shall be evaluated.

Regarding Rio de Janeiro’s data in relation to the Energy Market, Rio’s Government published that its participation in the Brazilian Market is 73% of the Oil (1.8 Mbbbl/d), 54% of the Gas (58 Mm3/d) and 10% of the Power Generation (57.9 GWh (energy generation)).

In this sense, in the same study it was informed that Brazil is the 9th World’s Largest Oil Producer and Rio de Janeiro is the 13th.

Also, the results of the upcoming rounds in relation to the increase in demand of vessels in Rio de Janeiro is that 70% of the National demand for Vessels will be in Rio de Janeiro State. The resumption of oil
and gas auctions will benefit the state of Rio de Janeiro with the growth of demand for support vessels.

It is expected to be required in the exploration 27 Drilling Rigs and 49 Support Vessels and in the Production 35 FPSOs and 140 Support Vessels.

(IV) LNG IN BRAZIL

Another very promising market in Brazil is LNG Market. The main reasons for understanding this market as attractive in Brazil are:

a) **It is the fastest growing type of energy**: it should supply more than 40% of the additional energy demand by 2015;

b) **It is considered a Clean energy**, as 78% improvement in China’s air quality due to the migration from coal to Gas;

c) The Sulphur Cap established by IMO 2020, which will limit the marketing of certain fuels, opening for other as LNG that comply with the established criteria;

d) In view of the Nuclear downtime and reliability; and

e) Due to the **Seasonality / Intermittence of renewables**, which is very relevant since Brazil has 40% renewable energy.

A very attractive issue in the LNG market are the LNG Terminals. The highlights of using LNG Terminals are as follows:

a) The use of LNG Terminal allows the creation of gas distribution hubs;

b) They create an integration between different modals (road, sea and pipeline); and

c) They allow the diversification of origins (national and imported from different countries) and destinations in the same infrastructure of the gas in the chain.

An unfolding and development in relation to the use of LNG Terminals is their connection with a Thermal Power Plant (“UTE”), being the
Power-to-Gas Projects. This Project is very relevant and promising since:

a) Considering the extent, population and activities present in Brazil, it is evident the demand for more power generation;

b) Note that Brazil has deficiency in the pipelines (as shown on the map).

c) As you can verify in the map, there is a large concentration of generation units and long distances to the actual consumption areas.

In this sense, the demand for these projects is evident, since the pipeline system in Brazil is mainly focused on the coast, and, on the other hand, there is a vast transmission network that can be used to transform LNG into energy at Thermal Power Plant.

The LNG Terminal Projects in Brazil were recently mapped by the Brazilian Ministry of Mines and Energy, (“MME”) together with Energy Research Company (“EPE”), totaling 20 Projects, being:

a) 3 Existing Facilities, all of them from Petrobras;

b) 2 Expected Facilities (one of them almost ready for operation – CELSE); and

c) 15 Announced Projects.

That been said, I will talk briefly about the 3 existing projects and the 2 expected projects.

**EXISTING PROJECTS:**

1) **Pecém Terminal:**

   This Existing Facility is the first first Flexible LNG Regasification Terminal in Brazil, located in Ceará, with the capacity to transfer up to 7 million m³/day of natural gas to the Guamaré-Pecém (Gasfor) pipeline. It mainly serves the Ceará and Fortaleza thermoelectric plants.

   It is operated by Petrobras and is located in a Berth in a Private Use Terminal (“TUP”).

2) **Baia De Guanabara Terminal:**
This Existing Facility is a Flexible LNG Regasification Terminal in Rio de Janeiro, which has the capacity to transfer up to 14 million m³/day of natural gas to the Southeast Region pipeline network. It mainly serves the thermoelectric plants of the region.

It is also operated by Petrobras and is located in an Offshore Private Use Terminal (“TUP”).

3) **Bahia Terminal** (“TRBA”)

This Existing Facility, also called TRBA, is a Flexible LNG Regasification Terminal in Bahia that has a maximum flow rate of 14 million m³ / d and supports a maximum pressure of 102 kgf/cm²g, being linked to a pipeline network.

It is also operated by Petrobras and located in an Offshore Private Use Terminal (“TUP”).

**EXPECTED PROJECTS:**

1) **SERGIPE I PORT (CElse’s PROJECT)**

This is the first LNG facility to be fully dedicated to a Thermal Power Plant in the Country (gas-to-power), and also the first that has authorized under this regulatory framework (Normative Resolution n. 13/16). The extensive work demanded to obtain the license under the current regulation shows that the applicable regulation needs to be improved to adapt to this new model.

The Power Plant linked to the stationary FSRU “Golar Nanook” Vessel will supply northwest of the Country with 1,5 GW, being the largest power plant in South America, with only private investments of over R$4,5Bi.

2) **AÇU PORT (GNA PROJECT)**

This Terminal shall have the capacity to regasify up to 21 million m³/day of LNG to be used in the Açu Thermal Power Plant. The Project is located in a Private Use Terminal (“TUP”). The FSRU “BW Magna” Vessel will be linked and dedicated to two Thermal Power Plants (gas-to-power). This Project was also based 100% in Private Investment
Having explored the main LNG Terminal Projects, it is evident that the Gas-to-Power Projects are very promising, not only due to the Brazilian demand for the energy supply already indicated, but also because it involves, in the same project: (i) Thermal Power Plant (“UTE”) installation and operation; (ii) Navigation to bring the LNG; (iii) the Regasification Unit (as it is the Stationary FSRU); (iv) use of Ports Facilities; and (v) Gas transport and the marketing chain.

(V) DECOMMISSIONING IN BRAZIL

Another promising area in the Offshore market is the Decommissioning, which is considered rather new in Brazil.

Decommissioning is considered an Inductor for the Revitalization of the Naval Industry.

The main reasons for considering decommissioning as a promising market niche in Brazil are:

a) The Petrobras Divestment Plan, that reaches 254 Fields;

b) 21% Recovery Factor\(^50\) in Brazil versus the 35% worldwide;

c) The Contracts signed on Round Zero are effective until the year 2025;

d) The Government (ANP) adopts the position to continue production;

e) The contracting of Decommissioning Financial Guarantee is considered as a condition for assignment of mature fields (open acreage system), using Letter of Credit, Bond or Deposit.

It also causes a Market Ripple Effect, further driving the economy generated by the Offshore Market, given that triggers the demand of services such as:

✓ Engineering projects;
✓ Cargo handling;

---

\(^50\) Recovery Factor is the ratio between the recoverable volume and the original volume of a fluid in a hydrocarbon reservoir, i.e. the fraction or percentage of the original volume expected to be produced from a reservoir.
Brazilian Offshore Sector, by Camila Mendes Vianna Cardoso

- Cargo management;
- Underwater inspection;
- Manufacture and assembly;
- Cutting and welding services; and
- Subsea services (ROV, Rivers etc.).

In relation to the Decommissioning Forecast in Brazil, the projections are very attractive to the market, confirming the information provided before:

a) 66 Units in Brazil over 25 years (41% of existing structures);
b) 24 Units in Brazil over 15 years (15% of existing structures);
c) 6 Projects Under Analysis;
d) 5 Projects Already Approved (4 only production units);
e) 60 Units in Brazil between 2025-2030;
f) Over 100 Units until 2040.
g) Investment of US$10,3 bi between 2020-2040.

The Regulatory Regime in Brazil is Based on (i) Federal Constitution; (ii) Environmental Law; (iii) Concession Contracts; (iv) ANP Res. 27/06 and 46/06; (v) IBAMA Res. 001/86; (vi) Navy.

The situations to decommission in Brazil are:

(i) 180 days prior to Termination of Production – PDI presentation;

(ii) Possible Suspension of production;

(iii) No warm or cold stack;

(iv) Cost of removal – REPETRO.

The main challenges that the decommissioning faces in Brazil are:

a) Dissemination of Sun-Coral & NORM (Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material);
b) High Costs since there are located in deepwater and distant from coast;
c) Enormous difficulty in finding documentation and information;
d) High risk of environmental damage, which should be noted, given that Brazilian environmental agencies are very strict.
One new thing we have is the New Joint Regulation, from IBAMA, Navy and ANP, which is expected to be published in October 2019. It shall cover the following:

- All facilities to be removed;
- Dumping not allowed;
- Partial removal: comparative assessment;
- Infra reuse/repurpose;
- Shallow waters (100m) – cut depth of 3 m below seabed;
- Post Decom: inspection of non removed infra, debris and wastes, Bio monitoring, water and sediments monitoring;
- Decom plan to be presented 3 years before Production cessation.

The Contract form shall be:

- OIC hires separately each of the subcontractors
- EPRD + sale of unit

(VI) 10 MAIN REASONS TO INVEST IN BRAZIL

To finish my presentation, I selected 10 main reasons to invest in Brazil, which I understand are:

To finish my presentation, I selected 10 main reasons to invest in Brazil, which I understand are:

1) **LEADING REGIONAL ECONOMY** - Top 10 economies in the world and the largest in Latin America.

2) **GLOBAL DESTINATION FOR INVESTMENT** - Top 10 recipients of FDI in the world and the only Latin American country on that list.

Open to foreign direct investment.

3) **RESILIENT DOMESTIC MARKET** - One of the largest consumer markets in the world.

4) **DIVERSIFIED ECONOMY** - Wide range of economic sectors. Competitive industrial sector.
5) **ENERGY POWERHOUSE** – The Pre-salt discover. One of the top producers and exporters of ethanol biofuel in the world.

Renewable sources are now responsible for a big amount of Brazil’s energy matrix.

6) **LARGE POOL OF WORKERS** - Brazil’s domestic market offers good opportunities for companies seeking to hire.

Young, dynamic workforce supported by government professional training programs.

7) **EXTENSIVE RAW MATERIALS** - Abundant natural resources (major supplier of raw materials).

8) **CAPACITY TO ENDURE** - Brazil is resilient and steadfast, capable of withstanding an adverse international economic scenario.

Net external creditor (since 2010).

9) **GLOBAL PLAYER, THE B IN BRICS** - Constant global player, always active and engaged in international Politics.

10) **GATEWAY TO LATIN AMERICA** - Consolidating position as global investment destinations.

Consolidating their position as global investment destinations with most countries of Latin America. Free trade agreements with the largest markets in Latin America and is a member of the South American Common Market (Mercosul). Consolidating their position as global investment destinations with most countries of Latin America. Free trade agreements with the largest markets in Latin America and is a member of the South American Common Market (Mercosul).
MARITIME LIENS IN BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS: A LEGAL ANALYSIS OF THE NEED TO HARMONIZE AND AMEND THE MONTENEGRIN LEGISLATION

Maja Radunović

The paper is divided into 5 chapters, namely: Chapter I – Introduction, Chapter II – Maritime liens in a nutshell, Chapter III – Overview of bankruptcy law, Chapter IV - Position of maritime liens under bankruptcy proceedings and Chapter V – Conclusions and recommendations. Considering time limits, the presentation will follow chapters but give only the brief overview of each. Special emphasis will be given to Chapter IV where the core of the paper is exposed.

CHAPTER I - Introduction

Depending on the bases of their creation, security rights on ships can be distinguished into: contractual security rights (mortgages, hypothecs etc.), security rights created by the operation of the law (maritime liens or privileges) and the ones created through enforcement of maritime claims. Those created by the mere operation of maritime law are maritime liens. Maritime liens are long standing concept of securing creditors of maritime claims. The jurisprudence even considers maritime liens as “one of the first principles of the law of the sea”. Nowadays they play an important part in most maritime jurisdictions, by being provided in national laws, or simply by their recognition in case law.

However, when the shipowner faces financial difficulties and insolvency, the bankruptcy of the shipowner will subject all its assets to the bankruptcy estate and therefore subject to judicial sale and distribution to the bankruptcy creditors. At that moment, both Admiralty and Bankruptcy law come into play, but, it may be the case that only one regime will be applicable for the satisfaction of creditors having maritime liens on the ship which belongs to a bankruptcy debtor. That is because the enforcement of maritime liens and bankruptcy procedures have the same aim: selling the ship in order for creditors’ claims to be settled. However, they are often applied in different courts and attract different procedures, and the rules for determining secured creditors and their priorities do not usually correspond. In such a situation two categories of secured creditors are distinguished – maritime and bankruptcy creditors, who often compete with each other.

The purpose of this research is to give answers to the above questions, by analysing parallel legal regimes and their coexistence, as well as to come up with desirable solutions to the conflict of applicable laws in Montenegrin legal practice.
PART II: THE WORK OF THE CMI

CHAPTER II - Maritime liens in a nutshell

Chapter II gives overview of maritime liens through their Historical origins (Subchapter 2.1), Definition, characteristics and legal nature (Subchapter 2.2), International framework (Subchapter 2.3), Enforceability - the major feature of maritime liens (Subchapter 2.4) and with special emphasis to Maritime privileges under Montenegrin legislation (Subchapter 2.5). Historical origins of maritime liens can be traced back to ancient Greek law, after which was codified in Digest of Justinian, transferred to Byzantine law a.k.a. the Basilica (9th century A.D.), and it was also well-known in medieval Italian City maritime codes. One of the very first judicial references to the liens was given by English Admiralty court in Hartfort v. Jones case (1698), where the security right was recognized in favour of the salver.

The best way to define maritime lien is through its own characteristics. Maritime lien is....

1) ...a privileged claim or charge...

In most maritime policies, maritime liens have the highest ranking - over mortgages, possessory liens and statutory rights of action in rem.

2) ...upon maritime property ...

Traditionally, maritime property is consider to be: ship, her appurtenances, cargo and freight, or other property once associated with a ship and the maritime adventure on which she was employed. Nowadays, the concept has been extended by the statute so as to include aircraft, when waterborne, and hovercraft, and property associated therewith.

3) ...for service render to it or damage done by it...

The main ratio for the supremacy given to the maritime liens lies in the fact that they secure claims for service render to or damage done by the ship. However, the list of maritime liens is limited, not all such services or damages are secured by the maritime lien. English law traditionally recognizes as so called maritime liens proper: Damage done by a ship; Salvage; Seafare's wages (including Master's wages), Master's disbursements and Bottomry and Respondentia.

4) ...accruing from the moment of the events out which the cause of action arises...

Unlike other types of security rights which dependent on the contract or judicial procedure, maritime liens arise from the moment ‘the circumstances gave birth to it’.

5) ...travelling with the property secretively and unconditionally ...

Described as invisible, secret, indelible or inalienable incumbrance, maritime liens are rights on the ship which will not be affected with a change of its ownership (except when such ship is sold in a judicial sale).

6) ...enforced by actio in rem...

The possibility to enforce the claim by the actio in rem is of great practical significance, because it gives rise to arrest the encumbered property and its subsequent judicial sale out of which the claim will be satisfied.

The relevant international conventions which govern the matter are as
follows: The 1926 and 1967 International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to Maritime Liens and Mortgages (both Conventions done by CMI) and The 1993 International Convention on Maritime Liens and Mortgages (jointly done by CMI, IMO and UNCTAD). Another creation of CMI which inevitably goes together with maritime liens are the Arrest Conventions (1952 and 1999), designed to unify various rules on the detention of a ship by judicial process for securing a maritime claims. In that way, *in rem* enforcement of maritime liens, as their mere essence, is provided.

As a country with civil law tradition, Montenegro recognizes the concept of maritime privileges over sea-going ships (terminological issue). Still strongly resting on former Yugoslav laws, the current regulation on maritime privileges is found in The Law on Maritime and Inland Navigation of Montenegro of 2008 as amended in 2011 and 2013 (referred to as: LMIN), which basically reproduced provisions of the 1978 Maritime and Inland Navigation Act of Yugoslavia. It is interesting that the law provisions almost fully implement the provisions of 1926 MLM, even though neither Yugoslavia, nor Montenegro now, became party to that Convention.

CHAPTER - III Overview of bankruptcy law
Divided into 3 subchapters, Chapter III expands separately the nature and purpose of bankruptcy procedure, its international background and bankruptcy procedure under Montenegrin legislation. Bankruptcy procedures in Montenegro are regulated by the Law on Bankruptcy of 2011 as amended in 2016 (LOB). The purpose of the procedure is clearly stated in Article 2 of the Law: “The bankruptcy procedure is conducted for the purpose of collective settlement of the creditors of the bankruptcy debtor, in case when he has the assets, by the sale of this property and the distribution of funds collected to the creditors.” The bankruptcy estate is managed solely by bankruptcy administrator; all litigations and administrative procedures against the debtor stay upon the commencement of the bankruptcy proceedings and no more security rights can be attached or enforced against the property of the debtor. Montenegrin Law recognizes two types of bankruptcy creditors, namely secured or non-secured, depending on the nature of the claim they have against the debtor at the moment of declaration of bankruptcy.

CHAPTER IV - Position of maritime liens under bankruptcy proceedings
Introducing the problem with General issues and conflicting points (Subchapter 4.1) and with Comparative solution analysis (Subchapter 4.2), Chapter IV gives a special emphasis to Particular problems recognized in Montenegrin laws and practice (Subchapter 4.3). With the commencement of bankruptcy procedure over the shipowner, the Pandora’s box is opened, and the possible overlap of different regimes of security rights requires significant level of regulation. Unfortunately, Montenegrin legislation and practice fail to answer the question
which legal regime will prevail in case of bankruptcy of a shipowner. The current situation can be seen from two different perspectives:

- **First scenario: prevalence of bankruptcy law**

If bankruptcy law prevails over maritime law, maritime claims secured by a lien should find their place under the provisions of the existing Law on Bankruptcy.

However, that causes possible problems in practice:

1. **Identification of maritime claimants - secured or non-secured creditors?**

   According to Article 53(5) of the LOB, maritime liens acquired 60 (or less) days before bankruptcy procedure is opened extinguish with the opening of the bankruptcy procedure, and such claimants are not considered as a secured bankruptcy creditors. That means that in reality, there would actually be more creditors whose claims arose (and therefore maritime liens attach) in the time when the insolvency of a debtor was already manifested and due to which their claims could not be satisfied. However, if the lienees do not manage to enforce their claims in total prior to 60 days before the bankruptcy procedure starts, such right will be completely neglected in the bankruptcy procedure! Ironically enough, general rules on maritime liens ranking give priority to the creditors who acquired their liens later (opposite to the prior tempore, potior iure principle), but in the case of bankruptcy, such liens even “cease to exist”.

2. **Competing with other secured rights**

   Even though the supremacy of maritime liens over other secured claims is guaranteed under Article 983 of LMIN, applicability of such provision from the perspective of bankruptcy procedure is disputable. If the provision is considered of a procedural nature only, it is applicable outside bankruptcy procedure, but without importance when the shipowner goes bankrupt. It remains also unclear if the maritime liens do not have the highest priority in the ranking, where would be their place in the distribution of ship’s assets - would it depend on the moment of their creation, like mortgages? Or maybe the fact that maritime liens do not require registration will place them after mortgages, hypothecs and other registered security rights.

3. **Maritime property as object of secured rights**

   According to Article 53 of LOB, secured creditors in the bankruptcy procedure are only the claimants having security rights over property of a debtor subject to registration. That means that the bankruptcy court would recognize secured rights on ships only, but not other maritime property. As a consequence, if the value of the ship is not sufficient for their satisfaction, maritime lienees are automatically deprived of the privileged position to satisfy their claims from other maritime property of a debtor.

4. **Procedural sale of ship**

   Bankruptcy administrator will decide if the ship is going to be sold in a separate procedure or together with other property of a debtor. In any case, all secured creditors can object to the sale proposed by the bankruptcy
administrator (Article 138), direct sale shall be previously approved by the creditors’ committee (Article 134(12)), and there is a wide leeway in decreasing the purchase price (Article 134(10) and (11)). Such sale procedures usually take time and unless the bankruptcy administrator is proficient in sale and purchase of ships, it is likely that it will lead to a significant decline of value of the ship (it should be recalled that the ship will be sold for the most favourable price, which does not always mean the best price).

5. Business activities of a shipowner in ongoing bankruptcy procedure
If the ship of bankrupted shipowner continues to carry on the commercial activities, it is unregulated if such incomes, if any, will form bankruptcy assets in general and therefore be subjected to deductions in the name of satisfaction of bankruptcy costs overall.

Legal status of the claims which arise from the ship’s operation during the bankruptcy will therefore appear as important, having in mind that they cannot be given a privilege of maritime lien (pursuant to Article 95 of the LOB, no more security rights can be attached or enforced against the property of the debtor upon the bankruptcy procedure is opened). The only category where such claims could be placed are the expenses of the procedure. The same would happen with the costs of the maintenance and repair of such ship. Therefore, are such expenses to be covered only from the value of the ship? If yes, is it justifiable, having in mind that the costs are at the risk of maritime creditors (as a creditors of a ship), but incurred in the interest of the bankruptcy asset overall, therefore for all bankruptcy creditors?

6. Ships non subject to registration
The LOB recognize as secured only creditors with secured rights over the property subject to registration. Therefore, maritime liens which attach to ships whose registration is not required (especially smaller ships), will not be recognized as a security rights within the bankruptcy procedure.

7. When maritime lienee is not a creditor of the bankruptcy debtor
The LOB does not contemplate the situation where the maritime lien is attached to the property for securing the claim against third person, not against the debtor - shipowner. That would typically be the case when the debtor, before going bankrupt, acquired the ownership over the ship which had already been encumbered by maritime liens. In such case, the creditors with maritime lien over the ship possessed but not owned by a bankruptcy debtor, would be obliged to provide appropriate evidence for their claim, within the specified deadline, and in case they fail to do so, their security rights extinguish. The further position of such creditors (priority, procedural rights, remedies etc.) remains unregulated by the Law.

9. No extraction
Right of extraction from the bankruptcy estate is given only to persons who have a legal title over the particular property, not to secured creditors.

- Second scenario: prevalence of maritime law
It is difficult to contemplate such scenario under the current regime. Simply because, one of the main consequences of the bankruptcy is a stay of all proceedings against the bankruptcy debtor and his assets. That means that no provision of the LMIN can prevent ships and other maritime property to become a part of bankruptcy assets and therefore be completely subjected to the jurisdiction of the bankruptcy court and rules applicable thereto.

CHAPTER V - Conclusions and Recommendations
Even though both established for the purpose of securing creditors, two different legal regimes in their interaction can actually result in the deprivation of maritime creditors’ rights, rather than their protection. Summa summarum, maritime liens are substantive, vested rights, and as such shall be neither subject to the recognition of bankruptcy administration, nor exposed to the variability of ranking rules.51
Few recommendations are given in Chapter V:
1. Starting point for harmonization of Montenegrin Laws shall be to amend the Law on Maritime and Inland Navigation by adding so-called overriding provision. Basically, Article 37(C) of the Merchant Shipping Act of Malta should serve as a good model for drafting such provision:
   „(1) All registered mortgages, any special privileges and all actions and claims to which a ship may be subject shall not be affected by the bankruptcy of the mortgagor or shipowner happening after the date on which the mortgage was created or the special privilege, action or claim arose, notwithstanding that the owner at the commencement of the bankruptcy had the ship in his possession, order or disposition, or was the reputed owner thereof, and such mortgage, privilege, action or claim shall have preference, on the said ship, over all other debts, claims or interests of any other creditor of the bankrupt or of any curator, trustee or receiver, acting on behalf of any other creditors. (2) Any judicial sale proceedings instituted by any registered mortgagee or privileged creditor shall not be interrupted or in any way hindered by any curator in bankruptcy, whether voluntary or compulsory, or any liquidator or receiver of the shipowner for any cause other than a cause that could be set up by the owner.”

---

51 Position of a seafarer in both scenarios exampli causa.
By transforming ships into ring-fenced assets, they would remain “untouched” by the bankruptcy regime and subject only to the rules of maritime law and separate enforcement procedure.

In one hand, such provision should reflect substantial aspect of maritime liens: by use of express statement that rights of maritime lienees shall not be affected by the bankruptcy of a shipowner happening after the date on which the security right was created and that maritime liens will take priority over any other creditors of a shipowner. Also, the provision should prohibit any kind of implications that opening of a bankruptcy procedure, actions of bankruptcy administrator etc. could have on the judicial sale initiated by the maritime lienees. The complete extraction of ships from the bankruptcy estate shall serve to preserve the existing security rights thereto - not only maritime liens, but also other security rights on ships (acquired by the operation of law, contract or judicial procedure).

Furthermore, not only ships shall be extracted from the bankruptcy estate, but also other maritime property in the virtue of Article 253 of the LMIN.

2. Having considered the application of the LOB of Montenegro as lex specialis, it appears that ring-fencing of maritime property shall be re-confirmed by providing an additional provision therein.

3. One more legislative action: to follow the European approach to the implementation of UNCITRAL Model Law: Montenegro would secure by its Laws that the opening of insolvency proceedings over a debtor located in another State shall not affect the rights in rem of creditors or third parties in respect of ships belonging to the debtor. That means that the stay of enforcement procedures over property of such debtor located in Montenegro, resulting from the recognition of foreign bankruptcy procedure in accordance with national Law, will not affect the enforcement of maritime claims. The previous solution shall also be carried out through the amendments of the LOB.

4. Any surplus on the sale of maritime property upon satisfaction of maritime claimants will be transferred to the bankruptcy administrator to take part into bankruptcy assets. This provision should be added to the amendments of the LMIN suggested above.

5. In case where only maritime property is found within the ownership of a bankrupt debtor, it should be left to the discretion of the bankruptcy judge whether the procedure shall temporary stay (until the ship is sold in separate procedure and secured creditor’s claims satisfied), or it shall be concluded in shortened procedure, on the grounds that there are no bankruptcy assets found for the satisfaction of the bankruptcy creditors. Basically, it will be decided on a case by case basis, so if estimated values of the ship and secured claims give rise to the reasonable expectation of any surplus, the bankruptcy procedure will probably wait for the outcome of such sale.

6. Encouraging mutual cooperation between bankruptcy and admiralty judges and other participants of described procedures.

The suggested inputs to the change of the domestic Laws are considered as simple legal solutions which do not require any additional effort, time or
costs for the State’s Administration. However, their practical implication is tremendous, because it would finally remove any ambiguity and uncertainty of the position of secured maritime creditors. By providing clear provisions in national Laws, there will be no space left for further interpretation by the courts and wrongful and unjustifiable deprivation of maritime lienees of their secured rights.
THE IMPACT OF ROSS AND ITS BROTHERS ON THE PROFESSION OF SHIPPING LAWYERS

Massimiliano Musi

The speech is aimed at analyzing the different ways in which Artificial Intelligence ("AI") is currently applied in the legal profession, focusing, in particular on the potential implications of new software such as Ross Intelligence, Kira Systems, LawGeex, Casetext and Ravel Law, for the lawyers operating in the shipping market.

Firstly, it should be considered that depending on the functions performed, the AI’s current legal applications can be divided into the following categories:

1. Prediction Technology
2. Legal Analytics
3. Due Diligence
4. Document Automation
5. Intellectual Property

However, for our purposes, the analysis is focused especially on the AI’s applications relating to legal research and contract review and the main purpose is to evaluate which are or could be the true benefits that a proper use of the AI could bring to the legal activities carried out by the lawyers operating in the shipping market.

In this context, if we consider the features of the contracts and, more in general, of the most commonly used maritime transport documents, it seems possible to conclude that an appreciable level of standardization takes place both in their content and in their structure and layout.

Indeed, being based mainly on formats, contracts, such as time and voyage charter parties, and transport documents are generally adapted by operators, stakeholders and lawyers in order to meet the needs of each single transaction and commercial agreement.

From one side, this circumstance clearly facilitates the AI’s applications in lawyer’s activity, especially in the preliminary phase of the document creation, when the support of an IT tool
can allow to use software templates to create filled out documents based on data input.

Moreover, remaining in the field of out-of-court activity, existing software, such as Kira Systems and LawGeex, are able to validate contracts providing suggestions for editing in case they fail to meet the standards.

Specifically, Kira System, thanks to its-built-in provisions models for general commercial terms, compliance and more, which are taken as a basis for making a comparison with contractual clauses specified by the lawyer, can underline all the contractual elements in contrast with standard contractual models and the law in force.

LawGeex, instead, is able to review contracts understanding the legal language and the economic impacts, in the relationship between the parties, of the words used. This is made possible by the combined use of the so called Legal Language Processing (LLP) and Legal Language Understanding (LLU) algorithms. In particular, the first one trains the neural network with as many contracts as possible, consequently the AI software learns to understand legal terms and to identify terminology-relevant clauses in the contract. The second one translates legal expressions into legal concepts, which help the AI to understand unfamiliar clauses.

Thus, it seems that for the lawyer involved in out-of-court activity, the benefits linked to the use of AI’s applications are mainly those related to the contract drafting phase and to the assessment of regulatory aspects.

That said, we should focus for a while on the role of the lawyer involved in the shipping market, which requires a preliminary specification based on the current tendency to widen the sub-practice areas related to the Maritime Law macro area.

Indeed, over the last twenty years, international trade has undergone a number of swift changes and innovations which have determined for the professionals the development of an ever-increasing number of added functions and technical expertise concerning an extended range of shipping sector related subjects.

In particular, nowadays, within the macro area of shipping, it is possible to distinguish a set of subjects that have not traditionally been associated with the pure Maritime Law, such as for example the M&A operations involving corporate entities active in the maritime transport sector. Thus, even in the out-of-court activity, the AI’s applications change, being involved also
in the drafting and processing of agreements far from the set of traditional contracts that are normally characterized by more common clauses and conditions.

If it is not easy for a software to discover, for example in the text of a ship’s sale and purchase agreement, the “deal breakers” that require a more sophisticated negotiation and that can be assessed only through a careful interpretation of clauses, it can be only imagined which could be the consequences of the lack of comprehensive interpretation’s functions of an AI in the preliminary phase of an M&A operation.

Indeed, focusing on the due diligence activity, even admitting the advantages of those AI’s applications that are able to cluster documents and to accurately extract some relevant elements from the unstructured text (e.g. names, dates, addresses, interest rates, terms), it seems difficult to understand how the software can guarantee the same accuracy of a human being in identifying significant risks that could impact the terms of the deal or put it in jeopardy.

Having that in mind, moving now to the area of judicial activity and starting from the initial stage of the litigation phase (which is the preliminary “desk side” of judicial proceedings) we can argue that lawyers can surely obtain advantages from the use of AI tools, aimed at facilitating the process of legal research by collecting relevant passages from a huge amount of legal sources or case law.

Indeed, in this phase, one of the key functions of the lawyer is to perform a meticulous reviewing of the facts along with a proper legal research, finding out all the norms and Courts’ decisions which could have an impact on the case, in order to assess his legal arguments.

Ross Intelligence is one example of how AI can play a prominent role when it comes to legal research. This innovative technology not only provides cases you are searching for, highlighting the most relevant information, but also finds out other cases related to the query and shows how they are linked to each other.

One of the most efficient profiles that characterize Ross Intelligence relates to the natural language search capability of the software that allows lawyers to phrase questions as they would ask them if they were talking to a colleague. The queries, indeed, can be typed into a search engine or spoken aloud with voice search, thus making interactions feel exactly like interaction with humans.
Finally, in the field of judicial activity, benefits for the legal profession can be obtained on the basis of prediction technologies that are able to foresee, with a good percentage of success in Common Law legal systems, the outcome of a litigation. This type of technology analyzes past legal reference data to provide insights into future outcomes. Such solutions are clearly favorable to evaluate a litigant’s probability of winning by being shown “the win rate” in a certain court, taking into account similar cases.

For instance, software as Ravel Law can identify the outcome of litigation on the basis of former relevant precedents memorized in data bases, and software as Casetext can help lawyers foresee the opposing counsel’s arguments by collecting the published papers that provide legal analyses about similar cases.

In light of the above considerations, it shall be noted that difficulties may arise, in the use of AI tools, during both the out-of-court and the litigation phase, with regard, in particular, to the preliminary stage of the dispute.

The interpretation of the contract can be problematic for AI’s software, due to the fact that the variation of even a single word can make a big difference and the software’s vocabulary can be not sufficiently extended as to recognize all the terms used in the different types of contracts. If we think, for example, to the shape and complexity of the charter parties, in their different forms, we can easily imagine how difficult it could be for a lawyer to teach the AI software all the legal terms and clauses that those agreements can contain.

Complications can also arise if we consider one of the main characteristic of Maritime Law, represented by the role of uses (soft law), which on the one hand have always a certain importance in the interpretation of norms and contracts’ clauses and, on the other hand, being not written can not be easily transmitted and taught to the AI.

Moreover, if we focus, for example, on disputes relating to cargo claims or ship arrests, a number of critical issues may arise, in the use of an AI tool, with regard to the identification of the different Parties’ obligations and liabilities, of the jurisdiction and applicable law and especially of the legal implications deriving from the detection of the time and place where the damages occurred (e.g. in case of a multimodal transport or of the presence of an insurance for the benefit of those it may concern). That said, considering the number of difficulties that may arise in this kind of disputes, it seems not easy to see the risk that AI can fully replace the role of human lawyers.
In conclusion, facing with the constant development of technology, further researches will have to be performed and further discussions will have to be held in the near future, in order to answer the million-dollar question: are lawyers dinosaurs on the way to extinction or to a new challenging evolution?
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TOOLS FOR MARITIME CASUALTIES INVESTIGATIONS

Bernardo Melo Graf

In first terms, reference should be made to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), in article 94 with referee to the Duties of the flag State in his paragraph 7 says:

“Each State shall cause an inquiry to be held by or before a suitably qualified person or persons into every marine casualty or incident of navigation on the high seas involving a ship flying its flag and causing loss of life or serious injury to nationals of another State or serious damage to ships or installations of another State or to the marine environment. The flag State and the other State shall cooperate in the conduct of any inquiry held by that other State into any such marine casualty or incident of navigation.”

Hence, the IMO took the task of carrying out a procedure for notification of maritime safety and casualties investigations that is carried out in accordance with the following legal instruments:

1. Code of International Standards and Recommended Practices for a Safety Investigation into a Marine Casualty or Marine Incident (Casualty Investigation Code), 2008 edition (resolution MSC.255(84)), paragraph 14.1, chapter 14 of the mandatory Part II;
2. Guidelines to assist investigators in the implementation of the Casualty Investigation Code (resolution MSC.255(84) (resolution A.1075(28));
3. Safety of fishermen at sea, resolution A.646(16), paragraph 3;
4. Reports on casualty statistics concerning fishing vessels and fishermen at sea, MSC/Circ.539/Add.2, paragraph 2;
5. Report on fishing vessels and fishermen statistics, MSC/Circ.753, paragraph 3;
6. Provision of preliminary information on serious and very serious casualties by rescue co-ordination centres, MSC/Circ.802, paragraph 3;
7. Guidance on near-miss reporting, MSC-MEPC.7/Circ.7, paragraph 4; and

The IMO Secretariat worked with the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) for harmonizing reporting procedures with the European Marine
Casualty Information Platform (EMCIP) and avoiding duplication of reporting.

Within the guidelines to assist investigators in the implementation of the Casualty Investigation Code we must obtain a sufficient amount of documents that for reasons of time we will not analyze in their entirety, but which we will refer to some of them in their practical approach and in such a way that we can better understand the approach that a smart machine might have with these to provide us in a fast and efficient way information relevant to maritime claims investigation and this way to help both the State Authorities and the lawyers in charge of defending the interests of each of the parties involved in these claims.

The following is a list of the documents to be produced:

Ship’s register
Current statutory certificates
ISM Code certification
Classification society or survey authority certificates Official log book
Crew list
Crew qualifications (see also 1.4 of these Guidelines) Deck log book
Port log, log abstract and cargo log book
Engine movement book
Engine-room log book Data logger print-out Course recorder chart Echo sounder chart Oil record book Soundings book
Night order book
Compass error book or records
Radar log book
Planned maintenance schedules
Repair requisition records
Articles of Agreement
Bar records - daily purchases - voyage receipts, etc. Records of drug and alcohol tests
Passenger list
Radio log
Ship Reporting records
Voyage Plan
Charts and record of chart corrections
Equipment/machinery manufacturer’s operational/maintenance manuals
Any other documentation relevant to the inquiry
For reasons of time we will no analyze each and everyone in this paper but will give some concepts and example to understand how machines will carry out this for us.

However, we need to know the tools that modern technology has for us for the practice of law and in particular maritime claims investigations, so we must first talk about artificial intelligence and for that purpose we need to know the different branches and subbranches of this discipline of science and for that we need a conceptual map, so that we can be clear exactly what we mean when we talk about artificial intelligence, machine learning, neural networks, big data or deep learning.

The concepts that we will study are usually understood or interpreted differently and therefore end up being used with great confusion.

Trying to give an exact definition of what artificial intelligence is, its a very difficult task since it is a concept that depends on the conceptualization of intelligence itself, which to this day, still has multiple and varied interpretations of this, so when we try to define what artificial intelligence is, we also encounter many authors who define it in their own way, Andreas Kaplan and Michael Haenlein define artificial intelligence as “the ability of a system to interpret external data, to learn from that data and use that knowledge to achieve concrete tasks and goals through flexible adaptation.”

As we can see, artificial intelligence is its branch of computing that seeks the creation of machines that can imitate intelligent behaviors, in other words assimilate data, study it and thus learn from it, resulting in actions that are not previously programmed but the result of assimilated knowledge.

These behaviors can be very diverse from driving vehicles to analyzing patterns, recognizing voices or analyzing documents, etc. there are many ways in which a machine can simulate intelligent behavior and we increasingly have examples of how in certain areas achieve higher human performance.

That doesn’t necessarily make them better or more capable than us, nor does it mean that lawyers are going to be displaced by artificial intelligences, but it does mean that our work will be different in the future.

To better understand, let’s look at a first classification of artificial intelligences that currently exist and are divided into two groups, weak and strong.

We mean that artificial intelligence is weak when we talk about those systems that can only perform a very limited set of tasks, for example no matter how much you have taught a computer to seek court resolutions, it will not be able to do something different like drafting a contract, which would not be the expected result, but on the contrary, strong type artificial intelligences refer to those that are able to apply to a wide variety of different problems and domains.

We have that within the field of artificial intelligence we can find different subcategories that respond to different intelligent behaviors for example if you look at the ability to move and adapt to the environment we mean the field of robotics or if we mean the ability to understand language we have the field of natural language processing (NLP) or the ability to perform speech-to-text conversion or text-to-speech conversion called Speech Recognition, all these capabilities make up branches of artificial intelligence, but yet if there is one of them that really defines us as intelligent agents is the ability to learn i.e. machine learning.

Machine learning is the subfield of computer science and a branch of artificial intelligence, which aims to develop techniques that allow computers learn. It is said that an agent learns when their performance improves with experience; that is, when the skill was not present in its genotype or birth traits.53

This is the branch of artificial intelligence that studies how to equip machines with learning capacity, understood as the generalization of knowledge from a set of experiences, this learning can be divided into three different groups learning 1) supervised; 2) Unsupervised and 3) reinforced, therefore we are already clear that machine learning is a discipline within the field of artificial intelligence but it is not any discipline, its a nuclear component that actually relates to the rest of categories.

It is common to confuse artificial intelligences with machine learning, but it is not the same to program a machine to perform a task, that programming it to learn how to do tasks, in other words it is different to read a Law, than to learn to interpret the same.

Within machine learning we find a new world where there are different techniques that serve to cover different types of applications for example we have techniques such as decision trees, regression models, classification models, clustering techniques and many others however one of the most popular over the last decade these are neural networks, the interesting thing about neural networks is that they are able to learn in a hierarchical way, lets say that information is learned by levels where the first layers learn specific concepts such as pencil, paper, pen and in the back layers, information learned previously is used to learn more abstract concepts such as a book, a dictionary, a document, this means that as we add more layers the information we learn is increasingly abstract and interesting and how many layers we can put because there is no limit and the trend is that these algorithms add more and more layers becoming more and so this increase in the number of layers and complexity is what makes these algorithms known as deep learning algorithms.

We can understand deep learning as the subbranch of artificial intelligence that learns from large volumes of information.

The complexity of these algorithms might seem unnecessary, but we are currently living in an era where the volume of information circulating on computer networks is abysmal and the trend is not to get rid of information but to accumulate it, because of the cheaper storage media is now a days and these large pieces of information are called “Big Data”, but it is also often referred to in the same way to the technique by which these large pieces of information are analyzed.

Having already spoken of each of the subdivisions of artificial intelligence, we are quick to give a few examples of concrete application to them, applying it to the some of the documents that we have listed of a maritime accident.

Certificates of competence.
In this case, we can apply the so-called Deep Learning, which is able to identify, by facial recognition of the photograph, whether the person is the same as to which the certificate of competence was granted and also know if within its capabilities is to carry out the tasks of the crew that is required by the ship for navigation.

Crew statements.

In this document you can apply what we know as Natural Language Processing NLP, to find similarities or differences between the different statements of the crew.
Nautical charts
Nautical charts can be subjected to Deep Learning analysis to obtain the ship’s navigation data before, during and after an event and thus with the help of augmented reality generate accurate simulations that may even be filed in court as evidence in many jurisdictions.

To all the documents of all maritime accidents we can apply Big Data technique in order to analyze, predict and prevent maritime accidents in the future.
Technology has been used as an important and complementary tool throughout time, and it has become more and more necessary in daily activities, including the exercising of different jobs and professions. Nowadays, artificial intelligence is our number one aid, we have become dependent to its use and it is present from the starting of our day, with a simple programmed alarm, to the dimming of lights in our apartments by the use of “Alexa” for instance.

Technology, great as it is, is able to follow commands that have been created by a human who codifies the devices’ behavior. This set of rules and codes, allows a machine to automatically solve a simple inquiry.

The programmer or codifier is the main director of this orchestra. This party is the one that implements all the information and procedures that the machine must follow, just by the mention of certain words or by a combination of sentences that had been previously analyzed and predicted by its creator. 54

Law is not an isolated field for technology’s implementation. Nowadays, we are exposed to different kinds of electronic contracts which seek to create an obligation in the least quantity of steps as possible. That’s where the term “Smart Contracts” comes to be defined. Smart contracts are considered as “self-executing agreements that exist as a set of instructions to a computer.”

Smart contracts have been defined by Nick Szabo as:

“A computerized transaction protocol that executes the terms of a contract. The general objectives of smart contract design are to satisfy common contractual conditions (such as payment terms, liens, confidentiality, and even enforcement), minimize exceptions both malicious and accidental, and minimize the need for trusted intermediaries. Related economic goals included lowering fraud loss, arbitration and enforcement cost and other transaction cost”

Smart contracts are a common current practice in which electronic commerce and contract law unify and get the chance to contact strangers located in different parts of the world in order to finalize a transaction.

These types of contracts need two elements to subsist which are: the use of cryptocurrency and essential programming language.

To be able to execute the conditions of a smart contract it is mandatory that the elements of the contractual relationship are codifiable and that they are connected to a computer system. Property like: cars, telephones, houses or intangible assets must be object of blockchain control. This means that these goods can be negotiated in a contract because they are interconnected to a codified system that belongs to the smart contract. In the case of breach of any of the codified agreements, the smart contract will automatically execute the penalties that are directly tied to the “smart property”. By using this types of contracts with smart properties, Trust increases and fraud and intermediary fees are reduced.

Smart contracts are a digital version in programming language of a traditionally written agreement. In it, the rules and consequences are defined, but the difference is highlighted in the fact that once the rules of the contract’s execution have been fixed, the execution does not respond to the will of the parties, but to the fixed rules of the program.

When a smart contract is enforced by the computer system, it doesn’t require a third party to penalize the individual that has breached the agreement. The system does it itself and for that to happen, all of its operation must be carefully programmed. It is noted that in this figure, there is no room for lack of prediction or coding which will take out the effectiveness for the application of this contract. Since at the minor absence of commands, the contract won’t be able to be enforced.

This brings us to another legal issue that could arise from the application of this agreement, interpretation of smart contracts.

**Interpretation**

Traditional contracts reflect human will and multiple scenarios that could result from this agreement between parties, but what happens when the faith of a contract is placed on the language that a computer system can solely interpret?

Smart contracts are elaborated with computer coding and not with human language. Computer coding could just be done by a professional with a level of expertise. This person is the one who is in charge of creating commands that are assimilated to the orders or rules by which the contract must be outlined. The rules given to this third party will not always be interpreted in the language of its proponent which could cause a mistranslation.

As a consequence, courts will have the duty to face the difference between written language and coding and also they’ll have the quest of looking for the intended purpose or meaning of the contract, which could
have been deformed by the translation from the computer programmer, who is not a legal consultant.

When mistranslation matters come along, judges will have to rely on basic interpretation principles (common or civil law) which will help them determine the final agreement by which the coding was elaborated. Judges could also count on the intervention of an expert computer programmer that could conclude if the smart contract matches the instructions issued by the contracting parties.

Rectification

*What does rectification mean?*

Rectification according to Guillermo Cabanellas is defined as the clarification of a truth that has been altered or modified by mistake or malice. It is also thought as the healing of a document.

As we all know traditional contracts are subject to mistakes, those mistakes could be done regarding the semantics of the contract or the will of the parties which has not been evidenced as it was intended to. This situation is not far from smart contracts.

Rectification in smart contracts is normally focused on the modification of the language used by the coder to have symmetry with the intention of the contracting parties. The information displayed in the contract must be the exact materialization of their previous agreement.

As in traditional contractual law the rectification could be done when there are inconsistencies between substantive agreements and its external expression. In the case of smart contracts, the English Contractual Law have developed two different views to analyze the nature of the intention of the contracting parties and they are the subjective and the objective view. The objective view focuses its importance in what a third party has understood from the agreement while the subjective view focuses on which was the real intended purpose of the parties initially, which will be the only hint to determine whether a mistake has been done or not. In Civil Law instead, the courts will focus only in substantive rules.

Therefore, the process of rectification applied in smart contracts shall be complex and it shall depend on whether it was initially written in programming code or if there was an agreement between parties that could serve as the grounds to the contract. This agreement could be used as a background in court to establish what the parties wanted to pursue.

To conclude, we are in a world that keeps evolving. Technology is the result of such evolution, and it is found everywhere currently. This means that different fields should move at the same rate and Law is not the exception. Even though, there are many legal loopholes today. Legislators and Courts should constantly work on creating and
modifying the legal framework that includes this phenomenon and that could be applicable to the different issues that arise from the use of new technologies, which in the near future will substitute traditional negotiations and contracts.
Autonomous Ships, by Morgane Roussel

THE IMPACT OF AUTONOMOUS SHIPS ON THE PROFESSION OF SHIPPING LAWYERS

Morgane Roussel

I. INTRODUCTION

Maritime law is a conservative area of law, were traditions are not easily discarded: some of its principles as the status of the master, liability in collisions or carriage of goods, limitation of liability were enunciated in the Ancient World. For two centuries, shipping industry is continuously evolving and integrating new technology (motorization, containerization) yet so far underlying concepts and practices have not been substantially affected, except maybe to adjust to the increasing environmental concerns.

However, these past two years the technological evolution has been so considerable, with the fast development of blockchain and unmanned ships, that it has more the appearance of a revolution. And while technology has long been considered as a tool for seamen, it is now witnessed that it is completely replacing them, with the design of ships free of any human interaction whatsoever and completely operated by highly sophisticated software technology, control algorithms and sonar radar.

But what impact would it then have on the profession of shipping lawyers? The first reaction would be that it will inevitably lead to a decrease of the number of accidents and marine casualties and thus of claims, and ipso facto the business of shipping lawyers, insofar as technology would be more reliable than human being, insofar as its behaviour is purely automated so that it would react equally in a same manner to any predefined event, while human behaviour differs, even in an identical situation, depending on the identity of the person in charge, its experience, psychology, mood, physical condition or other subjective parameters.

This would obviously bring shipping lawyers to consider diverting their activity within or outside the legal profession.

But when reflecting further, looking also back to past industrial revolutions in other fields which also carried similar predictions, that did not come true, autonomous ships may well, on the contrary, bring shipping lawyers to reconsider their understanding of civil law (1) to seek solutions so to adapt the maritime international conventions and national laws to the automated ships (2) and to enlarge their scope of knowledge and practice to cover other ancillary fields (3).
1. Reconsidering the Understanding of Civil Liability

The civil liability system, which is mainly based on the notion of risk and correlatively on human intervention will surely be disrupted, whether with respect of the nature and extent of the risks, the conditions of liability or the liable persons and associated liabilities.

The human behaviour plays a central role in the civil liability rules: most liabilities, in contract or in tort, are triggered by a human wrongful act or a negligence, a human breach of rules, or a human lack of due diligence and are aggravated if there is a human intent to cause a damage or recklessness, or reduced in case of mental or emotional disorders.

All these elements will disappear in the operational aspect of the maritime voyage.

As autonomous ships which navigate independently of human real-time decision making and on the basis of programs, it is difficult to find room for an assessment of fault (on part of the shipowner or his servants or agents) - unless the shipowner has failed to exercise due diligence in its operation and use of the autonomous ships or in relation to maintenance or software updates.

In fact, liability will have to be sought backstage with the actors behind the curtains.

Indeed, automated ships will surely imply an increased chain of contracts, between the owner, shipmanager, shipyard, software developer, electronic systems manufacturer, system operator, etc, with new duties and obligations on their shoulders related to maritime safety, navigational rules, sea environmental regulations, etc.

Shipping lawyers would then intervene upstream, for the drafting, negotiation and conclusion of the contracts, and, in case of incident, in the various litigations that would oppose the parties in contract, as well as in tort vis-à-vis the third party victim.

Besides, with the autonomous ships, if there is no crew on board, new staff will appear on shore, as the shore-based remote controller and/or alternatively the technology supplier actually involved in the supervision of the voyage and who may have influence on the navigation of the ship.

In any event, automated ships would anyway remain exposed to the inherent risks of a maritime voyage, i.e. natural (storm, fog, ice) and unpredictable events (fire, explosion), whereas artificial intelligence and deep learning would probably not be able to have the same intuitive feel.
for the situation and probably not be able to diagnose defects in order to limit the damage and whereas new risks such as cybercriminality, technology malfunctioning and communication risks will contribute further to the unpredictable character of the events that may be faced by the ship during a sea voyage.

2. To adapt the maritime international conventions and national laws

It is difficult to examine in depth all the concepts of the international conventions and national laws that would have to be reconsidered in the light of the substitution of the human element by the automated factor.

In this respect, the CMI is doing an important work of review of the most relevant conventions regarding the navigation of ships to ascertain whether and where amendments might be required to adapt them to autonomous ships (8 of the IMO conventions such as SOLAS, COLREGS, UNCLOS, MARPOL, STCW…).

We will outline rapidly 5 concepts:

- Collision
- Seaworthiness
- Limitation of liability
- Carriage of Goods

3. To enlarge the scope of knowledge and practice to cover other ancillary fields

In the light of the above, it is obvious that the development of automated ships any accident will also have an impact on the actual practice of shipping lawyers.

Surveys regarding incidents implicating automated ships, will now occur not only at the place of occurrence of the damage occurred or of location of the vessel, but also in the different sites where the technological systems are installed and/or operated.

They will also implicate aspects more technological than related to human behaviour, which will also widen the knowledge of shipping practitioners and bring them to develop the network of their surveyors.
With respect of the liability issues, shipping lawyers will have to widen their knowledge to cover IT liability, product liability, cybercriminality liability and the corresponding insurance polices, while intervening, outside pure litigation, to drafting IT contracts, support and contract managements, which they will have to adjust to the shipping regulations. The future is still here for shipping lawyers, until the advent of automated lawyers.
UNIFORMITY OF MARITIME LAW FROM
THE LATIN AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE

Ignacio Melo Graf

INTRODUCTION

The sole mention of this theme implies touching one of the most
complex points of the maritime legislations in the world.

It is well known that the approach to this problematic by the different
type of countries, people and customs by creating different legal systems
and further on sub-groups of those systems, implies reordering ideas in
modern times, considering several historic factors, the relationship with
other fields of the legal system ruling in the same country, the evolution
of those systems, the development of new legislations and International
Treaties during the XX century and the perspective to achieve in the
future, partial or totally said unification, that without forgetting the
main characteristic of Maritime Law, that is, its particularism that has
been well examined by great jurists, specially French, such as Valin,
Emerigon, Bonnecase, Ripert, Rodiere, amont others.

Neither can be bypassed that the unification of maritime provisions does
not stop with the unification of texts on the different topics, but after
such uniformity it must be complemented over the base of harmonic
interpretations between them as otherwise, the unification of legal texts
on this subject would loose sense, as they may have different meanings
depending on who and where they are applied.

Having this in mind, it is necessary to recur to the analysis from the
mentioned angles, regarding the different legislative systems and the
situation that prevails now regarding the more important themes of
this area of the law. It must be pointed out that the factors to which
I have referred before do not incide in the same way and in the same
proportion in all the cases, for which is necessary to value the degree
that they affect these circumstances in each particular case.

The comments hereby produced correspond to a country in Latin-
America which legislation is within the latin legislation system and that
have as a base or origin the European countries such as Spain, France,
Portugal, Italia and others. In that order of ideas, it must be reminded
that throughout time, the legislation in those countries has been forming
legislatives bodies that have marked historic milestones that can not be
forgotten, among which we can mention within the last millennium the “Consulado del Mar” (Consulate of the Sea), the “Roles de Oleron” (Rolls of Oleron), the “Guía del Mar” (Guide of the Sea) and most specially the “Ordenanzas de Colbert” (Ordinances of Colbert) of 1681 that has a significant influence in the Ordinances of Bilbao of 1727 that were also in force in some countries of Latin-America, as these countries became independent the Spanish legislation in force at the time remained in place, which in turn was inherited through the Napoleonic Code.

As complement of the above historic data, the Codes of Commerce in the XIX century of the different Latin-American countries had a full book titled of the Maritime Commerce, presenting a uniformity not seen before and in some cases, they contained identical articles.

The uniformity in those legislations was not due to the labour of jurists of the time to uniform maritime provisions, but in function of political reasons and due to the fact that these regulations originated from the metropoli-colonies situation that Spain and Portugal had over the Latin American countries, reasons which explain the historical momentum of such uniformity and its origin, but in nothing assist in actual times the new uniformity labour within circumstances and times totally different.

From the second part of the XX century an inverse current occurred, that broke the uniformity of the Latin American nations, that, in an attempt to modernize their legislations, enact new laws related to the maritime law and law of the sea that little by little leave the uniformity that prevailed in those legislations behind, such as the Argentinian Navigation Law, the Reforms of the Commerce Codes in the part of the Maritime Commerce in Chile, the promulgation of new acts, such as in Mexico 1963-1994-2006, Venezuela 2000, etc. Simultaneously those same Latin American countries adopted some International Treaties specially in themes in which the circumstances demanded, but not following a uniformity nor a consensus with the countries of similar legal systems, such as Latin America, and even less with other legal groups with whom the similarities were less.

The great increment of the world trade, as well as the tendency towards globalization, have forced to bring back to the international forums the theme of the uniformity of Maritime Law, not only on the level of legal groups but in general to all legal systems, which is the challenge we now face.
It is imperative to trace a clear strategy in which it is contemplated all the angles of the problem and in the stages in which realistically can be carried on.

Regarding this, we think that we are now before endless maritime regulations of remarkable asymmetry most of them, very advanced regarding the practice on the countries with a lot of maritime commerce and others that, due to circumstances beyond the countries, have been left behind, which takes us to a first problem, the need to armonice endless legal regulations, some that originate in countries in which the customs and habits have developed them in an accelerated way and others in which such customs and habits have been slower.

Neither we can ignore that the special circumstances in each country put forward diverse problems to reach this final goal and that is another of the obstacles to sort out, more than other because, as previously mentioned, the regulations of the Maritime Law must be in strict harmony with the Laws in force in the same space.

On the other hand, the different working groups in the Committee Maritime International have pointed out what is considered an important theme in Maritime Law and that is described in the International Working Group in the 2016 CMI Yearbook Volume II at page 261, we will refer to those topics in which most uniformity has been achieved and those in which there is still a long road ahead.

It is also important to mention that although the subject in discussion refers to the uniformity of the Maritime Law, all sources of the law must be included, such as the contracts and rules to which the parties subject themselves, not by law order but by their free will in certain commercial acts executed in the sea o through the sea and that certain international organism have drawn with name and code namer and that are updated by the same parties that carry commercial acts using this regulated contracts carrying on periodic revisions that grant the parties a legal frame updated and fair.

Regarding the rules of commercial nature for certain aspect of the conduct of men at sea, and that has been kept updated and uniform through the continuos work of certain international organisms such as the CMI and the ICC, to which we will refer later on, we must point out that some of this subjects can be revised by this international organisms without being an International Treaty or Convention therefore are easier to uniform in the legal context of certain maritime matters than the International Conventions that require much more formal and
complex forms both at international level and the internal level within the countries that ratify such Conventions,

**CONTRACT FORMS**

These contracts are designated under a name code, are periodically revised and updated according to the customs and habits and practices of the maritime commerce, therefore the uniformity of its clauses is given day by day by the agreement of the parties. This phenomenon is observed specially in the different charter parties forms.

In the matter of agreements in which only the free will of the parties is involved and not the public order regulations of the different countries, several private organisms such as BIMCO, observing the commercial practice and taking into consideration the rights and obligations of the parties have elaborated endless contracts that cover most of the maritime practice, such as BARECON 1989, 2001 and 2017; SUPPLYTIME 1989, 2005 and 2017; SALEFORM 1987, 1993 and 2012; NYPE 1993, 2015, etc.

In salvage matters there is the Lloyds Open Form, with 12 revisions, the latests in 1980, 1990, 1995 and 2011 that allow a fast response in dangerous situations in salvage.

**RULES**

We must also mention that the rules that exist referred to certain aspect of Maritime Law, such as York-Antwerp in general average, the International Commerce Terms (INCOTERMS) and others, are periodically revised in such a way to preserve the uniformity of certain commercial practices to which they refer to and, in all cases try to maintain a universal uniformity in this matters, although they have not the force of an International Treaty they do have a universal application by the pact of the partes that it is included in all the documents in which they are referred to, such as contracts of carriage which always refer the liquidation of any potential or possible general average according to Antwerp-York rules; or in cases of international sale-purchase operations normally refer to the obligations international commerce terms (INCOTERMS) and, as a consequence, in first place, the parties are clear as to the rights and liabilities of each of them and, second, the periodical revision of these rules maintain them up to date and looking for the best uniformity possible in its application.

In the case of York-Antwerp the texts have been revised and the last revisions have been in 1864, 1877, 1890, 1924, 1950, 1974, 1994, 2004

**LEGISLATIONS**

Regarding the uniformity of legislations we must point out the achievements of the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) signed at Montego Bay, Jamaica on December 10th, 1982, to the degree that, despite having multiple changes on traditional concepts, it is now one of the International Treaties with the most ample space application in the world.

The same can be said about the Safety of Live at Sea (SOLAS) treaty, which has been a great success in its ratification and application.

However, and despite above success obtained in those areas, it must be pointed out that there is not the same uniformity in several themes and where enormous efforts have been made by this Committee as well as other international bodies such as UN, UNCTAD, UNCITRAL, etc.; and perhaps the best example of this is the carriage of goods under bill of lading in which for many decades its legal frame was centered in the International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules for Carriage Under a Bill of Lading (Hague Rules 1924) and its amendments by the Visby protocol, and the protocol Special Drawing Rights (SDR) of 1979, ordinances that have been incorporated by 9 Spanish speaking countries.

However, when it was necessary the revision of this International Treaties, uniformity was lost and the regulations in this matter run in parallel by the Hamburgh Rules that correspond to the United Nation Convention on the Carriage of Goods by Sea, to which only 3 Latin American countries have incorporated, being these rules incompatible with the Hague-Visby Rules.

In an effort of unification of this rules, several International Organisms worked jointly to produce a new instrument to be executed as an International Treaty, which was named as the Convention on Contract for the International Transport of Goods in Whole or in Part by Sea, known in abbreviated form as the Rules of Rotterdam.

This document was signed on September 23rd, 2009 by 25 countries, none of them from Latin America, just Spain as Spanish speaking and until now it has not enter into force as its article 94 requires of the deposit
of 20 ratification, acceptance, approval or accession instruments, and only three from Africa and one from Europe has been received.

Much has been written about the regulations on this matter, specially since the dislocation produced during the revision of the Visby Protocol and the signing of the Hamburg Rules and the matter has been extensively discussed in all international forums, however we think that the actual state of this matter is far from having a happy ending or an harmonization or unification desired.

There are other themes that without the difficulty of that discussed before require also special attention for its unification, will refer only to some of them as it would be impossible a deep study of all.

In some cases the incident factors to achieve the uniformity refer to very special circumstances in the commerce or exploitation of the seas or the sea bottom, being these factors which at the end determine the adhesion of certain countries to the Conventions that affect such special circumstances, for example those countries with an extensive oil commerce, exploitation and traffic are directly affected by the CLC and FUND Conventions, etc.

Another of the subjects that are worth of a profound reflection is the Limitation of Liability. For a long time the differendum in this subject was centered in the legal systems that handled the limitation of liability under the basis of the Fortune de Mer while the Common Law systems limited the responsibility based on the tonnage of the vessels, situation that is now in the past, prevailing nowadays the limitation of liability based on the gross tonnage, as established in the LLMC convention of 1976 and is amendment protocol of 1996. In the world this liability system has prevailed while the Fortune de Mer is now almost not used anymore.

However, the LLMC has not had the ratification of Latin-American countries except for Mexico that has adopted the 1976 text, but not the amendment protocol and, on the other hand, Spain denounced the ratification of the 1976 text and adhered to the 1996 one, which implies a manifest rejection by Latin-America to this Convention. It is our opinion that from all the systems of limitation of liability, the mentioned text is the most adequate in this matter, being the reason of Mexico’s adoption.

In the matter of lien and mortgages in which for many decades the 1926 convention was in force and that now the 1993 was signed, the 1967 never went into force. The 1993 text entered into force on September
5th, 2004 and have entered as parties Ecuador, Peru and Spain, from the Spanish speaking countries. Mexico, despite that until now has not ratified the convention, since 1994 incorporated in its national legislation almost identically, the basics of said Convention, in the 1994 Navigation Act and the 2006 Maritime Navigation and Commerce Act, therefore we think that it should not present any mayor problems to the rest of the Spanish speaking countries as it will not affect the rest of their legislation and will indeed harmonize with it.

It is of special interest the International Convention an Arrest of Ships of 1999 as it reviews and revisits some if the topics of the 1952 Convention and that in fact we are of the opinion that it has any unsurmountable problems with the different legislative systems, for which, even when it has to date only 2 ratifications from the Spanish speaking countries, its text does not prevent the states the ratification, which is the case of Mexico that is seriously considering its adoption.

We could continue making general comments in other subjects of possible uniformity, however we believe that the most adequate avenue is to study case by case in depth, instead of just making general comments and to pursue a generalized system that contemplates the main factors that affect the harmonization of the systems that have legal structures with much difference between them.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In the harmonization, uniformity and unification efforts of the subjects of maritime law and law of the sea we estimate that we should take into consideration first, the legislative group to which each country belongs to, as the harmony of different branches of the law can not be lost against the unification of just one branch of the law with the rest of the countries and, in this case, regarding maritime law and law of the sea, the two main legal systems are the english system (Common Law) and the group of latin legislations, and to achieve the most common ground, it will allow to advance notably in the unification.

Other of the extraordinarily important points are the political considerations that prevail in each country and that affect the maritime legislations and the possibility of any agreement for harmonization effects with other countries with a different political situation, without loosing sight that, any modification, as occurred with the Hague Visby Rules, may give birth to contradictory international conventions that may potentially create greater divisions.
It is also of special importance to consider the particular circumstances of some countries, that force them to adopt or reject specific legal provisions of Maritime Law or Law of the Sea, as for example, in the countries with major oil movements regarding the CLC and the FUND.

Regardless of above, as before mentioned, there is not only an effort to unify the texts of laws and International Treaties, but also the efforts for unification must not stop in this but to try for those text to be interpreted in a uniform manner within the decisions of each countries Courts. We have observed that despite having clear texts, the interpretation criteria have not been uniform a hundred percent and although the cases of discrepancies are not much, the tendency must be to search also for this uniformity in interpretation, being our opinion that, in some form, either in the introduction or in the signature of the treaty or any other related document or in the texts, to look for clear interpretations that leave no place for doubts.
A LATIN AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE
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Abstract

Usages and customs of maritime navigation and trade were the primary source of maritime law, as well as the first tool to procure its uniformity. Below international conventions and national legislations, usages and customs remain a secondary source of maritime law. However, this depends on the wording of national provisions concerning the sources of this field of the law. This article analyses the role of usages and customs as a source of maritime law in several Latin-American countries and presents a possible solution to recover their importance, in the context of the work conducted by the Comité Maritime International on this subject.
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Introduction

The purpose of the International Working Group of the Comité Maritime International – CMI – on the Lex Maritima is to advance a systematic and orderly compilation of the general and internationally accepted principles of maritime law, in order to have a tool for consultation, interpretation and application of maritime law and practice in all jurisdictions.

The Lex Maritima is a set of principles, usages and customs of maritime law. Many of them have existed for centuries and have even been considered as legal rules in many jurisdictions. Accordingly, they have been incorporated in international treaties, national laws, judicial decisions, doctrine, non-binding guidelines, model laws and generally accepted practices among the international maritime community.

Nevertheless, these principles, usages and customs of maritime navigation and trade have not yet been identified and compiled in a systematic and organized set of rules. It is for this reason that the CMI has pursued this endeavor.

It is a well-known fact by those who have either studied or practiced maritime law that this field of the law was born and developed precisely from the usages and customs of maritime navigation and trade. Very early in time, indeed, they were been incorporated into written sets of rules, such as the “Rooles de Oleron” or the “Consulado del Mar” of Barcelona. Following the appearance of the first national States, and the enactment of their constitutions and national maritime codifications, usages and custom have lost the place they used to have as the original sources of maritime law.

Despite this circumstance, it does not mean that usages and custom have lost their importance or that they are not anymore a source of maritime law. On the contrary, they are still present and contribute permanently to rules of behavior and the regulation of maritime activities, as it is recognized by doctrine and case law. However, their current importance within the sources of maritime law depends more and more on the way they are provided as such in national legislations.
This makes it necessary to briefly examine the maritime legislation of some Latin American States. Therefore, in order to attempt an identification of the *Lex Maritima* in Latin America (II), this article will first refer to national laws regarding the sources of maritime law in several Latin-American States with a particular focus on whether usages and custom are provided for as sources of maritime law therein and their place among them (I).

## I. Usages and Custom in the Maritime Laws of Some Latin-American States

Most maritime legislations, including those of Latin-American States, refer to usages and custom of maritime navigation and trade in several provisions regarding different aspects of these activities. Thus, it is reasonable to start this examination by stating as a preliminary fact that usages and custom can currently be considered as sources of maritime law.

This article will not refer to these punctual provisions. It will not examine how commentators and judicial authorities have interpreted and applied (respectively) usages and custom as sources of maritime law either.

Instead, the scope of this article has been limited to three issues: first, whether the maritime codes (or, in their absence, their maritime laws) of some Latin-American States set forth the sources of maritime law; second, whether usages and custom are included among the sources of maritime law; and, third, whether there is a hierarchy of these sources in which usages and custom occupy a certain place.

Not all Latin-American legislations include usages and custom as a source of their maritime law. The maritime laws examined in this article have been limited to those of certain countries precisely because a study and analysis of the maritime laws in every Latin-American State falls out of the scope of this article. Accordingly, the Latin-American maritime laws examined in this section are those of Argentina (A), Chile (B), Venezuela (C), Mexico (D) and Colombia (E). Even though Spain is not a Latin-American State, its maritime laws were considered herein as well due to its cultural and historical importance among Latin-American States (F).

---

57 According to the definition found in the Spanish dictionary of the Royal Academy of the Spanish Language (*Real Academia de la Lengua Española*), the word “Latin-American” is the name given to the “group of countries in America which were colonized by Latin nations, namely Spain, Portugal or France”. Nevertheless, countries whose official language is either Spanish or Portuguese or where either of these languages is the most frequently spoken. Consequently, the following countries are considered Latin-American in this article: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Panama, Peru, Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic, Uruguay and Venezuela.
A. Argentina

Article 1 of the Argentinian Navigation Act (Law 20.094 of 1973) sets forth a rule regarding the sources of maritime law, as follows:

*Article 1. Applicable law. – Every legal matter originated in the navigation on water is governed by the rules set forth in this act, those provided for in other laws and regulations and by usages and custom. In the absence of applicable maritime law rules, and as long as analogy does not allow to arrive to a solution to the matter, common law will be applicable.*

In other words, usages and custom are sources of Argentinian maritime law, but are found below laws and regulations in the hierarchy of these sources. This article also means that Argentinian law displays a tendency towards the autonomy of maritime law, as is within this filed of law that solution to any matter arising out of maritime activities must primarily be sought. Usages and custom are only ancillary sources under Argentinian maritime law, as well as the analogy of the rules of the Argentinian Navigation act. Only when a solution cannot be found in accordance to these rules common law will be applicable.

B. Chile

Article 1 of the 1978 Chilean Navigation Act sets forth two paramount features of Chilean maritime law: its specialty and its autonomy. According to this article, every maritime activity is governed by the special rules set forth therein, which prevail over every other maritime rule:

*Article 1. – All the activities which are part of (or are related with) navigation will be governed by this act and the rules herein will prevail over any other maritime law rule in force.*

Thus, the Chilean Navigation Act does not mention usages nor custom among the sources of Chilean maritime law. This does not mean that custom is not a source of Chilean law. Article 5 of the Chilean Commercial Code, indeed, states that “commercial practices fill the silence of the law when they are uniform, public, generally executed either nationwide or in a specific place and reiterated during a long period of time, which will be determined by commercial tribunals.”

---

58 Chilean Commercial Code. Art. 4th. Commercial customs fill the silence of the law, when
However, this is a reference to custom in general, instead of maritime custom in particular.

Book Third of the Chilean Commercial Code (Maritime Navigation and Trade) sets forth a rule concerning the proof of maritime custom, which allows an easier application to the matters governed by this book. This rule is contained in Article 825, according to which:

Article 825. In the matters within the scope of this Book, custom can be proven, other than the forms mentioned in Article 5 of this Code, by reports of experts, which will be duly analyzed by the judge in accordance with the rules of reasoned judgement.

This provision does not refer to maritime custom as a source of maritime law. It only simplifies the issue of its proof so such custom will be able to fill the silence of the laws, as provides for in Article 5th of the Code of Commerce.

Therefore, usages and custom might be applied as sources of maritime law in Chile law, by virtue of the general provisions of commercial law. But neither the Chilean Navigation Act nor the Book III of the Chilean Commercial Code provide for custom as a source of maritime law. The latter only sets forth a rule regarding its proof.

C. Venezuela

The maritime law sources regime in Venezuela is set forth by Article 3 of the Maritime Commerce Act of 2001 (Official Gazette № 5.551 of November 9, 2001). This provision states the following hierarchy of maritime law sources:

1. First of all, the Maritime Commerce Act will be applied.
2. Then, regarding issues related with foreign legal systems, the following rules shall be applied:

   a. Standards of public international law on the subject, particularly those established by international treaties in force in Venezuela;

   b. In their absence, Venezuelan international private law rules;

   c. In their absence, analogy;

   d. Finally, generally accepted principles of International Private Law.

Similarly, Article 4th of the 2001 Maritime Commerce Act provides that “in matters governed by this decree-law, the facts or elements that constitute custom may be proven before the competent authority by the opinion of experts”.

In addition, Article 2 of the 1998 Navigation Act (Extraordinary Gazette № 5.263 of 17 September, 1998) expressly provides for the prevalence of international conventions ratified by Venezuela over its own provisions.

In short, Venezuela’s maritime legislation also does not provide for maritime custom and usages as sources of maritime law. Article 4th of the Maritime Commerce Act only provides a special system for its proof by the opinion of experts.

In this sense, just like the case Chile, it is necessary to refer to general commercial law in order to apply maritime custom and usages as sources of Venezuelan maritime law. Article 9th of the Venezuelan Commercial Code, indeed, provides that custom is a subsidiary source of the law in the absence of a solution given by the principal sources of the law in a given matter.

---

60 Article 2. –The provisions or stipulations contained in international treaties or conventions that oblige Venezuela will prevail, in the relevant matters, over the provisions of this act.
61 Article 9. – The customs of commerce fill the silence of the law when the facts are uniform, public, usually carried out in the country or in a specific community and repeated for a long period of time that will be determined under the discretion of the Commercial Courts.
D. Mexico

The Mexican maritime law sources regime is provided for by Article 6 of the 2006 Maritime Navigation and Commerce Act. This article sets forth a clear hierarchy among these sources:

1. Mexico’s Maritime Navigation and Commerce Act of 2006, its regulations and international treaties, predominantly. In the absence of a special rule applicable among them, the following shall be applicable.

2. The National Property General Act;

3. The Federal Sea Act;

4. The Ports Act;


6. The Federal Economic Competition Act;

7. The Federal Administrative Procedure Act;


10. The Federal Labor Act; and

11. International maritime custom and usages.

Article 264 of the 2006 Maritime Navigation and Commerce Act provides some remarkable rules for the interpretation of maritime laws and maritime contracts. The second paragraph of this article provides that judicial and administrative authorities shall consider the uniformity of maritime law in their decisions and administrative acts when interpreting international treaties and according to this paragraph. In addition, it provides that they shall also consider the uniformity of maritime law when interpreting internationally accepted contracts or standard clauses, while checking in their decisions and administrative acts that the contract or clause content corresponds to their obligational content as it is accepted in the international community.
Thus, the Mexican Maritime Navigation and Commerce Act of 2006 expressly includes international maritime custom and usages as a source of the Mexican Maritime Law, without any need to recurring to the commercial law provisions. I would like to emphasize, on one side, that Mexican law refers to international maritime custom and, on the other side, that they are deemed as a direct source of their maritime law, with the hierarchy mentioned in Article 6 of the rules set forth in this Act.

**E. Colombia**

Colombia has no Maritime Navigation and Commerce Act. The current maritime legislation is disarticulated, incomplete and outdated.

Colombian Maritime Law is mostly found in the Code of Commerce of 1971; but its content and structure were already outdated in front of the international legal developments by the time of its enactment. Another important part of the Colombian Maritime Law can be found in the Decree Law № 2324 of 1984; even though his decree has been of great importance for the strengthening of the Maritime Authority, it shows evident needs of actualization is aspects such as the applicable procedure for the investigation of incidents, accidents and maritime casualties, the regime of fines and sanctions, the administrative regime of the ship and naval artifacts, the shipbuilding activities and marine and coastal explorations, among other subjects. There are other Acts regulating some aspects of the maritime industry, such as Act 730 of 2001 regarding ship’s registration and the Act 658 of 2001 on pilotage service. Both Acts have been criticized and they also need to be reviewed and updated.

As mentioned before, Colombian Maritime Legislation is incomplete, disarticulated and outdated.

Incomplete, because there is no an integral and comprehensive regulation of the subject, since Colombia does not have laws on very important aspects of the maritime navigation, such as the towage contract, wreck removal, off-shore activities, as well as tourist sporting and recreational navigation among others. It is disarticulated, since it does not have a system of principles and sources to allow the interaction of Colombian Maritime Law with other fields of law.

Colombian Maritime Law is outdated for three reasons: Colombia has yet to ratify several international conventions that other countries have long ratified. Colombian Maritime Legislation does not provide for subjects and figures of maritime navigation of widespread acceptance not only in the international community, but also in national maritime trade (such as the protective agent of the ship, the effective carrier, the port handling contract, etc.). Finally, almost all of its legislation predates the political constitution of 1991 and the economic liberalization undertaken by
Colombia since 1990. This implies that this legislation is not harmonized with the current constitutional order, which has been in force for 25 years, nor with the tendencies favorable to economic integration and globalization, which have marked Colombian economic policy since the same period.\textsuperscript{62}

The foregoing considerations mean that Colombia does not have its own system of Maritime Law sources. In addition, there are also no normative provisions providing for usages and custom as sources of its Maritime Law.

Usages and custom are only provided as sources of commercial law, according to articles 3\textsuperscript{rd}, 5\textsuperscript{th} and 7\textsuperscript{th} of the Colombian Commerce Code\textsuperscript{63}. Then, by way of the general commercial law, usages and custom of maritime navigation and commerce may become a source of maritime law.

In Colombia the custom has the same authority than the law, as soon as it is neither manifestly nor tacitly contrary to the law and that the constitutive facts of the same are public, uniform and reiterated where the obligations are to be fulfilled or where the relationships governed by such custom originate (art. 3\textsuperscript{rd} of the Code of Commerce). In addition, custom also has an interpretative function, since it is used to determine the meaning of technical words or phrases of commerce and to construe commercial behaviors and conventions (art. 5\textsuperscript{th} of the Code of Commerce). Finally, international trade custom which meet the requisites of publicity, uniformity and iteration may apply in subsidiarity to national law and local custom.

\textsuperscript{62} Colombian Maritime Law has not always been dispersed and disarticulated. Before 1971, on the contrary, Colombia had a Maritime Commerce Code, which entered into force in 1870, was reformed in 1873 and adopted as the Law of the Republic by Law 57 of 1887. This Code fully regulated the matter and provided for the existence of commercial courts, whose mission was to apply the Code; this was a normative collection that, at the time (but still today) constituted a true Colombian Maritime regime, whose study and analysis are beyond the scope of this article.

\textsuperscript{63} Article 3. Validity of Commercial Custom. The Trade Custom will have the same authority as the commercial law provided, as long as it does not contradict it manifestly or tacitly and that the constituent facts of the same are uniform and reiterated public in the place where the benefits are to be fulfilled or arose the relationships that they must regulate.

In the absence of local custom, the general of the country will be applied, provided that it fulfills the requirements set forth in the previous paragraph.

Article 5. Application of Commercial Custom. The trade customs will be, in addition, set forth in determining the meaning of the words or technical phrases of the trade and interpreting of the trade acts and agreements.

Article 7. Application of International Treaties, Conventions and Customs. The International Trade Treaties or Conventions not ratified by Colombia, International Trade Customs that meets the conditions of Article 3, as well as the general principles of commercial law, may be applied to commercial matters that cannot be solved according to the preceding rules.
However, Colombian legislation does not have a special rule that provides for the application of usages and custom as a source of maritime law, nor special mechanisms for its proof, accreditation and compilation.

Currently, the Colombian Maritime Authority (DIMAR, for its acronym in Spanish), is promoting a comprehensive reform of Colombian Maritime Legislation. It has proposed a preliminary draft of the maritime code for consideration by the maritime industry, in order to receive comments, suggestions and contributions, with the good purpose of seeking a consensus regarding the best and most effective way to modernize Colombian Maritime Law. Regarding the subject of this writing, article 4 of the third version of this draft (published on September 26, 2019 on the DIMAR website: www.dimar.mil.co) provided for usages and custom as a source of maritime law, after the political constitution, the “international instruments” (instead of international conventions), the law (in the broad sense, not in special maritime law) and the valid stipulations of the parties.64

In my opinion, the wording of this article relating usages and custom as sources of Colombian Maritime Law in this preliminary draft can be improved because even if it provides for a hierarchy in accordance with the Colombian legal order, it is essential to replace “international instruments” as a source of maritime law to international conventions as source of this field of the law. In addition, it is necessary to clarify the reference to the special maritime law as a source of Colombian maritime law, and not to the law in general, in order to aim for the autonomy of maritime law. Fortunately, this is only a preliminary draft which, and DIMAR is receiving and analyzing the comments on this text, therefore, I hope that the necessary adjustments can be still changed regarding this initiative on this and other respects.

F. Spain

As it has been said before, although Spain is not a Latin-American country, a brief analysis of its legislation has been included for two reasons: first, for its obvious historical and cultural influence in the region; and secondly, because Spain has adopted the most recent maritime navigation law among Spanish speaking countries, by Law 14 of 2014.

Article 4. Sources: The Colombian Maritime Law sources are:
The Political Constitution of Colombia.
The international instruments approved by Colombia.
The Law.
The valid provisions of the arties.
The international and national maritime custom.
The mercantile custom.
Spanish law provides for a system of sources and interpretation of maritime law, the first of which establishes the following hierarchy of sources:

1. The rules of international treaties ratified by Spain and those of the European Union which govern the same matter.
3. In supplementary form, the complementary laws and regulations.
4. In a supplementary form to the previous sources, the usages and custom relating to maritime navigation.
5. In the absence of all other sources, the analogy and Common Law.65

I would like to emphasize on the equally important rule of interpretation provided for in the second paragraph of this article, as follows:

“2. In any case, for the interpretation of the rules of this law, the regulations contained in the international treaties in force in Spain and the convenience of promoting uniformity in the regulation of the matters which are their object will be attended”.

It means that the Spanish Maritime Navigation Act of 2014 clearly states that its interpretation must always be in accordance with the content of the international conventions in force, and must be construed and applied having regard to the convenience of promoting the uniformity of maritime law.

Thus, the Spanish Maritime Navigation Act of 2014 expressly provides for the usages and custom of maritime navigation as being a source of Spanish maritime law, in a supplementary form to the Act itself. It also sets forth a very important rule of interpretation the aim of which is to promote the internationality and uniformity of maritime law.

II. The Lex Maritima in Latin-America

Two trends can be observed with regard to usages and custom as the main or secondary source of maritime law in Latin-America. The first
consists in expressly providing for their application in special Navigation or Maritime Commerce Acts. This is the case for Mexico and Spain. The second one, consists in referring to the provisions of general commercial law relating to the custom of trade and, by this means, to include the usages and custom of navigation and maritime trade. This is the case of Chile, Venezuela and Colombia.

The first tendency may be more suited to the specialization and autonomy of maritime law than the second one. In fact, it is far more convenient for this purpose to provide expressly in the national maritime legislation that usages and custom of the maritime and trade commerce are primary or secondary sources of maritime law. It is also recommendable to provide for specific rules on proof, accreditation and collection of maritime usages and custom.

Finally, as it is the case of Spanish and Mexican legislation, it seems advisable to provide expressly that the application and interpretation of maritime navigation laws and international maritime conventions must consider the international nature of the maritime law and the convenience of promote its uniformity, for which national and international doctrine and jurisprudence should also be considered.

A. Towards a system of maritime law sources which includes usages and custom

For this purpose, I would like to suggest, as a first alternative, to create and enact special rules expressly including the usages and custom of maritime and commerce navigation as a primary or secondary source of maritime law. It can be done by amending the current navigation and maritime commerce acts for the countries that have such a special maritime law legislation. For the countries that do not have it, then it would be necessary to enact special laws on the subject with a particular system of sources with the same provision.

Based on the navigation laws of Mexico and Spain, very succinctly, a possible system of maritime law sources could provide for the following hierarchy:

1. The Political Constitution.
2. International Conventions ratified by the country.
4. The decrees and regulatory resolutions of the Maritime Navigation Law.
5. The stipulations of the parties which are not contrary to a mandatory rule.

6. The usages and custom of navigation and maritime commerce, including the usual stipulations of standard contracts.

7. The analogy applied between the laws and other special sources of maritime law.

8. Jurisprudential (case law) precedents, for countries with case law precedents system.

9. Common law, defined as the rules of other fields of the law, such as commercial law, labor law, administrative law, civil law and criminal law, with their own rules concerning the application of analogy, jurisprudence and usages and custom.

B. Functions of Maritime Usages and Custom

Depending on the legal system of each country, maritime usages and custom may have at least the following functions:

a. Creative function of maritime law: In the event that there are gaps in navigation laws or, more generally, in maritime rules, usages and custom will have the same authority as the law, as soon as they fulfill the required conditions of publicity, uniformity and reiteration, and that their accreditation and proof can be completed in accordance with the legislation of each country.

b. Interpretive function of maritime law: Usages and custom serve as a means of interpreting technical words and phrases in maritime matters, as well as the terms of a maritime contract and specific acts of navigation.

C. Proof, Compilation and Accreditation of Maritime Usages and Custom

Each country has specific rules concerning the proof, collection and accreditation of maritime usages and custom. These rules are usually provided for by their commercial code or their procedural codes. However, the maritime legislation of each country should also have these characteristics:
a. Evidence of maritime usages and custom through testimonies from traders, sailors and seafarers, among others.

b. Accreditation of usages and custom by chambers of commerce, maritime chambers, trades exchanges or other similar institutions.

D. Suggestion of a Possible Working Plan

In order to achieve an organized, reliable and referable system of international maritime usages and custom, which could be projected as a source of international maritime law, a possible work plan could include the following actions:

3. Creation or modification of specific provisions concerning the sources of maritime law to expressly include maritime usages and custom.


5. Accreditation of maritime usages and custom, for their easy reference, consultation and application to specific cases, through the relevant rules of each country, preferably with the participation of chambers of commerce, maritime chambers, trade exchanges or other similar institutions.
IMO CIVIL LIABILITY AND COMPENSATION CONVENTIONS: WHY MORE LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES JOIN AND IMPLEMENT

Jan de Boer

Objective
The objective of my presentation is to provide for a comprehensive overview of the IMO civil liability and compensation conventions, in particular the 1992 Civil Liability Convention, the 1992 Fund Convention and the 2010 HNS Convention. Thereby I will also highlight the relevant legislation that is needed for complying with these international maritime instruments.

IMO’s global regulatory regime is essential for the safe and secure operation of shipping and the preservation of the oceans and atmospheric environment. Therefore, it is also essential that IMO Member States ratify and fully enforce all relevant IMO liability instruments which provide for prompt and adequate compensation in the region.

This concerns the following conventions:

• 1992 International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (CLC 1992)
• 2003 Supplementary Fund Protocol (FUND PROT 2003)
• International Convention on Civil Liability for Bunker Oil Pollution Damage, 2001
• 1989 Salvage Convention
• Athens Convention relating to the Carriage of Passengers and their Luggage by Sea (PAL), 1974, and its 2002 Protocol
IMO Civil liability regime – general information and historical background

IMO is primarily concerned with the safety of shipping and the prevention of marine pollution, but the Organization has also introduced regulations covering liability and compensation for damage, such as pollution, caused by ships. The Torrey Canyon disaster of 1967, which led to an intensification of IMO’s technical work in preventing pollution, was also the catalyst for work on liability and compensation. Many different liability and compensation conventions were concluded from the 1969 Civil liability convention on oil pollution by ships (CLC) and the supplementary 1971 FUND Convention up to the Nairobi International Convention on the removal of wrecks, 2007. All these liability regimes contain some similar fundamental principles of liability:

- **Strict liability of the shipowner:** the registered owner of the ship in question is strictly liable to pay compensation following an incident involving HNS. This means that he is liable even in the absence of fault on his part. The fact that damage has occurred is sufficient to establish the shipowner’s liability provided there is a causal link between the damage and the HNS carried on board the ship.

- **Limitation of liability:** the shipowner is normally entitled to limit his liability under an amount calculated on the basis of the units of gross tonnage (GT) of the ship.

- **Channelling of liability:** the provisions of many Conventions preclude claims for compensation being brought against individuals other than the shipowner. By requiring claims to be pursued against the shipowner, who must also take out insurance to cover such claims, it is clear who the person responsible for pollution damage is.

- **Prompt and adequate compensation:** the purpose of which is to provide adequate, prompt and effective compensation for loss or damage to the environment, and under some conventions also for damage to persons, property etc.

- **Funds for compensation:** the shipowner is liable for the loss or damage up to a certain amount, which is covered by insurance (1st tier). A compensation fund (IOPC Fund or HNS Fund) will provide additional compensation when the victims do not obtain full compensation from the shipowner or the insurer (2nd tier). The HNS Fund will be funded by those companies and other entities which receive HNS after sea transport in a Member State in excess of the thresholds laid down in the Convention.
The 1992 Civil Liability & Fund Conventions and the 2003 Supplementary Fund Protocol

As mentioned above, the background of the creation of the regime was the incident of the ship Torrey Canyon which caused an unprecedented scale of pollution damage, impacting coastlines, fishing waters and the livelihoods of many victims. This incident exposed a number of serious shortcomings, in particular the absence of an international agreement on liability and compensation in the event of such a spill. It led the international community to establish, under the auspices of the IMO, a regime for pollution damage caused by spills from oil tankers. The purpose of this regime is to provide compensation to victims of pollution damage (including preventive measures) caused by ‘persistent oil’ from ships (tankers) through uniform international rules. The framework for the regime was originally the 1969 International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (1969 Civil Liability Convention) and the 1971 International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage (1971 Fund Convention). This regime was amended in 1992 by two Protocols, and the amended Conventions are known as the 1992 Civil Liability Convention and the 1992 Fund Convention. The 1992 Conventions entered into force on 30 May 1996 and now form the current regime. The 1971 Fund Convention ceased to be in force on 24 May 2002 and the International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 1971 (1971 Fund) ceased to exist with effect from 31 December 2014. A large number of States have also denounced the 1969 Civil Liability Convention.

The 1992 Civil Liability Convention

The 1992 Civil Liability Convention represents the first tier of compensation and governs the liability of shipowners for oil pollution damage resulting from spills of persistent oil from tankers. The Convention lays down the principle of strict liability for shipowners and creates a system of compulsory liability insurance. The shipowner is normally entitled to limit its liability to an amount which is linked to the tonnage of its ship.

Scope of application

The 1992 Civil Liability Convention covers pollution damage suffered in the territory, territorial sea or exclusive economic zone (EEZ) or equivalent area of a State Party to the Convention. The flag State of the tanker and the nationality of the shipowner are irrelevant for determining the scope of application. ‘Pollution damage’ is defined as loss or damage caused by contamination. In the case of environmental damage (other than loss of profit from impairment of the environment) compensation is restricted to costs...
actually incurred or to be incurred for reasonable measures to reinstate the contaminated environment.

The notion of pollution damage includes measures, wherever taken, to prevent or minimise pollution damage in the territory, territorial sea or EEZ or equivalent area of a State Party to the Convention (‘preventive measures’). Expenses incurred for preventive measures are recoverable even when no spill of oil occurs, provided that there was a grave and imminent threat of pollution damage.

**Strict liability (Article III of the 1992 CLC)**

The owner of a tanker has strict liability (i.e. the owner is liable also in the absence of fault) for pollution damage caused by oil spilled from its tanker as a result of an incident. The owner is exempt from liability under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention only if it proves that:

1. the damage resulted from an act of war or a grave natural disaster, or
2. the damage was wholly caused by sabotage by a third party, or
3. the damage was wholly caused by the negligence of public authorities in maintaining lights or other navigational aids.

**Limitation of liability (Article V of the 1992 CLC)**

The shipowner shall be entitled to limit its liability under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention. The limits were increased on 1 November 2003. The owner of a ship shall be entitled to limit his liability under the CLC in respect of any one incident to an aggregate amount calculated as follows:

(a) 4,510,000 SDR for a ship not exceeding 5,000 units of gross tonnage;

(b) for a ship with a tonnage between 5,000 and 140,000 units of tonnage, 4,510,000 SDR (US$6.07 million) plus 631 SDR (US$850) for each additional unit of tonnage; and

(c) for a ship of 140,000 units of tonnage or over, 89,770,000 SDR (US$120.9 million).

The unit of account in the 1992 Conventions is the Special Drawing Right (SDR) as defined by the International Monetary Fund. If it is proved that the pollution damage resulted from the shipowner’s personal act or omission, committed with the intent to cause such damage, or recklessly and with knowledge that such damage would probably result, the shipowner is deprived of the right to limit its liability.
Compulsory insurance (Article VII of the 1992 CLC)

The owner of a ship registered in a Contracting State and carrying more than 2,000 tons of oil in bulk as cargo shall be required to maintain insurance or other financial security to cover its liability under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention. Tankers must carry a certificate on board attesting the insurance coverage. When entering or leaving a port or terminal installation of a State Party to the 1992 Civil Liability Convention, such a certificate is required also for ships flying the flag of a State which is not Party to the 1992 Civil Liability Convention. Claims for pollution damage under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention may be brought directly against the insurer or other person providing financial security for the owner’s liability for pollution damage.

Competence of courts

Actions for compensation under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention against the shipowner or its insurer may only be brought before the Courts of the State Party to that Convention in whose territory, territorial sea or EEZ or equivalent area the damage occurred.

The 1992 Fund Convention

The 1992 Fund pays compensation to those suffering oil pollution damage in a State Party to the 1992 Fund Convention who do not obtain full compensation under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention for one of the following reasons:

1. The shipowner is exempt from liability under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention because it can invoke one of the exemptions under that Convention; or

2. the shipowner is financially incapable of meeting its obligations under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention in full and its insurance is insufficient to satisfy the claims for compensation for pollution damage; or

3. the damage exceeds the shipowner’s liability under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention.

The 1992 Fund Convention, which is supplementary to the 1992 Civil Liability Convention, establishes a regime for compensating victims when the compensation under the applicable Civil Liability Convention is inadequate. This represents the second tier of compensation. The 1992 Fund is a worldwide intergovernmental organisation established for the purpose of administering the regime of compensation created by the 1992 Fund Convention. By becoming Party to the 1992 Fund Convention, a State becomes a Member of the 1992 Fund. The Organisation has its headquarters in London.

In order to become Parties to the 1992 Fund Convention, States must also become Parties to the 1992 Civil Liability Convention.
The 1992 Fund does not pay compensation if:

1. the damage occurred in a State which was not a Member of the 1992 Fund; or

2. the pollution damage resulted from an act of war or was caused by a spill from a warship; or

3. the claimant cannot prove that the damage resulted from an incident involving one or more ships as defined (i.e. a sea-going vessel or seaborne craft of any type whatsoever constructed or adapted for the carriage of oil in bulk as cargo).

Limit of compensation

The maximum amount payable by the 1992 Fund in respect of an incident occurring before 1 November 2003 was 135 million SDR (US$181.8 million), including the sum actually paid by the shipowner (or its insurer) under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention. The limit was increased on 1 November 2003. The increased limit applies only to incidents occurring on or after this date.

Competence of courts

Actions for compensation under the 1992 Fund Convention against the 1992 Fund may only be brought before the Courts of the State Party to that Convention in whose territory, territorial sea or EEZ or equivalent area the damage occurred.

Experience in past incidents has shown that most claims are settled out of court.

The 2003 Fund Protocol

A third instrument, the Protocol to the 1992 Fund Convention (Supplementary Fund Protocol), was adopted in 2003, to provide additional compensation over and above that available under the 1992 Fund Convention for pollution damage in the States that become Parties to the Protocol.

This Fund represents the third tier of compensation. So far 31 States have ratified or acceded to the Protocol.

The Supplementary Fund only pays compensation for pollution damage for incidents which occur after the Protocol has entered into force for the State concerned.

Membership of the Supplementary Fund is optional and any State which is a Member of the 1992 Fund may join the Supplementary Fund.

Time bar

Rights to compensation under the 1992 CLC, the 1992 Fund Convention and the Supplementary Fund Protocol shall be extinguished unless action is brought within 3 years from the date of damage.
However, in no case shall an action be brought after 6 years from the date of the incident

Claims and their settlement
The majority of claims are settled out of court within 3 years
Under the Fund Conventions, the Funds are obliged to ensure that all claimants are given equal treatment so if the total amount of the established claims exceeds the total amount of compensation available under the Civil Liability and Fund Conventions, each claimant will receive the same proportion of the loss. When there is a risk that this situation will arise, the Funds may have to restrict compensation payments to a percentage of the losses to ensure that all claimants are given equal treatment.
To be entitled to compensation, the pollution damage must result in an actual and quantifiable economic loss. The claimant must be able to show the amount of his loss or damage by producing accounting records or other appropriate evidence.
An oil pollution incident can generally give rise to claims for the following types of pollution damage:
- Cost of clean-up operations and preventive measures
- Property damage
- Economic losses in fishery, mariculture and tourism sectors:
- Environmental damage (costs of reasonable reinstatement measures actually undertaken or to be undertaken)

Legal implementation of the 2003 Fund Protocol
The 2003 Fund Protocol provisions have to be implemented on the same footing as those of the 1992 Fund Protocol.

International Convention on Liability and Compensation for Damage in Connection with the Carriage of Hazardous and Noxious Substances by Sea (HNS)
The HNS Convention was adopted by an international conference in 1996 and is based on the model of the Civil Liability and Fund Conventions. Similarly, the HNS Convention will establish a two-tier system for compensation to be paid in the event of accidents at sea, in this case, involving hazardous and noxious substances such as chemicals. However, it goes further in that it covers not only pollution damage but also the risks of fire and explosion, including loss of life or personal injury as well as loss of or damage to property.
Tier one will be covered by compulsory insurance taken out by shipowners, who would be able to limit their liability. In those cases where the insurance does not cover an incident, or is insufficient to satisfy the claim, a second tier of compensation will be paid from a fund, made up of...
contributions from the receivers of HNS (the HNS Fund). Contributions will be calculated according to the amount of HNS received in each Party in the preceding calendar year. The purpose of this Convention is to provide compensation for loss or damage to persons, property and the environment arising from the carriage of HNS by sea. HNS is Hazardous and Noxious Substances.

By 2009, the 1996 HNS convention had still not entered into force, due to an insufficient number of ratifications. A second international conference, held in April 2010, adopted a Protocol to the HNS convention (2010 HNS Protocol) that was designed to address practical problems that had prevented many States from ratifying the original Convention.

The 2010 Protocol will enter into force eighteen months after the date on which the following conditions are fulfilled:

- (a) at least twelve States, including four States each with not less than 2 million units of gross tonnage, have expressed their consent to be bound by it; and
- (b) the Secretary-General has received information in accordance with article 20, paragraphs 4 and 6, that those persons in such States who would be liable to contribute pursuant to article 18, paragraphs 1(a) and (c), of the Convention, as amended by this Protocol, have received during the preceding calendar year a total quantity of at least 40 million tonnes of cargo contributing to the general account.

This Convention applies to:

- any damage caused by HNS in the territory or territorial sea of Member States
- pollution damage in the exclusive economic zone (or equivalent) of Member States
- damage other than pollution damage outside the territory or territorial sea of any State
- costs of preventive measures wherever taken

This Convention does not apply to:

- pollution damage as defined in the 1992 CLC
- damage caused by a radioactive material (in the IMDG Code or IMSBC Code)
- optional – ships up to 200GT doing cabotage and carrying HNS in packaged form only
What is HNS?
The Concept of HNS is defined largely by reference to a list of individual substances that have been previously identified in a number of international Conventions and Codes designed to ensure maritime safety and prevention of pollution:

- Oils, carried in bulk (Annex I to the MARPOL 73/78)
- Noxious liquid substances, carried in bulk, and mixtures (Annex II to the MARPOL 73/78)
- Dangerous liquid substances carried in bulk and dangerous products (IBC Code)
- Dangerous, hazardous and harmful substances, materials and articles in packaged form (IMDG Code)
- Liquefied gases and products (IGC Code)
- Liquid substances carried in bulk with a flashpoint not exceeding 60°C
- Solid bulk materials possessing chemical hazards (IMSBC Code and IMDG Code in effect in 1996 when carried in packaged form)

The 1996 HNS Convention and the 2010 Protocol together constitute the 2010 HNS Convention. The 2010 Protocol to the 1996 HNS Convention was designed to address the practical problems that had been perceived to prevent many States from ratifying the Convention.

Again, the principle of strict liability applies. There are a few exceptions to the shipowners’ liability.

The main features of the HNS Fund are:

- Payment of compensation when:
  - damage exceeds shipowner’s liability limit
  - shipowner financially incapable of meeting their obligations
  - no shipowner’s liability
- Maximum compensation 250 million SDR, including shipowner’s liability
- Contributions from receivers of contributing cargo in State Parties to the Convention
• Very limited exceptions
  − damage resulted from an act of war, damage caused by a State ship
  − claimant cannot prove that damage resulted from incident involving ship(s)

Who is the receiver?
The receiver is the person who has physically received contributing cargoes after sea transport in a Member State, in a calendar year, in quantities above the threshold specified in the Convention. The Convention allows a person who physically receives HNS on behalf of a third party to designate that third party as the receiver. For LNG, the annual contribution shall be made by the receiver or by the titleholder*

Member States are also allowed to establish their own definition of “receiver”*

What is contributing cargo?
HNS Fund will be financed by contributions levied on persons who have received contributing cargoes after sea transport in a Member State, in a calendar year in quantities above the thresholds in the Convention.
The HNS Convention establishes four accounts:
- General;
- Oil;
- Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG); and
- Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG).

Article 1 of the HNS Convention
10. ‘Contributing cargo’ means any bulk HNS which is carried by sea as cargo to a port or terminal in the territory of a State Party and discharged in that State. Cargo in transit which is transferred directly, or through a port or terminal, from one ship to another, either wholly or in part, in the course of carriage from the port or terminal of original loading to the port or terminal of final destination shall be considered as contributing cargo only in respect of receipt at the final destination.

Member States are required to inform the HNS Fund of the name and address of receivers, together with the quantities of cargo received by each of them.

No compensation is payable by the HNS Fund until these reporting obligations have been fulfilled (except for death and personal injury).

Ratification and implementation issues prior to the entry into force of the 2010 HNS Convention
Each State Party to the HNS Convention is required to establish the jurisdiction of its Courts to entertain actions for compensation under this
Convention. Each Member State is also required to ensure the right of the HNS Fund to intervene in legal proceedings. Furthermore, each Member State is required to ensure that parties to the proceedings against a shipowner or his insurer are entitled to notify the Fund of the proceedings.

IMO has taken measures to facilitate the entry into force and to provide for a harmonized interpretation of the HNS Protocol 2010. A HNS Correspondence Group has been set up to focus on three specific items:

• The publication of a Brochure: HNS Why it is Needed
• HNS scenarios
• The development of an IMO resolution on implementation and entry into force of the 2010 HNS Convention: the main goal is encouraging states to implement the HNS Convention and bring it into force

Conclusions
Latin-American countries that have not yet done so should accede to the 1992 CLC only and to the 1992 Fund Convention.

The IMO Legal Committee has considered that the HNS Convention is the last piece in the puzzle to ensure that those who have suffered damage caused by HNS cargoes carried on board ships have access to a comprehensive and international liability and compensation regime. The IMO Secretary-General Mr. Kitack Lim is urging all States to consider acceding to the HNS 2010 Convention as soon as possible in order to bring it into force.
WHY THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY BELIEVES MORE LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES SHOULD JOIN THE LIABILITY AND COMPENSATION REGIME

Kiran Khosla

1. As an international industry, shipping needs rules agreed at international level. The IMO and the 174 or so member states that comprise it has the mandate to regulate shipping and ensure its safe operation at an international level. Through wide ratification and implementation by the member states, it can ensure that these rules and standards have global application and effect. We fully support the regulation of the industry by the IMO and the rules developed there which cover all aspects of shipping.

2. These rules include the international compensation and liability regime contained in the IMO conventions we were discussing today.

3. The system provides benefits to all parties, to claimants, governments and the Industry.

4. We wholly endorse and support this regime and strongly urge everyone – legal practitioners, academics and advisers to national governments to urge their governments to ratify and implement these conventions.

Detail:
The Conventions (CLC, HNSC) agreed in the aftermath of the Torrey Canyon, place a heavy burden on the shoulders of the shipowner through their provisions on:

1. Channelling of all claims from an incident to the shipowner;

2. The strict liability of the shipowner, regardless of whether he is not actually at fault;

3. The high amount of liability which has increased significantly over the years;

4. The compulsory insurance provisions to cover this strict liability which must be certified by a State Party; and
5. The waiver of the “Pay to be Paid” rule in shipowners’ insurance policy and the imposition of the right of direct action against shipowner’s insurer.

The provisions when they were first devised in 1969 (CLC) and 1971 (FC) were novel and radical, designed to provide prompt and effective compensation.

They had a huge impact on the traditional P&I insurance system carried by shipowners. Shipowners accepted these provisions - recognising that radical solutions were needed to ensure swift compensation - as part of an overall package which included a limit of liability which was intended to be unbreakable. This limit of liability was intended to provide certainty to shipowners and their insurers, allowing shipowners to obtain insurance for the liabilities at reasonable commercial costs and ensured that insurance would continue to be available to meet these liabilities.

The second tier of compensation provided by the FC and the HNSC is paid for by the cargo industry interests. This reflects the principle that all parties interested in the maritime venture should share the risk and contribute to the compensation system.

Over the past 50 years since the CLC was adopted in 1969, the system has been proven successful and it has achieved its aims. The risks to countries that have not ratified these conventions is clear. It is not possible for countries to replicate the valuable provisions such as compulsory insurance at national or regional level: Shipowners and their insurers, the IG of P&I Clubs, will only accept the onerous obligations in the IMO regime if they are adopted at an international level such as at the IMO. Moreover, the second tier of liability paid for by cargo interests can only apply and be available if the first tier in the CLC and the HNSC is adopted and ratified. Thus, countries that have not ratified the 1992 CLC cannot participate in the 1992 FC and are excluded then from the higher limits of liability – and by extension, also excluded from the further compensation tier provided in the Supp Fund Convention.

The higher tier of compensation provided by shipowners under the FC are overseen by the states parties to that convention and through this oversight and the various guidance for claims handling and other procedures agreed and issued by the IOPCF, ensures that claims are treated equally and equitably. This ensures the integrity of the compensation system.
In view of all the benefits to governments and to the Industry, CMI member MLAs are urged to commend the conventions to their respective governments.
LIABILITY FOR MARINE OIL POLLUTION IN CHILE

José Manuel Zapico Mackay

I. Introduction.

This paper contains a brief outline of the current state of the international conventions concerning liability for oil pollution in Chile, their relationship with domestic law and the relevant principles applied by the Chilean Supreme Court in decisions made in recent years regarding marine pollution.

II. CLC 1969 and 1992 Protocol

Chile is party to the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage 1969 (CLC 1969) since 1977.

The CLC 1992 Protocol was ratified by the State of Chile in April 2003.

On March 2015, Chile incorporated the amendments of the 1992 Protocol, adopted in October 2000, increasing the limitation amounts.

III. Fund Convention 1992

Chile ratified the Fund Convention 1992 and the same was approved by the Chilean Parliament on August 2001. However, until today the Chilean Government has not deposited the instrument of accession and the convention has not become law.

Therefore, even though the convention was approved by Congress some 18 years ago the same has not come into effect yet.

The Fund Convention 1992 requires to adjust Chilean domestic law to the convention.

As a consequence, the bill has suffered a slow and long process through various ministries. Since 2001, the convention has been studied by the

66 International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage 1969
67 Protocol of 1992 to amend the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage 1969
69 International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage 1992
Ministry of Justice, Foreign Affairs and Environment and it was decided that additional legislation was required before the convention could come into effect.

In 2018 a Government Working Group was set up and a political commitment made to pass the required legislation to implement the convention.

IV. **2001 Bunker Oil Convention.**

Chile is not party to the 2001 Bunker Oil Convention.

The Navigation Law applies in cases of bunker oil spills.

V. **2010 HNS Convention.**

Chile is not party to the International Convention on Liability and Compensation for Damage in Connection with the Carriage of Hazardous and Noxious Substances by Sea, 2010 (2010 HNS Convention) but the Government Working Group is also considering its adoption in 2020.

The Navigation Law applies in cases of pollution of hazardous and noxious substances.

VI. **Chilean Navigation Law (Law Decree N°2.222 of 1978)**

The main domestic statute governing marine oil pollution damage is the Chilean Navigation Law (Law Decree N°2.222 of 1978).

This Law Decree enacted in 1978 incorporates the rules of the CLC 1969 in cases where the convention does not apply like bunker oil spills.

VII. **Interpretation of the CLC 1969 Convention and 1992 Protocol by Chilean Courts**

The Chilean Supreme Court has applied the CLC both by virtue of its incorporation in the Navigation Law and directly from the Convention.

In the first case ever decided by the Supreme Court of Chile on marine oil pollution, articles 144 et. seq. of the Law Decree N°2.222 of 1978 (Chilean Navigation Law) were applied.

The Navigation law makes applicable the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage 1969 (CLC 1969) to cases not provided by the Convention such as bunker oil spills.
In this decision, the Supreme Court\textsuperscript{70} dismissed claims for damages arising from oil pollution, applying article 1.6 of the CLC 1969\textsuperscript{71} (as provided by the Navigation Law) which states that pollution damage includes the costs of preventive measures and further loss or damage caused by such measures, and declared that:

- Claimants need to prove to have taken any such measures and that the intended measures were reasonable and related to the oil spill
- Uncertain, hypothetical and contingent damages are not payable
- Strict proof of the damages claimed is required
- The burden of proof of the damages and causation is on the claimants
- Environmental damages may only be claimed by the State of Chile

In another case\textsuperscript{72}, the Supreme Court applied the CLC 1969 and made an express reference to the 1992 Protocol\textsuperscript{73} declaring that:

- Oil pollution damages are confined to reasonable measures taken after the spill aimed to restore the marine environment and do not include the loss of the site natural attraction

\textsuperscript{70} Supreme Court - Empresa Portuaria de Antofagasta vs. Pretty Bright Shipping S.A. and Parakou Shipping Limited, 11 January 2013. Case N\textdegree 4598-2010 (M/V “Eider”).
\textsuperscript{71} Article 1.6 of the CLC 1969 provides: “Pollution damage” means loss or damage caused outside the ship carrying oil by contamination resulting from the escape or discharge of oil from the ship, wherever such escape or discharge may occur, and includes the costs of preventive measures and further loss or damage caused by preventive measures.
\textsuperscript{73} Article 1.6 of the CLC 1969, as amended by the 1992 Protocol, provides: “Pollution damage” means:
(a) loss or damage caused outside the ship by contamination resulting from the escape or discharge of oil from the ship, wherever such escape or discharge may occur, provided that compensation for impairment of the environment other than loss of profit from such impairment shall be limited to costs of reasonable measures of reinstatement actually undertaken or to be undertaken;
(b) the costs of preventive measures and further loss or damage caused by preventive measures.
VIII. Conclusion.

The International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage 1969 and its 1992 Protocol are currently the main international regulations on liability for marine pollution in Chile.

Even though the 1992 Protocol has the force of law for those cases provided by the convention, the CLC 1969 still applies as provided by the Navigation law, to spills of bunkers and lubricants and other pollutants from vessels other than spills of persistent hydrocarbon mineral oil from tankers.

The Fund Convention 1992 already approved by the Chilean Parliament may become law in year 2020 after required amendments of internal law are made.

If the State of Chile decided to ratify the 2001 Bunker Oil Convention and the 2010 HNS Convention, a major reform of the Navigation law would be required.
IS IT TIME FOR LATIN AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS TO RATIFY INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS (CLC/FUND/HNS)? THE COLOMBIAN CASE

Javier Franco

Colombia originally ratified the CLC and FUND conventions through Law 55 of 1989. To date those versions have already been formally denounced but replaced by their 1992 counterparts by means of Law 523 of 1999. On the other hand, the country has not yet ratified neither the Supplementary Fund Protocol nor the HNS Convention.

From a broader perspective it could be said that, although the country has ratified certain key international instruments within the ambit of Maritime Law, Colombia has a disperse - and not always coherent - legislation on the subject. Thus recently the National Maritime Authority (DIMAR) has developed a program called “Legal Strengthening of the Maritime Authority”, which aims to provide the country with a unified regime in the subject (ie. the Draft Maritime Code). As it could be expected, the Draft Maritime Code makes reference to several aspects of Maritime Law, but specifically regarding maritime pollution, the code has included the following features:

1. One general principle, ie. “the one who pollutes, pays”.
2. A general obligation to notify the existence of a maritime incident involving pollution of waters.
3. Measures to prevent the pollution of the marine environment due to the performance of offshore activities.
4. A maritime “incident” of pollution, which will in practice imply the initiation of a legal proceedings to investigate the situation.

Regarding the concept of “pollution” it is worth mentioning that Art. 186 of the current draft Code defines the concept in a very ample manner as:

“(…) all introduction, discharge, shedding, or any equivalent act, of hydrocarbons, ballast and sewage water, sediments, garbage and in general of any contaminating substance that causes or may cause damage to life, ecosystem and marine resources, to human health or the legitimate use of colombian maritime waters.
It is understood as contaminant any substance that by its nature and/or concentration is likely to cause degradation of the maritime environment.\(^{74}\)

As per the Draft Code, the general rule is that liability for pollution is considered to be “strict” (i.e. responsabilidad objetiva) since it would be triggered due to the sole fact of the production of the polluting event.

Of importance, it should be highlighted that the Draft Code establishes that the certain key issues such as determination of damages, excepted events, and liability limits in cases of pollution incidents are to be determined in accordance with what is defined in international conventions ratified on the subject by Colombia (i.e. CLC/FUND Conventions).

To sum up it could be said that:

A. The current Draft Maritime Code provides an opportunity to:
   i) incorporate parameters of certain maritime conventions on the subject and/or,
   ii) to harmonise local provisions with those provided by international conventions ratified by the country.

The political tide in Colombia seems to be convenient to continue efforts to enhance further ratification of international conventions within the ambit of Maritime Law

---
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IS IT TIME FOR LATIN AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS TO RATIFY INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS (CLC/FUND/HNS)? - ECUADOR

José Modesto Apolo


In my capacity as President of Ecuador’s Maritime Law Association, I will be addressing my speech from an Ecuadorian standpoint.

The history of the 1969 CLC Convention starts in Ecuador in 1976 by initiative of the “Supreme Government Board”, a military triumvirate that took power in 1976 and continued governing Ecuador without a National Congress (since it had been dissolved under the prior dictatorship of Velasco Ibarra and Rodríguez Lara). Following the return to democracy in the year of 1979, the National Congress was restored with its original name until Ecuador’s Constitution of 2008 changed it to “National Assembly”.

On July 2nd, 2013, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Integration and Trade published in Ecuador’s National Gazette the entire text of the 1992 CLC Protocol and the 1992 IOPC Fund Protocol but as per the report it is not entirely clear how were they ratified. Neither the 1996 HNS Convention nor its 2010 HNS Protocol has been ratified but there is some governmental initiative underway that I will come to explain later. Ecuador has not ratified the International Oil Pollution Supplementary Fund, 2003 (“The Supplementary Fund”).
Session VIII – Ratification of Convention (Part 2)

After October 20th, 2008, when Ecuador’s latest (and current) Constitution came into effect, the route for the Ecuadorian State to become bound to an international treaty is paved with different layers of domestic approvals, falling the ratification powers over the President as head of the executive branch (articles 147(10) and 418, Ecuador’s Constitution), who is only required to notify the National Assembly about the signature of the treaty as a condition prior to proceed with its deposit.

Sometimes the National Assembly is required to do more than simply receiving notice of the treaty’s signature. Where, for the example - and not exhaustively - the International Treaty is concerned with “rights and protections enshrined in the Constitution”, or conveys the “compromise to enact, amend or repeal a statute”, or “compromises natural resources, specially the water, biodiversity and genetical patrimony” (articles 419(3), 419(4) and 419(8), Ecuador’s Constitution), the President is required to first obtain the prior approval of the National Assembly before ratifying and depositing the treaty.

Special attention should be drawn to the phrase “rights and protections enshrined in the Constitution” provided in article 419(4) of Ecuador’s Constitution. Ecuador’s Constitution develops an extensive and open-sourced catalogue of rights and protections of same hierarchy, and further to the Supremacy Clause, any norm, domestic or international, found inconsistent with the Constitution, is deemed pre-empted by the latter (article 424, Ecuador’s Constitution); only International Treaties on Human Rights conferring more favourable rights than those enshrined in our Constitution can prevail.

Virtually, any human activity can entail the exercise of a constitutional right, and therefore, it becomes a question of constitutional law determining what type of rights crossed upon by an international treaty require the acknowledgment and approval from the National Assembly.

Ecuador’s Constitutional Court has exclusive authority to answer questions of constitutionality (article 436(6), Ecuador’s Constitution) and also binding authority to determine whether the ratification of an International Treaty must first secure the prior approval of the National Assembly and whether that treaty is consistent with Ecuador’s Constitution provisions (article 438(1), Ecuador’s Constitution). The exercise of these powers is called “constitutionality control” and in so doing the Constitutional Court has statutory authority to use “balancing powers”.

As a matter of procedure, if the President is seeking to ratify an International Treaty that he believes crosses upon constitutional rights protected by Ecuador’s Constitution, he or she must first address to the Constitutional Court to exercise “constitutionality control” over the international treaty sought for ratification, as a step prior to address to the National Assembly.

On November 13th, 2012, President Rafael Correa’s legal advisor appeared before the Constitutional Court asking to exercise “constitutionality control” over the 2010 HNS Convention.

On July 9th, 2014, the Constitutional Court, its binding opinion No. 006-14-DTI-CC (hereinafter, the “binding opinion”), answered that the 2010 HNS Convention did require the approval from the National Assembly, and also determined, without analysis, that all of its provisions were consistent with the Constitution, and particularly,

“consistent with the development model enshrined in the Constitution, for which reason it [the development model] must be protected. If the end of the State is to assist in achieving a good life (sumak kawsay), particularly the right to health and the right to a clean and equilibrated environment of the Ecuadorian population, it is indispensable that these rights secure protection from local and international norms, in virtue of which it is considered that both the Convention and the Protocol are oriented and constitute valid mechanisms for the defence and protection of the human rights secured by the contracting parties” (see at page 94).

The Constitutional Court ultimately considered that:

“The Convention and the Protocol are international instruments devoted to secure human welfare, especially the rights of health and an equilibrated and clean environment in accordance with our Constitution. The development and effectiveness of the rights to a good life, health, and clean and equilibrated environment entail the protection of human rights of the Ecuadorian society, for which reason the legislative approval is required within the legitimacy process of these international instruments” (see at page 95).

It is very well known that any International Maritime Treaty regulating shipowners’ civil liabilities is the result of a trade of compromises, where the shipowners accept to attain to certain risks and liabilities in exchange of some bedrock concessions like: (i) exemptions of liability
clauses; (ii) short statutes of limitations; and (iii) limitation of liability provisions. The 2010 HNS Convention are clearly not an exemption, and neither is the 1992 CLC Convention nor the 1992 Fund Convention.

Under article 396 of Ecuador’s Constitution, the following principles do have constitutional pedigree prevailing over any contradictory norm, domestic or international: (i) liability for environmental damages is strict, and the tortfeasor may exempt itself from liability solely by proving the inexistence of the actual or potential damage; (ii) the duty to mitigate, restore and repair environmental damages is subject to the *restitutio in integrum* principle; (iii) all persons participating in the use of goods and services may face direct environmental liability; and (iv) legal actions for bringing claims and imposing sanctions for environmental damages are subject to no statutes of limitations, in other words, they never become barred. All of these principles have been replicated and developed in the newly enacted Environmental Code, statute that just entered into force last year on April 12th, 2018.

Let’s go one by one.

Firstly, as a matter of Ecuador’s constitutional law, environmental damages are subject to a strict liability regime. Both the 2010 HNS Convention and the 1992 CLC Convention are also premised on strict liability terms, whereas article 7(2) of the 2010 HNS Convention provides for four (4) exemptions of liability causes; articles 3(2) and 3(3) of the 1992 CLC Convention provides for a similar number; articles 4(2) and 4(3) of the 1992 Fund Convention provides for three (3) exemption of liability clauses, whereas articles 14(3) and 14(4) of the 2010 HNS Convention provides for a similar number.

Under section 397 of Ecuador’s Constitution, the shipowner can escape from liability only if it can prove the inexistence of an actual or potential damage; in other words, as long as there is a damage, the shipowner is liable and must compensate. The Environmental Code ratifies the “polluter pays” principle under section 9(4), and the strict liability regime principle under section 11. Under sections 307 and 308 of the Environmental Code, a force majeure and a fortuitous event and the third party’s exclusive fault, may exempt the polluter of being subject to administrative sanctions but does not exempt it from facing civil liability since, so long as there is some damage, it will be deemed as civilly bound to implement all mitigation, restorations, repair and remediation measures.

As it can be seen, the strict liability regime of both the 2010 HNS Convention, the 1992 CLC Convention and the 1992 Fund Convention
- all of which allow for exemptions of liability – critically differ from the more stringent “the polluter pays” principle enshrined in Ecuador’s Constitution and the Environmental Code which do not allow for exemptions of liability, and it is hard to see how could they be reconciled.

Secondly, the duty to mitigate, restore and repair environmental damages is premised under the *restitutio in integrum* principle, which is inconsistent with the notion of limiting one person’s liability. The principle of full and integral compensation is continually replicated by the Environmental Code under sections 9(1), 9(4) and 9(9), whereas said Code contains no provision allowing for any sort of liability limitation. However, article 9 of the 2010 HNS Convention and article 5 of the 1992 CLC Convention contain provisions allowing the shipowners to limit their liability, and furthermore, providing them for the benefit to shield other assets pace the constitution of a compensation fund. It is difficult to see how such assets could effectively become shielded under Ecuador’s Constitution if pursuant to section 290 of the Environmental Code even the shipowners’ controlling or parent corporations could be held civilly liable for the environmental damages caused by their subsidiaries. From the Fund standpoint, article 4(4) of the 1992 Fund Protocol and article 14(5) of the 2010 HNS Convention permit the Funds to limit their liability, existing thereby another cause of irreconciliation with the cited *restitutio in integrum* constitutional principle.

Thirdly, under Ecuador’s Constitution every and each person participating in the use of goods and services is subject to face direct environmental liability, and this is replicated under section 290 of the Environmental Code which additionally makes that direct liability “joint and several”, in such stringent terms that even a parent or controlling corporation, an incumbent legal representative, or even the shareholders of a cancelled polluter corporation could be held directly liable, all of which can be hardly reconciled with article 7(5) of the 2010 HNS Convention, or with article 3(4) of the 1992 CLC Convention, which in certain circumstances provides for the exclusion of certain people from being targets of potential legal actions.

Finally, under Ecuador’s Constitution, actions for environmental damages never become barred, and this is replicated under section 305 of the Environmental Code; conversely, actions for damages are subject to short statutes of limitations under article 37 of the 2010 HNS Convention, under article 8 of the 1992 CLC Convention and under article 6 of the 1992 Fund Convention. This is probably the most blatant and irreconcilable contradiction.
The unintended result is that two systems of compensation of environmental damages appear to exist today in Ecuador: population affected by non-CLC polluters may have the benefit and access to full and integral mitigation, repair and restoration actions, with no statutes of limitations, whereas population affected by CLC polluters do not. I am afraid that there is nothing in Ecuador’s Constitution allowing for such distinction, let alone that section 11(2) provides that all persons are equal with same rights, duties and opportunities, prohibiting all form of discrimination.

How could the Constitutional Court have missed in its binding opinion No. 006-14-DTI-CC all of these critical issues whose determination required no more than a simple fair and textual reading of articles 396 and 397 of the Constitution?

As of today, it is unclear whether the cited provisions of the 1992 CLC Convention and of the 1992 Fund Convention could survive a constitutional rigorous scrutiny by a local judge assuming an action for environmental damages is filed in Ecuador against a shipowner under the 1992 CLC Convention and the 1992 Fund Convention.

On the one hand, there is room for the argument that if the Constitutional Court could not find any constitutional issue with the 2010 HNS Convention, there is no reason to believe that equivalent provisions (at least in character) contained in the 1992 CLC Convention or in the 1992 Fund Convention should be bound to a different fate. On the other hand, pursuant to section 11(3) of Ecuador’s Constitution, every State officer is bound to apply the Constitution directly, and this includes judges, congressmen and administrative officials.

Since the binding opinion totally fails to distinguish normative inconsistencies between the Constitution and the 2010 HNS Convention, it is my view that any local court uncomfortable with the narrated inconsistencies not distinguished at all by the Constitutional Court could apply section 428 of Ecuador’s Constitution, suspend the pertaining judicial procedure and address to the Constitutional Court requiring to revisit its binding opinion.

Is the National Assembly obliged to abide by the Constitutional Court’s binding opinion during the legislative process of approval of the 2010 HNS Convention despite being in apparent contradiction with clear Constitutional provisions?

It is clear that the National Assembly should not interfere with the Constitutional Court’s exercise of constitutional interpretive authority
displayed in the binding opinion since that would entail crossing a line beyond the division of powers concept; it is my view, however, that pursuant to section 11(3) of Ecuador’s Constitution the National Assembly has enough authority to take the initiative to require the Constitutional Court to revisit its prior binding opinion and provide, at the very least, a detailed and analytical account of why the 2010 HNS Convention is consistent with Ecuador’s Constitution despite clear provisions to the contrary.
AN OVERVIEW OF THE INCORPORATION OF THE IMO CIVIL LIABILITY AND POLLUTION COMPENSATION REGIMES INTO PANAMA’S LEGAL SYSTEM

Francisco J. Linares F.

I. Panama’s international treaty implementation system
Since 1989, Panama is a representative democracy, with a unicameral legislature, composed of 71 regional MPs. Each and every treaty or international convention must be approved by Parliament, and legislation must be enacted in order for this to become effective, pursuant to articles 1589 (1) and 164 (a) of the Constitution.

Panama has adopted a number of international maritime conventions through the ordinary constitutional avenue. Frequently, however, the contents of important conventions have been enacted as part of Panama’s own domestic legislation.

II. IMO marine pollution conventions in Panama
Panama is a maritime country. It has the world’s largest merchant marine, since the mid ‘90s. Panama is a category A member of the IMO Council. Thus, it comes as no surprise that Panama has ratified most of the key international conventions dealing with marine pollution liability, such as CLC 1992, the CLC Fund Convention 1992, and Bunker CLC 2001. In a similar vein, Panama has adopted UNCLOS 1982 and the Nairobi wreck removal convention 2015.

III. Panama’s domestic legislation
On the domestic front, for instance, Panama has de facto adopted the contents of the London Limitation of Liability 1976 Convention, through Title VIII, Chapters I-III of Code of Maritime Procedure (CMP). Panama is not a party to the HNS Convention. However, that subject matter is covered by Title VIII, Chapter IV of the CMP. This is a domestic liability regime for marine pollution in general. It provides for strict liability on the polluter, and allows limitation of liability essentially based on article V of CLC 1969. Administrative liability for marine pollution exists pursuant to Law No. 19 of 1997 on the Panama Canal, and the Panama Canal regulations. Finally, Panama has a default regime for environmental pollution – Law No. 41 of 1998 – which establishes three levels of liability (administrative, civil and criminal) and enshrines the principle of “polluter pays”.
IV. **Proposals**
Effective regional collaboration towards the CMI’s goal of uniformity requires periodic meetings of all Latin American MLAs’ presidents in suitable venues, for discussing, brainstorming and strategizing. Events such as the upcoming Panama Maritime XV World Conference & Exhibition in 2021 may be such a suitable venue.
CIVIL LIABILITY, IOPC FUND AND HNS CONVENTIONS – IS IT TIME FOR LATIN AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS TO RATIFY THESE CONVENTIONS? – MEXICO PERSPECTIVE

José Luis Hernández Abdalah

First of all, I would like to briefly thank the members of the International Maritime Committee (IMC), the Executive Committee of the IMC, and mainly Chris Davis for having trusted Mexico for the Mexican Association of Maritime Law to have been a part of this Colloquium that is being held in Mexico … thank you.

I will try to make my presentation as quickly as possible, it will only refer to some reflections of what is happening in the world in terms of hydrocarbon production and what is taking place in Mexico, what we lack of and where we are in regard the conventions “Civil Liability” (CLC), “IOPC Fund” and “HNS”.

Mexico is currently part of the CLC Convention and is also part of the 1992 Fund Convention, however, we haven’t ratified the Complimentary 2003 Fund Convention, nor the Convention over Hazardous and Noxious Substances (HNS).

Going a bit back over what is happening at an international level, I would like to tell you briefly that the world is currently consuming approximately 100 million barrels a day (“BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2019”), of these 100 millions barrels that the world produces and consumes, the US itself is consuming 20% of these 100 million; however, the US is neither part of the 1992 Fund nor is part of the Complimentary 2003 Convention. It is important to mention that a great part of the consumption of the US comes from other latitudes, this is, the risk of hydrocarbon spills also exists in other latitudes and a clear example is Mexico. Our country sends to the United States 80% of its crude oil exports, and it’s also important to say that 80% of our hydrocarbon production is extracted from the sea.

Another important data is that according to the UNCTAD (UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT), in 2018, 1874 million tons of crude oil were transported by sea, which represents 36% of the world consumption.

This high world consumption has made that the hydrocarbon reserves be increased along several decades, for example in 1998 the reserves worldwide were 1141 thousand millions of barrels whilst in 2008 it increased up to 1493 thousand millions barrels and in year 2018 we were in 1729 thousand million barrels (BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2019), in other words, far from having our reserves being reduced, these
having been increasing, and I don’t see our reserves reaching their end. However, what might be endangered is the resistance of our planet being purified against spills and against pollution of fossil products. Due to the foregoing, in my opinion, is that many of the regulations that the OMI has implemented has been due to all these spills that have taken place at an international level. I think the creation of the “Fund” is a good idea, even if not all the countries are a part thereof, nor that all the countries have 100% ratified this “Fund”.

And in the case of Mexico, the current production of hydrocarbons in our country is 1.7 million barrels a day, 80% of the production is extracted in waters of the Gulf of Mexico and in order to increase the production of hydrocarbons, several blocks have been allocated after the Energy Reform in 2013, as was previously made in the United States; this is, several blocks were allocated: 32 in shallow waters and 28 blocks in deep waters (the latter, according to the National Hydrocarbon Commission) in order to try to revert the reduction of production Mexico has had in the past years. With these blocks that Mexico has been promoting and that has already contracted with several international companies (there are more than 40 international companies that were allocated with blocks in different parts of Mexico), it is forecasted that in 2024 the decrease be reverted and the 2 million barrels per day is overcome.

On the other hand, one thing that must be quickly analyzed is that, even if Mexico is a great hydrocarbon producing country, the main part of its operations are to export them and not to receive them, and as we all know, in order for the parts of the Fund may be able to contribute they have to receive them and not export them.

I would also like to discuss what is happening in Mexico in respect to the 2003 Complimentary Fund and the Convention over Hazardous and Noxious Substances (HNS). In order for Mexico to be able to ratify a Convention, 4 main steps are necessary to be followed; first, a work group of experts must be constituted to study the pros and cons of adopting a convention or not and, after such work group has carried out the task, it passes it on to several ministries such as the Ministry of Energy, the Ministry of the Environment, the SEMAR or armed force in Mexico and the Ministry of Communications and Transportation. These Ministries analyze the pros and cons the work group gave them and once their criteria has been unified (and that is where we are with both conventions) they send it to the Mexican Congress, in this case the Mexican Congress is the Senate; it is submitted to voting by all the members of the Senate and if the latter approves it, the Convention is practically thereafter approved, further sent to the President for him to publish it in the Official Daily of the Federation and from there must it be implemented and remains approved.

In Mexico, the international conventions are to the Mexican Constitution, in other words, they are more important than secondary laws. I think
that in Mexico as in the majority of Latin American countries, there is a similar political system, and their legal regulations are also similar. On the other hand, it is important to mention the risks of pollution that any spillage from the platforms could cause, as the latter are not covered by the Fund; it has been mentioned in several forums that in order to solve this problem what is needed to be done is a bi-lateral treaty among two or three countries (tri-lateral) that are involved or that they are adjacent or are near to the same geographic area. However, they forget that the sea is not static, the sea is constantly moving and a proof thereof is the current of the Gulf of Mexico that reaches the coasts of Europe and in some way it may have some implications such as the weather in countries like England, Spain and Portugal, and due to that reason we believe that what is made in the platforms is very important.

To finish, I would like to say that it is very important that we begin to think in the renewable energies that are proximate, since the transit to the energy of fossil resources is in transit to renewable energies, and due to that reason I believe that the Fund (FIDAC) may be in a position to act hereinafter and may be asked for a contribution to the countries so that the development of these renewable energies be partially subsidized. Thank you very much....
CIVIL LIABILITY, IOPC FUND AND HNS CONVENTIONS – IS IT TIME FOR LATIN AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS TO RATIFY THESE CONVENTIONS? - ARGENTINA

Diego Chami


1. New trends in Navigation Law

In the last decades of the 20th Century, the development of the navigation required a legal response to the number of new situations that were no regulated, giving rise to, as José Domingo Rey highlighted in many articles75, what was called New Trends in Navigation Law. The oil spill in water is one of those facts that became a new trend. The accident of the tanker ‘Torrey Canyon’ drew the attention of the maritime community to the oil spills and gave rise to an innovative system of three levels of responsibility.

2. Argentina’s ratification CLC 69/ PROT 92 and the FUND 71/ PROT 92

Argentina ratified the 1992 Protocol that amends the international International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (CLC) and the 1992 Protocol that amends the International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage (FUND)

Notwithstanding, Argentina does not form part of the supplementary fund of 2003.

3. Spill prior to conventions entering in force

The spill that occurred in the coast of the city of Magdalena, at the Buenos Aires Province, as a consequence of the collision between the tanker Estrella Pampeana and the container ship Sea Parana, made Argentina subscribe to the international system. The Sea Parana had sailed from Dock Sud, at the Buenos Aires Port, and it was sailing in the Canal Intermedio of the Rio de la Plata heading for the port of Santos, in Brazil, while the Estrella Pampeana had sailed from Caleta Olivia, Comodoro Rivadavia, coming from Tierra del Fuego, with a cargo of crude oil, heading for the flammable dock in Dock Sud. At a head on situation the Sea Paraná suffered a black out and made a sudden maneuver to port side and collided the Estrella Pampeana. The collision caused an oil spill in the Rio de la Plata, which impacted in the city of Magdalena.

I point out two circumstances of this event.

The first one is that the tanker Estrella Pampeana alleged as its defense against claims by third parties affected by the pollution that the fault in the collision and oil spill came from a third party that they could not be responsible for (MV Sea Parana), as per article 1113 of the Civil Code, in full effect at that moment. What I want to highlight is that that defense would not have been possible and the responsible would have been easily found if the system of CLC 69/Prot 92 had been in full force because it did not exclude from responsibility the fault of a third party (except the negligence or other wrongful act of any Government or other authority responsible for the maintenance of lights or other navigational aids in the exercise of that function), but the act or omission done with intent to cause damage by a third party. In that sense, article 3.2.b) of the international Convention on the liability resulting from damages for oil pollution, 1969 (CLC 69/PROT 92) states that there shall not be any liability whatsoever on the owner if it is proved that the damages for pollution were caused by action or intended omission of a third party to provoke damages.

The second circumstance that I want to point out is that, although the conventions in analyses were not in force when the collision occurred, the shipowners of the two vessels involved in the collision and their corresponding P & I Clubs assessed the claims of the third parties affected by the pollution on the basis of the criteria established by the Fund.
4. Advantages of the system CLC 69/Prot92 – Fund 71/Prot 92

The advantages of the system CLC 69/PROT 92 over a system of civil law to regulate the liability in the event of an oil spill, are evident. First, it establishes a system of liability centered in the owner of the vessel; therefore, there is no need for investigation on who was responsible. Besides, it is a system of strict liability with limited exonerations and with limits that allow reasonable compensations. On the other hand, the civil liability insurance is compulsory, so it grants security to persons affected. Cova Arria stated that the system of liability created by the CLC 92 has exclusive and excluding way76. Exclusive, because no claim for compensation for pollution damage shall be made against the owner otherwise than in accordance with the Convention (article III, section 4th, first paragraph), and excluding, because no claim for pollution damage under the Convention or otherwise may be made against the servants or agents of the owner (article III, section 4th, second paragraph). Goñi claimed that the system is based on three essential aspects: a strict liability in the first place, in setting an only individual to whom file the claim in the second place, and finally, in a specific jurisdiction where to deal with all the claims by the affected parties by the spill77. But, furthermore, when the system CLC is not enough to compensate for damages, the Fund shall compensate them. In addition, it is a balanced system between the interests of the vessel that bears the risk until the CLC 69/Prot 92 limit, on the on hand, and those of the cargo that contribute to the IOPC Fund that bear the risk until the FUND 71/Prot 92 limit of liability, on the other hand. Because of these advantages, the decision of Argentina to ratify the conventions was very reasonable.

5. Spill after the Conventions being in force: the “ghost” ship

It is important to highlight that Argentina has vast inland waterways not only in Rio de la Plata but also in the Paraná-Paraguay waterway. If a spill occurred in said waters, the conventions CLC 69/Prot 92 and FUND 71/Prot 92 shall be applied equally as long as the spill came from sea-going vessel.

After the conventions entered in full force and effect, only one incident occurred that involved the Fund. It took place on December 26th, 2007 in Caleta Cordova, in Chubut Province. The spill affected almost 1.5

km of the coast. During the clean-up operations and remediation, sand and about 160 m$^3$ of water emulsion and oil and 900 m$^3$ of waste were removed. Although a center of recovery was created, about 400 birds died. The fishing activity was interrupted, and the tourism was affected as well. By September 2010, about 170 claims for the cost of the clean-up activities, for the loss of the fishing activity and the tourism had been filed. Now, who had caused the spill?

In that opportunity the tanker Presidente Illia had been loading oil in the oil buoy of Caleta Córdova. However, the owner of the vessel and the P & I Club alleged that the oil did not come from Presidente Illia but from other non identified vessel, a ‘ghost vessel’. In said case the Fund had to compensate for damages. However, in the investigation carried out, it was determined that there was a leak in the pipe of ballast water. That pipe went through the central cargo tank of the vessel and therefore, when the ballast water was thrown away, the oil mixed with the ballast water was thrown into the ocean. It was also proven that the oil spilled was similar to the oil on board the Presidente Illia and in the same way that at the port of destination a shortage of oil was found. Finally, without recognizing its liability, the P & I Club of Presidente Illia reached settlement agreements with the third-party claimants for pollution damages.

6. HNS/Prot 2010 Convention

Argentina is not part of the convention of the subtitle that requires the ratification of 12 States, 4 of them with a minimum of two million units of gross each and that each of them has received the year before 40 million of tons of cargo subjected to contributions to the general account. Up to now, it has been ratified by Canada, Denmark, Norway, Turkey and South Africa. In the Argentine Maritime Law Association there is tendency to ratify the Convention HNS/ Prot 2010 and this was stated in the X Jornadas Rioplatenses de Derecho Marítimo, organized by the Argentina MLA that took place in Buenos Aires on 5$^{th}$ and 6$^{th}$ of September 2019 where the Convention HNS/ Prot 2010 was analyzed.

7. Conclusion

To conclude this paper, I want to mention that in 1931 a French author, Daniel Danjon$^{78}$, highlighted several characteristics of the Maritime Law, among them the audacity of his legal solutions. The system that made up the CLC 69/ Prot 92 and the Fund 71/ Prot 92 reveal the audacity of the Maritime Law that Danjon had pointed out.
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CMI YEARBOOK 2019

Status of Signatures, Ratifications, Acceptances, Approvals, Accessions, Reservations and Notifications of Succession with regard to Maritime Law Conventions

STATUS OF SIGNATURES, RATIFICATIONS, ACCEPTANCES, APPROVALS, ACCESSIONS, RESERVATIONS AND NOTIFICATIONS OF SUCCESSION WITH REGARD TO MARITIME LAW CONVENTIONS

Since 1951 CMI has published information about the status of maritime law conventions in its CMI Bulletins, and later in its CMI Yearbooks. The information was initially limited to the Brussels’ conventions which were the result of the work of CMI itself. But over time information about maritime law conventions produced by IMO and other organizations was also published by CMI. For its information CMI relied on the kind cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Belgium (the depositary of the Brussels’ conventions), and the secretariats of the relevant international organizations.

Over the years the Belgian Ministry and the international organizations have proceeded to publish information on the status of conventions on the internet. These internet publications are updated as soon as new information becomes available. Therefore, spending a lot of time on the gathering of the same information for an annual publication in a paper yearbook would now seem to serve a very limited purpose. It was therefore decided to stop publishing the status of conventions in the CMI Yearbook and switch to publication on the CMI website. In order to prevent the unnecessary duplication of information already publicly available (and kept up to date) on the websites of the Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the international organizations, CMI will now simply provide a list of the relevant maritime law conventions with links to the websites of convention depositaries and international organizations. References to national treaty databases which provide trustworthy information on the status of multilateral conventions are also included.

The conventions are listed under six headings:
• Status of Brussels (CMI) Maritime Law Conventions
• Status of IMO Maritime Law Conventions
• Status of UN and UN/IMO Maritime Law Conventions
• Status of UNESCO Maritime Law Conventions
• Status of UNIDROIT Maritime Law Conventions
• Status of Antarctic Maritime Law Conventions
As was done in the CMI Yearbook the conventions are listed within these categories in chronological order, but keeping protocols to conventions grouped together with the original convention.

It should be noted that the information provided on the websites referred to may vary in detail and accuracy. Just as in the past, CMI cannot guarantee that all the information is complete and correct. In the end it is advisable to contact the official depository of each convention. Experience has shown that even then the information provided may be subject to debate.

T. van der Valk  
CMI Publications Editor  
14 January 2020
Status of Brussels (CMI) Maritime Law Conventions

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law with respect to Collision between Vessels, Brussels, 23 September 1910
Entry into force: 1 March 1913
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/003382

Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law relating to Assistance and Salvage at Sea, Brussels, 23 September 1910
Entry into force: 1 March 1913

Protocol to amend the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of law relating to Assistance and Salvage at Sea Signed at Brussels on 23rd September 1910, Brussels, 27 May 1967
Entry into force: 15 August 1977

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules relating to the Limitation of the Liability of Owners of Sea-going Vessels, Brussels, 25 August 1924
Entry into force: 2 June 1931

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law relating to Bills of Lading, Brussels, 25 August 1924
Entry into force: 2 June 1931
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/004127
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Entry into force: 23 June 1977
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/003112

Entry into force: 14 February 1984
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/000840

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules relating to Maritime Liens and Mortgages, Brussels, 10 April 1926
Entry into force: 2 June 1931

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules concerning the Immunity of State-owned Ships, Brussels, 10 April 1926
Entry into force: 8 January 1937
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/003839
Additional Protocol to the International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules concerning the Immunity of State-owned Ships, Brussels, 24 May 1934
Entry into force: 8 January 1937
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/005942

International Convention on Certain Rules concerning Civil Jurisdiction in Matters of Collision, Brussels, 10 May 1952
Entry into force: 14 September 1955

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to Penal jurisdiction in matters of collision and other incidents of navigation, Brussels, 10 May 1952
Entry into force: 20 November 1955

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to the Arrest of Sea-Going Ships, Brussels, 10 May 1952
Entry into force: 24 February 1956
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/007235
International Convention relating to the Limitation of the Liability of Owners of Sea-going Ships, Brussels, 10 October 1957
Entry into force: 31 May 1968
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/006826

Entry into force: 6 October 1984

International Convention relating to Stowaways, Brussels, 10 October 1957
Entry into force: not yet in force

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules relating to the Carriage of Passengers by Sea, Brussels, 29 April 1961
Entry into force: 4 June 1965
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/009010

Entry into force: not yet in force
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/009108
Entry into force: not yet in force

Convention relating to Registration of Rights in respect of Vessels under Construction, Brussels, 27 May 1967
Entry into force: not yet in force

Entry into force: not yet in force
Status of IMO Maritime Law Conventions

International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, Brussels, 29 November 1969
Entry into force: 19 June 1975
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/003096

Entry into force: 8 April 1981
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Treaty/Details/001655

Entry into force: not yet in force
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/000115

Entry into force: 30 May 1996
- the depositary, the (Secretary General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
International Convention relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties, 1969, Brussels, 29 November 1969
Entry into force: 6 May 1975
• the depositary, the (Secretary General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/012371.html

Entry into force: 30 March 1983
• the depositary, the (Secretary General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/003095

International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, Brussels, 18 December 1971
Entry into force: 16 October 1978
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
Entry into force: 22 November 1994
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/001657

Entry into force: not yet in force
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/001657

Entry into force: 30 May 1995
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- the depositary, the United Nations Treaty Collection: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800a599a&clang=en
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/012374
Entry into force: 3 March 2005
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/010844

Convention relating to Civil Liability in the Field of Maritime Carriage of Nuclear Material, Brussels, 17 December 1971
Entry into force: 15 July 1975
• the depositary, the International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/002836

Athens Convention relating to the Carriage of Passengers and their Luggage by Sea, 1974, Athens, 13 December 1974
Entry into force: 28 April 1987
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx

Entry into force: 30 April 1989
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
Entry into force: not yet in force
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx

Entry into force: 23 April 2014
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/011547

Entry into force: 1 December 1986
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/001656

Entry into force: 13 May 2004
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/007428
Entry into force: 1 March 1992
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/002231

Entry into force: 1 March 1992
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/002232

Entry into force: 28 July 2010
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/011471

Entry into force: 28 July 2010
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
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- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

Entry into force: 14 July 1996
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization:
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800a58b3
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

Entry into force: 13 May 1995
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization:
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800aada6&clang=_en
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

Entry into force: 14 June 2007
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization:
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):
Entry into force: not yet in force
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/007429

Entry into force: not yet in force
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/012292

Entry into force: 21 November 2011
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/011005

Entry into force: 14 April 2015
- the depositary, the International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/009962
Status of UN and UN/IMO Maritime Law Conventions

Entry into force: 6 October 1983
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=080000028003a445&clang=_en
• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/002264

Entry into force: 1 November 1992
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=0800000280042179

Entry into force: not yet in force
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=0800000280025033&clang=_en

Entry into force: 16 November 1994
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=0800000280043ad5&clang=_en
• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/000493

Entry into force: not yet in force
• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=080000028004e485
Entry into force: not yet in force
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=-080000028004b4e0&clang=_en

Entry into force: 5 September 2004
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000028004a70a

Entry into force: 14 September 2011
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000028004ce27
- the International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx

Entry into force: not yet in force
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000028021e615
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/010533
Status of UNESCO Maritime Law Conventions

Entry into force: 2 January 2009
- the depositary, the (Director-General of the) United Nations Educational, Scientific, Cultural Organization (UNESCO): http://www.unesco.org/eri/la/convention.asp?KO=13520&language=E&order=alpha
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/010501

Status of UNIDROIT Maritime Law Conventions

UNIDROIT Convention on International Financial Leasing, Ottawa, 28 May 1988
Entry into force: 1 May 1995
- the depositary, the Government of Canada: -

Status of Antarctic Maritime Law Conventions

Annex VI to the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty: Liability Arising From Environmental Emergencies, Stockholm, 14 June 2005
Entry into force: not yet in force
- the depositary, the Government of the United States: -
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/010766
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